Foreword

The enclosed collection of memoranda were written by Howard W. "Bill"

Tindall, Jr., the former Director of Flight Operations at NASA's Manned Spacecraft
Center in Houston.
early

They document key technical decisions made between

1966 and

1970 for all unmanned and manned flights through Apollo 13, and became widely

know as "Tindallgrams." Astronauts, flight controllers, and engineers took part in this
planning, and many have lamented that they had lost track of their copies, so we have
bound this set together for them. As Buzz Aldrin remembered, "Bill had a brilliant way
of analyzing things and the leadership that gathered diverse points of view with the
utmost fairness."
In

1966, Apollo Spacecraft Program Manager George Low made Tindall

responsible for all guidance and navigation computer software development by the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Bill quickly grasped the key issues and clearly
characterized the associated pros and cons, sometimes painfully for us, but his humor,
friendliness, and ever-constructive
In

manner

endeared him to all of us.

1967, Low put Tindall in charge of a group called Mission Techniques,

which was designed to bring together hardware development, flight crew procedures,
mission rules, and spacecraft and control center computer programming. According to
former MSC Director Christopher

Kraft, ''Those meetings were the hardened core of

Apollo as far as operations planning was concerned.

That's where the famous

Tindallgrams came from." He continued, "It would be difficult for me to

fmd anyone

who contributed more individually to the success of Apollo than Bill Tindall."

Those of us who took part in those meetings and other interactions with Bill will

always appreciate another aspect of his contribution. .. he made it a lot of fun!

May 31, 1996
Malcolm Johnston
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.,
Formerly the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory
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IIAY 1 2 1966

66-FMl-59

F.Ml Assistant Chief, Mission Planning
and Analysis Division
Spacecraft computex: program requirements for

AS-504

AS-2!J7/2!J8, AS-503,

and

On May
and
a flock of 1-lSC people met with MIT people in
Boston to discuss the spacecraft computer program requirements for mis

13

14, 1966,

AS-207/2!J8, AS-503,

AS-504.

sions
and
of several on the subject you will

be

This memorandum is probably one
getting in the near future.

My

main purpose is to describe the situation as it exists on these important
programs; it is not altogether a happy one.

Our basic problem seems to center on the time available to

prepare

the

computer programs for these flights and on the fact that the computer

is not big enough to contain all of

the

programs which appea,J" to be either

required or highly desirable for the mission.
According to MIT estimates,
the programs which had been identified as needed for the CSM on the

AS36,000

mission are in the order of
words in excess of the
word computer. The LEM computer storage capacity was exceeded by about
words for the LOBS configuration and
words for the radar con

5o4

15,000

6,000

4,500

figuration.

Since we have assume d a basic ground rule that no routines would be in
cluded in the

AS-207/208

programs which are not in the

our first task was to reduce the

AS-504

AS-5o4

program,

program requirements to a point

where the CSM and LEM programs would fit within the computer storage
available.
After doing this, we went through the
pro� and
determined which processors could be omitted from the
pro

AS-5o4
AS-2!J7f208

grams if the overall schedule siutation would be improved

by their dele

Accord ingl y our task at this meeting was to identify the lower
priority routines with an understanding that no further work would be
done on them and they would not be included in the computer programs

tion.

,

AS-207/208, AS-503,

AS-504

and
flights.
It was evident from
for the
the start that there were very few programs which could be easily de
leted.
In fact, it was a very painful process.
For the most part,

" re quire ments " could only be dropped at some cost in probability of
mission success or by putting a greater workload on the crew or reliance

on ground support.
We did adopt a basic ground rule that obviously
crew safety could not be impaired.

flight

that the program require
reduced to a point wherein a reasonable chance of their fit
the computer storage was assured • . In addition, we identified

We were successful in our task to the extent

ments· were

ting into

' .

BIIJ U.S. Savings Bonds
;il..'.'

· · '

··.:•_L:;_:•, .·.'t:·.·_

Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

I

2
the next computer routines which would be deleted in the event storage
was ultimately exceeded, �orcing the removal o� more routines. I would
like to list a �ew o� the programs which were deleted to give you a
�eel �or the situation. For example, the following routines were re
moved from the comman d module computer program:

1. Concentric flight plan routines, which provide an onboard cap
ability for computing the �irst two maneuvers o� the coelliptic flight
plan, setting up proper initial conditions �or terminal phase, were de
leted. Since fiight crew safety is implicit in the rendezvous capability,
we (MPAD) have accepted a task o� identifying the various failure situa
tions in which the command module must rescue the LEM to assure ourselves
that this capability will still exist with these programs not available
to the crew. This is not certain at this time.
2. Programs used for computing attitude maneuvers were deleted.
These programs were used in the guidance system �or automatically making
It
minimum fuel attitude cba.D.ge maneuvers while avoiding gimbal lock.
is obvious that these routines would be used even in a nolliina l mission,
but it is felt the pilot could do the job instead of the compu.ter, al
though probably at some extra cost in our precious RCS fuel.

3.

It was identified that deletion of the capability to take over
launch guidance o� the S-II and/ or S-IVB stages o� the Saturn by the
command module guidance system would considerably relieve our computer
st orage problem. · However1 it has been directed by NASA Headquarters
that this capability be provided. Accordingly, steps are being taken
within M3C in an attempt to relieve this Headquarters requirement, which
is primarily one of improving probability of mission success with in
direct and hopeful. acceptable implications on flight crew safety.

4. Programs were be.ing supplied to enable guidance system to exe
cute maneuvers necessary for inserting the spacecraft into orbit or
for landing in a preselected launch abort area by use of a spacecraft
SIS maneuver in the event of a late launch abort. These routines, which
. were originally scheduled �or AS-20h but were deleted from that flight
due to schedule problems, were also deleted from the AS-5o4 program.
This is more serious, however, since ground support of Saturn V aborts
is more limited than �or the 200 series missions.

5. Several o ther actions were taken to relieve the storage problems,
s uch as deleting some programs �rom the flight ropes which support pre
night pad tests. ( It is not intended to delete the tests but rather
to support them in another way .) In addition, action designed to stream
line the program was initiated.
6.

Identified as the next programs to be deleted, if' it turns out

to be necessary, are the stored star catalog and the automatic star se

.lection routines which the pilot would use routinely even during a nomi
nal mission for platf'or.m alignment. Deletion of' these routines would

3
�orce manual selection of which stars to use for this purpose and

would

require that their cbarScteristics be manually keyed into the computer.

It is evident that the above programs wouJ.d be extremely valuable during
the lunar and AS-207 rendezvous missions, and the necessit.y of deleting
these programs is probably the best indication of bow critical. the com

puter storage problem. is.
Deletions in the LEM program were similar.
that the LORS configuration requires about

It was interesting to note
1,500 more storage l.ocations

than the radar. !Jlms, if the radar wins the guidance system. o�ics,
Generally speaking, however, it ap
we will recover this nice bonus.
peared that the c�ter storage problem was more severe on the command
module computer

than

on the LEM at this date.

I would like to include a couple of remarks here regarding the programs
�or the

AS-207/208

mission.

Since it is intended to use only

AS-5o4

programs and since it is possible to fly the AS-207/208 mission with a
number of the CSM AS-5o4 programs omitted, by definition lie do not have

Our problem here--and it is a seri
a storage problem �or that ·mission.
ous one--is that MI:T maintains that we are considerably behind schedule.
Although we intend to initiate action designed to improve thl:s situation,
it has been recommended by MI:T that a number o� the AS-504 programs
be deleted which are not essential for the AS-207/208 mission.
Same of

us at M>C

are

concerned that, although this may improve the schedule

situation �or AS-207/208, it may damage the schedule �or AS-5<>4, which
is probably even more undesirable. Accordingly, we intend to review
very carefully the overall schedule situation before any o� the AS-5<>4

programs are omitted �m the

AS-207/208

programs.

At the very least,

it is intended that all internal program interfaces be provided to in
sure the maximum. similarity between the AS-207/208 and AS-5o4- programs.
In �act, it may even prove desirable to substitute dummy programs for
each of those deleted :from the

AS-5<>4

cord with us on this matter.

program.

MI:T was in complete ac

MIT is still expressing concern over their abilit.y to define, design,

and implement the concentric flight plan routines in time for including
them in the AS-207/208 LEM program.
However, they indicated that they
could continue with development of !.he Guidance System. Operations Pl.an

(GSOP) for the AS-207/208 with those capabilities included for at least
six weeks without any schedule impact.
Thereafter they feel that i:f
they have not arrived at an acceptabl.e solution, it ma:y be necessary

to drop these routines, which

are

considered mandatory by H)C,

f'rom

the AS-207/208 program.
I personally have every intention of making
sure that they are not dropped, but there seemed to be no need to argue

this point at this time since it
of action.

has

no inf'l.uence on the current course

At the conclusion of the discussions of the AS-504 programs, K.CT agreed
that there was nothing more H)C could do to enbance the schedule situation
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for the AS-5o4 program. That is, further deletions of the program re
quirements would n ot help in BllY way. This was stated and restated
several times to insure that MSC would not subsequently be notified
that schedules could not be met as a result of excessive demands by
MSC in the area of program requirements.
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TRW

AS-207/208 Preliminary Spacecraft Reference Trajectory

Systems released the

AS-207/208 Preliminary Spacecraft Reference

Trajectory during the first �eek of May.
on a compressed schedule,
requirements.

This report was :put together

starting from rather hastily defined mission

As a result,

there are a number of things about it which

were recognized as being in error even before release;

however,

we have started so late in the development of this mission :plan,

since
it

was felt the release of a rough cut such as this was better than to
de lay for a more :polished one.

This is not to criticize the TRW re

port; considering the conditions they did a good job.

Ho-v;ever,

since

a large number of directly concerned people were interested in learning
about this mission plan in detail and since it was desirable to identify
as many corrections as possible right away,

sentation by TRH on May 11,

I set up an informal pre

to be attended by whoever was interested.

At this meeting TRH reviewed the trajectory-oriented aspects of the

AS-207/208 mission plan with primary emphasis on the four rendezvous
exercises currently scheduled.

�:'he purpose of this memorandum is to

document the discrepancies and open items discussed during the meeting.
Assignment of action iterns 'l-Ias not the objective of this meeting and
none -v;ere assigned.
I would like to start out with a personal observation about this mission:
Beyond a doubt,

this nission plan is presently at least an order of wsg

nitude more complex than any mission 'He vlill have flown before it.

It

was designed in an attempt to satisfy an overwhelming list of mission
objectives established to test out spacecraft systems and crew proce
dures, both for nominal and for contingency situations.

It is my feeling

that, unless these mission objectives can be considerably cut back,
may be emb:'lrking on an unrealistic undertaking,

·.;e

including the develop

ment of a nominal .rnission plan which can really satisfy all of these

objectives,

the development of complex crew procefrurcs,

out that plan and to handle continc;ency-contingencies,
most significant,

the dumping of an over'lvhelming,

load on the flight cre1-1,

both to carry

and,

perhaps

if not impossible,

hot only for preparation and training for the

mission, but also its actual execution.
check out the first Block II CSM,

This cre<I will be expected to

l!'.an and check out a LEM for the first

time, perform three or four completely different rendezvous exercises
with different guidance systems and procedures,
cises,

carry out t-v;o EVA exer

perform a number of contingency operations,

such as s-vli tchint;

B11y U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Sazings Plan
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over f'rom one guidance system to another during :prilll<."l.ry engine burns,
simulate crew rescue in terms of both rendezvous and crew transfer fro�
one spacecraft to another by EVA, and so forth. It is to be noted that
all of this is supposed to be done with spacecraft which have been de
signed for a specific mission--the lunar landing. That is, they have
not been · developed with operational flexibility as a design criteria.
And so with that introduction, I would like to record here a number of
the specific comments of this discussion:
1. CSM/S-IVB Separation: The Preliminary Spacecraft Reference
Trajectory has the command module separating from the S -IVB after 1 hour
and 41 minutes of mission time . We were informed that agreements cur
rently in effect with �5FC call for the CSM to stay with the S -IVB for
at least two orbits and unless there i s some problem associated with
this, it would :probably be preferable to retain that :procedure .

2 . S -IVB Venting:

There was some question as to how we would han
of
spurious
S-IVB venting in the event rendezvous is
dle the :problem .
not carried out at the time scheduled. Of :particular concern was the
:possibility of venting during the latter :part of the rendezvous, with
the :problem becoming more critical during the braking and docking man
euvers . According to the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office (ASPO ) , MSFC
i s waiting for a set of ground rules from �SC defining how the venting
situation should be handled .
·

3 . Braking Gates : Based on mi ssion requirements established by
ASPO, TnW showed a maneuver being made at the first braking gate to
reduce the closing velocity to 20 ft/ sec . The consensus shows that
this nL�gnitude is somewhat too low in that it tends to undesirably
s tretch out the terminal :phase, which increases the :possibility of the
situation deteriorating, as well as possibly costing more fuel.
4 . Priority of Mi ssion Objectives : Repeatedly throughout the meet
ing we came upon situations in which mission objectives were in conflict
with each other and/or were undesirable in terms of excessive consumable
usage or mission complexity. According]�, it seems highly des irable
that the ASPO review the mission objectives and assign :priorities . defin
ing the relative importance of the various mission obj ectives in order
that meanine;fttl mission :plannine; can be carried ou.t both in advance of
the mis sion and in real time .

5 � Recontact : Anoth�r problem area reidentified at this meeting
dealt with the possibility of recontact of the spacecraft with either
of the S-IVB' s or the LEM nose cone .· Obviously, attention must be given
to the relative motion of all the many orbiting obj ects associated with
this mission.

3
6. Strolcinr; : When and how the stroking tests are to be carried
out f;till remairw ill defined with regard to such questions as the ne<:
c s �:mr:> propellant l0ading in the LEl-1 at the time of the test, nature
of network coverage required, etc.

7. Crew Res t : Ground rules associated >lith the crew re st periods,
such as whether or not it is permi ssible or necessary that all crew mem
bers do sleep or do not sleep at the same time, has a heavy impac t on
the scheduling of the various activities . Accordingly, it is necessary
that ground rules associated with crew res t be established at the earliest
pos s ible time .

8. CSM/LEM Separation for Re-rendezvous : In each of the re 
rendezvous exercises, TRW i ncluded a considerable period of time between
actual disconnection of the two spacecraft and the time at which the
first major maneuver i s made to establish the desired conditions for
carrying out the terminal phase of each of the re-rendezvouse s . It
was agreed that the procedure TRW had included i n the Preliminary Refer
ence Trajectory · seemed as good as any ; however, prior to - development
of the follow-on documentation, it seems advisable to give fUrther con
sideration to how '"e ac tually want to set up thi s procedure .
9 . Minimm S PS Maneuver : A rather lengthy, but inconclusive, · dis
cussion centered on defining the minimum SPS maneuver which could be
carried out . This has particular influence on RCS propellant usage
in that the larr.;er this minimum SP3 maneuver is set, the more likely
it vlill be necessary to carry out maneuvers vii th the RCS . On the other
hand, it was noted that the capability of controlling the Sffi engines
for these s1nall maneuvers leave s something to be desired in that large
residual tumblins rate s can result if the SPS thrust vector is not di
rected through the spacecraft e . g . and suffic ient time is not given for
the guidance system to compensate for i t . RCS fUel would then be re 
quired to stop the rate s .
10 . F�xtra-vehicular Activity (EVA ) :
The situation regardine; EVA
is still badly clouded . �his i s the case in tems of how many EVA ex
ercises should be carried out, when they should be scheduled in the
mi s sion , whether the spacecraft should be doc};:ed or undocked, and, in
fact, even i.ncludes what appears to be a need for re-evaluating the
assoc iated mi ssion obj e ctive s . One thine; that 1-:as clear, however, was
that not enough time had been included for these exercise s . TR."\>7 had
pro>�ded about 1t hours , whereas the Flieht Crew Support Division (FCSD)
feels that 4 to 5 hours ..,,_ould be a more accurate estirrate . It was also
noted that, as scheduled by TRI·l , ground coverage 1-1as inadequate particu
larly considering the fact that this '"ill be the first EVA carried out
in the Apollo Program .

11 . Spacecraft Guidance Svritchover : Mi ss ion objecti:ve s have been
established vlhich call for S"�>l i tchover fro:n the pri:mary to the backup
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LJ<1<1 r;uidance system durlng powered maneuvers .
In order to provide IO£:.n
cuvcl'S of' suf'f'i cicnt magnj.tude to evaluate this :procedure , it •ras nec 
e n s�ry to orient them such that much of the energy i s di s s ipated out
S imultaneously, an in-plane component i s provided for e s tab
o:f-:plane .
lishjne the ini tial conditions for the re-rendezvous terminal phase :for
each of' the LEM active re-rendezvous exerc i s e s .
Thi s whole activity
seems highly unde sirable in that it increases the complexity of' the
mi s s ion to a great extent, has a good chance of' fouling up the re
rendezvous exercise , and :pre sents serious operational problems .
For
example , the platform alignment must be in an attitude different than
would be used in an actual lunar mission in order to avoid gimbal lock.
In addi tion to perturbing the navigation carried out by the primary
guidanc e , i t presents spe cial :problems with init ialization of' the
abort guidance system which i s :programmed to a s sume that the primary
This is one exam
inertial reference i s aligned in the orbital :plane .
ple referred to in the previous note regarding relative :priorities of'
the various mi ssion obj ective s .

12. Ground -Coverage Versus Lic;hting: The Preliminary Reference
Trajectory was prepared such that all ��euvers were scheduled to occur
over ground stations to the greatest :pos s ible extent .
No consideration
•ras really given to the lightine; conditions for the rendezv;ous .
This
was intentionally done since the Preliminary Reference Traj ectory was
needed to supply the ne ces sary information to make reasonable trade
off's prior to preparation of the Reference Tra j e c tory .
It i s obvious
that there will be a direct conflict between station coverage and
lighting which must be resolved prior to preparation of' the Reference
Traj ectory. Flight crew requirements associated with this are urgently
needed.
· 13 .
I.IDi RCS Usat;c :
It was noted by several of' the participants at
this meetinG that the Preliminary Reference Traj e c tory as presented ex
ceeds the L]l1 ncs capability in that ullage is only available when the
down-firing j e t s are used since there is no planned interconne c t on
Did I say that right?
thi s fli gh t .

14 . Docked DPS burn : There was considerable o.i scussion regardins the
LF.M Descent Propulsion System (Dffi ) m.:J.neuver i n the docked coni'igura
tion .
In particular, there >las concern as to ¥Thether it should be car
ried out as scheduled early in the mi ss ion or as part of one of the
re-rendezvous exercises . Although there were problems assoc iated w.!.t:1
both, the consensus was to leave it as s cheduled; that i s , one o:f' the
Hohlr.ann transfer maneuver.s to place the CSH/LEl•I in the 18o n . m. c il·cu
lar orbit prior to the first re-rendezvous exerc ise .
15 . Fire-in-the-Hole : It appears that requirements assoc iated 'd th
camera coverage of' the FITH should be e s tablished -as soon as :po ss ible' .

5
There arc un<1oubtedly other i terns I shoulcl have included here that
either m:i !; r.ed or foreot. At least they won ' t make this memorandum
any lont;l'l' thun it i s .
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CSM orbit determination using the LEM radar
Apparently it is planned to use the LEM radar �hile that spacecraft
is sitting on the lunar surface to determine the CSM' s orbit. I am
told that the radar angle data accuracy is so poor it will not even
be used; the co��nd module ' s orbit determination will be carried out
�ith range and range rate observations . Considering the extremely slow
rotational rate of the moon, I cannot for the life of me understand how
it �ill be possible to accurately determine the orientation of the com
mand module ' s orbital plane . I am told they intend to do this after
the command module has Il'�de a plane change, �hich occurs a couple of
orbits before LEM ascent, and the results will be used to establish
orbi ial insertion conditions for the LEM launch targetting
•.

Could you analyze the situation, determining how well the various
orbital elements may be determined for the following data ·gathering
periods : ( a ) one-half pass , starting from hori zon to directly over
head, (b) one complete pass from horizon to horizon, and ( c ) two
complete passes from horizon to horizon. I am also interested in
being informed about the correlation of the various orbital elements;
for example, orbital period and orientation of the plane .
I may have this all messed up and perhaps they do not really intend
to do the things in the way I understand it, but I certainly would ap

preciate it if you would make a rather abbreviated, order of magnitude
type, analysi s of this within the next couple of weeks in order to de
termine whether it is even reasonable to include such a program in the
LEM computer or alternatively if it must be modified to make it insen
sitive to Sil'�ll bias and random errors in the radar data. I just can ' t
help· comparing this to a single radar station on the ground where conditions are far superior and our results are not red hot.

����
�

Bovard W.
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(See attached list)
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S:pacecra.:ft computer program status report
Tbm Gibson and I went to MIT on May 25 and 26 with one of our primary
objective s to determine exact�· what the program schedule situation
was for the AS -504 (AS-207/208) spacecraft computer programs . Al
though we had a number of veT)· fruitful discussions with MIT people,
such as Ed Copps, Dick Battin, John Dahlen, and Bob Mallard, on this
subject, we really did not find out what we wanted to know . However,
I am very encouraged to see the enthusiasm and vigor with vlhich Ed
Copps is attacking thi s problem.
Ed has set June 3, l966, as
a Program Development Plan,

a target for getting out the first cut at
which he is anxious to talk to us about
during the following 1-1eek. In fact, he intends to come down then not
o�· to talk over the program as he has put it together but also to
discuss its preliminary output regarding the AS-207/208, 503, and 504
schedule situation . Tom and I concluded that it would be better to
accept this delay than for us to attempt to do the job ourselves ,
which i s for all practical purposes the same thing he i s trying to
do . Our main obj ective, of course , is to find out what the :pacing
items are so tbat maximum attention can be given to the se items in
an attempt to bring what is expected to be an unacceptable schedule
more into line . Possible lines of attack are as follows :
l. Review and, if possible, reduce or simplify our requirements
involving the pacing programs .

2 . Give top priority to programmers working on those routines
for computer access .
3 . Authorize some•1hat inefficient use of computer storage by
those programmers to speed up the coding proces s , even at the sacrifice
of deletion of other routines .

4. Reassignment of personnel to the critical areas even though
inefficient.
5 . Reassignment of certain tasks from people working on the criti 
cal systems to other groups, such as AC Electronics, �EC , or other
internal �ITT units, etc .

I/
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It is not our intention to dispute MIT e sti�tes o f time required to
carry out specific tasks , shortening the time to anticipate delivery,
by telling them to do a j ob in two months which they feel requires
three; althoueh, of course , these estimates must be carefully examined
to assure ourselves we are getting the correct picture .
It is to be emphasized that we must look at the overall schedule situa
tion and not just the program for a specific flight
There are obvious
interactions and trade -offs that could be made between the programs
for AS-207/208 and those for AS-503 and AS-5o4 . If all efforts to re
main within the flight schedule fail and the programs do become pacing �
for these flights--as they very well could be--we must be in a position
to understand the trade-off of flight schedule delays of one mission
as compared to another .
• .

A couple of items which Ed Copps did tentatively identify as problem
areas which might be influencing the schedule are the following:
1 . Special guidance programs are required to enable yaw s teering
during the lunar orbit insertion maneuver, providing for plane change
in excess of SO . Ed says the Design Reference Mission calls for a 12°
capability, although he doubts that other spacecraft systems constraints
would permit such great plane change s . Accordingly, he asked us to
re-examine this specification to determine if we could live with a so
plane change capability, thereby avoiding the neces sity of formulating
and including these special guidance programs .

2 . Everyone at MIT seems to feel that the preparation of the Guid
ance System Operations Plan (GSOP) is the most critical of all items
since so much of the work must be delayed until thi s final definition
of program requirements is finished. Accordingly, we will attempt to
take all possible steps to assist MIT in this work, including having
MSC people stationed at MIT to assist in the development of the GSOP
and, almost simultaneously, giving MSC approval of i t . Also, it is
intended to work on the ��re critical pacing i tems first as ones are
identified and initiate procedures whereby official MSC approval can
be obtained on these parts as they are completed rather than waiting
for delivery of the entire package .
I ' d like to make one final observation regarding the overall situation.
It ' s probably terrible; I really don ' t know yet. But i t ' s my feeling
that everything that can be done to help has been done . We are reacting
to the problem areas as fast as possible ; l{[T has reorganized in what
seems to be the best pos s ible way, and they appear to be getting things
on a businesslike bas i s , which up to now has probably been our worst
problem.

Howard

W.

Tindall, Jr.
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Apollo rende zvous guidance computer program options
The - purpose of thi s memorandum i s to inform you of two special features
of the Apollo space craft rendezvous guidance computer programs you may
not be aware of s ince we just added them to the system.
First of all,

you re call that both spacecraft--the CSM and the LEM-

have rendezvous guidance sys tems .

In order for the computers to deter

mine wha.t maneuvers are required to bring about rende zvou s , the basic
thing each of the computers needs is the state vector s - -that i s ,
element s - -of both vehicles .

Up until now,

been e;iven to the LEM program.

orbital

all thought has apparently

S ince the CSM i s supposed to be passive ,

all radar data is used to update the LEM state vector, based on the
as sumption that the CSM it is tracking i s in a well known , unchanging
orbit .

Also,

as the LEM makes maneuver s ,

the guidance system senses

them and so there is no need for a pilot input to the computer to in
form it that they were made .
on in the CSM,

However, when we cons i der what ' s going

or in the LEM during a CSM re scue,

this doesn ' t look so

hot .
First of all,

the c omputer may really have a better defined state vector

for i t s o•m spacecraft, making it more des irable to update the s tate vec
tor of the other vehicle .

Therefore ,

pilot c ontrol is needed over which

space craft state vector should be updated based on the radar and optical
observations .

This will allow the pilot to exerci se his best judgment

as opposed to providing some sort of automatic logic built into the com
puter program.

Als o ,

if the other vehicle maneuvers ,

know it unle s s informed by some external source ,
reason and others,

the computer won ' t

like the crew .

For thi s

it is also neces sary to include in both the CSM and

LEM computer programs the capability :for the pilot to input to the com
puter the fact that the other spacecraft is making a maneuver such that
i t can be taken into account in m�intaining the be s t current state vector
of each spacecraft in each spacecraft ' s computer.
Accordingly, both of the se options are being provided;

that i s ,

the crew

will inform the computer which space craft state vector should be updated
and he shall also input to the computer all ne ces sary information when the
other vehicle makes a maneuver .

Associated with thi s latter capability

i s the need to as sure that the observational data i s not improperly used.
Therefore ,

in order to avoid complex and sophis ticated computer logi c ,

we

have decided to again utilize the crew ' s capability to unders tand the

SOtG-10f
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si tun tion ancl control the computer :processing in the f'olJ.owing way. The
pilot wiJ.l h1terrupt the computer :program at the time it is :planned that
the other vehicle will make the maneuver, '1-lhich will cause the computer
to reject all tracking data until the actual /J.V of' the maneuver is input .
lie will have to get this information by voice from the other spacecraft
after the .Ilk1.neuver is executed, of course ; This :procedure will assure
that the quantj.ties which are input are the most accurate available and
Mould """"" that the ob••=
'' u•ed properly.
(\ -
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PM2/K. L. 'I.Urner
FA/C . C . Kraft, Jr.
FA/S . A. Sjoberg
FA/R. G. Rose
FC/J. D. Hodge
FC/E . F . Kranz
FC/A. D. Aldrich
FC/M. F. Brooks
FC/G. S . Lunney
·FC/C . E . Charlesworth
FC/P. C . Shaffer
FC/H. D. Reed .
FC/J. C . . .Bostick
FM/J. P. Mayer
FM/M. V. Jenkins
FM/C . R . Iiuss
FM/J. F . Dalby
»0.3/J. P. Bryant
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»o.4/R. P. Parten
FM/Branch Chief's
FM2/T. F � Gibson, Jr.
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DATE!

FRml

FK/Deputy Chief, :Mission Planning and.
Analysis Divi sion

SUBJECT:

Cnpul1ili.ty to do orbit navigation in earth orbit -will not be implemented
for AS-207 or AS-504 .

66-FMl-84

MIT currently has plans for supplying a number of different modes for
using t'heir basic orbit determination program. (MIT calls this process
"navigation, " so I -will, too . ) These modes differ in that there is a
variety of. types of observational data used during different mi ssion
phase s .
In our attempt to simplify the AS-504 spacecraft computer program, -we
are revie-wing the overalJ_ situation to determine that no unnecessary
· modes are included.
For example, there is no need to perform orbit
navigation -while in earth orbit for the lunar mission or any recognized
contingency situation. This particular orbit navigation mode -was to
utilize star/landrr�rk observations along -with other earth orbital ser
vice routines and special initialization capabilities to determine the
· spacecraft state vector prior to the translunar injection maneuver.
S ince this program i s not r�quired for the lunar mis�ion, MIT -will be
directed not to include it in the AS-504 program. S ince -we do not in
tend to implement any programs especially for AS-207, unless directed
other-wise, it -will be dropped from the AS-207 computer program as -well,
-which means that the CSM -will not have the capability of determining
its o-wn orbital elements during that mission.
Accordingly, it -will not be possible to satisfy that mission obj ective
as referenced in TRW document 2132-H008-R8-000, "Mission Requirements
for Apollo Spacecraft Development Mission AS-207/208, " dated March 7,
1966, classified Confidential.

Ho-ward

.501o-lot

W.

Tindall,
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R. R. RAG;.\ i 'l

F}lli/Chicf, Mathematical Physics Branch

DATE!

FM/Deputy Chief', Mission Plannj_ng and
Analysis Division

66-FMl-85

JUL

s 1965

Determination of relative CSH orbit
Jim, thi s is just a reminde� of conversations with you and Emil about
a job I ' d like your people to do . In thinking more about this orbit
determination task wherein the LEM determines the CSM orbit while sitting
on the lunar surface, I wonder if perhaps MIT has lost sight of our pri
mq.ry ·obj ective s , thus leading them to the conclusion that they should use
only range and range rate data.
The only purpose of this orbit determination, as you recall, is to deter
mine the orientation of the CSM' s orbital plane for use in targeting the
LEM ascent guidance and to select a lift-off time which rust be within a
few seconds of optimum. It is not _ to obtain some sort of a precision
total s tate vector of the CSM. Based on these ground rules, I just can ' t
believe that the angular radar data, even with relatively large biases ,
. cannot b e useful if properly weighted, and � would think that i t would
provide a great strength or reliability to the process, which I wpuld
consider mandatory. That is, we are much more interested in assuring
ourselves of getting a pretty good answer all the time rather than an
excellent answer some of the time .
The questio�s to be answered are : should we or shouldn' t we use the angu
data, even with large biases, and how do we take maximum advantage
of our external kno•1ledge , such as the CSM' s own orbit determination
( though it ' s not with respect to the LEM) . Don ' t forget, this data
proce s sing must be entirely automatic. The crew will never have time
to learn how to operate all those statistical filters , etc . , whatever
they are .
lar

Emil �aid he would start something here, but I wanted to make sure you
were a•1are of it and concurred and, in particular, would give it some
of your own personal attention. Perhaps these remarks belong at the top,
but I ' d just like to reiterate that as much as I distrust it, I 'm afraid
. our best source of relative orbit determination for this particular mis
sion phase may be by the LEM radar data . I doubt if the CSM will ever
see the LEM on the surface , at least we ' d better not count on it, and the
MSFN tracking certainly can ' t figure out where the LEM i s . Our other
source is the G&N state vector T/M at LEM touchdown, which is probably ·
the best, if the antenna are pointed at us.

Jr.

JOl0-101
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66-FMJ..-86

Mi s s ion Planning and

Analysis Divi s ion

.

No spec ial program available for targeting the CSM plane change in
lunar orbit
As I unders tand i t ,

it is

currently planned to make a plane change with

the CSM in lunar orb i t within the last s everal revolutions prior to LD1
ascent.
euver

The purpo se of this maneuver is to optimize the sharing of man

( propulsion )

re quirements between the CSM and the

LEM .

This memorandum i s to inform you that there i s no computer program cur
rentJ.y planned for e i ther the CSM or

LEM

spacecraft computer to carry

out the targe ting for this CSM plane change .

In other words ,

in final

AS -5o4

i z ing the onboard computer program requirements for the
mi s sion,
we are as suming tha t the targeting for this maneuver will be c arried out
by some source external to the computer,

such a s pre-mi s s ion , planning in

the form of crew charts or from the MCC in real time .
Of course ,

4::�

the programs needed to execute this maneuver will be available,

although not provided 'P'cific

l!o>ard w . Tindall , Jr .

�
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FM/Deputy Chief, Mission Planning and

66-FMJ..-89

SUBJECT :

LEM radar angle bias correction

•
•

Analysis Division

As you know, the rendezvous orbit navigation process involves updating
the spacecraft state vector based on the spacecraft radar data . How
ever, tl:J.e -.radar apparently has unacceptably large angular bias errors
for some reason. Instead of fixing the damn radar, someone decided to
include in the LEM spacecraft computer program the capability of com
puting these radar angle biases at the same time the spacecraft state
vector is updated. Once these biases have been determined to the com
puter' s satisfaction, they are not updated further; that is, they are
assumed to remain unchanged thereafter.
There is a contingency, however, which would cause them to change, so
I ' m told, and that is if the LEM were to undergo loss of pressurization.
It had been MIT' s intention to provide an option in their rendezvous or
bit determination program to reinitialize the computer such that it would
redetermine the radar angle biases in this event . However, in line with
our campaign to simplify the computer program, this option is being de
leted, which means that, in the event of spacecraft pressurization loss,
the radar angle bias may be in error by some fraction of a degree . 'I'h.is
does not disable the rendezvous guidance system, but rather may cause
some loss of efficiency in the use of propulsion fuel. Just how much
depends on when it happens, of course ; but the maximum extra cost is
not expected to exceed about 50 ft/sec . We ' ll get a better estimate
of this cost and make sure it' s accep�ble .
Ed

n-11:��=[,3
�

Lineberry, how about you getting that done .
telling MIT to take this optio

.

JOIG-101

In the - meantime, we 're
ise.

. Howard W. Tindall, Jr.
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JUL 1 8 1966

66-:E'l<D..-94

Rendezvous terminal phase guidance program in the Apollo spacecraft
computer
On July 7, 1966, a t.eam. of J.lSC and MIT "experts in rende zvous " ( in
cluding Faul Krru;1er_. Ed Lineberry, John Da.o�en, and :Norm Sears ) met
at :MIT to discuss and review the preliminary Guidance System Operation
Plan (C.SOP) which :MIT has unofficially distributed, covering the termi 
nal phase and External �V programs for the AS-207/208 mis sion . Tnis
meeting was sort of a mile-pebble in the accelerated program develop
ment sequence we have e stabli shed in an attempt to get all this busine ss
on schedule . T"aat is, we are obtaining bits and pieces qf the GSOP as
they come off the MIT pres s rather than awaiting receipt of the fo�lly
published, final document.
It is our hope that, by reviewing and c_ommemang on the se pieces as
they ·become available , the GSOP should be virtually acceptabJ.e without
modification on the �ate of its publication and should permit the coffi
puter program development to proceed much more quickly than it has in
the past. We had previously discussed these mis sion programs and our
pilot inpJt and di splay requirements for them in detail a month or so
ago with MIT, and the pieces of the C.SOP I am talking about here re
flected that input very w.:ll. Therefore , most of the discussion was
for purposes of clarification to assure a firm understanding on both
M3C ' s and MIT' s part as to w.hat this program •ras really going to do a:c.d
how we >rere going to operate it. Basically, very few mo�ifications were
considered necessary.
In my opinion, this rueeti::�e; was highly successfUl; and, since the se
processors--the term' nal ?hase and External �V- -are the most signifi
cant new requirements and the most controversial of the mission pro
grams , I feel we are probably over the hu.� as far as aefining the
program for the AS-207/208 mission.
I

would like to point out here the two items given the most attention
at this meeting since they serve well to de scribe the cha�acter of the
terminal phase rendezvous guidance philosophy:

11

�

�r.r�

�l��
�tt- l C.�

l. One of the capabilities of most interes t waich we have provide�
was the di splay of range , range rate , and the angLe the spacecraft X-axis
makes with respect to the local horizontal. It was aecided to make these
three quanti t i e s av-ailable ac; crev1 reques t E'.t any time the data wa.s
available . ('I"r,is stui'f is used for car-.cying out the cre<1 backup procedm·es . ) Co:1trary to one of rr::,y· previous reports, the se quantities ;lill

Btt)' U.S. Savings Bonds RegNiarly on the Payroll Srwings Plan

I '1

2
all be computed based on the current best estimate of the two spacecraft

. s tate vectors .

(We had previously expressed an intention for the com

Our action
puter to di splay raw radar range and range rate in the LEM. )
in this case was based on our desire to make the
and LEM computer

CSM

programs as much the same as possible, and , since the raw radar data is

available on what i s said to be a highly accurate analog di splay in the
we have not rea22y lost anything.
In order to make this particu2ar

LEM,

feature of the program as independent as possible from the automatic

guidance system processing, we have divorced the display of the se quan 
tities from the activity associated with the primary guidance sys tem to

the maximum extent .

2.

Based on Gemini experi ence,

the crew has emphasized that there

i s no requirement for automatic execution of the braking maneuvers by

the G&N system.

As previously reported,

be carried out just as we22,

i t i s felt that this task can

if not better, by the crew if they are pro

vided the proper information; name2y,

the range and range rate data .

At least thi s i s true in the case of the nominal mission and mos t con
t ingency situations, and we want to take advantage of tha t .

However,

there are o c casions when automatic control of these maneuvers by the

G&N might be mandatory .·

For example , visual acquisition i s required for

the crew to carry out thi s task,
conditicnz can be unacceptable .

and under some abort situations lighting

AJ.so, there are abort cases in which

the closing velocity is too high for effective manual control.

nizing that

Recog- ·

procedures are available for utilizing the remaining com

puter proce s s ors to carry out the G&N contro22ed braking maneuvers by

proper pilot manipulation of the computer, we deleted the requirement
for automatic coreputer logic for thi s task.

The point i s , we felt that

there was inspfficient justification to carry out the extra programmin g,

debugging, verification, and documentation, as wel2 as using some

50 to

lOO words of precious computer storage , for a program whi ch was not
needed,

except in rather remote contingency s i tuations, as long as pro

cedures were available to handle al2 situations .

And, they are .

The final GSOP shall reflect these characteristi c s ;

accepted pretty_ well as

is .

otherwis e ,

it was

In the course of ou� discussions, I learned some rather intere sting things

about the command modu2e which I must say didn ' t impre s s me very favor

ab2y.

In fact,

I really wonder ( i . e . , doubt) if it is poss ible for one

crew member to carry out a rende zvous in the

CSM.

For example ,

the only ·

observational data available to the computer i s from the sextant,

and

that requires manual tracking and invJt of observations into the computer .
( The LEM has automatic radar tracking with its data available to the

computer as i t periodically re quests i t . )

And, of course,

in order for

the p ilot tolise this sys tem, he has to be down in the na vigation area

of the spacecraft , which means he haG to quit making observation� some 
time before any
that ,

SPS

maneuver to get strapped into liis seat .

On top o:f'

the sextant apparently can ' t be oriente� along any of the major

· 2J

3

spacecraft axe s , which makes it neces sary to orient to some attitude
not consistent with making RCS midcourse maneuvers .
I ' ll bet that when we finally get a crew timeline on a CSM one-man
rendezvous , he has to do it without any observational data available
to the computer after about 15 minutes before TPI . If my gues s i s
right, in effect we have provided practically no CSM G&N rendezvous
guidance system, and thus the job will end up being carried out pretty
much using the crew backup procedures . Boy!

��

Jr .
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Chief, Mi ssion Planning
e.nd
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Divis ion
'
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. .

. .(·

SUBJECT:

Notes regarding the

meeting wi th MIT

AS-207/208

66-FMJ.. -J.OO

Guidance Systems Operation Plan (GSOP)

During the ��ek of August l5 , we held a review of the
Systems Operati on Plan

. I

wil.J.

(GSOP)

pass on to you here .

.

AAGAN ·

. ... . ''� .. '

AS-207/208 Guidan�E

at MIT . . Some things interested me which
I will also include some of the more s ig

nificant _decisions--that is, direction to MIT--that were made at that

time.

•

J. .

It is currently planned that the astronaut will freeze the ren

dezvous maneuver sequence by a manual. input to the computer .

Tni s <1ill
be done at about twelve minutes before each of the maneuvers , incl.uding
the TPI maneuver.
It serves ·to prevent new observational ( e . g . , radar )
dsta �om changing the maneuver he intends to make next.
It does this
.
by causing the computer to compJ.eteJ.y ignore all new observational data
obtained between the time of his s ignal and the �euver.
In fact,
whatever data is coJ.lected during that period is never used, even after
the maneuver has been executed

·�·

•

. 2. Logic is being intrOduced into the rende:z;vous navigation program
( i . e . , · the orbit determination used during rende�..ous ) which, in e�fect,
edits the observational data auto!!latically.
Spe.c.ificalJ.y, if the cha:nge
in both the computed veJ.ocity magnitude and the �uted position of the
spacecraft is J.es s than some pre -estabJ.ished �t due to the proce s s ing
of new observational. data, that data is adjudged 1lo be good and is auto

maticall.y included in the soJ.ution.
If the c� in e ither of these
quantities is in excess of some J.arger pre-established amount, the data
i s not accepted ( unJ.ess the · crew permits it ) 1 and. :a pro gram aJ.arm J.ight
If the change in those quantities fall.s 'between the.se two
. comes ,on.
limits, the data is accepted and used, but the al.:airnl light wouJ.d be J.it .

.

'
'

.

3. MIT vas directed not to provide a mode f'ox utilizing AJ.ignment
. . Optical. Tel.e�cope (AOT) data in the rendezvous na,'W'.igation . This bad been
tent&tivelj -�uggested for use in the event of a x�ndezvous radar failure
. _,but,' based- on. the likeJ.ihood that the AOT data 'WO'.tild not be of any value,
it vas. .dee��!d not to compJ.ieate the. program to peirllli t its use .
,

.

�,
..

·

.

some

· : � 4 . . .. Due to fear of
ambiguity, the compt.rt.er program is designed
to reject radar data when . the estimated range to• ibhe target exceeds
�
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. ·'·7. As usual, there was a discussion as to the reference to be used
in the display of altitude . MIT was directed to compute and di splay all
spacecraft altitudes referenced to a spherical earth with radius equar-
to that of the launch pad .
This reference was determined to be best,
although not perfect, for .rendezvous missions after what seemed to be
endless months of discussion.
Coordinates of landmarks used for orbit
deterudnation, however, will be referenced to the Fischer Ellipsoid.

.>
'

.

8 . As a result of the crew ' s dissatisfaction with the fixed heads
down attitude forced upon them. during SFS maneuvers on AS-204/205, MIT
proposes to eliminate that constraint in the AS-207/208 programs .
The
computer will display a "preferred attitude , " whit:h is heads-up, but
wiD. not automatically orient the spacecraft to that attitude . As I
unders tand it, it will hold whatever spacecraft "roll" attitude it hap
pens to end up with when the thruster axis is properly aligned . It i�
possible for the crew to manually change this attitude if it is unde sir
able by deactivating computer attitude control, then manually changing
the attitude and reini tiating computer control, which will then hold the
new attitude .
.

',. ·

9. No minillll!D. impulse capability is to be implemented in the LGC
s ince there appears to be no requirement for thi s , whatever it i s .

l.O . · As usual, the question of navigation ( i . e . , orbit determination).
in earth orbit came up again. We previously had directed MIT not to in
clude this capability in the AS-207/208 mission programs since. it is not
required for the lunar mission . · However, they, and some MSC people , feel
i t is desirable to provide this capability in order to obtain further
experience w.ith the process prior to going to the moon.
Thus, this is
still an open item.
It has been agreed, in any case, that orbit deter
mination using unknown landmarks would not be included, and, although
the provision is being made for star/moon horizon measurements, they
will only be used to obtain CDU angl.es to be transmitted on the down
lill.k and they will not be used in the navi gation program.
Norm Sears e stimates that the orbit determdnation process should

be compieted within about . ten seconds of accepting an observation.

Also,
he would like to establi sh a procedure whereby data points are obtained
at the rate of about one per minute .
·
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_ 12. One feature of this program which particularly disturbs me, and
many others, is the tremendous amount ·of work the astronaut must perfo�
to use the co�uter program.
Of course, much o� this comes about as a
result of the trade-off to provide mis sion flexibility by giving the
crew the capability of controlling what the cornpo.ter is do ing as opposed
to having it perform automatically. Another specific exrur.ple is the
amount of data which must be input to the computer prior to making a man
euver, including such things as spacecraft weight and inertia, enGine
trim angle s , tailoff, spacecraft configuration ( docked or undecked ) , ' and
level of rate response to· hand controller inputs.
It ".·ould certainly
be desirable, if pos s ible, to eliminate as many oS the se inputs as pos 
s ible , either by putting them in fixed memory--i� that i s a reasonable
thing to do--or by deleting them altogether.
The= is some question in
my mind as to how accurately some of them can be determined by the crew,
and we may find that there is no s ignifi cant advail!'tage obtained by up- .
This will be followed up .
· dating them.
I ' m sure there was something else interesting tha!
don ' t remember it right now .

�ame

-.;

,

·

MIT was directed to delete the guidance :reference release
<> .. < signal, :its f'unetion to be repl.aced by the lift-off signal .
As I under
·,;,_ stand
there
some controversy · over this which Aaron Cohen intends
·
·
to resolve at :1-f>C .
'
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SUBJECT.:

Autcmatic rendezvous braking maneuver
·.

;.;·· :--

>:

"'..

66-FMl-103

·

-�-

As you know, MIT is currently des igning the command. module a:1d lunar

module computer programs without provis ion for automatic braking

There has been s ome thought to revers ing this direction .

maneuvers .

However , non Cheatham , Aaron Cohen, and I agreed today to proceed as

we are f�r the

AS-207/208

programs-- that is , do not provide automatic

braking maneuvers in the computer programs - - s ince we are fairly sure

that this capability should not be required for that flight .

review this decis ion later for the

AS-5o4

We will

programs , based on .experience

gained during the AS-204 miss ion and from crew training and s imulations ,

after more complete crew· procedure

are defined.
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: . �s · note is in response to your query regarding the " quick return"
· Ca.pability being :provided in the l.unar mod.ul.e (LM) for aborts during
· ·· :"the J.unar descent :phase . As you recal.l., I reported del.etion of a :pro
-, gtam in the !.}1 computer for generating coefficients to be used in an
&bort :polynomial to retarget the LM :powered fl.ight to provide a direct

·

·.

·

.:intercept rendezvous traj ectory.

·

-gi-essed

You asked how far this work had pro

since you fel.t such a capability wouJ.d be " comfortable . "

In answer ·to that question, MIT informed me that, whereas the concepts
;were well established, there was still a considerable amount of work
required to complete this particular :program.
Furthermore ' we have
&lso del.eted the direct ascent launch guidance, which i s a necessary
CertaiDly of more intere st to you now is, what is
· .: corn;panion :program.
·cour current capability.
.

�e :program is being -written such that abort action by the pilot durin.;
· :powered descent will cause the guidance to retarget to the standard I.l\f
· insertion orbit.
Incidentally, it is necessa.
� for the astronaut to
sel.ect which engine, the Ascent Pro:puJ.sion System (APS ) or the Descent
Pro:puJ.sion System (DPS ) , is
be used, depending on the situation.

to

In any case, following insertion into orbit, the crew has two choice s :
either to :proceed with the concentric flight plan, or t o use a proces
sor· which we · have retained for just such s ituations as thi s , whereby

the crew may .pbtain the two-impulse Lambert solution for rendezvous ing
with mi niri•m nv--essentially a direct intercept.
In effect, the latte�
provides very nearl.y the same capability as we have deleted, except th::t
' the maneuver must be carried out in two steps with some delay--say, fi··e
or ten minutes--between them, as opposed to a single maneuver.

If the concentric flight :plan is chosen, the time between the abort
action and rende zvous would be about
hour s with the differential
&ltitude varying between
DB.Ut1cal m:il.es above to the standard 15
nautical mil.es below the CSM, depending on whether the abort took plac0
i:nmediatel.y after initiation of the descent maneuver or at the end of
hours
The " direct intercept" approach would take about
.the hover .
but is only possible prior to initiation of hover since after that tim ;
the intercept trajectory, unfortunately, also intercepts the =on--fir >t!
Actual :procedures have to be settl.ed, but I feel. we ' re in pretty good ·
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TO

FA/Director of Flight Operations

FROM

FM/Deputy Chief, Mis sion Planning and
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DATE:
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SEP l 9 1SS5

66-FMl-l07

Analysis Division

SUDJECT: Alternate rendezvous technique - mis s ion planning status

Since our meeting in your office on the stable orbit rendezvous , Ed
Lineberry and I have met on � number of occas ions with other interested
people in an attempt to lay out a schedule of work needed to arrive at
the dec i s ion as to how to go on 278 and subse�uent mis sions . This note
is to let you know the things we (MSC ) intend to do and when we expect
to get them done . As you will see, most o:f the work is being done by the
Flight Crew Support Divi sion and Guidance Control Division s ince the most
significant difference :from the old Concentric Flight Plan (CFP) involves
the terminal phase o:f the rendezvous .
l . Paul Kramer, FCSD, has ass igned a task to McDonnell Aircraft Co.
to perform man-in-the-loop simulations o:f both the stable orbit rendezvous
technique and the CFP with comparable approach velocitie s . Simulation o:f
both systems will be initiated with the transfer maneuver . The approach
velocities will be equivalent to the CFP with differential altitude vary
ing :from about 5 to l5 nau .;ical mile s . All :failures modes will be investi
gated. It is intended to start this three-week effort on about Septem
ber 19 .

2 . GCD has two studie s going. The first is an evaluation o:f the
CSM optical rendezvous guidance system to determine its accuracies and
performance when operating in a stable orbit type rendezvous . The prime
objective o:f this study is to determine the magnitude o:f the dispersions
to be expected in the on-board computed maneuvers starting with the
transfer :from the stable orbit point . It is anticipated that this analysis
will be completed by mid-October.

3 . The second GCD study concerns the braking phase . Ron S imp son i s
i n charge of thi s inve stigation which i s primarily an expansion o:f one
previously carri ed out for higher closing rate s . He intends to start
with conditions corresponding to CFP differential altitudes of between
5 and l5 mile s . A s I understand it, his man-in-the-loop simulations are
usually initiated at about a lO mile range . The purpose, of course, is to
determine if there i s some. preferred closing rate going into the braking
maneuver .
These runs will be performed both with and without a cockpit
display of range and range rate . He expects to start this analysis in
mid-September with the results to be available early in October
•

.

.
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w
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"
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4 . We are doing some things in MPAD too, o� course, but they are
not as extensive as I indicated they might be during our meeting . Ed
Lineberry ' s people are carrying out analyses aimed at selection o� the
optimum trans�er angle('..;) �) and trailing displacement �or the stable
orbit rendezvous technique . These two parameters are probably inter
related growing larger together to keep the closing rate meaningfUl in
the �ace o� dispersions . We still expect the pre�erred trailing dis
placemen� be in the order o� 15 to 20 nautical mile s . At present the
two prime candidates �or c.>-t; are 29� and 330° . 292° , you recall, has
the advantage o� providing the same approach conditions - pr imarily
minimum inertial line o� s ight rates - as the CFP. This was the transfer
angle used on the Gemini XI re�rendezvous which, in e��ect, checked out
a ground controlled (perlectly! ) CFP with braking without a radar simulat
ing a di�f'erential altitude of' 5 nautical mile s . The 330° �igure was
jointly selected by MSC and MAC �or the Gemini XII re-rendezvous based
on lighting considerations and time available to make mid-course correc
tions . The obje ctive was to provide as large a value o� llll -1: as possible
while avoiding the unique problems associated with a 36o0 trans�er in
the presence o� out-0�-plan and altitude dispersions . ( Incidentally,
McDonnell is carrying out a considerable amount of work both in terms
of' dispersion analysis and the preparation of flight crew rendezvous
charts . Mlch of this work will be applicable · to our . e�fort . )

5 . In addition, the mission planning for the Gemini XII re-rendez
vous is being constrained as much as possible to duPlicate the AS -278
initial CSM rendezvous conditions . In particular, we are trying to
duplicate the ground tracking orbit determination capabilities as well as
the relative motion trajectories to simulate the stable orbit rendezvous
technique .

6 . As you may recall, we originally estimated development of ten
reference trajectories _ was required to provide information for the big
decis ion . We have concluded that it is virtually im;possible to do that
much work in a reasonable length of time, regardless of how we redistrib
ute our manpower. However, RAB is developing a reference traj ectory for
the nominal lunar rendezvous as suming an on-time LM lin off. It will be
a two-im;pulse, minimum A V trajectory to the stable orbit position. Once
this is co�leted they intend to perturb the LM insertion conditions up
to the 3 Sigma perlorma.nce of the Abort Guidance System and the Ascent
Propulsion System in order to ·determine the effects of these dispersions
on the Delta V. Their work will be based on the assumption that there
is a perfect knowledge of the situation at the time of the maneuvers and
that they are executed perfectly. Ed anticipates that this work will be
co�leted around the middle of October.
Finally, we are issuing a program change notice to MIT to provide an
offset rend�zvous target capability - trailing position only. I should
point out that some resistance is expected to this program change,
pr imar ily from the FCOD since there are many other capabilities they give
much higher priority which we have · not agreed to im;plement so �ar. I am
not certain how ASPO will react either since , as I understand it, � has
reported to Joe Shea that they see no signi�icant advantage to this
technique .

2?

..

...
'

. '

3
Also associated Yith all thi s, the AS-207/208 Reference Traj ectory is to
be is sued on about September 23 . As you are probably aware , there are a
large number of unresolved areas on this complex mission primarily due
to the uncertainty associated with the AS -206 mi ssion; thus , the quality
of this Reference �aj ec tory is going to b e que stionab�e in any case .
Unfortunately i.t Yill continue to show the initial CSM active rendezvous
as a CFP type with a differential altitude of 20 nautical miles .
Although it does not correspond to the planned documentation schedule,
I really expect another Reference Traj ectory Yill have to be issued
Therefore, if we
prior to the release of the Operational Trajectory.
change to the stable orbit rendezvous , that will e ither be reflected in
the new Reference Traj ectory, or we will issue an addendum of some sort
such as an internal note documenting the change .
Chris , this has been a tough problem and, believe it or not, we have
· spent a lot of time developing this plan for getting the answers you and
Sig want .
If there i s . something else you think we should be doing, please
let me know.

Howard W.
cc :
FA/S . A. Sjoberg
FA/R. G. Rose
FC/J. D. Hodge
FL/J . B . Hammack
FS/H. E . Clements
FM; J . P. Mayer
FM/C . R . Huss
FM/M. V. Jenkins
FM12/J. F . Dalby
FM/13/J . P. Bryant
FM14/R . P. Parten
FM/Branch Chiefs
CA/D . K. Slayton
CF/W . J . North
CF/P. Kramer
EG/R . c . Duncan
EG/D . C . Cheatham
EG23/K. J. Cox
PA/J . F. Shea
PM2/C . H . Perrine
FM: HWT: cm
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

,

.

'

: EG/Chief, Guidance and Control Division
Planning

FR.OM

FM/Deputy Chief' Mission
Analysis Division

SUBJECT:

Mission rules needed for use with AGC self-check

1

·

66-FMl.-109

and

As you probably reca.J.l, we have had an exchange of views and memoranda
regarding the usefulness of the Apollo computer program known as self
check. �is exchange was started by our attempt to cut the spacecraft
computer program down to an acceptable size for the lunar mission.
Current status is that the self-check programs are sti11 in; however,
I intuitively feel the 5o4 programs have probably again grown to a
point that we have again overflowed storage and will eventually have
to have another paring down session. I would like to request that
your peopl-e who expressed an interest in preserving self-check assume
the task of formulating applicable mission rules which could be used
on the lunar mission in . conjunction with the self-check programs.
�ese mission rules would specify exactly what action is to be taken
during the 5o4 mission, probably as a function of mission phase and
type of computer failure detected by self-check.

!!he point is, I would like to make sure that this program real.lJ serves
a useful operational function as opposed to a pre-flight function be
fore we decide to carry it to the moon at the exclusion of some other
program someone wants. And, of course, if we do retain it in the
system, these recommended mission rules should be very useful to the
Flight Control Division and tO the flight crew in establishing the
operational procedures.

ce:
CA/D. K. Slayton
CF/W J. North
CF/c. c. �omas
EG/D. C. Cheatham
PA/J. F. Shea
ID+/A. Cohen
FA/C . C . Kraft, Jr.
FA/S. A. Sjoberg
FC/J. D. Hodge
FM/J. P . Mayer
FM/c. R. Huss
FM/M. V. Jenkins
FM/Branch Chiefs
FM2/T. F. Gibson, Jr.
• .

FM: HWT: cm
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Memorandum

TO
FROM

SUBJECT!

FM/M: V. Jenkins

FM/Deputy Chief, Mission
�sis Division
LGC

.R. R. �:�;"::;1·�.0�

Pla.nning and

66-FMl-llO

computer requirements to provide DPS backup of SPS

During our discussion at MIT last week, the question came up as to
whether it is necessary to have trajectory integration techniques in
the LGC for the trans -earth phase of the mission as well as the �unar
phase, The argument is that if we are serious about using the LM
descent prop�sion system to back up the command mo�e SPS during
the trans-earth phase, it will be necessary to have this integration
capability as a service program for such things as platform �gnment
and maneuver targeting. In :fact, this capability wo�d �so be
required for trans-l.unar aborts using the DPS, I suppose, The more I
think about it, the more I am convinced that this capability sho�d
be included and I am interested in your comments on the subject. Of
course, if you agree I assume you will in�de it in the 5o4 LGC
program requirements .

�l
Howard W.

. :

cc:
CF/C.

c.

Tindall,

Jr .

�mas

m/R. c . Duncan
m/D . C . Cheatham

PA/J. F. Shea
PA/W. A. Lee
PD/R. W. Williams
�/A. Cohen
PM/0 E. Maynard
PM2/C. H. Perrine
FA/C. C . Kraft, Jr.
FA/S. A. Sjoberg
FA/R. G. Rose
FC/J. D. Hodge
FC2/E. F. Kranz
FC3/A. D . Al.dricb
FC4/M. F. Brooks
FC5/G. S. Lunney
FM/.J. P. Mayer
FM/c. R. Russ
FM13/J. P. Bryant
FM/Branch Chiefs
FM2/T. F. Gibson, Jr.
FM: HWT: cm
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Memorandum

SEP � "l 1S ·

TO

Jo'M?/fo'l:l t�h1;

FROM

FM/Deputy Chief, Mis fl ion Planning and

SUBJECT :

Rendezvous search modes oi' various types

Software Ilra.nch

1\t.t.cmt:lon:

R. R. RAGAN

DATE :

T . F . Gibson, Jr.

SEP 2 l 1966

66-FMI.-lll

Analysi s Division

According to the notes I made during the 278 GSOP review at MIT last
August, there was apparently still some question as to whether an
automatic radar search mode was needed.

Sears also questioned whether

an automatic sextant search mode was needed on the command module.
Has anything been done to answer either of these questions?
what?

Ii' not, what can we do to cl.ose out these items?

Howard W.

Ii' so,

Tindall , Jr.

cc:
FJJ/ D. c . Cheatham
PD4/A.

FM/M.

Cohen

V.

JenkinS

FM.:RWT: cm
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TO

:

See list

FROM

:

:FM,Ineputy

Chief, Mission Pl.a.Iming and
Analysis Division

SUBJECT:

i

i

I

I

66-FM1-ll2

I,

Apollo rendezvous navigation data edit is too complicated

In my notes of .the AS-2!J7/2!J8 GSOP meeting with MIT, reference 66-FML-100
of August 30, I indicated that MIT was including an automatic data edit
scheme in the rendezvous na.vigationaJ. program for both .the IlM and the
.CSM. As you recaJJ., this scheme was to accept radar or SXT data auto. matica.JJ.y if its effect ·on the spacecrai't state vector is less than some
pre -established amount and -would reject it if its effect is greater than
Data fal.ling between the se
some other larger ) pre-established amount .
two criteria was to be ac:cepted but a warning light was to be turned
on.
Dr . Shea commented that this seems unne cessar
complicated - that
really there is no apparent sense in having three conditions when two
-would do just as well.
I must say, al.though I was fooJ.ish enough to
argue at the time , I certainly agree now that -we rea.JJ.y should make this
a simple binary decision. Use the data or don ' t use the data based on
some pre-established J.evel. of quality - probab� light a light when the
computer is rejecting the data and do away with that central. region
al.together.
I have searched my memory and can ' t recaJJ. vhy MIT proposed
to do it that way, but unles s someone can find a good reason, we shoul.d
direct MI:T to simplify the decision logic as noted above .

(

ily

.

Flight Office Branch personnel. please take appropriate action immedia�.

Addressees:
See attached list
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66-FM1-ll3

.FM/Deputy Chief, Mission Planning and

SUBJEer:

- ! V.t:.D

· -� .,.-.. � ;

There are differences in the descent . guidance programs
on AS-503 and AS-5o4
It is currently intended to incl.ude some sort of tests of the LM de scent

However, it is not
propul.sion and guidance on the AS-503 mission.
possibl.e to use the same guidance equations on AS -503 as vill be used
on the AS-5o4 l.unar descent .
This is due to obvious differences -of an

earth orbital mission compared to an actual descent to the moon ' s surface .
The gravitational potention is different; the objective of the maneuver
is different; there is nothing for the J.unar landing radar to bounce
signa.J.s off of, etc. Accordingly it is MIT' s intention, with our con
currence, to omit certain vital pa_
�s of the AS-5o4 descent guidance
The purpose of this memo is to make
program from the AS�503 mission.
sure · that you al.l. knoW this.
It is my understanding that there are four main processer� of the AS-5o4
descent guidance program which are not to be included in the AS-503
program:

1..
2.

3.

4.

processing of the l.anding radar data
landing point designation
x-axis override
.
automatic rate of descent control

In addition, there i� l.ikely to be a change in
some. sort needed .

the

coordinate system of

certainly do not claim to be an expert in descent guidance,; in fact,
quite the opposite . If anything above interests you, I would, suggest
you contact someone who really knows what they are talking about l.ike
I

·

Don Cheatham, FJ.oyd Bennett or �m Price .

Incidental.ly, we are currently in the · midst of an exercise designed to
make the AS-278 spacecraft computer programs identical to those for
AS-503 . Although I don ' t expect this to have any influence on the
descent guidance, I just mentioned it here to cover that possibil.ity.

��(k '(d-

Addressees:
(See attached list)
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Apollo spacecraft gu.idance navigation modes
currently planned for AS-503 and AS-5o4
I am afraid there is a bit of confusion as to what navigation IIXldes are
. being provided in the AS-503 and AS-5o4 Apollo spacecraft computer pro
grams. I am sure I have contributed to this confusion m,yseli', and the
purpo se of this memorandum - is to try and clear it a:u up.

AccC)rding to Norm Sears, it is intended to prOvide the following navi
gation; that is, onboard orbit determination programs in the AS-5o4
command modul.e computer program:

r

-I

II �

a. During earth orbital operations there shall. be no onboard
navigational capab:!,li.ties at a:u.
b. During the trans-l.una.r and trans-earth phases the navigation
program is being formulated to process both star/landmark and star/
horizon measurements. !!he landmarks and horizon may be either earth or
lunar at the choice of the flight crew.
'!'bat is, there is no interlock
governing- which is used depending on position of the spacecraft rel.ative
to those two bodies. '!l!le pi.lot DDlSt ma.nuall.y key in J.ocation of the
earth landmarks and it is probable that he will also have to key in lunar
landmarks since those stored for l.una.r orbit navigation are likely to be
of a size not readily observable during these phases of the mission.

'1

l

-1

.l
J
·I

. 1J

c . In lunar orbit the
landD!Irks referenced to the

II

navigation program -will utilize only l.una.r
platform Twenty-eight land!l!lrks wm be
stored in the computer program, but I am certain others may be keyed in
if the crew desires.
•

.,

For

the AS-503 mission, it is currently intended to have only one naviga
tion IIXlde na.meJ.y, use of star/landmark or star/horizon observations .
!!he Jand!l!lrks and horizon used are restricted to earth only since it is
not intended to have such routines as the lunar ephemeris., lunar rotation,
etc . , programs available. Earth landmarks !lllst be keyed 1n !!!flmJal J y by
the erew.
Norm Sears (MIT) points out that use. of this data: in orbits of
the · tyjle Currently p1anned for AS-503 may actuall.y result 1n degradation
of the onboard state vector, and as a result it my be necessary to
restrict . this process to a spacecraft system test rather than an opera
tional procedure in support of the mission.
-

'
I

' j

l

l

l
d_J_
�,

_

I suppose, to I!Bke this entirely complete, I should also list here the
processing of the coiiiiiiSild. module sextant data for rendezvous navigation,
which will be 1n a:u ID.ock II computer programs currently pl.anned .
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other

than rendezvous Davigation utUizing the spacee'raf't radar, there
is no DavigatiODBJ. capabUity planned to be included in the LGC program
f'or any mission.

-:·, ·
.,

-

We are currently in th� midst of' an exerc ise to liiEike the AS-278 lirograms
ident�cal.ly the same as AS-503. Since we have a dif'f'icul.t schedul.e
situation on AS-278, there may be impJ.ications on the navigation D)des
availab�e f'or the AS-503 mission as noted above; however, at this time
I do not expect that to be the case and � certai� inform you if' the
situation changes .

j
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program development for the AS-278B

:...

�-s-c:::.�Z::S\

This note is intended to document my understanding of the situatiorl with
regard to the spacecraft computer programs for ·the alternate AS-27tr
mission. In particular, I would like to record how we are responding to
the current programming needs in this area.

:, ;/
\
\

�-

I

\

\
AJ.though it was originall.y stated as a ground rule that alternate mmti"ss.ss.;ii�O�Bi6s--+--:-
!

would be flown using the same programs developed for the primary mi �§S�igo�n�s�,--�-�
it appears that that will not be possible in this instance ; e . g . , t��r� � •-E
are two contingencies the Apollo Program Office feels it is mandato� 'tb u rt l
be prepared for. One is an extended schedule slip on the delivery on tbe
first LM spacecraft, and the second is the failure of the AS-206 mission
of suc:h a nature that it is not possible to carry out the AS-278 mission
. '
as cu=ently planned. The alternate mission (AS-278:8) in both of these
/�.} i; : : :-..
instances . is to rendezvous the AS-207 command module with a LM, man the
LM, perform certain spacecraft systems tests and then to initiate a
programmed sequence very similar if not identical to the current AS-206
· mission after returning the crew to the command module . We are now
attempting to determine precisely which additional processors must be
added to the AS-206 program in order to permit making such a flight. Of
course, the additional requirements depend on precisely how this mission
is to be flown, which in turn depends on the guidance system capabilities;
e . g . , we are in the familiar little cycle. At the least, it appears that
the capability must exist to power up the system and align the platform
in orbit; however, even these thi�s are not certain.
I have asked Paul Stull and Tom Price to contact the various ASPO and
personnel involved in this mission planning to pin down the possible
alternatives for flying this missio-:� , leading to a precise definition of
additional pro� requirements to the 206 program. It is our intention
to direct MIT to give the identifiEd processors, which theoretically are
already needed in the AS-208 prognm, highest possible priority such that
they may be added to the 206 program at the most opportune time . It
a:ppears certain that they -will have to be added at some -:.ime; e . g . , it 
a:ppears certain a program Iiiii5t be developed to su:pport this type of a
flight. There is some question, however, as to whetl::er the 206 program
as currently defined is needed since the modified prc�Tam should be able
to fly both the 206 mission and the AS-278:8 mission. Our basic problem
is providing this augmented program in time to su:pport the 206 mission if
it is flown; i. e . , it depends on the schedule of that flight and the
program development required for it.
MPAD

·
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Accordingly,

it is our intention to continue working �n the present

AS-206 program as currentzy defined until the latest time at which a
decision can be made , probabzy in the latter part of November or early
in December.
It is at this time that the final 206 program integration

and fli ght acceptance verification testing will be going · on.
time, it is apparent the

206

flight has slipped sufficiently

AS-278B

If, at that
to permit

adding the additional processors to support the
mission, work on
the
program would be terminated and only this augmented program would

206

be deve�oped for use both on the

AS-206

and

AS-278B.

If the current

206

schedule is maintained, however, we would be forced to comp�te flight

qualified
program ropes to be followed la� by the augmented
program for support of the
mission.

206

AS-206

AS-278B

llthough some pre�iminary information has been. obtained from MIT regard
ing over-all schedule impact, it is my intuitive feeling that it is
�erefore, it is my intention to
probably not particula.rJ..y accurate.
pro� which
obtain program deve�opment pl.azis for the ·augmented
will include the effect of work on this progra,m on the
and
·
program schedule s .

AS-206
AS-278/503

5o4

'l'ais wil.l be done as soon as the additional program requirements for the

AS-278B

mission have been defined.
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Chief, Mis s ion Planning and

Analys is Division

AS-278

One of the most significant decis ions coming out of the

computer

:program review with the Apollo Spacecraft Program Manager on September

l5

and

16,

was his absolute as surance that the spacecraft computer memory

-would not be augmented for the AS -503 or AS-504 flights .
Ac cordingly ,
all program development should proceed on that basis for those flights .
I would hope and expect that work will continue on

On the other hand,

the auxiliary memory for follow-on missions,

and I feel we should offer

-whatever assi stance MIT can provide on a non-interference basis to that
effort .

� 1

Howard
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(M3C) attem:pt to estab�ish the most meaningful. flight development
ob

In our
schedule for Apo� including, as it must, adjustments to conform with
the continually varying mission constraints as vell as providing backup
missions for contingency situations, many peop1e have �egitimate · �eed to
know the effect . of their ideas and proposals on the readiness of the
spacecraft computer programs being developed by MIT. On the other band,
the exact sched�e of these programs is still ill-defined. As a result,
on occasion recently, peopJ.e attempting to get this sort of information
directly from their Mtt friends have obtained uncoordi:oated and, thus,
inaccurate information upon which decisions have been made, sometimes
distressing to M3C and MIT both.
·

·

To avoid this problem in the future, we are immediately establishing a
procedure wherein Mr . Tom Gibson of the Fl.ight Software Branch and
Mr. Bob Mil.l.ard of MIT, or their authorized representatives , are to
serve as the single point contacts in their respective organizations for
the procurement of schedule-type information. It will be their job to
poll all influenced parties to as sure the information obtained is the
best possib�e under the circumstances . Spacecraft computer program
sehedul.e information obtained by any other route shall be used at the
user' s own risk; certainly with no obllga tion on our part to com:ply.
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SUBJECT! Program Development Plans are
¥..,..-a least in my diary,
September 29th shaD. probably
as the day of a major breakthrough at MIT. On that date we had an all
day meeting attended by all key MIT management personnel involved in
spacecraft computer program development. I expect it to be the first of
similar weekly sessions for as long as they are required. The purpose
of these meetings is to establish detailed program development plans for
the spacecra.:rt computer programs . This basic information is required
for the obvious purposes of understanding the schedule situation, of
evaluating the impact. of program changes and additions, of assigning
priority of effort - both manpower and facilities - in the optimum
manner, of providing Vital information to NASA program management for
consideration in their decisions, etc.

I 11111st say I was tremendously impressed with the cooperative., earnest
support all of these MIT people gave to this effort this time and have
every hope that it will continue for the four to six weeks of hard,
weekly meetings I expect will be needed to reach our objectives.
At this meeting, most of our attention was spent on two items which I
will discuss in some detail. First was the availability and adequacy
of the computer facilities needed for computer program development, · and
the second was our investigation into the use of the AS-278 computer
programs with mini1111lm change for the AS-503 mission.·

At present MIT has two 18oo digital computers on which all. program devel
opment and verification is carried out. These machines have been and
are currently completely saturated. There are no other facilities in the
entire universe, to our knowledge, of proper configuration to relieve this
situation completely. This is identified as a major problem area parti
cularly during the months of November and December. However an IBM 36o
is to be installed at MIT very soon and it is currently estimated that
it will be on line no later than February 1st. As you recall, we have
funded AC to the tune of about $300,000 to develop a. facility in Milwau
kee for use on Block I program development, i . e . , for AS-501/502. It
was emphasized that maxi1111lm utilization of this facility is essential.
1

It was discovered during program development for J..B -204/205 that the hybrid
facility at MIT was an extremely valuable tool for program debugging.
This is apparently because it is so easy to get on and off this machine;
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in addition, it runs considerably :raster than the digital computer . Thus ,
it i s possible for the programme rs to check program fixes quickly and
determine whether they seem to be working before committing the program
to the a11-digital tests . Phil. Fellema.n of MIT presented a complete
schedule of the tasks currently planned for the hybrid computer through
calendar year 1967.
This schedule showed that almost continually there
are a number of vital tasks which must be carried on simultaneously, or
at least on a time sharing basis . This is expected to present serious
problems and we are currently 1ooking into the possibi1ity of augmenting
the faci1ity to relieve it . In particu1ar, an almost ideal set of hybrid
equipment is avai1ab1e at Beckman - a system which had been under develop
ment for MPAD - which MIT can obtain immediately at a "bargain price" .
Additional pieces of equipment such as a Block II AGC and a core rope
simulator must also be obtained from some, as yet, llllknown source . MIT
is continuing to formu1ate p1ans for augmenting this facility including
obtaining for us the influence it would have in improving the computer
program development schedule . Specifically, this augmentation would
make possible the simultaneous use of the command module - and LM cockpit
simu1ators at MIT.
In addition, it would give the unique ca:pa.bi1ity of
being able to run data flow tests and simll1ations of these �wo spacecraft
in conjunction with each other, which will certainly be highly desirable
for preparation of the AS-278 mission. It was strongly emphasized that
the purpose of this facility is not flight crew training,- but rather is
for the development of the spacec�aft computer programs and assoc iated
crew procedures .
The second half of the day was spent in discussions of how the AS-278
programs could be used in support of the AS-503 mission. A number of
routines were considered for beefing up the AS-278 program, but after
lengthy discussions only two candidates were left outstanding. One was
the lunar orbit insertion (LOI) program which is certainly not needed to
fly the AS-503 mission, but which it might be advantageous to test on it.
The second and more important processor which we probably must add to
AS-278 is the trans-lunar injection (TLI ) steering of the s!VB:" This
program will probably be needed to obtain the experience of AGC steering
the S IVB on AS-503 before it is used for the actual TLI maneuver on
AS-504. Of course, it is not yet certain that the· AGC will be used for
this purpose on AS-5o4, but its likelihood is great enough that we should
be prepared for this important spacecraft systems te st .
Our. next meeting will be Wednesday, October 5th during which, among other
things, we expect to review program plans MIT is preparing based on the
following ground rules :
1.

Schedules should show influence of augmenting the hybrd faci1ity.

They should be based on the assumption that the AS-503 will be
2.
flown using the AS-278 programs . · The AS-278 programs will be augmented
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as necessary to do this, but it is expected that no more than the two
processors noted �bove shall be added for that purpose .
Finally, I expect we will review open items remaining regarding the
"final" definition of the AS-278 program. · Stand by for the next exciting
episode.
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Analysis Division
Cursory definition of Spacecraft Co
currently planned for .A.B -503 and
One of t�e possiole actions which has been identified to help our space
craft computer program development schedule is to fly the AS-503 mission
with the AS-278 programs . I have indicated in previous memoranda that
in orde::>: to C.o this we wou.ld :p:!."'cbaoly have tc add several. routines to the
AS-278 progra.I!l to make it applicable for AS-503 . However, as we have
studied this matter in =re detail, we have arrived at a point where only
one routine is still considered a candidate .-- some guidance of the SIVB
simulating TLI . This is a command module program. There are no addi
tions contemplated for the LGC . Those interested in exactly what capa
bility would be available are referred to the AS-278 GSOP.
I am sure if we proceed in this way that it will have some impact on
e stablishment of the final mission requirements, and in turn -will influence
how certain of the spacecraft capabilities for the lunar mission must be
tested prior to making the .�-5o4 flight. I would like to call your
· _. attention particulirly to the fact that .we shall have no navigation (orbit
determination) capability other than that associated with rendezvous for
the AS-278 and AS-503 missions, nor will we have the ascent or descent
guidance equations in the LGC . There bas been much discussion on the
testing of all of these. Based en recent discussions with ASPO mission
planning people, I really don ' t expect that any mission requirements
affected by this decision are of such a mandatory nature that we would
be directed to proceed other than I have indicate_d above . Obviously, if
this is incorrect, the sooner '�e find out about it the ·better.
Somewhat associated with this , it seems worthwhile to me to provide a
list of the additions to the AS -278/503 prog1� which will have to be
made for 5o4 . This list, presen·ced below, is MIT' s current best estin:a.te
and is by no means final, official or definitive, but perhaps it will
serve to let you know what the job we have before us is as w�ll as giving
you some idea of the capabilities we intend to provide for AS-5o4. ·

LGC
l.

Return to earth
LOI guidance
3 . Direct intercept. targeting
routine
2.

.--.....
'

'

-· ·

�-

�

1.
2.

3.

Descent Holman Injection guidance
Lunar landing · guidance
Ascent guidance
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LGC .
4.

5·

6.

7·

8.

9.

-�0 .
�l.

·

Navigation
a) SXT star/horizon and star/
:Landmark
b ) Lunar �dma.rk
Boost monitor
Orbit integration additions for
a) Trans-�unar operations
b ) Lunar operations
Lunar ephemeris program
Lunar rotation routine
Lunar landing prediction
routine
LGC initialization
Lunar landmarks ( 28)
·

4.
5·

6.
7.

8.

9·
�0 .
ll .
1.2.

Direct intercept targeting
routine
Orbit integration
a ) Remove earth orbit
b ) Add Lunar
Lunar rotation
Lunar �ding time prediction
LGC initialization program
changes
Post landing service programs
such as IMU angle storage
Lunar surface IMU aHgnment
a ) Normal
b ) AOT failure
Launch time determination
AGS initialization program
changes

·

�na11y, I suppose I ought to add the following remark based stric� on
my own intuition -- name�, we have almost certai� got a computer
storage prob�e.m. on the AS- 5o4 programs again if' all the above items are
added to the AS-278 program, particular� with all of the speciaJ. :f'J.exi
bilities and options which will be suggested. !lherefore, the fact that
your favorite processors are �isted above does not necessar� mean that
we. will be ab�e to get them all in.
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SUBJECT:

computer
DUE DATE

As you know, we are currently figuring on using the AS-278 spacecraft
computer programs for AS-503 . Ed Copps ca;t.J.ed me the other day to
state that the orbi� integration routines in the AS-2.78 program are
scaled such that they will only •1oz-k fc!· alt:.tucles less than about
5 , 1�00 nautical miles above the surface o:r the earth o.nd velocities no
greater than about 32, 700 feet per second. (I am told the maxim�
values to be encountered in a nominal mission a re about 3, 900 nautical
miles and 29, 500 feet per second ) . He was looking for z-eassurance that
this scaling would not present a constraint on the AS-503 mission, and
I told him that I didn' t thillk it would but I would check here at l.flC.
In the meantime, MIT is proceeding, ass'..l!lling that these �imits are not
unacceptably restrictive for the AS-503 !ll:i s sion. If anyone knows a
reason why this is not satisfactory, p�ease �et me know immediate�y.

' Jr.
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More on Program Developffie nt
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On October 5th, -.;e had the second of our weekly all day program
ment plan meetings at �!IT. 1-iost of our attention -.;as given to the open 
items on th€' A.S -27 8 progr<>..m vhi ch I ·,;ill discuss later, ·out first I
-would .like to pass on some general comnents regarding the work at l'liT.
Based on their intensive planning over the last couple of weeks , it
- appears that staffing for program formulat i on Norm Sears '- area ) and
for progra:n coding, int eg rat ion, and check out (Ed Copp s ' area ) i s no-v1
adequate .
They fore se.e no problem in .the development of the P.S-218/503
and A.S-504 programs in the se . areas .
In fact, they expect to be in a
p o s ition to handle follow-on mission programmi ng in a routine fashion .
There is a shortage of people in John Dahlen ' s area.
Tnese arc the guys
who prepare the detailed program seq�encing -- Chapter 4 of the Guidancs
Systems Operations Plans , for those who are familiar with tr3t .
They
. have several more people scheduled to move into this ;;ho they consider
to be highly qual if i ed and exper i en ced -which should help to re li eve . the
s ituation.
Ho-wever, this relief ·,;ill only be for programs develo:;:•ed
after AS -27 8 since that GSOP i s currently s cheduled for release on
about October 17th .

(

The other problem areas , as I have noted b e fore , are the coeyuter facili
t i e s used for program development -- namely, the 18oO ' s soon to be
augmented ;:ith a ISJ.\:! 360/75 .
Ho1-1 quickly the ne-w IBH computer -.;i.ll be on
line continues to be problematical.
Tt1e pacing item for this is the so
called. MAc · compiler neces sary for :running ·AGC programs orr the IS.l.i machi ne
And the hybrid computeY facility is also corrstraining as noted pYeviously.
Phil Fellernan has done a considerable amount of excellent ;;ork irr laying
out the projected schedule of its use based- both on the c�ent faci lity
and in the augmente� facility _which I have descYibed previously .
It is
our intention to contin'.le the ci.evelc_pme nt of the just ification for aug
menting thi s facility for :pre sentation to ov.r management at MSC, p:r-oba-u ly
It is Phil Fe lleman ' s esti=te that this equipment
aroun6. October 22nd.
could be operatiorre� by about Febr>J.ary
provided they get the go
ahead by the first of :Nove=ioer.

.

l5tt,

Following i s a list of . the ope� items associated with the

PB -278

� s s ion

programs :

. l.

Nenual takeover cf the Satu.:::-n gu:.c.anc� rii.l.I"inG boost into orb i t .
GSOP pre sently includes this ca:pabi::i.i ty; hc"eyey, i t •1as
hastily assembled and a considerable amount of further thou&�t and pl�n
ning has b e en carried out at
leading to the desire to change tl->3 -1;

The
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2.
formulation . It is my understanQing that Guidance and Control Division
has dispatched the additional information HIT needs to develop this
spacecraft capability to NSC' s satisfaction. KIT has been directed to
prepare an MDRB
our change control doc<ment de:fining the •1ork to be
done and the schedule impact if it is to be done .
--

2 . Trans-luna= injection ( TLI ) . Guidance of: the SIVE by the
cor:�.rrand moc1.ule co::::puter for a sii!!Ulation of' the TLI raneuver on AS-503
has been proposed. Tne objective here is to test the interfaces of the
spacecraft v:ith the SIVE; it is not consid�red e ssential to check out
actual TLI guidance equations, although that 110uld be desirable . Since
this is the case, it is possible to utilize to a large extent either
the externaJ. iJv or Lambert guidance :9rograms already available in the
AS-278 program. The que stion as to "hich of these was to be used ;;as
finally resolved. in favor of the La-nbert, even though it requires an
additional uplink and pre-tbrust program. The reason the Lambert -.ras
chosen was that it is expected to ·oc very .much closer to the TLI final
formulation than the externa1 6v, and it is not expected that the devel
opment of these "t-.10 extra processors is a particularly large job . HIT
was requested to prepare an ·MDRB for Lambert steering of the SIVE with
a request· that if they encounter some problem which use of the external
b,v processor would relieve, they >Tould inform us immediately. Incidental
. ly, associated 1-1ith pro-viding this capability in the P..B -278/503 program:
we are informed that the all-digital simulation to support testing of
the Saturn steering is in pretty good shape as a ::-esult of the Ilork they
had done previously. They feel they P�ve a good model of the Saturn
steering with the m'1 guidance equations, gimbal dyna.mics, etc . Tais i s
a rigid body representation including no fuel slosh or bending, of course .
3 . Lunar orbit insertion (LOI ) . MIT will prepare an l'IDRB to in
clude the LOI guidance if they desi�e. We informed them that MSC was not
particuJ.arly concen1ed whether this was included or not.

4 . Stable orbit rendezvous . Jerry Bell (BAE) was scheduled to di s
cuss the changes required to the re�dezvous guidance. with �ITT on October
7th � We decided to delay initiation of the MDRB for this until our .
.meeting next week, at which time , hopefully, the definition. of this :pro
�� change will be more definite .

5 . LGC DSKY/eight ball d.iscrepancy. MIT was requested to prepare
an MDRB for the addition of the necessary transformations to make the
computer and FDAI displays compatible .
6 . APS aild DPS minimum impulse . Aaron Cohen accepted the action
item of revie•·ling 1·7ithin MSC the need . for providins these capabilities
in this program. :!-ITT ••as told not to prepare 1-ID:R:B ' s 'Yet .
7 . DPS "30 se-cond'' manet.ver constraint. 1--lSC is also to revie·w the
need for eliminating the current constraint on DPS maneuvers •1ithin the
26 to 30 second burn range which are not accura'�ely controlled by the AGC

' - · · ··
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due to automatic throttling· e. t that time . 1-:ii T v."as asked to delay prepara
tion of a.n HDRE 1.L"1til NSC c6:.lld eS.J:.ablish its ileed ..

8 . IJ.ID alig!'..rnent 1::ach<.lp . It has been requested that a ca:pabil5.ty
bt: providect to align the JJ.fu throuc;h use of the rendezvous reticle in the
CSM and the LPD reticle in the LN.
Tnis capability is most des irable
for the lunar mi ss5.on wcere loss of the rriJl'.ary alignment systems 1-10uld
be extremely serious . MIT "Was requested to prepare 1'IDPJ3 ' s for both o f
the s e .
9 . Reentry landing point targeting. ¥liT is cont inuing their inve s 
tigation as to the earliest time it i s po s sible t o load the latitude and
longitude of the reentry landing point.
It is still hoped that proce
cl.ure s may "to e available for input a.nc. verification of these parameters at
If this inve stigation proves negative,
an acceptable time in the mi ssion .
MIT will be requested to prepare an IIDBR .
10 . Universal update . Action on this item had s·omehow been over
looked. It has been our intention to have MI T prepare an !'IDRB on this
for some time , but apparently we had failed to request i t . Accordingly,
we did so .

ll . Earth orbit navigation.
Our old friend 1-1as discussed as usual .
MIT ;1as informed tr.at our direction to delete this capability had been
recently forwarded to them. }{[T stated that they felt it their responsi
bility as the G&N contractor to formally bring to our attention their
concern that this action is improper . Vle j o intly agreed that their best
course of action -;1as to prepare a letter for the ASPO Manager stating·
thei r position on this matter. I must say I don ' t feel verJ strongly one
'lay or the other a.b out thi s , but it certainly is evident that MI1' has a
unanj_=us , sincere opinion. So do some MSC pe ople .
I f'elt this meeting 'ti'as quite frui tful and the ¥liT participation 1-1as
again ve!"J coopera��ve . Vle have scheduled the next meeting for October
13th, and after that one, I might even start to tell you what the prog.r�
delivery schedule actually is . Ho·w ' s t:r..at for suspens e ?

Addre ssee s :
( See attached list )
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LGC program re quirements and mis sion constraints on
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Following our AS-206 space<:raft computer program statu
J:-ITT1 c)I;_ �I;
October 6th, we launched into a discussion of the AS-2f
t
anq
,
its demands on the guidance system.
This alternate miss ion, you recall:
i s one in which the �� and command module are la��ched separately
follov1ed by a CSM active rendezvous .
The LH 1-1ould then be mar.necl and a
number of spacecraft systems tests 1·7ould be carried out, perhaps includ
This 1-.'0uld be
ing a �� active station keeping exercise and docking .
follo1ved by an unmanned se quence of Lt� maneuvers basi cally the same as
currently planned for the primary AS-206 mi s s ion.

s.sfon

After considerable discussion to e stablish vlhat seemed to us to be
reasonable mission constraints, we arrived at the following list of
programs needed to augment the AS-206 program for use on the AS-278B
You will note that all of the changes are associated solely
mis sion.
with the function of determining the orientation of the platform or
aligning it prior to the AS-206 maneuver se qtJ.ence .
1.
Platform orientation determination i s required and maybe a
platform alignment program i s also required, although we don ' t think s o .

2.

Star catalogue and as sociated data handling routines must be

adde d .

3 . Modifications to the routine providing pilot interface with
the computer, i . e . , input and di splays will probably be required.

4 . Preparation of an addendum to the GSOP ;,rould be needed and it
i s -to be emphasized that thi s work would be applicable to the AS-278B
mis s ion only.
The following routines vere also considered but are apparently not needed

for the reasons listed.

1.
G&N po-vrer-on and pover-off programs .
These programs, which are
routinely provided on manned spacecraft to as sist the pilot in turning
on and off tnis eq11ipnent, are probably not needed since it i s thoug_"-oo
this process can be carried out manually, and it i s strictly a one-c�e
affair; i . e . , a s far as 1-1e could tell it i s only neces sary to turn on
the equip�nt one time and never to turn it off.
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2 . Some thought ·1-1as given to adding spec ial digital auto pilot
modes for RCS translation an9. rotation using the :b..and controller . Here
again it is MIT' s impres sion t:b..at processors are available in the cur
rent AS-206 progra.'l! which can be utilized in the station keeping and
docking exerci s e .
3 . ·LGC initializat ion primarily associated with state vector and
clock alignment updating . Apparently is �s already possible in the
AS-206 progra.m to input the se quantities both via uplin.� and DSKY.

4 . Special progra.�s to initialize and start the AS-206 maneuver
sequence . Apparently the present AS-206 program already has these cz.pa
bilities by means of' upliru� and DSKY inputs .
As you can see, the list of programs required has really been reduced to
a minimum. · In addition, the se progra.'lsl are prob�bly required in very
nearly the same form for the later missions , ;1hi ch means ;1ork on them
The list was kept this small by as suming that
is not entirely wasted.
certain constraints on the mission were acceptable . In large part, this
was done by carrying out a number of functions, =nually by the ere••,
which are ordinarily under computer control .
This will be apparent by
glancing through the :follo-v1ing list of constraints -v1hich I certainly
don ' t c laim t o be complete , and in fact , some of the items listed may
not even need to be there .

1. No provision is made for re-rendezvous in the LGC . In this
category, note there is no processing of the k� rendezv�us radar by the
LGC nor is there attitude control in the �I prog�� for aligning its
rendezvous lights toward the CSM.
2 . It i s assumed that· no change will be required to the AS-206
maneuver sequence program. I would like to point out, however, that
considerable :flexibility exists in the targeting and timing of the
maneuver as the program i s presently formulated
• .

3 . Platform alignment to within about 5 ° o f the preferred orienta
tion about all 3 axe s is acceptable for the AS-206 maneuver sequence .
The intent here is to provide a coarse alignment of the platform '\·ihile
docked through use of the co��� module G&N.
0� course, it would then
be necessary to determine precisely the resulting orientation of' the
LM pla tf'orm.

4 . There will be no provision in the LC� to assist the as tronaut
in locatir.g s tars in the AOT. This must be done manually with whatever
assistance i s pos s ible from the CSH .

5 . It is probable the crew must check contents of the erasable
memory word by ••ord via the DSKY to insure that all critical parameters
are s tored properly after the LGC is turned on the first time . I am
referring here to quantities such as accelerometer bias , scaling factor,
etc . , e quivalent to those quantities loaded by the K-start tape prior to

'
( . ,... .
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launch.

Thi.s is probably not unique to AS-278B.

6 . The only DSKY display programs to be implemented will be asso
ciated with the platform orientation deter�i nation program and those
required for the crew to check out the contents of the erasable memory.
7. The G&N po·wer-on and :po;:er-off sequence will be carried out
manually by the crew .
will be available and in operation.

8.

An LMP

9.

Tne RCS will be manually purged and pressurized.

10 .

The S&C band will be turned on �znually.

ll.

Tn.e ECS primary water coolant valve will be manually activated.

12 .

No C or S band antenna steering will be provided.

13 .

No LGC AGS initialization

-.;ill

be provided.

14 . If LM cold soak is required in the docked configUration, the
CSM shall do it.
15 . The LM shall always be extracted from the SIVB by the CSM even
if �� l spacecraft. changes are required [I am not certain this is a
constraint imposed by the computer program] .
16 .
again I

The il-1 ·v;ill be po-.Tered down during launch and until manned [here
not certain this is a program constraint ) . This implies

am

a)

There will be no launch

T-M

b ) There will be no launch abort or contingency orbit inser
tion capability.
[ If it is determined that the 1M can be lau_�ched powered-up, I should
point out that the AS-206 program does provide these capabilities . )
Of course, the status of the AS -278B alternate mission i s still quite
confused. As I have indicated previously, it is our intention to do
nothing now at MIT in support of this mission except to make sure the
programs identified above, currently being prepared for the AS-278
program, are given enough priority to assure their readiness when the
decision must be made around the end of November as to ;rhat we are going
to do . In addition, -v;e will attempt to determine what, if any., impact
this activity would have on the AS-278/503 and the AS-504 spacecraft
computer program development schedule . I ·would be very intere sted to

4
hear from those of you concerned with this matter if you feel that either
tne list of programs or constraints given above are not accurate or ade
quate in some way.

Addressees :
CA/D . K. Slayton
CB/A . B . Shepard
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CF/J. B. Jones
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EG23/K. J . Cox
EG25/T. V . Chambers
EG26/P. Ebersole
EG27/D. Gilbert
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On October 6th at IviiT, we held a review of the AS -206 compu . ,;; .; -�.;;;
which they have romantically christened "Sunburst" . Our primary ob
jectives 1-1ere twofold; first, to make certain that the formulation of
the program was consistent with the way we intend to fly the mission,
and second, to determine the current status of the program development .
Generally speaking, I would say we are in good shape on the AS-206 . We
appear to be on schedule with some tolerance for problems of a nature
you ordi=ily expect to encounter in this type of -w-ork, and with a few
exceptions, the �rogram as currently defined should be entirely adequate
to support the mission.
·

__
·

It is still planned to release this program for . ro�e manufacture on De
cember 26th. This date has held firm for a number of months now, and
Jim Miller, who has taken over direction of this pro gram at MIT in the
absence cf hospitalized C-eorge Cherr-J, presented fairly detailed pro
gram development plans upon which he based his confidence of staying on
that schedule . He identified as the two most critical items :
a) The descent guidance for Mission Phase 2 ( i . e . , the second DPS
maneuver ) , and
b ) The digital auto pilot which is also the major processor
remaining to be completed. Jim pointed out that a number of processors
have been coded and unit tested which are now aw_aiting the availability
of the DAP for integrated systems tests .
Jim

Miller has beefed up the manpower in both of these areas recently.

There was one item requiring immediate attention if anything is to be
done about it. This involves the manner in which the LGC is set into
action at Saturn launch. Apparently, the pro gra.I:l is started by the
receipt of a guidance reference release (GP�) signal sent some 3 minutes
a�e 10 seconds prior to liftoff by the Houston MCC command system.
There are two things that sound kind of lousy to me; one is the desira
bility of having to send a command from a re�te site to start the sys
tem working, and the second is the fact that it is currently planned to
send this signal so long prior to liftoff. Obviously, the problem here
is that if a hold in the countdown is encountered after it. is sent, it
is necessary to recycle the launch countdown beck as much as 2 or 3
hours 1-1hich sounds completely unaccep4ble . I wouldn 1 t be surprised if
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I have this all confused. If you are concerned w�th this type o� thing,
I suggest you get ahold o� someone who . kno••s what they are talking about
for a precise description o� the situation. Incidentally, if program
changes are required associated with this GRR problem, there is a pos si- bility o� schedule implications .
Another item .on which we spent a considerable amount o� time had to do
with the implementation o� two jet ullage, which is desired on AS-206 in
order to make the DAP �or that mission consistent with the DP� �or
AS-208. A question arose as to whether there should be some . sort o�
interlock to inhibit the main engine start signal based on onboard sens
ing o� ullage, or rather lack o� it . It was �inally decided that we
should leave the program essentially as it is with a fixed duration of
ul.la.ge and an engine start signal issued by the LC-C at a particular time
in the sequence . This was pri=rily to insure that the tests per�ormed
on AS-206 are appl.icable to AS-208. MIT did request that we direct
Grumman to provide RCS jet �ail indications to the LGC �or use in their
automatic jet sel.ect logic in a somewhat di��erent way than is currentl.y
pl.anned .
Other matters receiving consideration a t this meeting were :
a ) The possibility of utilizing the LGC to keep track o� RCS fuel.
used and rema�n�ng -- a job which apparently cannot be done accurately
in any other manner. MIT expressed reservations that the LGC would be
able to do this accurately either . In addition, there may be computer
cycl.e time problems since this processor >Tould have to operate si.multa.:.
neously with the DAP which is already heavily loading the computer.
b ) The matter o� increasing the size o� the downlink lists �rom
l.OO to 200 words on the AS-206 program since FCD expects that this will
be necessary for the l.ater LM' s .
MIT indicated that they intend to issue a new, complete GSOP around the
end of November. The l.ast one, R-527, was dated June 1966 . MIT intends
to release certain parts of this earlier. since it is badly needed by
some parties right now.

� eu£XSi��
Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
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The other 9-a.Y at MIT, when we were disc���.:.••5 v..� �·v�- � e mission
. AS -278B, the question came up of how the astronaut assures himself' that
the contents of the erasable memory is as it should "be when he first
powers-up the computer in space. Since there seemed to be some confu
sion or uncertainty at MIT, I suppose that situation is the same through
out the universe . We were told, or at least I think we were told, that
"When first turning on the computer after it has been completely powered.
down there is no assurance that the contents of the erasable memory will
be the same as it was when powered-dmm. Since on every manned LM
mission the computer must be - brought on line from a completely dormant
state, some procedure must be established for checking this portion of
memory, I suppose . Is anyone within the sound of my voice working on
that? In fact, who is supposed to? I guess we ought to ask MIT to do
something, and we will.
I

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.

·
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Since last week I promised to start quoting some delivery dates , here
n ng release of "the flight programs for
goe s . We are currently pJ..a.ni
rope mnui'acture as i'ollovs :
.MISSION

DATE

AS-501/502

(CSM)

October

AS-206

(LM)

December

AS-'Z'{8/503

(CSM

and

LM)

April l5

AS-5o4

(CSM

and

LM)

November l.5.

24
26

Accuracy o:f these dates, o:f course, decreases with how :far they are in
the :future . Actually, I am quite con:fident that we can meet this
schedule with the poss ible exception o:f AS-278 which still bas on open
item a number o:f additions that could impact the schedule .
I am hope

ful that it will be possible to :ill!prove or make earl.ier the

AS-5o4

delivery. As you know, rope manui'acture is expected to take on the
order o:f 5 or 6 weeks which, i:f added to the above dates, "Will give you
the readiness date of the actual i'light con:figuration o:f the computer
program.
I

We have requested that MIT prepare schedule delivery dates next week
The
i'or the various sections of' the GSOP' s for the flights before us .
list is to include both preliminary and :final versions as well as
I ' 11
spec ifying the manner in which MIT proposes to segment the GSOP' s .
pass these on when we get them.

����
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senaing out another
Just got back from the northlands and ·
note, uthough I re� don ' t have much to report . The progrS.m deve�op
ment p�ing at MIT seems to be progressing nice�y. We did ·pick up a
coup�e of items that require attention; e . g. , .
a) It is necessary that NASA provide specifications on the charac
teristics of the command si�s from the AGC to the SIVB for the trans
�unar injection simul.ation maneuver in the AS-278/503 computer program.
Rick Nobles (FSB) has the action on this.
It was re-emphasized by MI T that they were not deve�oping the capab�ity
of confirming stab�ity of the over-all system. Their model of the SIVB
i s strictly rigid body and is not adequate for that purpose . It is my
understanding that MSFC wm perform whatever studies are necessary to
confirm adequate stab�ity for this maneuver mode . This will be discussed
at the J!SC/lff3FC Flight Mechanics Panel meeting next week.
b) Studies continue at MIT on the formulation of the offset targeting
support the stable orbit rendezvous technique . This s imulation work is
required to prepare the framework of an MDRB [program change request) .
This work should be completed within about two weeks, at which time they
will prepare the MDRB . MIT is proceeding on the assumption that this capa
b�i ty shall be provided on both the tM and command module with an option
ava�ble for each to compute the maneuvers necessary if the other vehicle
is active .
to

c ) An investigation is currently underway at MSC to determine the
advisabi�ity of starting the LM descent propulsion system at �0% thrust
rather than 30% thrust. It will simplifY the LGC program, but since the
formulation and coding must be completed very soon, we wm derive very
�ittle benefit from this change if a decision is not made very soon. In
fact, · there will come a time where the change wm make our job more
difficult.
d) Since so much concern has been expressed, both at lff3C and MIT,
with regard to the need for star/landmark and/or star/horizon navigation
on the AS-503 mission, I have requested MIT to prepare an MDRB for in
cluding that capability in the AS-278/503 program. Since the formulation
of these programs has been pretty well completed, I expect the major impact
will be in having to finish all the coding in time for initiation of program
systems integration which is scheduled to begin ear�y in December.
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MIT reported that their work on the action itemi assigned them at the
CAR are essentially complete.

AS-204

a) Procedures for manual computer re-start will be available .
October l4th . [Inciden�; MIT feels this action should never be
carried out and certainly don' t guarantee it; however, in accordance
wi.th our request they have laid out the best :procedures they could for
manually forcing the computer to re-start from a known location] .
b ) On October l4th they will :provide a list of parameters which
must be input into the erasable memory if a complete loss of erasable
memory occurs . Procedures . for carrying out this :process will be
ready by October 21st.
c) A complete description of the Flag Word will be available
October l4th.
d) A description of how to correct the PIPA bias, etc . , will be
available on October l4th. Documentation of detailed cre'tr .:procedures
will be completed by October 21st
•

. .;
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�e attached memorandum lists all. of the program changes required to the
AS-202 program to fly AS-501 and AS-502. As you can see, there are quite
a rev, although most are ·quite simple . For example, some of these changes
are merely corrections to bugs that were known to be 1D the AS-202 program
when we new it. We made a strong effort to minimize the changes, and it ' s
my impression that all of these are really required with the possible excep
tion of a couple that were put in to provide the :f'J.exibllity we felt might
be needed to make the program' usable for the AS-502 mission which was not
then completely defined. '
_

As· you recall., certain mission changes were required which took some time
to . negotiate, both here at MSC and at Marshall . Carl Buss, fl'om our division,
deserves a lot of credit for his work in getting these missions revised and
thus minimizing the program cba.Dges required . (By the way� Carl is writing
. a note to explain the differences in the AS-501 and AS-502 missions in re. sponse to the questicn you pencil.ed onto one of my memos ) . We know of no reason at this time why the AS-501 program will not do the AS-502 job . Some
program verification may be required to check such things as the differences
.. in' the targeting, but it is our intention to keep this to an absolute minimum.
·

�is program bas gone together very nicely.

Likely and his team of AC
which
day behind
schedule. It completed test verification and was released to Raytheon for
rope manuf'acture October 24th - on schedule .
�is program bas no known bugs
or deficiencies at this time . If'. development of all the AGC programs went
l.ike this, we ' d be out oi' a job .

��-�
C\\;S(��
Howard

Enclosure

i

Dan

and MIT people are to be commended for the professional manner iD
they handled this job . �e program was frozen October llth .- one

cc:
EG/R.
FA/C .
FA/S .
FC/J.
FM/J.
FM/c.

' Jr .

c. Duncan
C . Kra.:f't, Jr.
A. Sjoberg (w/out enclosure
)
'
D. Hodge
P. Mayer (w/out enclosure )
R. Huss (w/out enclosure )
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66-FMl-142

AS-2 6

1

LGC prograni status

Quite a number of things have been going on with regard to AS-206 mission
plans, spacecraft configuration, and the LGC computer program development.
would like to take a couple of minutes here to let you know about the

I

latest aevelopments in the latter .

Ed Copps indicates that the program development is proceeding on schedule
as far as he can tell, and that the next valid schedule check-point
occur in about three weeks .

I

will

suppose we will schedule a review about

that time.
MIT has been studying the effects of the spacecraft equipment
deletions on the program and to da.te has found nothing that is not accept
able .
'l!ley did point out that it is neces sary for the ground to send

We did not take time to
certain commands which previously were optional .
examine this particular subject in detail, but
would suggest that some 
one from the Flight Control Division should get in touch with Tbm Price

I

of our Flight Software Branch to learn more about this in detail .
One program change requested by
was for the LGC to issue some addi
tional commands in order that redundant relays could be used in two mission

ASPO

MIT indicated that this program change could be imple
critical circuits .
mented without schedule impact since we had already indicated to them that
it would be okay to delete several processors from the AS-206 program

which were no longer required,
Specifically, we dropped out the 3rd and
4th AFS maneuvers and the
cold soak since they are no longer a part of

RCS

We also indicated that we could probably omit the DPS cold
the mission.
soak phase from the mission if that provided a significant saving in program

effort or, if it permitted, the u s e of a more desirable platform alignment .
Apparently the alignment which has been chosen for the AS-206 has been some 
what constrained by thi s cold soak phase and makes neces sary special pre

MIT

launch proces s ing of some sort .

is to let us know if dropping thi s

mission phase would be beneficial to them.

AS-206 program, although :MIT i s
concerned about a couple o f things .
One is they are not happy about our
one-second downlink.
They feel that this will not provide enough data
for post-flight analysis and are concerned that MSC will soon request addi 

Currently there are no open items on the

tional downlink formats .

�1e second item is associated with the IJ1 space

craft separation from the Saturn .

Apparently v1e have requested that a

constant attitude rate be maintained as opposed to an inertial attitude
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hold which would be simpler to provide . I gather they just honestly don ' t
understand why anyone wants this constant rate mode, although they are
prosramming it. Carl Huss was going to look into this a little bit..
�pparently he was not even aware that was the way it was to be . Weird.

I

I:

TWo items were closed out as follows :
a ) We have instructed MI T to implement 4-jet ullage in the AS-206
program; i . e . , the computer program will co.:nmand all l! jets on for the
duration of time which would be required if only 2 jets were used. This
is to insure that the ullage will be sufficient. for the main engine start
in spite of j et failures whicn have been protected against by the jet - select
logic in the program. Implementing the 4-jet logic means there is no need
for the JlV monitor nor the chan�es to the spacecraft jet failure systems
which had been suggested. The �V monitor, you recall, was a proposed pro
gram change [ i . e . , MDRB #206-19 ] which was to inhibit the main engine start
·
signal if sufficient !J.v had not been detected by the LGC .

b) MIT was informed to change the DPS engine start sequence to lQi
thrust rather than 30i thrust . This change is beneficial to program develop
ment � to the engine people - a rare occurence .
I might al.so point out we had a highly successful meeting with Grtllln
lllla on
October aoth where we discussed their requirements for program tapes and
data packages for use on their simulation facilities . As I understand it,
everyone agreed that we could provide tapes at any time Grumman requested
them with the understanding that they would certainly not be flight quaH
fied - in fact, their quality will likely be unknown at the time of de
livery. We also indicated that the deficiency reports accompanying these
tapes J!Ught be rather crude and incomplete . As a possible work around., it
was suggested that Grumman could provide a knowledgeable resident at MIT
:f'or the last couple of' weeks prior to · their acquiring a tape . This person
should then be aware of' the status of the program when they get it.
· Actual.ly, . Grumman has taken steps to do this - two ·Of their guys were up
there just last week to get their feet wet .

Addressees :
(See attached list)
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FRCM

F¥ Deputy Chief,

SUBJECT:

AGS program status for AS-278

�·fi s s ion Planning and

Analysis Division

I gue s s enough things have happened af'fecting the stat1.:.s .of' the prog:cams
for the AS-278 mi s s ion that I ought to issue another status report .

According to

MIT,

work is progre ssing along basically on schedule .

major e:t':tort i s cu=ently in Ed Copps '

area -..-here codine; of

i s going on which should be completed early i n December.

tee

Tne

:proe;:r?-1"1

At that time all

of the basic components of the program <lill have been compiled into a

It is thi s as sel!:bly <1hich Alex Ko sma.la ' s Progra"!l

single ;.;orking asr-embly.

Integration Group puts through syste�tic debugging and then finally,

all of the ' systems are working together,
cation.

when

through the final program verifi

It i s �o be noted that this work is done with an assembly made up

o f the entire fliE;ht program - it is not broken

which are later af sembled together .

do1m into subsections

Of course, dm'ing the initial stage s

of this program ir:tegration the l!'.ajor task is to get the subroutines ,

which have been ir dividually ciebugged and are running in this master a ssem
bly, to v1ork with each other .

That i s , the task is to get these individue.l

processors to run in sequential strings - the output of one serving as the

input to the next -. with astronaut inputs and. displays all wprking properly .

As of last week all MDRB ' s

[ i . e . , program modifications ] under considera

Specifi cally, it was agreed to add the so-ca+led
tion were acted upon.
universal update in both the Ci4C and the LGC .
Tb.is was the only modifica
tion to the CMC and resulted in slipping the program delivery date about
Other LGC MDRB ' s approved were a GAS:IA transformation which was
one week.
required in order to provide

DS�lC displays consistent with the FDAI eight

ball and addition of a minimum impulse mode for the AFS .
\
The affect of these modifications was to delay

=tely a week and a half .

LGC program delivery approxi-

Thus , our best c1.:.r:eent esti.:mte of program

delivery for the AS -207 program is April 28 and the .A.S -208 progra"!l is .C.1ay

Of course , every effort

�ill be made to L�rove tnis delivery s chedule .

S ince '\·lork is proceeding again on the orbit rate eight ball,

5.

I suppo se .

there may be some S:Pecial processor re quired to compute and display initial
i zation quantities fer that black box.

Paul Stu�<

is checking into that,

as <�ell as "hat space craft this 1·Tould be needed f':o�.-,
:!<iDRB ' s which were not ap:Proved for the AS-207

if any .

p=�g-= were those providir..g

the capab ility for AGC steering of the SrT.B simulating translunar injection

and manual takeover of the Saturn during launch ;;.,.,_":-.' earth orbit.

B!!)' U.S.

Stwi.'?gs B(JJ7ds Regularly on the Pr·

' Plan
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two routines would ��ve resulted in an additional four weeks ' impact on
the AS-207 delivery, which was - judged unacceptable . However, since a
test of the AGC-SIVB interface is considered mandatory prior to the lunar
landing mission, we have had no choice but to provide a unique progr��
for the JI.S-503 collll!'.and module . You recall it "'as our desire to fly both
the AS-278 and AS-503 missions with the same programs, but this apparently
is not possible for schedule reasons for the CMC . The LM programs will be
the same. Since there is very little difference in the launch schedule
of AS-278 and AS-503, '\ole will .have to maintain tig..'lt control on new pro
grams to be added to the PB-207 prog_� for AS-503.
As I see it right now, the additional programs consist of:
a) Simulation of the TLI steering of the SIVB.
b) Manual Saturn steering into earth orbit .
Batman! )

(Holy waste-of.:tim.e,

c ) Use of star/horizon and star/land:mark observations i n the on
board navigation proces s .
MIT has been directed to �roceed a s noted above and will assemble a pro
gram development plan for the AS-503 command module program. I assume

that soonest possible delivery will be in the order of a month after
say, May 26.

AS-207

-

Howard

W.
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SUBJECT:

FM/Deputy Chief, His sion Planning and
Analysis Division
Ground rules. for KJ:T man loading for AGC programming
This is really for my own records, but in case you are interested, we
presented the foJ.J.owing ground rules to MIT with BiJ.J. KeJ.J.y' s (ASFO ' s
MIT Contractual Officer) concurrence . These ground rule s were to cover
the work they are doing in revising their man loading e stimates for
contract negotiations 1·rhich are coming up in the next couple of months
covering their work for calendar year 1967 .
l ) Unique progra.'!JS , both hardwire and erasable, are required.
only for :
a)

AS-204, AS-206, AS-207, AS -208, AS-208B

b)

AS-501, AS-503 CM, AS-50h

LM,

LI-1

AS-504 CSM

2) Aside from AS-208B ( i . e . , AS-278B) , no special progra.�s are
�ently planned for any backup or contingency missions .
3 ) Although foJ.J.ow-on flights are scheduled, no unique hardwire
programs are to be developed in their support .
4 ) Ho•,Tever, for scheduled miss ions not listed above, it is recog
nized tnat work is required of MIT which must be man loaded, such as :
memory.

a)

Generation a_�d verification of erasable

b)

Update of documentation.

c)

Additional verification and perhaps error analyses associated
with differences in the mission plan from that for which the
program was originaJ.J.y developed.

d)

Etc .

5 ) �IDRB action is certain. KJ:T shall man load to support this
activity, defining the extent to which they plan to be able to respond;
i . e . , nunber and CO=Plexity of MDRB ' s anticipated per mission.
::s.:-:

. . :-. ;•

6) :�:c _!:._':;_::
:..o -:..: :.. :: :

c::-

� :?o

(e . g . 1 AS -504C ) !lissions

e.re -t:: ": e :.!:� :.. ·..:. ::"7_::·�-
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7)

It is recognized that a ��ber of mis s ions -will be t�ansZe���a

:from main line Apollo to AA? or
support :from MIT.

EX?O

•-:hic21

'"ill

reqt�ire progrc:.:::-.ing

Z-:is work -will �� e CC"tiered. "":y contract change s ba.zeC.

on negotiations viith N!T at a later C.c.. t e ..

Incidentally, LarrJ Fry and I n::: .de a rov.gh esti!:!a.te of the procab:e C.e

crease of the MIT proposal as a result of deleti�G AAP effo�t froE the

original proposal.

It came ov.t to be in the order of

$500 , 000 .

'tie

a�e

also doing a certain a.':!ount of tri::L'!ling in other areas -w::ich =:r ;y-ield

up to another

$500, 000
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R. R. RAGAN.

FM/Deputy Chief, Mission Planning and
Analysis Division

SUBJECT:
In

the course of devel.opment of the AS-206 computer pro
,
coding error was discovered which was immediately recognized as being
common to the AS -204 and AS-50l/502 programs . It is a scaling error,
if yoU: know what that means, which imposes the operational constraint
of not operating one of the integration programs ( i . e . , Average G) at
an altitude in excess of about 3, 000 n.mi. Whereas this should pose
. no problem on AS-204, we have some concern about AS-50l and AS-502.
SpecificaJ.J.y, during the nominal mission, the Average G program is set
into operation when the spacecraft is at an altitude of approximately
2, 500 n.mi . Errors in the state vector update sent prior to the pre
vious maneuver which places the spacecraft in this high · altitude tra
jectory, or failure to " get that uPdate into the spacecraft computer
for some reason, could result in dispersions wherein the Average G
woul.d be called upon at an altitude above the 3, 000 n.mi . limit. Of
course the guidance system would not recognize it was at the higher
altitude except that a second state vector update is transmitted just
before Average G is turned on in order to provide acceptable reentry
conditions and landing point control. The whole problem results from
poor quality updates or none at all .

· ·· l
.. .;_.; . .
·:.:-

·�.
. .:

�-

In examining this problem with MIT, it was determined that approximately
eight words of the program would have to be changed to -eliminate it . Of
these, six words are three double precision constants and two are program
steps of some type, I think. They are all located in a single rope module
and since they are so completely isolated, a min� re-verification effort
is required to certify the changes for flight .

Ropes for the AS-50l program are currently being manufactured by Raytheon.
It would be unwise both in terms of schedule and cost to interfere with
their completion. The rope modules which they are now producing will be
perfectly adequate for verification tests and could even be used in
flight if we are willing to accept the danger of an erroneous state vector
update or the failure of it to be received . On the other hand, it is
currently our consensus that we would be wise to manufacture a single new
module to be substituted in the spacecraft when it' s available . It will
cost about $15, 000 and >-Till take abc:;.t 30 days to make starting after
delivery of those no>-; in proce s s . The cost in effort and treasure i s

7 · �-�· -- ·---
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2
justifiably small

to

procure the insurance the new rope would provide

for possib2e update prob2ems, particularly considering the current
2eve2 of confidence we have in that busine s s .
It is our intention to
prriceed un2ess directed otherwise .
Incidenta2ly,

it is my understanding that one of the maneuvers on the

mission is carried out at an a2titude in exce ss of 3,000 n.mi .
and thus we will have no choice but to make this correction for that
flight.

�-502

����.�
· Howard W. Tindall,
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AS-206

,..

.

We spent a J.ot of time at MIT . last week wrestJ.ing with the AS-206 prob. l.em. Although in a previous note I expressed some optimism regarding
possibility of recovering some of _ the one month slip MIT draped on us,
they have convinced me now that there is really not much chance .
As a
result we pretty well convinced ourselves that it will be necessary to
release a tape on December 27th, our old flight program release date,
for manufacturing ropes to be used for spacecraft systems tests at the
. Cape .
At least this "B-release" will be needed unless the Aurora 88
programs can satisfy that requirement.
MIT points out tlia.t if it is
necessary for them to test the B-release ·assembly and determine it ' s
deficiencie s, that effort will result in a further delay in release of
the flight program� We are Iooking into the possibility of doing that
sort of program checkout on the Bit-by.:Bit simulator here at M3C if' it
can be made reaey in time .
It appears to me we can' t do much more to
improve the . si�lation.

�

�.;....

-

MIT has brought in superstars Alex Kosmala and George Cherry on a part
time basis even at the detriment of program development for the AS-278
mission; we have reduced the program requirements to the limit even to
the extent of deleting thorough re start protection - a subject which I
shall discuss in a little more depth later. We are retracing the AS-204.
footsteps almost exactly and as we did that time will attempt to derive
maximum benefit from whatever flight schedule slips are experienced,
although right now we certaiDly can ' t count on anything like that .
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Regarding the elimination of restart protection, I would like to point
out that this isn ' t a closed issue since G&C have expressed much concern
over this .
Apparently in the design of the Block II computer, decisions
were made based on the assumption that restart protection would be pro-·
vided in the software .
They feel the probability of encountering restart
situations on Block II flights is relatively high and could result in
disaster if not handled properly.
Ed Copps made a guess that to provide
·

·� --·_. ·.-. .
-:·J
_
· - ·,:
..

-�
'

,

·.

complete restart protection would cost another couple of weeks for pro
gram delivery, but it must be emphasized that that is just a gues s .
I
gather that it really is a rather complex process to go through .the pro
gram and make it completely insensitive to interruptions which can occur
Our current direction to MIT is to provide restart protec
at any time .
tion for. those periods during which the probability of occurence is very.
high, such as staging from the de scent to ascent power. At other times ,

.
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in the event _ of an interruption, the computer vill send the engine-off
signal. and will rel.ease the digital. auto pil.ot . Protection of the state
vector and current time is al.so provided and miss ion phase registers are
cl.eared such that no further activity wil.l. be called for by the computer .
What this amounts to is that things are put into a more or less dormant
state vhich wil.l. be knovn to the ground pre-mission such that it should
be possibl.e to issue new commands in an intel.ligeat manner to get things
going again. It probably will be a major undertaking in the MCC and n:ay
have im;pl.ications on the R'roC program. Obviously . it ' s not ·a good substi
tute for restart protection. �erefore, we have requested MIT to examine
this subject in more d!!pth, first of all identifying to us procedures to
be carried out if ve stick vith the program as described above, and second
to l.et us know vith somevhat more precision the schedul.e �ct associated
vith more compl.ete restart protection.

·

I

Part of our meeting at MIT incl.uded participation by Grumman, vhich
resulted in a coupl.e of things . First of all, in response to our strong
recommendation, they have finally agreed to send. one of their men to MIT
on an almost ft:ll time basis for the next month or so in order to provide
themsel.ves vitt a first-hand knowl.edge of the program status as it devel.
ops . MI:T is cc mpl.etely in accord with thi s . Another matter discussed
concerned G= ' s recommendation that a third .US maneuver be carried
out. An on-the-spet assessment of this indicated that it should be
possibl.e to ini tiate such a maneuver from the ground us ing the APS-2
mission phase Jrocessors and that no program additions would. be required ·
if Grumman verE' successful. in tal.king the ASPO office into doing it .
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And that ' s a�t it ::
'
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More interesting things about

OUr

work with

MIT
DUE DATE

always start out these MIT newsletters with the hope they w� be snor�
enough that you ' ll be willing to read ' em. A couple of things came up at
our Program Deve.lopment Plan review on November 16 there that I thought I
woul.d pass on,
I

It ' s becoming more and more obvious that the program deve1opment
facilities at MIT - both digital and hybrid - are going to be severely
saturated during the first 3 or 4 months of next year . During that period
we will be working simultaneously on the AS-206, 207, 208, 503 CM and two
5o4 programs , and we certainly will not have the second hybrid on the line .
And so. all this work will be dropped on the two 18oo digi tals and the sin
gle hybrid facility until the IBM 36o digital computer is made operational.
Since I am convillced the 36o readiness will not £9me early, I have asked
MIT to set up a special task force specifically to keep the deve1opment of
that facility progressing at the greatest possible speed. In addition we
propose to help as I!Blch as we can by doing such things as preparing pro- ·
grams here at M:>C for use in �ecking out the vital MAC compiler being
developed by one of their contractors .
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2. It is my understanding that all AC effort on progntm development
being carried out at l.u.lwaukee shall be terminated upon delivery of the
AS-501 documentation >lhich is scheduled for delivery on about December 5
The nine AC people who were sent to MIT for work on AS-501 are all being
retained and are now working on AS-206.
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3 . It l.ooks l.ike we will be able to have a meaningful com;puter storage
review in January. Ed Copps pointed out it is not only lack of storage
that ' s going to trouble us, but also other things ·like the limit to the num
ber of verbs and nouns, whatever they are, that are avail.able ,

:.i
i

-�

4.

Rick Nobles and his guys struck a vein of gold the other day up ·
the form of detailed flow charts of some parts of the program.
These flow charts are the form of documentation everyone felt in their
bones must be available somewhere ' cause you just can ' t program without
something more definitive than the GSOP. Now that we have discovered them,
MIT has agreed to let us use the� with the understanding that they are not
controlled documents and that MIT retains no responsibility for their
::.cct:.r:.. cy ��0.. :�:.�.e.li t�r . We s.re del"i.g�: -: -= � to e.ccc:9t the flo1-r charts unde!"
·�::1ose te=s a�ci -,,: " ; be re spons ible t·c:· reprbd'J.cing and distributing the!"at MIT in
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-::-:-:.:l.C. lilre to reiter= te -::'!:.. t �.:·� ""::.:�v-= r:. .:. 
tc \·lhoever has nee<! tc .':!�o·.-: .
maint=.ined. tha. t �·:1-:2 I-:IT 6.uc::...: : .:. � -�.c.. tion i s i r��O.sq-...a
. �e: ;-e.�� :.c·.;.lr:.�l�.in the area of flow charts and I have every intention of emphasizing that
�attle as soon as we get our program cevelopment plans �n shape .
_

-ways

5 . Some weeks ago we discussed the possibility of having several
people assoc iated with flight crew working in residence at MIT with
Jim Nevins ' merry band on the development of Chapter 4 of the GSOP and
MSC

-

associated crew procedures .
'

2�.-�ct:j���j;

is still anxious to have these people come, but I understand from a brief
discussion with Joe Loftus, who is handling this matter at MSC, that he has
run into some :problems.
I certainly hope he is able to overcome these soon
because it sure looked like a good idea to make MSC as independent as possi
ble of MIT in the training of flight crews .
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6. It looks "like our biggest s chedule problem will be delivery of
the AS-207/208 :programs . Although we have been meeting our AS -278 milestones
with regard to GSOP del:.very and :program coding pretty well, MIT has recently
revised their estimate of how long it takes to :perform program integration
and verification.
It seems to me that the only way to improve the delivery
schedule is to get the facilities MIT needs as soon as possible, as noted
above, and to reduce the amount of work that i s required.
We are :pursuing

. ;: :. · : .�;.
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Our. objective was twofold - to speed up com-

1Uetion of that work for AS-5o4 as well as training these people to service
the flight crews in their training for these tough Block II missions .
MIT

'

the idea of establishing :processor priority lists both here and at MIT with
the intent of carrying E long all of them ( including those unique for AS-503)
in the AS- 278 program a� semblies, but giving maximum �basis on the debug
ging and integration to those with the higher priority.
For example, it ' s
evident that it i s not �ecessary to have the entire concentric rendezvous
f'l.ight :plan operating tc perform the AS-278 mission, since the maneuvers in
those re-rendezvous mission phases will be established pre-flight and/or by
ground control a la Gemini with the need for onboard maneuver determination
starting only at TPI .
I ' m sure there are a number of other :processors which
could also be labeled not mandatory for the mis s ion.
It is our intention to
see just how far we can back off in an effort to help the schedule .
It i s
rather depressing that we have t o take steps like this , but the advantage o f
this approach i s that if the :pro� integration :proceeds faster than antici
pated, or if more time becomes available for one reason or another, it �
only be necessary to start working on processors which are already in the
assembly, which is a �ch easier thing to do than to add them in when a re
prieve occurs .
And of course it gives us the option of accepting delivery of
a flight :program in which some of the lower priority processors are not work-·
ing in order to obtain it sooner .
Wasn ' t very short was it, or interesting �ither, but I ' ll be darned if I ' ll
throw i t away after getting i t to this stage.
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DAP initialization s implification

/

Analys is Division

Ken Cox, Rick Nobles , Charley Parker and I got together to s e e "'hat could
be done about reducing the mmber of crev: displays and inputs associated

;lith the digital auto pilot

( DAP ) .

As you recall , the llA.P ' s require ini

tialization by the crew who specify the spacecraft c onfiguration, choice
of RCS quads to be us e d , dead-band, RCS j et failures , etc .

These quan

tities are displayed to the crew prior to each maneuver and mus t be over
ridden if uns atisfactory.

We s e e no way around those displays and inputs .

. It was our desire to attempt to reduce or eliminate· the. requirement for
input of additional quantities such as spacecraft '\':eight , moments of iner
tia , initial engine gimb al angle settings , etc . , prior to the initiation
of main engine maneuvers .

It has been noted on O'.l.'!lerous occas ions that all

of these parameters could be determined by the co�uter itself to well
within the degree of accuracy reqUired .
For exa:::;:2.e , it should be suffi
cient that the final engine trim angles experie�cc� during the previous
maneuver be used at the s tart of the next ;

the -,,·� ::.. :;ht and moments of in

ertia are more-or-less dependent upon the acou�t c: main engine propellant

which has been expended .
A runni!!g accou.11t of tt·2 propellant expended
could be continuous ly carried in the computer prc� ably based on AV ' which
m
is computed during each maneuver .
Ken Cox has prepared curves of each of
these quantities as functions of weight •rhich c an ':>e used to prepare linear
approximations as functions of the su=ation of

t.Y'7!

to be supplied to KIT .

It is to be emphasized that the only reas on these parameters need be com
puted on board is to provide a backup for c omcun::.. c�tion failure or lack of
a ground station at the time it is

needed s ince ::.. t is the intention of the

Flight Control Division to update these par��eters from the ground rou

tinely .
Therefore , it is our desire that these ��antities b e computed and
stored away in the c omputer at the conclusion of each main engine maneuver

rather than just before the next s o that the gro�· - ·:. supplied data is not

wiped out by the less accurate value s computed c

It is our intention t o tell HIT that there is !'. c
these quantities to t he t:re>-r, and the program '<
unless ....re
.
are · informed. that this is unacceptab2.·:_
flight crew .
If they feel it ' s neces s ary to s e �

.

. . :::.= :;. .

�irer::ent to display
' d.es igned that ·,ray

or� the
displays , the!'l i t

" ·:'pr-es e ntatives
-.:.e

.'

·�

2

must be vTith the understanding that there <Till be 00 special aUtOl!latic up
dating or these quantities . Rick Nobles is going to check this out .
vras requested
ments noted above
attempt to get it
probably w·ill be )

J.!IT

to prepa:?:e an MDRB based on a description of the require
given to them over the phone on December 19 . We ' ll
in AS-�58 but if the s chedule impact is too great ( as it
we ' 11 get it in AS- 504 .
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SUilJ:=:CT :

ric ' ve bit the bullet on

'l.'he fact that the
presents

GBB.

206 LH

DUE DATE

is the only Jl� to be p o� re r e d up 1:rhen laun c h e cl

a re �uir en c nt for s ome uni�ue r.anner for the
·

at le as t be informcd that li ft off has occ:•zred.
harch:ire liftoff signal ,

re:ferc!::.Ce :-el c ns e

( GRR)

G8M to dctecc or
In the absence oi' a

it h ad been intenc:ec', to trans!!!it <>. gu·l. d.anc e
oi: n.n ill' link to .l.:. he gui.d.anc·z

O..i .s cr�"t.c by !:!ea��s

sys t em at a pre-determined t irJe prior to liftoff .

value -,:as at

T-30

s e c o nds in the countimm .

Most recentl�· thi s

Once this s i gnal >;as s ent

there vas no v:ay to s top the pl atform fro::J 'being releas ed and the c oru:pc<t cl'
transmitting c o;r,nancls o n its

:;:,r·es.et

s e que nc e .

This has caused 2. gr e �.t

deal of concern everY�·< here , - at �ITT , at the C ape , and her e at KSC s i nc e
Saturn countdo·,m history includes s o:ne rather 11eird holds .
Our pr ob lem

.•ras that any interuption i n the countdo-.-:n occur1·inc; after GK>'t Has trans
mitted ;rould force a recycle of about 2 hours to get the G&-.N s CJ.Uared <,,..-a�.

l•ITT

aga in and could ·.-ery like ly resu�t in s c rubbing t � at l<..'..tn ch atte:r.pt .
has propos ed a

fix fo2' this by

a c h <..ng e

gram vrhich "'ie haYe decided to impl e::-. e n t .

in the

It is

:;l;ace craf't compute::.· pro

"�he purpos e of this memo

randum to inform you of this rather s ig nifi car..t !'�·oga1ur.1ing c hanc e .

In place of a h a.I d"t-ri r e or RF· s i gn al of liftoff , i·�':! _i nte�d to cletec t.. the
chance in ac c elle r at i on that occurs at liftoff b:,' the guidance sys te.ru
Since tte pl r2.tfc!.'T.'1 :.s activateC. long be:>�re this t ime , i.t is

its elf .

<2. small , relatively : :"�ple program for ;:�oni toring the ,t, V •·rhich , when a :pl· e - e s tablis bed. th•· c::, hhoJ.G. has been exc eeded.,

merely nec e s s ary to provide

c ould provide a discrete to b:: tre at e d prccis �l:· '·.s the GRR s i g:1al .

viously this is not a�y giga��: ::.c breaktb...!'ouci: ��:�-

decided to do it .

Although "� >c -:: o::.cept s e ems

;·:·c ·

lYill be s ome c onti'!'luing di.z (;:_: .. .::.: ::. .:) �s as to the �.(.····

HIT is currently proposing
prior to engine
this

ig!'liticn) .

1.:
_

.

subject , the tr.res hhol(1.
choice to be made but vrhic : .

progra."TT is ;rhat system s hm:..::. .

woulcl prefer us jng th e AV me:.

the l as t s e vera.l sec o!:C:.S p?:i :
not !:l c detected. for a s !!iuc h �- ·
spac ecraft state vec:.or erro::::· .�

:; ' s .

( Re c all the

- - --� -�r to pe rmi ..c

'Je J. oc a t c; d.

:��.:. ::.. :-"flue::<

. :. �; :.)lis hc<i

�::.:: -::. ckup
:.. ::.�·�8ff.
��::::

S c-<� Q!1C:S

•···

-==

·:;>� i:1

Ob

the scr:s e -.,.re ha-...-e

:� oo.:::J.e:i , I ' r.: su::::- e there
·· ��- to ne s e J.e:-:ted. .
:·.s

);1.

e xpc1·i.cncir..� l g

.l..:. o

.

!"� :c·
.

s tore.c;<2 .

o!r on

A:1.0the�·

:�eDtati8n o::' the

:::::· atior:.c.lly .

?-1I T

: s � the liftoff'

·_s ul t ir.

src,all

rr.�...:I

:::)le fo!' "'(.. 'ne cor!.tl'Ol

2

of the flight �rill insist that the G&i1 �V monitor be prime and the GRR

discrete via RF >·rould be s ent only as a bo.U:up in the event s or>!e GG·! fail

ure has been detected L"ll;J:ediately after liftoff .

It is probably •·rorth pointing out that MIT is anxious to make this chance

and are c onfident that it is s omething they can re ally do 1-rithout nmning

They fe.e l - the impact on prog1·<:m delivery is negligible and
into trouble .
in :fact point out that their effort required for this program;ninz change
and its verification >rill probably be less than "i:.hat required for the de

velopme::rc of' >·:ork:.'!round procedures i nvolved in the rec;ycle countdmm .

If

<re run into s ome sort of' in(;urmountablc problem not unforseen at this time ,

it s hould be a relatively s imple matter to retreat to the s ystem •·re had

before this change , at least ins ofar as the spacecraft c omputer program is
c oncerned .
The basic progr�ing to handle the GRR signal is not being
changed .

Accordingly ; if 1ve revert to the proced'.lre of sending GRR at

T-30 s e ;:onds it -vrill only be nec e s s ary to c hange the value of ti1is ti.:ue in

the eras able load .

. \-lell, that ' s about it .

I hope everyone will be happy about this .

I kno•·r

I am, if it only euts dovm on the number of telephone calls on this her
rible subj e c t .

.
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SUBJECT :

I guess I ought to record the saga of the !-ITT 36o CO!!!Futer, if only so
that it may take it ' s proper pla.ce in history .
It i s a little adventt.:re
·,,hich has been going on in the shadow of the more dra.t!'.?..t ic cri s e s at l<liT
and is n01-1 rising to the surface in it ' s own right. .Although it lool:ed
as though thel�e· vias not nru.ch 1·7e could do about it except watch in fas c i 
nated horror, w e !:.ave taken some steps whi ch I hope 'Y!ill b e effective
and which might ir.tere st you .
As far as I can tell, somewhat less than a year ago !-ITT foresa·..: that the
two 1/.d.nneapolis Hcney-,Jell 1800 <iigi tal c omp uter s they are �.<.s:.ng for sp?.ce
crai't computer prc gram development 'YIOuld b e inadequate at some tiL!e ir:. the
future .
In the a1: sence of eood. programmine plans , it ' s hard. to kno;1 ho;.;
they either predic ted. thi s would b e the case or '\·:er e abJ.e to convince any
one of it.
In fac t , I gue ss they d.id. have a bit of trouble since i t ;;asn ' t
until June that t:Cey -were finally given the go-ahead to procure an IEr·I 360
by ¥JSC . Installat ion of this computer has proceed.ed, a:!..ong -with training
of MIT personneJ. t o use it .
IBr-1 contracted to supply some LT.po rtar2t spe
cial progra'!ls , -whi ch they have apparently delivered on �: -:heC.ule , and ?>ITT
has prepared some others to permit use of this facility . But the one
which no,,. appears 1to be the most critical of ail is the E;.C co;rrpiler - a
complicated service progr� which translate s s�bolic programs into computer
language . l-!AC i s the l·ITT e quivalent of IBW s Fortran , ex::ept that it i s
said to be superior.
The cievelopment o f this progr= ;;as contra cted to
Hankins - a Boston outf'i t em;ploying bet,:een 4C to 8o. pec::.ole , depend:!.ng on
who tells you.
The compiler ·,;as to cost abo•.:.t. �J-70, 000 and was to be
delivered Janusry 15.th ;1ith a $200 a day penalty clause in the contract
for late delivery; Hanr�ns refused an incentive reward for earlier delivery.
I have no idea how the January 15 date was selected . But I am cert= in of
. one thing - it i s abo·.::� t1-10 months too late .
The fact is the AS -206 pro
gram development by i"�<.elf has now saturated. the t-wo 1800 digi.tal CO!npu te rs
and it ' s evident the situation is goi ng to bccc!!',;;; much .'\·:orse before "the:
IF.·l 36o becoJ:J.e s operat::. ::;,:1al .
Debuge;ing and int<:::;ration of the AS - 207 and
AS-208 progra.r.1s has j'-'.s".; begun) and this activit.:." will i!npo se a ve ry heavy
load on the digital com��ter facilities very soo � .
Hankins is not goin.g t o deliver o n s chedule .
·�:,c:: e: : ·:;::.r:-2.te a slip of about
Of cov.rse, del �very of -�.:-.:.-: : :::.c C 01!1p ile r a!...oGnC. the
approx imately 6 1·:eeks .

2

1st of Y�rch does not by any means guarantee oncrational capability at
that time - it will probably take at least another month to eet the
system working . Unguestionably the lack of adequate digital corrrpnter
facilities at I>liT during the first months of next year is going to j_n;pac:t
delivery of the .AB-207/208 progran;s badl:r, •rhich is going to be extremely
painful to bear .
·

vlhat can be done abo!l.t this ? T"'ell, HIT has obtained as much prograr..;rir ng
assistance for Ha��ins as is worthwhile in an attempt to prevent his
delivery schedule from slipping even further, although I sure wouldn ' t
count on it . We are attempting to identify all tasks that could be
transferred from EIT to our CDC 3600 simulation facility at MBC . '<le have
also offered to supply our 36o0 software packages to MIT when completed
about the first of the year for their use on whatever 36o0 systems are
a\�ilable to them in the Boston area. These steps may help some , but do not
really solve the basic problem - namely what has happened at Ha!L"i;.ins . In
spite of recent di!'cussions with them emphasizing the importance o:f thi s
. pacing item, it becomes ap:;Jarent that management of that organization i s
immature and unsta1 •le - completely unreliable . KI:T and MSC have agreed
that to maintain all approach depending solely upon Hankins is unacceptable.
In ou:r joint search for so:t:le way to vrork around this problem, it has been
concluded that the best "backup" course of action is to replace the NIT
developed ��C prog: ·a!!'r4ng system w"ith the IBi:-1: Fortran >rhich, of cou.rse,
exists right now a: td is said to be working well on the 36o. This I!'.akes it
neces sary to complc:tely recede the simulation proe;rams , those defining the
environment, space• :raft systems , worJ.l. earth models, etc . , into Fortran .
Hm?ever, since the.;e two compiling systems are so simile=, this conversion
is not expected to be a very difficult or coeylex task although it -will be
�ese programs are very large . Since the CDC 3600
time consuming.
facility here at M ; c will also use the se MIT simulation programs , we have
been routinely obt:"j_ning and docum�ntins them. It ' s our intention to supply
thi s material to M :'l.' for the use of their su"ocontractor, probably I3l�, who
will be given the - �sk of this conversion. It is anticipated that parts of
thi s s imulation •rL.l be available for use during the latter part of January
and the complete �•ckaee should be finish�d in less than two I:lonths . Th�s
it i s evident that this i s a quicker approach for getting the J:E.1 36o on
line even if you b·..:lieve the ne-w Ha!ll:�ins delivery scheful.le . But I :m<st s:ay
I have no faith v!h<Ltsoever in that organization in spite oi' MIT ' s valiant.
efforts to support there.
I �� very pleased ·co report that key personnel at MIT have given .enthusi
astic and wholehearted support to this plan. They have worked very hard
to solve the problens and to get IEM on-board anC:. •:orking promptly and
efficiently. I und.erste..!+d. the..t if the Fcrtran approach succeeds as ....,..e
anticipate it will, �ITT will probably not 1:!-::. intain the simulation proc;rams
in I>l/\.C lancuage for the 360 bu.t �rill convert over completely to Fortran.
Of course, they will have to carry <'.long the Je,::; s i!::.:J.ation syste:n for the
18o0 computers as long a.s •·e continue to use the::! <'.': l,:CT. My personal
opinion is that we ;1ill still be using them at t-z:c,
' oi' next year .

? 1'

3
Aside from cutting back on the prograzr.s and thus reducing the work :r-e
quired,

relieving the overload.ed digi tal compater facilities at

�-ITT

seems to me to be the OP2y coc�se of action ava ilable to improve the
delivery s chedale for the

.� -205 and

AS-208

taken some time to arrive at thi s solut ion,

progr�s .

. .�thoagh

it has

I believe it to be the be s t

w e can do unle s s you want · to pray that the flight schedule will slip.
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Apparently it i s too late to equip the AS-503 L!'\1 in th i s ·,;ay, but s ince
-v;e are u.sing the AS-208 p:og:::-a.>r.. fo'!: that l!!.i s s ion, that has no i.nflu.ence
on our progrz.r.rr:ri.:J.g requirements . Please te.ke ,.;hatever action is a�p:ro
priate regarding technical directio:J. to EIT.
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Tnis note is to inform everyone that the AS-502 spacecJa£-:B: c'C'hi?uter
program rope s will be made precisely the same as those for AS-501.
Specifically, it is MIT assembly Solarium 5 5 . You recall Solarium 54
was our original fl� -501 A-release, but it was necessary to make a
modification in one of the rope modules to correct a scaling problem.

Cline Frasier was gi\�n the recommendation to direct Raytheon in accord
ance with this on January 6, and it is my �derstanding that he inte��2d.
to have Raytheon begin rope marrufacture for AS-502 immediately. Ee in
formed me that the ma.lllli'a cture of the AS-501 ropes >-rill be co�leted. ·::;y
about Jarruary 12th.
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1 DUE

AS -2083 and AS - 503

DATE

The decision has been made by the Apol2.o ?rogra::1 Y.:.e.nae;er tr.at unique
computer progra..'ns neeo. not be developeci. for !'Li s s ions AS - 2083 (LH)

AS- 5 0 3 ( CJ:.l) .

Tnis de c i s ion ·,1as brought about due to concern that

effort on the se prcgrazs -...iould affect development of

programs .

It is

and.

the =ain. l:.. r::2

ce�taicly co:lsi ::.te:nt with n,_t-:lerou.s other ac.tic�s tc..k e::

recently in support of tr..is

activity SilCh as augme:l'cing the MIT ste.ff

and providing addi tio:1al facilities for t�:.is -,!ork.

AS -2083 LM:

MIT had been dire cted. to de-velop a LN p::-ogr2.I!l

As you recall,

of the AS-258B alternate I:lis s ion to be

precluded flying tbe

capability for the

�B -258

flo·�n if

miss ion as planned .

in s up:po::-t

some failure on

AS -206

It was to provide t�e

c:re1·• to init ialize the system such that i t coliC..

carry out an unmanned �neuver sequence basically equivalent to that
planned for AS-206 .

'D::e only ad.d.ition to the A.S - 206 progr....r:! for

was the capability of perforl:ling an i�light ali��ent of the
by the ere•; .

1Uthough

AS-208B program,

I'ITT has been d.:.rected. to cease -...o
. rk on

a u.niq;;.e

they have been re que s te d tQ inve stigate the use of t�e

AS-206 program without change for

the

a good chance that b y a comb ir1atio�

a s s ista�ce frcm tne gycunQ,

tB-2583

mission.

of s:9�cial

I feel there i s

ere�·: :procedvxes a:nC_

tecr�ique s c c�d b e devel�peQ

out this backup ::i s s ion ·Hith that :pro gr<'"'-::. .
AS -503

Jl.S-2083

platfo�

for c�
�yi�g

CM:

It had been felt desirable to ad.d. tlc::-e e ca:ps.b:.li ties listed belo'' to tlo.e

AS-205 GM program specifically for the

AS-503 !'Li s s io n .

impact was 1L."""la. C Ceptable :for the AS -258 mi s s ior.. ,

MIT to develop

a. un i qu e ..A..S -503

basic AS -205 program Y?ith the

S ince

the

s c�ed�2e

<i:!.rec-Gio:J. had. -ueen giw�-en. t0

c:-::���.::z.1:;G.. n:odtUe p:::- ogTa"n cons isti�g of t�e

f::: �=-.8���i:lg adde d. :

( a ) astroi1au.t steering cf

/horizon

the booster into earth orb i t , ( c ) star/land.rr:a.rk and star
:::avie;a
tion, and ( c ) TLI steering of tte S IVB �
Now, baseQ on a re-r.ie� by the

Apollo Program Vznager,

it h2s oeen concl�ded that the over-- : � Apo:lo

proj ect will benefit !!lo::-e C'"

been directed in a c c ordance

c.:s ing

·itO!

the JlB -205 program a s i s .

thi s decision.

P,-:: -- ···

tiTT �as

2
For the sake of completeness, I might point out the rationale behind the
decisions for thes e deletions .
a ) It has been concluded that astronaut steering of the booster i s
not required for main line Apollo. At some later time, when sched�e and
storage permit, it may be desirable to reconsider thi s addition. A�e
ment has been reached by all responsible management personnel, both here
at MSC and at Headquarters , on this subject.
b ) It is felt that adequate experience and confidence may be ob
tained in the spacecraft navigation mode utilizing star/landmark and star/
horizon observations on AS-503 by merely making the observ�tions as pre
viously planned, but not processing them onboard except to include them
on the downiink for post-flight analysis .
c ) Although some elements of MSC ha-.-e been proposing that co'";;oa n<i
module guidance steering of the SIVB would be prime for the translunar
injection ( TLI ) maneuver, the Program Mam.ger ell!Phasized that t:t>-i s is
not lY!SC ' s position, and as a result the only purpose this program could
provide on AS-503 i s a backup in the event of a failure of the Sat�
-n
guidance prior to the maneuver . Adequate alternate procedure s are avail
able for post-flight analysis of the spacecraft guidance systems to deter
mine if it could have handled this task properly in the ab sence of the
actual TLI guidance program.
I should point out that it is currently planned to include the capa����
ties discussed in both (b ) and ( c ) in the AS-5o4 command module pro�.
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Significant modifications currently
Computer Programs
Quite a number of decisions have been obtained from the Apollo Program
Manager affecting the development of the AS -258 and AS-504 spacecraft
computer programs which I am recording here for my own later reference .
As usual, I will send it along to you on the chance that you might be
intere sted.
RCS translation maneuvers :
Although provision was being made in the AS-258 and AS-504 comp�ter pro
grams for G&N controlled RCS translation maneuvers, this capability is
being deleted. As I understand it, the flight crew supported this deci
sion which implies that all RCS translation maneuvers in both the com8and
module and LM must be performed manually.
Auto proceed:
Auto proceed is the misleading term which has gained popular usage to
define a capability requested by the crew for s implifying the procedure
whereby the computer is commanded to progres s on to it ' s next function
with minimum input from the crew. At one time it was proposed that there
be no input at all from the crew under certain circumstances . However,
at this time the goal apparently is to provide the crew with the capabil
ity of naking a "Proceed" com!'!Jand to the computer by a keyboard buttor.
assigned exclusively for that function in place of "Verb 33 Enter" - a
4-punch operation. No modification is currently planned associated with
this in the AS-258 programs . However, Dr . Duncan has stated that it is
his intention to provide this capability on the AS-504 and subsequent
spacecraft through the redesignation of the " standby" button .
Direct intercept :
This program, which provides the capability for the crew to target a mir.i 

mum 6v, 2-impulse rendezvous sequence of maneuvers, was originally included

to provide a flexibility it was felt mi&�t be required. Rendezvous mission
planning, including aborts at the moon, has now progres sed to the point
where there is no recognized need fer this processor, and as a result it is
to be deleted from all Apollo spacecraft computer programs .

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

Regularly on th� FaJ7oll So:.. : " !S Plan

2
LM

S -band antenna steering :

Althougt1 it had been tentativelJ· decide� to drop this capability, more

definiti-ve mission ple.r�"'ling has re·vee.led that there ere critical perioo.s
in the mi ssion, particularly during descent, wherein crew acti-vity

demands computer assist�"'lce in steering the IJ� S -band antenna to acqui
sition with the gro�nd .

in the

AS-504

L.\1: program.

Accordingly this capability is to be provided

LM platform alignment while docked:
The Program V�nager feels some provision should be made for ali�ent of

the u\i platform while docked without attitude maneuvering of the craft .
The procedure he proposes i s for all neces sary computations unique to

this proce s s to be carried out in the LGC utilizing data already avail

able from the �� programs .
capability in the

DPS

AS-208

It is probably too late to provide this

program, but it should be available for .AS -5C1

. •

backup of SPS :

At one time there •as some consideration given to deleting the DPS bach-up

DPS zra eu:rer s

of the SPS .
Since procedure s must be de,-eloped z:;a.king large
, n
docked on the development flights , thi s propo sal has been O:r'opped .
De s cent guidance :

Another major program change which has been under consideration i s to

sub stitute for the current landing site targeting a fuel saving approach
referred to as "range free" .
In view of recent developments associated

with the 1M spacecraft hardware, this proposal is not considered a req�ire
ment at this time , and so the descent guidance will proceed as it ��s •ith
out change .
However , analysis will be carried out on the G&C: proposed
modification to the de scent program which would permit a range free option
This option will not
LM. program unle s s time and storage per::u:.- . A

if that should become neces sary at some future time .
be included in the

AS-504

decision on thi s matter probably need not be made for another four or five

months .

Our long awaited " Black Friday" review at N:IT i s now scheduled for Tl:lurs

day, January 12 , 1967.
At that time other modifications •nll probably be
made for storage reasons based on priority and size of the various proc
es sors and their options .

It should be lots of fun.

if anything interest� happens .
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During the January ll program development plan meeting at MIT, a couple
of things came up regarding the AS-206 program that are probably worth
recording here .
!!he most significant one, affecting date of the program release, involves
verification testing. MIT bas laid out a complete test plan of about 46
It 'qas their strong reco.mlilendation that if time permits, i . e . , if
runs .
other factors are delaying the flight sufficiently, they should carry
out the entire test plan .
!!his would flight qualify the program not only
for the nominal mission, contingency orbit insertion ani launch aborts ,
but also would verify the system' s capacity for tolerating spacecraft
systems failures such as RCS jets or computer interrupts, etc .
They felt
they could do the whole business by February 15, going into configuration
control about the 1st of February. Alternatively, MIT and !>BC :people
have identified nine computer runs which the program �st execute success
fully before we would be willing to use it in flight .�ese �ndatory
tests could be carried out within the previously stated schedule with a
release on about January 30 .
!!he Apollo Spacecraft Program. �ianager gave
permission to slip release of the flight program to do the mere complete
job in accordance wi�h our recommendation to do so on January �.
You will recall. our agreement with Grumman to release a program tape to
them whenever they felt the program and their facility were ready. It is
m:y understanding that we are making the first of these program releases
on about January 18 along with sufficient t��ical test runs and verbal
instructions to permit Grum.'IIa.n to make the most of it . Since early Decem
ber, qrumman has assigned one of their better people, Clint T11 1man, to
duty at MIT for about two or three days. each week. This arrangement seems
to have worked out very well from everyone ' s viewpoint, I ' m very pleased
to report .
The AS-206 operational trajectory has just come out and apparently is
based on four-second ullage . Since this indicated there is some confu
sion, �mmy Gibson and I thought it might be worthwhile to reiterate here
that the spacecraft computer program is being designed with thirteen
second ullage as previously reported.
This duration was selected, you
recall, to provide adequate ullage in the event only two jets are active .
It was our <nay of pr�tecting against RCS jet failures without providing
logic for changing ullage time in that event
•

•
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We have experienced considerable difficulty in obtaining tram the
Engineering and Development Directorate the necessary propulsion system
data needed to complete the formulation of the spacecraft computer pro
grams . Response by. that organization bas been .completely unacceptable .
I sus_pect this is partia11y due to the rather informal. manner in which
this data was requested. It is obvious that we cannOt continue to
operate this way, and so in the future requests for this information wi11
be made on a much more formal. basis - smothered in the usual stack of
paperwork, signed by the necessary managers around here. It is evident
that if we fail to deliver this data on schedule to MIT, slips in the
delivery of the flight programs will be charged to us and with some
justification.
-

You remember the business we went through some months ago regarding the
attitude hold mode to be programmed in the LGC for use during separation
of the LM from the SIVB. Without going through all that history, it is
probably sufficient to report that MIT has finally concluded they can
develop a better program providing inertial attitude hold rather than the
' attitude rate hold I previously reported would be programmed .
For whatever it' s worth, I might summarize my impression of AS-206 pro
gram quality. In Spite of considerable difficulty in pulling this program
together at MIT, Jim Miller and Dan Lickly have done a commendable profes
sional job, and I realJ.y expect this program to perform very well for us .
Considerable credit is also due Tbm Gibson, Carl Huss and a number of
others in providing the necessary coordination and input from MSC. I
don't know why I'm sticking my neck out on a prediction like that. Just
living dangerously, I guess.

� QJ{� O�
.. .

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.
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'had aneth'::;:- lon:; J\3-206 ::prog:ram ci2vele>pment d:Lscusz ion at MIT on
-26�t , and. sen:e ..l�h:i.ngs cam� up ycu r.:.ig:1.t f.::ind interesting.

J�nu::4ry

iy

OD.e mi s s io r.: p!�a.s� th�� 1Lcs net been sr�. c 
First of alJ., th�re i� on
cessfully n:u at tai ::: tirr.:= - name ly
the ze-::onti fJ5 !l'.ancuve:r . 'l'he:r e

5.s some fc'"lir;r, tb<d ;

,

b e due to

ir.ip:rO}.'�:r -��w·r;et1nc a F- oppG<'''c
.f'. s a!;; i s f'a c tory (;est
of this mission :phase wi]_1 signal configuraUon e,:.ntrol of t.he as f;e.tn-
bly to be P.laintained un·�u the final release of :u::1e p:::-c r..ram .
It :i.s
planned that verific<d;ion te st ing to �. s s u:r:e i'li G'V.; readine ss 1dll be
complete en F.:bru�:�.:..·y 15th, nn:l. •re 1 V<'! set J:"eb:r·::�:.r:-; 17th as the date for
the for=l ESC r�-rie•r of the .AS-206 prozr= vc·.· ;::!;·:Le;.:: t ion results .
F:Ln!i.l
acceptance of th= p:::ogram, prior to rope rnni!.:.,:··,.cf.:, ,,:·�, is b<\Seti on this
l·!IT presentation ••hich •dJ.l be here in :rro uct�,�: .
to :prol>le:;;�.s

Although
missior:,

in the

this may

e.ctual progra."!l .

Co;:.plction oJ:·

�liT insists that the Dic;ita.l Auto

PiJ.ots: are adeCluate for the

there are several p!"ogranl modificz.t ).ons, =tmde:-· consideration

in thiz area .
In fact MDR.B ' s have been requeste··cl from
,
be actc:d upon very proJ:iptly if' they are to be inc.:lud.ed .

are the follo1-!ing :
a)

As I U!lderstand it,

1-":I � which must
Br l ef1y, they

an in stab ility , ciue, ·tt:o fuel r.losb., h?,s

been discove:;:ed .lll.?.ki ne; it de sirable to modify the· Kal!:Jil.il f:Llte:r gains

Ac pre s ently de s igned, 1-1hen the ::r:cs tan1u:; get fo.irJ.y
oscillate bacll� and for th bet1-reen the
Dl� �nd RCS Di gi tal Auto Pilots .
Tuis re sult s i�. inefficient use of TICG
Since
fuel, althouc;h it does provicie adequate control �'i' the vehicle .
AS-206 does not have an RCS propellant shortage, .it i s not mandatory to
Tne pr�"-"Y advantae;e of cl.oing
!l'.ake the change until a late3: mi s s ion .
it m:ri·T is to get a test of t'he "ul ti:nate " system�

in

the DPS

empty,

DAP.

.

fuel slosh causes control to

b)
At some time during the DFS reaneuver, iit YO.S intended to freeze
the DPS engine po sit i on , · i . e . , no :further ste er i m:-; co=a.nds '1-roal.d be

given to the DFS and all control •rould be carriecc. out •rith the F.CS . Tnis
had been proposed as an inte:ri.l!l f'ix of the insto::ooility probler: noted in

( a ) , but subsequent te sting_ at Grwill"..an of t11e DA.F' on their die;it:.l si�lu
lat :i.on has shc;m that mi salignment of' tne thrust. Ye c to!" from. t'bc space
craft cc; ac ·r;ually r·e suJ.ts ill a c:reater usc of RCE� fc.2 l . than is spent in
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the fuel slosh i;,C.u ced. in stabil i ty . �'!e have requested e.n
to fix th� progr= so that it does not free;;.� the engine :po s ition .
( Incident:::.lly, there is concern that engine bell ablation or ero si on

controlling

.

l•IDRB

may cause large thru�t ve ctor

and �eezing th� engine

mir.align��nt,

deflection d.urine; the maneuver could pre s ent a s .Lsnificar.t problem in

that event ) .
c

)

lilT is very

much c on cerned that ins�,;.ffic5.ent da�'l.

AS-206 .flie;ht. for

will

be

the Digital
Auto Pilo ts .
It he:; been found that the PCM data <!ill be ::;c.turated. Q.t;,�
· to the ·unusual platform alignment uhich is requi=d on this DJission.
collected durin.; the

adequate e.no.lysis of

�"hcrcfc-r� , the:y are anxious to obtain anot.her souz·ce of this d.at:::. >:hich
tb<�y have id.entiflea. a.s e s sential f"rom the very l""gir,n:i.ng.
One of their

is that the clownlin�� be inter:nJ.ptL�d. foJ: fcur or f5.ve seconds
the DPS maneuver , sul;stituting in it ' s pl?c.ce CDU <'.at� sampled
ev e-ry t:�>en"'.;y milJ..isecond.s .
!\"Xther, they reel it. >'o':l.ld be highly desir

proposals
during

able to s uppre s s the

nAP

ci.:.:r·ing this peri od

in or.icr that the data be
sure ly t::1i s type of prcgran
a lot of tiii:.e evc:n if ae;r.:·<::ment could be reached
was an ac ceptac le change t�chnical1y .

independ.cr,t o:L contro l activity.

:modification will cost
by all par tie s that it

Acno st

I predict ,,e '·7ill not !:lake change ( a ) but lvill me �e chang:.'! ( b ) since
so simple . I really am concerned abo:.rt not r:;ctting the JlA.P data
for postflight anaJ.ysis s in c e that is one of t'he 1)ri!r.s.ry reascns fc-:;: ·
flying the mission in the first place .
:Re::oluticn of -whether o::- not t-:>
make change ( c ) will probably l> ounce a.J.l of the "-'.:.!Y up to the S:pacec::-o.ft
it ' s

·

Program Y.anager .

MIT reported tha t it looks li1;:e nothing can be do-:1e in either the ha:·f.
'1-rare or softl?are to fix the AS-206 downru:pt prol:.J.>�u. Thi s , you reccJ.l,

is the problem resulting fro::n higher priori"Gy c oP::puter ta.sl-..s preventing

the computer from servicing the do"'.ml ink

maneuvers.

needs C'<..:!r so often during

This causes that data frame to

· I understand it,

it

is

be garbled

on the ground.

po s sible to unscramble th�� data postflight,

it is or.ly a rea.J. time fiic;nt co ntrol preble:�
and agreed to li'\re -w:i.th on t.':!i s miss 5.on.

As
thus

·.:rJ.i·.::h l·:e :P..ave recogni zed

.

I hear that Gr=n bas not yet been able to use "th.:: te.pes delivered i.o
them due to problems 'Wit.b the ir o·,m fac ility .
l .ce t the distinct ih.-:&>rez

"haC." on thi s . Apparently GTU.IIl!T'.an knew their
'1-70\lJ.d not be ready on s chedule , and i:l c·rder to salvage their
incentiYe points , get us (!::SC ) to give the:w. a w:Ii:ve:::- resed. on our coni'e s 
sion that -we have been

fa.cili t.y

sion that the GFE com;mter program -would not b <: e. ".: ailable

as promised.

I guess we Texc.ns are no .xotch f'or these sl ick Nc:::'<: York yaru;.ee s .

i t . Obviou sly our toughe st job is &Ding to be "�enching
this
progra.
-n
out
o:r MIT' s grasp, s ince to the� g;r;ali ty still. comes before
·
�1at ' s ab out
schedule .

1tt that ' s just z. little ga.me ,;c a:::-c :p1:"'.yinG,

..

..

,·- -- -
.
.
(

....

and.

I

don ' t

.. ·, , .

. . .

3

cons ider it unr.
of the AS - 206 :p:
bunch cf experic�
po s s ible .

: : ::� really not nc=!ar az �:c:-:.� �ie:d c: bont the qu?�lity
: a:; ��::.. :::y arc, but I aTJ'l ve!:y '-:j.T.:� iVl!S to get this
.·.s -2:5 guys off onto the .AS·- '"27e p:4og:ca.ms as sco�:. s.s
..
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&ifb RAGAN

I used to think

MIT

iQ

DUE DATE
was a little odd when it came to selecting name s for the

spacecraft computer programs with all that weird preoccupation with the sun.
But now I see they were right all the time and the rest of the world is
nuts - let ' s name the mis s ions sequentially as they lift off the launch pad .
Good grief,

Charlie Brown!

Having seen my error I ' d like to apologize to

our Bostonian friends for the abuse - and worse - I used

to

heap upon them

and publicly announce the end o f my campaign to change the program name s .

I

think the old one s are just great and recommend you learn to recognize them
i f you ' re interested in thi s bus ine s s .
There are only five names you need to remember;
a.

they are :

SOLRUM 5 5
This contraction of the more familiar ":Revis ion

adopted for the

AS-501/AS-502

rope manufacture .

( The

55

of Solarium" was

program whe n it was released to Raytheon for

numerical part of the name i s the number of the

program assembly on which the final flight verification testing was carried
out .

This is a characteristic of all program names
b.

BURST 116
Contracted from "Revision

116

of Sunburst" ,

program for the unmanned LM mission we used to call
c.

).

this

is the name of the

AS-206.

SUNDISK
Sundisk is the interim Command Module program now schedule� for

release in July which could be used for any earth orb ital .development flight .
It probably won ' t ever be flown but it ' s availability will e nsure that flight
software does not pace the first manned mi s s ion .

Dave Hoag suggested I

could remember this name if I a s so c iated it with the shape o f the comcand
. module - sort of a disk - and, by golly, it ' s worked for me .

d.

COLOSSUS
This i s the name of the command module program designed to support

the lunar landing miss ion as well as all development flights anyone has

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Pa)'roll Sat·ings Plan
501o-101

. .

.
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According to Webster ' s New Collegiate Dictonar;y it
also means
A statue of gigantic size ; as, the Colossus of Rhodes, a
statue of Apollo, about l20 feet high, made by Chares aboUt 28o
B.C.
·
(2) Anything of gigantic size .
thought of, so far.

{1)

.·, :

·

Pretty good except, I miss the Sun .

This program and Sundance (below) will undoubtedly be updated prior to rope
manufacture for each mission, incorporating modifications and corrections
as necessary. I expect these will be identified by different assembly num�
bers rather than completely new neme s .

e.

SUNDANCE

You can remember the name of the LM program for all manned missions
by assoc iating dance with the LM' s lovely legs - another of Dave ' s sugges
tions - and adding "Sun" as usual .
I ' m serious, as usual.

. () . �� 'i

Howard W . Tindall, Jr .
Addressees :
( see page attached)
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Crew monitoring of the LOI maneul Efiii E D ATE
___
_::_:____

1.

On August

3

we had an informal meeting to talk about crew moni 

toring of the Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI) maneuver.

The subject

came up in connection with Jim McDivitt ' s prepara tion for the 'S�C
prese=.tation.
I ' m writing this no:te because we tentative}S agree.d
on some fairly basic po�nts with regard to how we might use the
various systems .

These preiiminary conclus ions,

if they hold up,

could have application on some of the other maneuvers, not just
LOI.

2.

I

am

·

sure you are all aware of the slow response of the thrust

vector control digital autopilot ( DAP) in the Command MOdule when
In order to avoid exciting the low st=uctu_
�l
docked with the LM.
fre quency of this conf�guration (about 1 cps ) , it has been necessary

As a re
to reduce the response of the DAP to a very large degree.
sult , if there is an offset in the alignment of the in�tial thrust
vector from the spacecraft e . g .·, turning lllO!:lents will exist at the
beginning of the maneuver causing large spacecraft att�tude excur
s ions which taKe a couple of long period os cellat�ons to damp out .

Our current estimate of the max� excursion for LOI is about

8°

based on the as sumpt�on of fully loaded propellant .
and ini
tial thrust misalignment of 1° .
The period of o sc�llation, as I

tanks

recall,

is in the order of

20

seconds for the half cycle in which

the greatest excurs ion oc curs and,

unless the crew were prepared

for it , it could create considerable concern on whether or not the
guidance system was working properly
In the case of the LOI
•

.

maneuver, Which ha s a nominal duration of about

370

seconds ,

it is

probable that the transverse velocity increment s ac cwmll!l-ted during
this period should not jeopardize the crew .
If this is true, the
consensus i s that the crew would be willing to pas sively ride out
this perturbation.

3.

Crew monitoring of the rest of the maneuver must be pronded

for two characteristics :
duration of the burn itself and attltude
error.
With regard to the former, it was readily apparent that t�e
only danger to the crew occurs from an overburn, that is, fa ilure ,
of the engine to shut down in t�e.

.

-

.' ·

There are three deVices whi ch

·- ..:;:-·

2
can be used to monitor and cross check against overbu..� : the P.NGS ,
the A V counter on the E!.fi based on acceleration measured a1.ong the
longitude spacecraft axis, and the clock which can be used to com
pa::-e against the anticipated d�::-ation of the nominal burn. An ever
bu..� of about 110 fps would result in lunar impact. This is equiv
alent to about 10 seconds of extra burn duration out of a total 370
second maneuver. (Acceleration level at burnout is approximately
l/3 g. ) A 3 c- low performance engine woul� extend the burn . �ime
just about 10 seconds which makes monitoring with the clock so�ewhat
marginal. The EMS longitu�e accelerometer is said to have an accu
racy of approximately 1.3 percent which is equivalent to about 40 fps
for the LOI maneuver. It should provide a su�table cross check. In
aO.dit�on, lunar impact resulting -from overbu::-n, of course , · occu::-s as
much as 180° from LOI, thus , MSFN should have a good capability of
predicting th1s event as soon as the spacecraft appears from behind
the moon with sufficient t1me for the crew to respond following advice
from the ground .

i.

•

4 . Y�nitori� attitude error is somewhat more difficult . It appears
that a constant pitchdown error of les s than 5° tr_roughout the maneu
ver would result in a radial, A V downward causing lunar �ct ap
proximately 90° orbital t::-avel following LOI, that is, at approximate
ly first appearance of the spacecraft from behind the moon. It was
proposed that the FDAI · s be set up with one driven by the P.NGS and
the other by the SCS for attitude comparison purposes once the initial
attitude transients noted above have ceased. In addition, it is nec
essary that the attitude time history compare favorably with a no::linal .
determined preflight . · The comparison against the preflight nominal is
to protect against a degraded Z-axis accelerometer which could cause the
guidance to deviate dangerously but would not be apparent from a com
parison of the two FDAI ' s with each other. Differences in the FDAI ' s ,
of cou::-s e, would indicate that one of the two systems was in error.
S ince there is no capability for vote breaking with a third source,
there would be little option but to shut down when either of the two
systems indicate a dangerous condition is impending. It should . be
noted, though, that attitude dispersions in only one direction, namely
1n the direction causing a radial velocity increment down�, creates
a crew safety problem. In all other cases , it would not be necessary
to shut down the engine . Critical downward incremental velocity is
approximately 44o fps .
5 . I guess to sum it up, even without ground monitoring and without
very much onboard redundancy, it looks like given some ingenuity ways
can be found to assure crew safety. However, they may requ�e a
.·

.' ·

. .

'ld'

- -- - -

3
willir..g:e: s·s to have "blind" faith �o:r- a c::>::-:s id.erable time in a system
t�t might be malf�nctioning and �y req�ire an action that could
p:r-event mission success, tr�t is , prenature �znual shutdown of a
pe:r-fectly performing system. Probably oost of this is old stuff, but
I thought it �ght be worthwhile to write it down.
I

A
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Spacecraft computer program orb :ca.1, .·�n-cegr
.-cwp .
I '.
·

�'Jl{lr�:�et f�r your files .
'
2 . The spacecraft computer pro��m:,: �f ·course, nave orbital integration
routines to support operations around the earth and moon, as well as in
/

l.

�

This i s just another littl

-

between. The gravitation of the earth, moon and sun are treated differ
ently dependent on which of these regions you are operating in. On a
number of occasions the question has arisen as to where the boundaries
actually are governing thi s .

3.
I have found out that MIT currently ha s wr i tt en the command module
program as follows . When operating within about 210 nautical �les of
the moon ' s or earth ' s surface the orbital integration only takes into
account the gravitational potential of that body including its oblateness
. effects . Beyond that altitude, and up to a radial distance of 42, 500
nautical miles from the earth and 8, 500 nautical miles fr9m the moon, it
adds to these the effect of the other two bodies (without their oblate
ness ) . Beyond that distance, the oblateness effects are dropped .

In order to save erasable memory in the LM computer, the LM program
is somewhat different . No matter now nigh it is flying, it takes into
account only that body around which i t is operating including all its
oblateness effects , but never takes into account perturbations caused
by tbe gravitatioml :potontial of tho oth

4.

�

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
Addressees:
( See attached list )
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R. RAGAN

DATE: JAN 1 1 iS 58

68-PA-T-2A

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination
First

16

.

hours on the moon is a countdown to launch - s imulated or real

Tho se who participated in the S��C pre sentation already know thi s ,

but perhaps some of you, like me , had not heard.

It i s currently

proposed that on the lunar landing mi s s ion the first two hours on the
lunar surface will be devoted to spacecraft systems checks and launch

preparations which, for all practical puipos e s ,

s imulates the final

two hours before ascent and rendezvous.
Going through an operation
like this has e. number of obvi.OIH> i1encc:ri T,s .
I t ' s t1 r:ood pre-as cent
" s imulation" <lhi ch lets

yot;.

find out early if' there are problems

associated with that operation such as perfo�n� the ne cessary ta sks

within the time allotted.

And, of cours e ,

it prepares the spacecraft

for lift off at the end of the command module ' s first revolution if
that action is required in response to some emergency s i tuation.

Also,

it makes the countdown for that event the same as the countdown for

the nominal ascent lllnar s tay---that is , s tandardizes procedures .

2.

In

preparing our missio!l techniques data flow we are assuming that

the lunar operation will be conducted in this way.

I assume those

respons ible for planning other facets of the lunar operation are doing
the same .

i2 ' V

{,
�Tindall, Jr.
Addressee s :

(See attached lis t )
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R. R. RAGAN

r

1. Apparently, there is a ba sic problem in the LM Abort Guidance
System AC� . AlthouGh it is not widely known, there is a rumor
the accelerometers do not work and it i s highly likely G&C Divis ion
will elect to procure the AGS accelerometers from another source .
Since it is too late to obtain and incorporate them into the system
i=ediate ly, Iu\1-3 and LM-4 •<ill use the original accelerometers in
I believe it i s their intention to select the best ones
the AGS .
available in hope s of avoiding an u_�operable system.

(

)

2.
I a� writing this note sinc e , if the AGS is considered undepend
able on LM-3 and Iu\1-4, this fa ct should be taken into account in
mi s s ion planning and data priority decisions for those miss ions .
For
example , it seems hi&�Y unde sirable to plan on utilizing the AGS for
executing maneuvers in a nominal miss ion as i s currently planned o n
Miss ion "Dn .
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FROM

PA/Chief , Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

LUDar Reentry Mission Techniques meeting

1.

On February 1 we had another meeting on lunar reentry mission
techniques . Almost all oi' our discussion dealt with the final
midcourse maneuver prior to entry .
As you know, midcourse maneuvers
are currently planned to oc= approximately 12 hours ai'ter TEI which
is near the sphere oi' influence of the moon and about 15 hours prior

to reaching the Entry Interi'ace (4oo, ooo feet altitude ) .
Analyses
have shown it is highly probable that these maneuvers will have to
be made and propellant is budgeted ±'or them.
Planning has also
included a third midcourse maneuver just prior to reentry, the need
for which is nowhere near as certain.
01' course, it must be included
in the timeline regardless oi' that.
It i s this midcourse maneuver we
discussed.
2.
When should the maneuver be scheduled?
Bon Berry stated that,
according to the ir studies, the magnitude oi' dispersions at Entry
Interi'ace
are rela tively insensitive to the time at which the
third midcourse maneuver is made as long as it is no earlier than
�erefore , this consideration puts an
about 5 hours before
upper bound on the time at which this maneuver must be made.
Paul Pixley states that for the cases they have examined it is always
possible for the M3FN to obtain a good state vector ±'or entry ini ti�l
ization provided the i'inal midcourse maneuver occurs no later than ,
2 hours before
�s M3FN tracking limitation e stablishes the i
·
Selection of the actual time the maneuver should be
lower bound .
mde between the se bound s is primarily based on operational considera

(EI)

·

(EI) .

EI.

I

�

tions .
That i s , we would like to make sure the crew timeline follo ing
the maneuver is not unduly hurried and will be very much intereste� in
'Ibm Holloway please notb )
the ±'light planning people ' s input on this
Until something comes along to change it, we propose for now to
schedule the third mid course maneuver 2 hours prior to 4oo , ooo feetl
e nd all mission plannirg and analys is activity should be based on that .

(

I

•

i

We also established a criteria upon which it will be possible fo�
the flight controllers to establish the need for this maneuver in real
time .
Based on the work of Claude Grave s ' group, it was stated that

3.
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a flight path angle dispersion at EI of .38° is considered acceptable .
According to Paul Pixley0 the M>FN is capable of determining that
parameter to within 0.02 , given 30 minutes of tracking within 2 hours
of EI. BY subtracting this we established a flight path angle dispersion
limit of .3(}> as the GO/NO GO criteria for whether or not to make the
midcourse maneuver. That is, if' the predicted flight path angle at EI
differs from the des ired value by more than . 3(}>, the third midcourse
maneuver will be executed . According to Pete Frank, this value is
sufficiently large that the likelihood of the third midcourse maneuver
is very low .
4 . It was decided that the midcourse maneuver, if necessary, will be
entirely in plane . This ground rule was established based on an under
standing that very little lateral landing point adjustment is available
without very large out-of-plane maneuvers . Nor is it needed since the
lifting reentry footprint should provide more than enough lateral landing
point control.
5 . Another ground rule we established was that there would be no
comparison of onboard navigation to M::FN navigation associated with the
third midcourse maneuver. This is a necessary constraint since onboard
navigation changes the CMC spacecraft state vector, which is an unaccept
able thing to do just prior to entry. Furthermore, it is unnecessary
anyway, since by that time in the mission we should have sufficient faith
in the one which has b�en uplink from the ground without that coarse
comparison.

6 . This ruling poses the question as to how long before entry the ground
determined state vectors propogated to EI are of equal accuracy to that
determined onboard since, given communication loss , at some point the
crew should abandon the M>FN state vector and start navigation and i
maneuver targeting onboard . The Mathematical Physics Branch and Orbital
Mission Analysis Branch people were given the action item of determining
this crossover point which is anticipated to be well before the sec\:Jnd
midcourse maneuver. In other words, I expect that once we have cominitted
the spacecraft to executing the ground computed second midcourse maneuver
utilizing a M>FN state vector update, there should be no further star
landma!k/star horizon exercises carried out onboard the spacecraft. :

7 . As a side issue, it may be desirable to include in the lunar mission
plan some sort of "onboard Navigation and Return-to-Earth targeting"
exercise as a systems test either on the translunar phase of the mission,
or more reasonably, early in the transearth phase to evaluate that :
ce.pability. But it is to be emphasized that it is a systems test only
and that navigation and targeting of ali these maneuvers should be based
on ground computations given adequate communications .
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8.

Another question which I!DlSt be answered dealt with how soon before

EI it is reasonable for the CMC Average g program to start running .

particular concern is the effect of approximations on the accuracy of

Of

the average g integrator when computing the influence of just the
gravitation the spacecraft is experienc ing.

Branch is to answer that.
9.

Guidance and Performance

In the current flight plan we propose that platform a�ignments be

3

hours and
hour
carr ied out based on a ground computed REFSMMAT at
prior to EI
We still haven ' t pinned down its specific orientation.
• .

(

1

)

In addition to the ground transmi ssion of this REFSMMA.T, it is necessary
to send up the spacecraft state vectors and External

Delta V

targeting

parameters for the third midcourse maneuver if it i s needed.
Also the
state vector for entry initialization I!Dlst be sent sometime during the

last hour before entry with its time tag close to the predicted EI t ime .

10.

�ere was considerable discussion regarding the spacecraft computer

entry programs .

Several modifications have been proposed, but it was
evident from our discussion that we didn ' t know enough about the current
We also inconclusively
definition of these programs to do anything .

discussed initialization of the EMS again.
Accordingly, it was decided
that our next meeting should include partic ipation by MIT and North
American personnel.
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68-PA-T-37A

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo [ Data Priority Coordination

St;BJECT :

TLI

i
pla �form ali Snment
'
i

I

Something came out of Ron Berry' s Midcourse Mission Techniques meeting
of FebrUary 7 that I think should be advertised widely. Apparently,
we now have agreement among all parties, including FCOD and FOD, that
the proper platform orientation for the TLI maneuver on a lunar mission
is the one established prelaunch on the pad for use during the launch
phase. I Of course, thi·s does not produce zeros on the 8-ball during TLI .
The reason I am sending this note around is just to make sure that
everyone knoW• and '' working <n accn
monumento< decision.

rda� tha;
Howard w.

Tindall, Jr•
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PAI Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT :

As cent Phase Miss ion Techniques meeting - February 27, 1968

r:: ..;R 1 1 1 9 6 8

R. R. RAGAN

R.

68-PA-T-48A

':;;

fr;/c24r
. ;�J

1. In the absence of Charley Parker, our beloved leader, I inherited
the. job of chairing this meeting which probably accounts for why we
didn ' t really get an awful lot done . However, there are a couple of
things tha t are probably worth reporting.
2. We discussed the importance of the " stage verify" discrete to the
spacecraft computer . Apparently, its sole purpose is to initialize the
DAP such that it may perform properly. For example, it stops sending
steering commands to the DPS trim gimbals . It also changes the space
craft mass used in DAP operations from the ascent stage, plus whatever
remains of the descent stage, to ascent mass only. Based on this
information it computes jet firing duration for attitude control
differently, of course . I had been concerned that failure to get this
s ignal during Ascent would cause poor attitude control and we are
initiating a program change request to back up "stage verify" with the
"lunar surface flag" since whenever tbat event occurs use of the ascent
stage only is a certaint.y. Jack Craven (FCD) pointed out that due to
the design of the systen the IID.lCh more probable failure is to get a
"r.tage verify" signal prematurely. If that happened, when we are still
operating on the DFS , it would stop DPS steering and would make the RCS
attitude control extremely sluggish. That would be bad news! All that
is required to do this is for either o�o relays to inadvertently
open.
3. As you know, we are planning to devote a short period of time
immediately after landing on the lunar surface to checkout of critical
systems . This would be done both onboard and in the MCC leading to a
GO/NO GO for one CSM revolution (about 2 hours ) . This is exactly the
same sort of thing as the GO/NO GO for one revolution following earth
la·xach . Jack Craven acce�ted the action item, which I had previously
dis�ussed with Gene Kranz, to establish how long it s hould take to do
this systems check in order t hat we may make all other mission planning
and crew procedure s cons istent . It is expected to be in the order of
3 minutes , unless it takes a long time to really detect an AFS pressure
leak. Until the GO/NO GO we intend to remain in a state from which we
can instantly "abort stage" and go . After that it will take IID.lCh
longer .
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4.

Almost all the re st of our discussion dealt with what the command

module should be doing during and immediately following LM ascent from

the lunar surface .
One unre solved question was whether or not the
command module should attempt to observe the LM ascent with the sextant.
It was not clear wha t purpose would be served other than more rapid

acqui si tion for rendezvous navigation tracking after insertion.

It

seemed to us the most import�nt thing, of course, was for the command
module to take whatever steps are necessary to assure getting a good

LM state vector in its computer for rendezvous maneuver targeting as
soon as poss ible .

It sec� almost certain that we should load the

nominal LM insertion state vector in the CMC from the ground

prjgr to

LM ascent to guard aga inst subse quent communi cation breakdown .

It

Tewj&WAS"
fto b/e,., ?

was also agreed that we should probably prepare the MCC to automatically

take the LM post- insertion state vector from the LM telemetry and trans 
mit it back to the command module .
Whe ther we would actually do this
or not depends on whether we lose more by forcing the command module to
stay in the Uplink Command program (P-27 ) thereby preventing rendezvous
tracking and onboard navigation for a substantial period of t ime .
'IM.t

is, analys i s may show that with good VHF ranging and/or sextant tracking
the command module may be able to converge on an acceptable LM state
vector better wi thout this ground participation, if it gets going more
quickly.

5.

I guess I am attacking the old "MIT me" i n stating that we are

seriously handicapped by having no reliable definition of the Luminary
lunar surface and ascen G programs ( e . g. , GSOP Chapters 4 and 5 ) .
I
understand review copies of these should be ava ilable within
to 6

3

weeks and I am sure nothing can be done to speed them up.
raw when they get here !

/
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68-PA-T-73A

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

sL�JECT:

Some lunar mission earth orbit phase ground rules
,

I would like to m1ke sure everyone

is aware of some imporcant

=ec�s ions which were wade at Ron Be�J ' s Midcourse Pease V�ssion
Tec:miques meeting on April 3 .
They have to do with opera-;; j ons during
ohe earth parking orbit phase prior w TLI on a lunar missic•n.

2 . Current planning �nvolve s performing the U.I maneuvers at the first
opportunity.
For Atlantic inje ction, this can occur approximately one
It is important that the efforts of all
and a half hours after launch .
the organizations be ·:.n ac cordance with tha t .

IT it is determined that

some activity preclud,!s TLI this soon, the respons ible organization should
make this known i=ed:.ately.

As noted previously,

it has been established

that no spacecraft phtform alignment is required prior to the first

-

opportunity TLI, whic� helps the crew time line .

3.

One component of the go/no go for the first TLI opport�!ity is valida

tion of the S-IVB IU state vector .
Since during the first :-evolution we
are unable to generate an
state vector superior to the antici pated

MSFN

IU ' s , the check can only be gros s .

7

The actual parameter to be tested will

be magnitude of the anticipated midcourse correction.

The criteria will be

based on how well we will be able to determine right from wrong rather than
on reasonable magnitude of the midcourse correction, we would be willing to
accept operationally .
available prior

to

It will be a function of

the go/no go decision.

MSFN

tracking coverage

In order to avoid having to make unnece s sary real-time decisions, in
addition to all the a ssoc iated pre-flight analysis and arguments to establish

4.

the decis ion logic , we have established the following groun.r rules :
a.

We will never transmit a state vector update to the S-IVB IU for the

first TLI opportunity.
b.
the

We will always transmit a state vector update to the S-IVB IU for

second TLI opportunity .

We will always transmit a state vector update to th; CSM G&N for the
c.
first TLI opportunity .
The s tate vector to be sent to the CSM will be obtained

via telemetry from the S-IVB IU.

";
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T�e

incention, of course , is to always use the best state vector .
During
first revolution, t he IU state vector should be superior to any other
sou=ce and s hould be a cceptable for use .
Thus, there will be no reason
to update the IU and no reason not to update the G&N. During the second
revolution we can be certain the MSFN state vector will be adequate for
guiding through the second TLI opportunity - a t least as good a s , or better
than the S-IVB IU state vector - which means no harm is done by sending a
There is reason
state vector update, but it can improve the s ituation.
to suspect that MSFC may not approve this ground rule b ) but it seems to
�e the burden of proving why we should do something else is on them.
che

(

:;;- . All of this will 1:e documented in detail in the minutes .)f the meeting .
I nope the chairman will excuse my scooping him, but I felt it desirable to
advertize and emphasize these things s ince they have a s i gni ficant i�
�ence
in the procedure s we are implementing and you should all be aware of them.
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68-FM-T-74

FROM

FM/Deputy

SUl3JECT:

Flyby solutions in the R1t:C Midcourse program will not be absolutely

Chief

opti!lllll!l

This memo is to inform you of a s implification in RTCC program requirements
As noted below, the capability we are providing appears

I recently approved .

to be adequate and the cost of the optimization is incompatible with the
benefit to be gained .
The re st of this memo is lifted almost verbatim from
one Bob Ernull -wrote to me .
Quite a few months ago,

it was agreed by MPAD, FCD, and FSD that a circum

lunar ( flyby) mode would be included in the RTCC midcourse program for

One problem we were particularly
alternate missions and circumlunar aborts .
concerned about was the case where we have to get back home with the RCS
only; this implies both a SPS failure and DPS failure ,

or failure to

Because of the limited delta V svailable from
extract the LM, after TLI.
the RCS , approximately 150 fps for translation, the guideline establis hed

was to develop a program logic which would provide the absolute minimum
delta V solution to insure safe entry .

In trying to develop a program which would compute the . " opt imum" solution,
We have reached a point now where even though

we ran into many problems .

program development is not complete, we probably know how to build the
program required; however , the running time on the RTCC computers ranges

from

20-40

minutes per solution.

We have examined ways of reducing this

time and do not see any pos s ibilities which would effect any s i gnificant
reduction.
Although this might be acceptable during an operation, imagine
the computer time and effort required to check it all out

•

.

During the evaluation of computation techniques for the "optimum" solution

it was found tha t a very near opti!lllll!l solution could be found using a
. s imple computation procedure based on a " return-to-nominal" concept .
This
c oncept s imply takes advantage of the fact that the nominal pericynthion

conditions which were optimized pre -flight, will still be ' ery near opt imum ·

for any small midcow·se maneuver .
Since for the RCS probl"m we are by
definition considering for the flyby solutions, get an answer which is

near optimum and avoid the i terative search for optimized pericynthion
This reduces the run time from 20-40 minutes f'or the " optimum"
conditions .
solution to 1-2 minutes for the "return-to-nominal" solution
•
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The next que stion i s how much delta
penalty i s incurred if we decide to
implement the s imple and faster computation technique in the RTCC .
It can
be shown that the " optimum" solution will cover S-IVB injection errors
50-100% larger than the return-to-nominal. However, these dispersions must
be compared with the expected S-IVB 3r dispersions to get a true picture of
the situation.
This comparison s hows that with the return-to-nominal we
can cover S-IVB inject ion errors twice as large a s the 3 cr errors .
This i s
based on the assumption that up to 100 fp s is available for the first maneuver,
the additional 50 fps is reserved for subsequent corrections .
S �rizing, in order for the return-to-nominal solution to be inadequate
we have to have an SPS failure , a failure of the DPS ( or no extraction )
and a S-IVB dispersion twice as large as the predic ted 3 a- dispersions .
On this bas i s , and cons idering the major impact .of developi�g, checking
out and verifying a program where each run takes 20 minutes or more , the
decision was made to delete the requirement for computing a� optimum
flyby solution and use the return to nominal technique .
I hope you agree .

tA
'l�L t .
��
w.
Tindall, Jr.
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68-PA-�-79A

PROM

PA Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordina tion

SUBJECT:

Rende zvous maneuver targeting for cuidance system backup

/

l.

15,

During the

"D/E"

IIAY .:i

1968

Rendezvous Miss ion Technique meeting of April

we spent a lot of time discuss ing the data transmitted from the

ground to the spacecraft involving the

CSI

and

CHD

maneuvers .

This

discussion, of course, centered on how the data should be used and
led to a tentative conclusion regard ing the backup of these 'LM

maneuvers, whi ch i s somewha t different than we had previously reached .
The purpose of this memorandum is to point out this d ifference .

2 . We had previously concluded that the command module should be
prepared to make "mirror image" rendezvous maneuvers in the event of

LM problems . We bad planned to target the CSM with data obtained by
the LM crew from the FGNCS .
The failure we had in mind was primarily
However, when you consider that the problem in the LM
propuls ive .
could also be in the guidance system, it seemed logical to mod ify the
procedures slightly, since it is no better for the command module to

make a bum maneuver than for the LM.

Also,

i t d id not seem that we

were taking optimum advantage of the LM systems , particularly the AGS .

Accordingly, we now propose the following:
Both the AGS and the CSM

G&N

will be targeting with ground computed

CSI CDH maneuvers passed to the spacecraft in External Delta

/

V

COOrdinate s .

If for some reason the LM PGNCS computed maneuver i s not acceptable , we

would cla s s thj_ s as a PGNCS failure .
Rather than carry out some real
time systems analys i s at this time critical period, they would switch to
If some further problem
the AGS and make the ground relayed maneuver .
i s encountered prior to the maneuver, the LM would go passive and the
command module would continue its countdown and make the ground computed
Following the burn the crew and ground would attempt to
CSI CDH burn.

/

as certa in what the problem i s in an attempt to get the LM systems ready
for the rest of the rendezvous .

This procedure gives two levels of backup (AGS and CSM) to a PGNCS

However, operating in this way
problem and helps keep the LM active .
would likely preclude either input of rendezvous radar data into the AGS
or running through its

CSI/CDH

targeting computations

it in the best state of read iness to backup the PGNCS .

in order to keep

There is still

·
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a pocket of resistence

(FCSD)

r
!

to using the AGS i n this way which makes
I ' ll try to get a deci s ion right

some hi gher level direction necessary.
away, one way _or the other.
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R. R. RAGAN

DATE:

Control Board

MAY 3

APR -' 6 1968

68-PA-T-88A

SUBjECT: Results of " C " Miss ion Rendezvous Review meeting - April

1.

At your, request,

22, 1968

I set up a meeting on our current "C" mission

rendezvous problems with participation by all organizations interested
The attached attendee list will show you they were

in this activity.

Our basic purpo se was to determine current status

well represented.

of the situation and to recommend where to go from here with regard

to the problems which have recently been coming to light ("ooth real
and imaginative ) primari ly as a result of the crew training exercises
a t KSC.

2.

In summary:

It is the consensus tha t the Sundisk program is acceptable for
a.
flight - that i s , program change s and new ropes need not be made .
b.

Post release Sundisk program testing is underway to - further

verifY its flight readine s s .

Results to date have been highly satis- _

factory and no new program bugs have been found.

This testing is

continuing, but confidence is high that it will be completed succes sfully �
c.

A number of open items in the crew procedures were discussed and

dec i s ions were made which will permit cons istent,

unified work in the

future witn · regard to development of the crew timeline,

program verification testing,
d.

etc .

s imula tion a ctivity,

A number of des irable program change s were discussed which should

be incorporated in the follow-on spacecraft computer programs .
Each of thes e items will be amplified below .

3.

Post relea se verification testing of programs a s sociated with. the

rendezvous exercise,

currently underway,

falls into three categorie s .

They are a s _follows :
a.

Te sting of the sextant rendezvous navigation.

Two runs have been

laid out in detail covering the period from the NSR maneuver to the
terminal phase midcourse maneuver which are currently being run at

on their bit-by-bit s imula tor,

l

----

.,,_,.

their hybrid simulator,

MIT

and their digital
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engineering s imulation program.

Math Phys ics Branch

(MPAD )

is designing

an additional run utili zing the final crew procedures , parts of which are

MIT will also make this run
According to
these three runs are being made a part of the

defined in this memorandum.
Flight Software Branc h,

.

formal post release verification and will be well documented.
b.
between

Twelve rendezvous targeting and burn runs covering the period

NSR

and braking have been defined bY MPAD and Flight Crew .

Four

of these tests will be run on the MIT bit-by-bit s imulator and also on
All twelve of these runs are being processed
the North American

ME-101.

through the MIT engineering simulation program,

the equivalent

MPAD

programs , and the bit-by-bit simulation here at M:;C.
of these runs
have already been made and their results have been compared very favorably.

Many

In addition, the initial conditions and other data required to make these

runs have been delivered to the AM> at KSC.
The purpose of this is to
provide test cases with which they may check out their s imulator .
It is
not to test the Sundisk program, and as of this date ,

to run these cases .
c.

they don ' t intend

A completely independent test plan has been designed by 'll!W and

reviewed by MSC defining a series of runs to be made on the local bit-by
bit simulator.
It was the consensus that successful completion of all this testing should
provide adequate confidence in Sundisk for its use in the "C" mission.

4.

Crew Procedures
In order that everyone may carry on using the same approach, we

discussed and chose the followlng crew procedures which s hould be
cons idered official.
That is, they s hould not be ch2.nged without

future discussion and widespread dissemination since so many organiza
tions are concerned.

a.
The first and most important involved the workaround procedure
for the terminal phase midcourse llianeuver targeting program
It

(P-3 5 ) .

has been decided to handle this program deficiency by designating that
the CSM state vector rather than the S-IVB state vector be :updated based

on sextant observations after TPI.
Tests have shown that this technique
works very well .
In fact, it provides a theorectically perfect solution.
b.
It was also decided that the crew would make a so-called "phony
mark" after the TPI maneuver and prior to beginning navigJ.tion.
This
decision was · made in spite of the fact that MPAD representatives did

not feel this operation was necessary

•
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c,

The consensus is that the "phony mark" is not necessary following

the midcourse correction maneuver and so it will not be made at that time .

to

V

d,
It was decided to set the Delta R and Delta
test parameters
zero so that after each sextant observation the crew will be forced

to observe the effect of that observation on the state vector.
also cause a program alarm to occur.

It will

The primary benefit to be gained

from this procedure is tha t it will provide the crew with information
regarding the trend of state vector changes which will be helpful in
their editing process .

It should be noted that this is the procedure

currently in use on all s imulators at MIT, KBC, MAC, etc ,
that after more s imulator experience,

It was observed

it may be des irable to load values

somewhat larger than zero to simplify the crew operation a little .

This

would be a minor modification to the procedure .
e,

Based on the strong recommendation of MIT,

it was dec ided

to

reinitialize the W-matrix during the second navigation period between

This procedure was also adopted over the objection of �
personnel who intend to carry out future analys i s to provide their contention
that it is not necessary and perhaps that it is even damaging.
There was ·
a lso discussion of the values to be used for reinitialization of the
W-matrix at this time .
MIT currently proposes 1, 000 feet and
fps ,
although i t seems that values a s much a s three time s larger may be
recommended before the flight .

NSR and TPI .

1

f.

(P-47)

The flight crew has concern over allowing the average "G" program
to run continuously after the second midcourse correction.
They

are afraid tha t the accelerometer bias may introduce unacceptable error
in the state vector.

MPAD

was given the action item of determining the

effect of various levels of accelerometer bias acting over different
This information
periods of time on the range and range rate displays .
s hould give some insight into how the system should be operated when

someone establishes what accelerometer bias we should expect .
they will continue

5.

to

run

As · of now,

P-47.

At least two program modifications should be considered for .future

spacecraft programs :
a.
It has come to light that the Sundisk short burn SPS logic will ·
cause a premature engine shut down amounting to about four fps as a result
of some inaccurate spacecraft characteristics frozen in fixed computer
memory.

It i s recommended that these parameters be located in era s ible
so that they may be loaded after true values are known.
b.

There is an infuriating "Delta V res idual bounce" following

spacecraft maneuvers which preclude accurate maneuver execution.

MIT

'

'
'

· ::;.
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is in the process of tracking do-wn the cause of thi s .

Hopeful.ly

it may

be fixed in the later programs or at least maybe we will find out what
it really i s !

6.

Finally, KSC

simulator people were asked i f any possible ' assistanc e

not already available could be provided to help solve th!'!ir problems .
It was their opinion that at this time they have a number of known

things that must be done which will substantially improve their facility .
M3C ·

and until these are completed, they feel no organized help

or MIT would be particularly

"'�

W.

trom

�j

r

_ _
A_· �
TU>lall, Jr .�
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68-PA-T-89

FROW

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: CSM should have good rendezvous navigation in the lunar mission

1. As you know, I have been pushing to get the capability back into
the command module computer program to compute CSI and CDH rendezvous
maneuver targeting. �e reason I consider this valuable is that with
both VHF ranging and sextant data, the command module potentially has
a better rendezvous guidance system than the LM. �s, with that
capability, it could provide the comparison "yard stick" for evaluating
the LM PGNCS determined maneuvers during a nominal flight and could
provide targeting for its own maneuvers if a command module rescue
situation arises .

-

2 . I submitted a PCR for Colossus and MIT responded with a six week
program delivery schedule slip which, of course, is unacceptable .
�erefore, this PCR has been added to the list of changes to be con
sidered for later versions of Colossus . During our discussion of this
PCR, someone remarked that the VHF ranging device is limited to use
for ranges less than 200 naut�cal miles, whereas the nominal range at
insertion is about 270 nautical miles, and that lighting conditions for
sextant observation were poor prior to the CSI and CDH maneuvers , If
this were true, it would substantially reduce the benefit of this
capability, and in fact, might make it imposs ible to use the command
module ·as noted above . I have checked into the actual situation for
lunar rendezvous and have found quite the opposite . �e tracking
conditions are really very good . Attached to this memorandum are
figures which show this . They were lifted from an excellent memorandum
(68-FM64-17) written by a couple of Ed Lineberry' s people - James D.
Alexander and Francisco J, T. Leon-Guerrero . You will observe (Figure 1)
that approximately five minutes after insertion into orbit both spacecraft
are in darkness which should make sextant tracking ideal and in fact at no
time after that and prior to TPI is the angle between the LM and the sun
as observed from the command module ·less than 70° . Furthermore, you will
note (Figure 2) that, even if 200 nautical miles is a hard constraint on
VHF ranging, it should be possible to get between 5 and 10 minutes worth
of tracking before CSI, which should do quite a bit of good . And, of course,
as Ed Lineberry says, there is nothing sacred about doing CSI that soon.
'nlat is, by delaying it 5 or 10 minutes , we could obtain an equal amount
of extra VHF tracking . Of course, hopefully, VHF will work at ranges
greater than 200 miles, particularly, if we are willing to restrict voice
communications . (Figures 3 and 4 are attached to show an equally good
situation will exist on the "F" mission. )

(
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3 . My basic purpose in sending around tl:lis memorandum is to clarify .the
situation by distributing tl:lis data, which I found very interesting, and
to reemphasize the desirability of equipping and utilizing the CSM in
this way.
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68-PA-T-9�A

Surprise

Since I was surpri sed at what Gunter Sabionski told me and ,

turn, almost everyone

too

MAY 6

DATE :

See list below

will

be

I

in

have told has been surprised, perhaps you

surpri sed to learn that the least s ignificant increment

output by : the CSM accelerometer is equivalent to
i s considerably better, the value being 0 . 03 fps

0 . 2 fps !
per bit , )

( The
I

LM

suppose
we have all heard these numbers before in units of centimeters per
second which made them sound much smaller than they really are and
for one, never bothered to make the conversion.

V

I,

Of course, what

thi s means is that it will be impossible to trim delta
in the command module dependably to les s than 0 . 2 fp s .

res iduals
the

Also,

a c tual triming operation will be a little more difficult s ince the
readout will jump in such big steps .

2.

No big deal,

just thought you might be interested.

(

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
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68-PA-T-lOlA

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT :

Aborts from powered descent on the

l�nar l�ding

mission

1 . We spent �he entire May 8 Asce�t Data Priority meeti�g discussing
miss ion techniques associated with aborts from powered descent on a
lunar landing mission. This discussion led to some pretty simple
procedures which are outlined in this memo . They are based on some
assumptions which I ' ve also listed below. If' you feel that they are
in error, please let us know .

2.

The basic assumptions we made are :

a . From a DFS engine performance and dependability standpoint, it
is preferable to operate the DPS at full thrust throughout the abort
ascent trajectory rather than at some lower level . ( Is this okay after
operating for awhile at reduced thrust? Also, we must make sure there
are no bad guidance system trans ient problems at staging. )
b. The low level sensor light comes on when there is 1200 pounds of
propellent remaining, which is equivalent to about 120 seconds burn time
at 25% thrust, and 30 seconds burn time at maximum thrust .
c . It i s operationally acceptable to run the DPS to fuel depletion.
That is , there is no reason for the crew to prematurely shut down the
DPS engine if there is an advantaee �o be gained by running it to fuel
depletion. ( I ' ll bet I hear something about this ! )
d . Use of the "Abort Stage" automatic sequence i s as safe or safer
than manually proceed ing through it one step at a time . · . (Someone ' s not
going to like this either. )

e . The crew can make a go/no go decision one minute after the DPS
low level sensor light comes on, at which time they shouc d be prepared
to either commit to landing or to abort immediately. (A· least we are
r·�commending this i f it is at all poss ible . Of course, ·· .hey may abort
a fter that, but it' s getting hairy. )
f. There is a very great advantage to be gained by keeping the
variety of abort modes to a mi�imum - that is, always do the same thing
as often as possible . The point is, there may be some special cases in
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which some benefit could be gained by doing things a little differently .
But, we always felt the advantage of s ta ndarized procedure s outweighted
them in those cases we recognized and discussed .

3.

The abort procedure is really very s imple ,

as sumpti.ons holdup .

So simple,

how we spent the day!

in fac t ,

at least if the above

that I ' m sure you ' ll wonder

Basically , whenever an abort s itua tion arises

at any time during descent, the crew will hit the "Abort" button

which w i ll automatically put the PGNCS

(P70 )

program

( or

AGS ) into the DR3 abort

and the DR3 should be run to :fuel depletion or to a

gu1ded cutoff at orbital cond i tions,
depletion occurs,

If fuel

whic hever occurs firs t .

the crew s hould then "Abort Stage , " which w i ll

( or

automatically cause separation of t he DR3 and will put the PGNCS

AGS ) in the

AR3

into orb i t .

abort program

( P71 ) ,

leading to a guided insertion

We propose never initiating a n abort with "Abort Stage"

as long as the DPS is still operating okay.

4.

There is one special case requiring attention which occurs with an

abort approximately five minutes
that time when the DPS is able
to nominal orb i t .
is well and good .

into power descent .

It i s at about

to return the spacecraft all the way

If the DPS does make i t all the way t o orbit, all

If,

down just shy of tha t,

however,

fue l depletion results in DPS shut

something must be done of course .

The procedure

we propo se if the velocity required to get into orbit i s less than 10
� s , is for the crew to remain in P70, not to stage the DPS, and to use
four jet RCS to achieve orb i t .

( This

burn .

This requires approximately a

about by a spacecraft whose tar�sters shoot at itself.
required to achieve orbit is

i n excess of

10

an AR3 burn of one second duration or greater,

)

If the veloc ity

the procedure is a s

One item requiring some research is to make sure tha t the spacecraft

computer program

(P71)

will provide proper guidance to the

" small" maneuver following DPS s hut down.
�s i s within the

6.

second

�s , which would require

before - "Abort Stage" and use the AP3 .

5.

15

value was selected in deference to the problems brought

APS

AR3

for a

Another is to confirm that

Consideration was given t o e s tablishing a special procedure in this

region where the RCS would be used �o insert the staged spacecraft .
However,

there was no advantage appQrent to

unlez s there

avoiding use of the APS

is some sort of :free zing problem for short burns .

odd i tion to keeping the procedure

s i mple and standard,

In

thj.s technique

0hould reduce the demand on RCS propellent and thruster lifet ime .'
ma tte:r· .o.f 1 ntcre st, ,

a

the magnitude of' the remaining APS and or RCS

/

As

maneuver<' i n �"c coelliptic rendezvous sequence for an al.:ort at that
t ime are approxi mately as. follows :
.fps

30

. r·
. �.

.

10

minimum impulse mode capab ility.

•

CSI

35

fps ,

CDH

100

fps , ar.q

TPI

3
7.

The only other situation I ' d like to d i s cuss deals with aborts late

in the descent phase after the DBS low level sensor light has come on.

I"nere i s a real advantage to be gained if the crew spends no more than

60 se conds

2bout

in that state -oefore aborting since after that time the

DPS will have le s s than

15

se cond s of burn t ime remaining at full thrus t .

'I'his dura tion would assure getting t::n-ough "vertical rise" and pitchover

before D?S fuel depletion .
However,

even then,

.�ter that,

it ' s cutting things pretty close.

i t stills seems best to always attempt "Abort" on

the DPS i n order to get a s much out of chat engine a s pos s ible - if i t ' s

only a cough.

The full thrust DPS acceleration i s over twice tr�t of

The only disadvantage oc curs

the APS and if it ' s ever needed i t ' s there :

witoh a more-or-less s imultaneous

"A"'::J o rt" and DPS fuel depletion causing

a delay in "Abort S ta ge " with no engine on .

watching the fuel gauge,

e tc . ,

If the crew has -oeen

he should never let this situation

arise and spe c ial procedures should not be required to handle it .

8.

Finally,

I ' d like t o outline the alternate techniqu.es '.-IC e sta-oli she d
.

if fuel depletion DPS is not ac ceptable .
"Abort" rather than "Abort Stage . "

As before ,

we always recommend

The mod ified proc;;; dm:-es are based

on provid ing the e �uivalent of at least five seconds of DPS burn time
at maximum thrust as a pad against fuel depletion.
to s hutting down the engine with about

120

This is equivalent

r�s DPS remaining.

There

are two classes of abort which must be considered:
The first is i f the abort situation i s detected before the low

a.

level sensor light has come on.

In this case after "Aborting" into

it i s necessary to monitor the inertial velo c i ty in the
at the t ime the light comes on .

5 , 000

fps ,

If t he inertial velocity is less than

the a stronaut should "Abort Stage"

comes on and proceed into orbit on the APS .

greater than

5, 000

fps ,

P70,

DSKY (or the DEDA )

25

seconds after the light

If the inertial velocity i s

it i s poss ible to proceed into orbit o n the DPS

without fuel depletion o c curring .

(Note :

i t is only neces sary to monitor

t he " thousand s " digit to make thi s dec i s i on . )
b.

If the abort s i tuation arises after the low level sensor light

has came on,

the crew should "Abort Stage

over maneuver following verti cal rise .

immediately after the pitch

This would occur about

10

seconds

after the "Abort, " if the abort is from hover .

:1 .

In summary,

i:' the DPS i s s t ill working,

always use the DPS to

initiate the aborc and after gett i ng as much as pos s ibl � from the DPS,
"Abort S tage"

if ne ces sary to achieve orbit.

This prov ides the following

advanta ge s :
a.
Avo i d s shutting down and c hanging engines at a time critical
point and insures a pos itive altitude rate before staging .

·, .

. .
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b.

Obtains the maxilllUJll delta

V

available from the DPS .

Produces the greate st poss ible acceleration a t the abort time to
c.
get the heck out of there .
d.

Makes the procedure s tandard for all cases - and simple !
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68-PA-T-106A

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Spacecraft computer program newsletter
1 . I learned some things at MIT last week that seemed interesting
enough to justify this note. Of course, it deals primarily with the
spacecraft computer programs and their influence on the mission
techniques we are developing.

I
W�

-, fc:.. ....._,

2. Pete Conrad reported that during their KBC LMS simulation, they
have experienced an apparent deficiency in Sundance when making a
docked DPS burn. He says that the DPS engine gimbal angles do not
get changed at all during that low thrust period at the beginning of
the burn which was provided specifically for trimming them. MIT
looked into this problem and agreed that for some reason the program
does appear to work - or not work - like Pete says . Their preliminary
guess as to the course of this. is that with low thrust and high inertial
the gimbal trim estimator may be experiencing underflow. That is, the
computer is simply not able to determine that a movement of the trim
gimbal is necessary as it is currently coded. Of course, the RCS jets
are very active both before and after throttle up.
3 . Our requirements for getting rendezvous radar (RR) data on the downlink while the LM is on the lunar surface was discussed again, and I
am af'raid I really blew it. MIT has resisted the program change we
requested and I am beginning to think they may very well be right. That
is, I am not so darn sure any more that the program as currently designed
and coded is not good enough. In any case, George Cherry now proposes
to look into a very simple change which can be made in the lunar surface
navigation program (P22 ) , which would substantially increase the frequency
of RR data on the downlink. All that it amounts to is to remove the delay
after the previous computations before the computer collects another batch
of RR data . Right now this delay is 15 seconds . If we eliminate this
delay and operate P22 in_ the "no state vector update" mode, the computer
should cycle very fast . George Cherry is going to make lin estimate of
what this RR downlink frequency would be as well as evaluating the schedule
impact for this change . I would be surprised if it i s not acceptable to
M3C even if' it is not perfect - whatever perfect i s .
4 . A s Colossus i s currently designed, the crew i s required to press the
"Proceed" button during the period of' maximum reentry G ' s to obtain a 
DSKY display change . A PCR had been submitted to make this procedure

2

automati c . However, on future cons ideration, we are not so sure that it
is a good thing to do. The initial display parameter in P65 are used in
the primary go /no go logic employed by the crew in evaluating the G&N
performance to decide whether to stay on it or to go with the EMS backup.
It is essential that they see these parameters and an automatic "Proceed"
could wipe them out before they have seen and digested them under certain
circumstances . Accordingly, I suspect we s hould delete our request. The
discussions have revealed, however, that some modification in the coding
will probably be needed to make sure the system will work throughout the
rest of the entry even if the crew does not provide the "Proceed" s ignal.

5.

Here is one more note in the continuing "Stage Verify" story. Accord
ing to John Norton the lunar ascent program ( Pl2 ) no longer checks stage
verify . That strikes me as a real improvement in the program but it
�stifies me as how it go changed without a PCR or PCN, or even letting
anyone know . Norton, of course, uncovered it by going meticulously through
the program listing.

Howard
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68-PA-T-137A
FA / Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: "D " Rendezvous Mission Techniques Ground Rule s , Working Agreements ,
and other things

On June 14 we cranked up the "D" Rendezvous Mission Techniques
activities again.
It was a grueling profitable day.
In fact, we
had such a good time we ' ve scheduled another one for July 12 .

Prior to the meeting I distributed a list o f working agreements I
thought we had reached previously.

The crew presented another list

dealing primarily with the docked LM activation/mini-football period

based on a lot of planning and simlations they have been doing lately.
The major part of the meeting was spent going through these lists.

-I

have since compiled a new set derived from those - including the
changes, agreement s , and comments the discussion brought about.
This
list is attached and we can review it July 12.
The last section lists
some major discussion items still open.

A list of action items is also

attached since they help to pa int the picture of our current status,
which I would describe as being typically frantic .

3
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68-PA-T-136A

THROUGH:

NASA

Resident Apollo Spacecraft Program Office .
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Instrumentation Laboratory
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

R E C E I V E: O

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Instrumentation Laboratory
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Attn: D. G. Hoag, Director
Apollo Guidance & Navigation Program
FROM

1968

...i \J L �

APOLLO DIRECTOR

Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

At the June 14 "D" Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting, I
unofficially ( I guess ) assigned an action item to your people
who were there . Specifically, we asked for MIT' s recommended
procedure for adjusting the W-matrix during rendezvous navigation
in both the LGC and CMC . As a matter of fact, I understand that
your people intend to discuss this with the "D" flight crew while
they are there the week of June 17. However, I would appreciate
it if you could write down the procedure you recommend in one of
your informal MIT memos for discussion and incorporation into the
mission techniques at our next meeting.
Incidentally, I think there was substantial benefit from having
your people at our last meeting and hope they can come down for
the next one, which is currently scheduled for July 12 .

�'�

Howard
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68-PA-T-151A

SUBJECT: Lunar Ascent �reparation
1.
A t the July 3 Luna r Ascent Miss ion Techniques meeting we cleaned
up the last of the main open items for the phase of the lunar landing
mi ssion from LM touchdown to liftoff . We are now ready to go to press
for that part of the mission and will hold a world-wide review of it
before the end of the month .

2 . MOst of the discussion was devoted to establishing the CSM timeline
�rior to LM Ascent. Much to my �rise, the CSM requires about eight
hours (four orbits ) to �epare for LM Ascent. Involved is all of the
work associated with determining the position of LM with respect to
t he CSM orbit and with making a �lane change if it i s necessary. Time
required for the LM to get ready i s less than two and one-half hours
unless rendezvous radar tracking i s required. In that case, the LM
crew would have to s tart powering up the PGNCS about three hours before
liftoff, in order to track the command module during its last pass over
head . It is necessary for either the command module to track the LM on
the lunar surface using the sextant or, if that is not possible , for the
LM to track the command module using the rendezvous radar . The data
�h�ed �ll:_e_CLto _tal:ge.t_ the CS11 .�1-an�- cb.ange or the �
�
� In�e timeline that we settled on, the sextant tracking of
the LM would be done three revolutions (a�roximately six hours ) before
Ascent and the CSM �lane change, if it is required, would be performed
one and one-fourth revolutions (a�roximately two and one-half hours )
before liftoff . If the command module �ilot is unable to track the
LM with the sextant i t will be necessary for us to target the command
module �lane change based on M3FN tracking and navigation, realiz ing
that that the resultant CSM orbit may be as lliUCh as 0 . 30 away from
the LM position as a result of MSFN inac curacie s . It is only in this
event th8t _'!'!L.WOD 1d ..r�uir� the r.M to track ;the CSM.J,.zi.tb tbe rende.z�s
raaaf" t""o o.btain...be
.t
da:ta��€;round ·would_.us_�_ to determine the out�of
plane · steering the LM s hould execute during Ascent . It is only in
.
the event "tha-t the- command !nodule i s unable t o track the LM that both
the command module �lane change and LM Ascent out-of-�lane steering
would be performed .
__

The other thing we firmed u� was the logic defining when to use
the command module SPS to make a �re-Ascent �lane change vs . yaw steering

3.
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the LM into the command module orbit during Ascent . The rule we establi shed
was tha t if' the LM is less than half' a degree out of' the CSM orbital plane ,
the LM would take care of' it during Ascent at an AFS propellant cost of'
If' the plane change required i s greater than half'
approximately 19 f'ps .
a degree, the command module would be used.
Thus , the minimum SPS burn
would be 50 f'ps .
The maximum should be no more than 200 f'ps, depending
on the location of' the landing site and the inclination of' the plane .
These limits represent burn times between three and thirteen second s .
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68-PA-T-154A
PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT : "C" Mission Clean Up

We ' ll try to clean up the rest of the "C" miss ion open items at a
meeting on Friday,

July 19,

in Room 2032B of Building 30 .

and Reentry will be discussed in the morning, s tarting at

Retrofire
9

a .m. , and

Rendezvous in the afternoon - or as soon as we finish the Retrofire
session.

Attached are open item lists for each session, kindly prepared

by Stu Davi s , FCD .

Enclosures 2
PA :HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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DEORBIT AND

ENTRY

DATA PRIORITY MEETING ITEMS

1.

I s the entry following a n

2.

Will the EM3 be used for G&N failure occurring at any time?

3.

Is closed loop G&N entry to be the nominal?

4.

What are the thrus t vector magnitudes and directions for
deorbit

5.

6.
7.

RCS

deorbit to b e ballistic or guided?

flv' s ?

SM - CM RCS

Is a fine align or coarse align sufficient for deorbit?
Are crew using
What are DSKY

ADPC procedures ?

VG

and gimbal angle limits i n comparison

with ground

maneuver pad?

8.

9.

What are 3u

BMAG drifts?

What are PIPA bias and gyro drift limi ts and the compensation procedure?

10 .

Are the pads current?

11.

What is the new REFSMMAT flag setting procedure?

12 .

Is the G&N needed for hybrid deorbit?

Enclosure

1

RENDEZVOUS DA TA PRIORITY MEETING ITEMS
Open Itemr; :

1.

Trim NCCl to keep rrom doing NCC2.

2.

Rendezvous with SCS if
NSR.

G&N

Ken Young

fails anywhere prior to to
Phil Shaffer

f1 h limits for terminal phase .

Ed

Flight Crew

5.

Lighting constraints for TPI hard or is elevation
angle hard?
Is 27. 45 ° the elevation angle for TPI?

6.

Are P-52 alignment completion necessary prior to NCCl?

FDB

7.

Are the maneuver pads current?

Will Pres ley

8.

Limits on onboard T.PI solution comparisons with ground

3.
4.

9.

Lineberry

Paul Kramer

Ed

T.PI .

and FCSB

Lineberry

Discussion of backup T.PI Ll T burn solutions ( duty cycle
Dick Moore
problems ) .
ADPC

10 .

Are crew using

procedures ?

11.

Limit on DSKY VG s agreement with target load, and limit
on gimbal angles comparision with maneuver pad .
MIT

12 .

Res idual reasonableness limit

13 .

What are allowable BMAG drift and gyro torquing angles . Gary Coen

14 .

What are crew time requirements for sextant star check,
P-52, P-40?
Mosel

15 .

What are PIPA bias and gyro drift limits and compensa
tion procedures ?
Gary Coen

Flight Crew

'

G&PB

16.

Should NCl and NC2 be external LlV or SCS targeted?

Stewart Davis

17 .

What are 3 u BMAG DRIFTS?

NR

18 .

What short burn logic will be programmed for RTCC?

Phil Shaffer

19 .

Any corrections to Techniques Description document .

Enclosure
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68-PA-T-155A
FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

LM De scent abortability computation is proposed

our miss ion techniques meeting recently
duxing which we discussed the use of the LM Descent Propulsion System
low level sensor light .
This is the light, you recall, which comes
on when approximately 30 seconds worth of propellant i s still available
at iul1 thrust or two minutes at 25� thrust. Recognizing that the
astronaut has a complicated job to perform during the terminal part
of descent, Ed Copps is propos ing a rather s imple new program to be
added to the LM computer to relieve the situation. Rather than the
astronaut trying to keep track of his status based on altitude ,
altitude rate, time since the low level sensor light came on, and
the throttle profile he has executed since that time, this new
program would predict for him the time at which he would no longer
be able to abort .
This would be in the form of a five second warning,
during which he must either commit to landing or must get out of
there .
The roNCS would be telling him that if he fails to abort
before that time, it is probable that an abort would not be succes s 
fUl.

Ed Copps of MIT attended one of

This sounds like a good thing to me - perhaps allowing us to get
more out of the systems more than we would otherwise be able to do .
If enough interest can be generated in it, it will probably be added
to the Luminary Hopper.

n ,
ij �
W.

Howard

·v

Tindall, Jr.

PA : HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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68-PA-T-156A
!'"ROM

FA/Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

mBJECT :

Powered descent throttle logic correction
On July 2 I sent you a note regarding the way the DPS is throttled
up af'ter the gimbal trim phase during the powered descent maneuver .
There were a couple of' errors in that memo which are too significant
to be lef't uncorrected.
I pointed out that MIT has programme d the 1M computer so that the
throttle up time was a f'ixed number of' seconds af'ter the targeted
time of' ignition ( TIG) . To illustrate how important it is that the
engine be throttled up to the FTP at that time, I pointed out that
f'or each second delay in throttling we lose 12 seconds of' "hover
time . " This was my f'irst error s ince it is not hover time that is
lost but rather " throttle recovery time . " Throttle recovery time
is that period which has been allotted in the powered descent maneuver
f'or the guidance system to regulate the thrust such that it can achieve
the hi-gate targeting conditions . Failure to provide a suf'f'icient
period of' throttling will jeopardize meeting those conditions and can
result in a f'ouled up descent.
I went on to say that if the engine failed to start when it was supposed
to, the crew could recyc�e to TIG minus five seconds and the PGNCS would
countdown to ignition again with a delay of about 13 seconds from TIG
(all true ) and that the trim time would be reduced by that amount since
the throttle up time was maintained as origina�ly set. George Cherry
informs me that this is not true since in the event of a recycle to
TIG minus five seconds the throttle up time is redesignated. Accordingly,
the recycle capability is really not an acceptable thing to use on the
powered descent maneuver . I do not believe that the program has been
designed improperly. It is just that the capability, as I described it,
does not really exist.
MIT is submitting a PCN describing how the program has actually been
coded s ince it is dif'f'erent than documented in the GSOP.

PA : ffWTindall, Jr . : j s
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68-PA-T-159A

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

No 15 minute constra int for

LUnar

Ascent Guidance

The Luminary GSOP indicates that it is necessary for the astronaut
to call up the Ascent Guidance Program ( Pl2 ) at least 15 minutes
prior to lift off . This , of course, is not consistant with our
ID
desire to be able to use Pl2 if we get a No Go for lunar stay
approximately 10 minutes after landing . In that case, we intend \ )-
to call up PJ.2 with less than seven minutes to go before lift off . )
By checking with MIT, we have verified that the 15 minute limit is
1 "1
not a real constraint and that the only limit is the time required
for the crew to go through the operations associated with Pl2, which
is currently estimated to be less than five minute s . (Simulations
will eventually refine this , probably to a smaller value . )

�

I

have asked MIT to modify their GSOP (by PCN) to reflect this .

� 'V

Howard
PA :HWTindall, Jr . : j s

w.

Tindall, Jr .
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1968

68-PA-T-l6oA

The LM can handle big Descent plane changes but requires
protection against APS abort fuel depletion
We have recently verified that the LM has a substantial capability
to translate out of its initial orbital plane during powered Des gent
at very little cost. That i s , whe�as previously a limit of 0 . 3 had
been quoted, it now appears that l or more is probably possible with
out effecting the performance of the guidance equations , the landing
radar, the visibility of the crew during landing, nor are the �V
costs excessive . This capability gives us more than adequate assurance
that it will not be necessary to perform a plane change trim burn on
OOI day. And that ' s darn important!
that
would QO

In order to take advantage of this capability, however, it appears

something may have to be done to limit the yaw steering the LM
in the event of an APS abort during powered Descent. As currently pro
grammed, the PGNCS would attempt to guide the LM all the way back into
the CSM plane . If the abort were to occur at "hover" or a::'ter touch
down, the AIS �V cost could be excessive ( i . e . , 1° costs approximately
80 fps and could result in fuel depletion prior to obtaining a safe
orbit ) . Obviously the thing we must do is to achieve the targeted in
plane conditions in the case of an abort. We can take care of the
plane change after the LM is in orbit, perhaps us ing the CSM. Therefore,
it seems necessary to mke a ( hopefully ) rather snail change to the AFS
abort program (P7l) which would limit the extent of the out-of-plane
steering . MPAD and MIT people are both in the process of s tudying this
and we plan to recommend specific action very soon. Something s imilar
will be needed in the AGS too, I suppo e .
""=�t--..
ward W. Tindall,
PA :HWTindall,

Jr . : j s
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68-PA-T-l61A

FROM

FA/ Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordinat ion

SUBJECT:

LM Ascent lift-off time can be determined by the crew
Some months ago we submitted a PCR to remove the pre-Ascent targeting
program ( PlO ) from Luminary and this was done . This action was based
on an assumption that a s imple crew procedure could be developed for
doing the same job, in the event of loss of communications , making
the rather complicated computer program unnecessary. The Lunar �ss �on
Analysis Branch of MPAD has concluded their development and ana�ys�=
of this technique and is in the process of documenting it . It is
only necessary for the ground to supply two parameters by voice to
the crew prior to DOI which will allow them to independently dete��ne
lift-off time to within about six second s . This dispersion takes
into account current estimates of MSFN accuracie s , etc . The ef:c 2t
on the rendezvous differential altitude due to this error is less
than one mile , which is certainly far smaller than other dispers::.ons
which would occur in a non-communication situation . In other words ,
it is more than adequate .
Quite simply the procedure requires that the crew determine the time
of closest approach of the CSM one pass before lift off by noting
the time rendezvous radar range rate passes through zero on the tape
meter. To that time, he must add the CSM orbital period and another
/1 T to obtain lift-off time . These are the two parameters included in
the pre-DOI pad mes sage noted above which will be determined by MCC-H
ba<ed on the actual C3M orbit ,

d
�rd
I

w.

.:.. ""ll.c ui,

Tindall, Jr .
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FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT :

July 9 and July 24 " G" Rendezvous Mission Techniques meetings

DATE :

...M_

2 6 1 9 6e-

68-PA-T-l69A

l. During the July 9 and July 24 "G" Rendezvous Mission Techniques
meetings we have developed preliminary intra-vehicular rendezvous
navigation sighting schedules . Crew work load estimates currently
in use for the "D" mission rendezvous are included. These tracking
schedules are very important since they have a predominating influence
on almost everything else . For example, from these it has been possible
to develop a preliminary spacecraft attitude time history which shows
some fairly large gaps are going to be present in the CSM MSFN ·:elemetry
coverage . This , of course, is due to the fact that the S-band antenna
is on the same side of the spacecraft as the sextant, which must be pointed
down in order to observe the LM. ,_Of course, during maneuvers occurinc;
_,/
within sight of the earth, the CSM can be yawed to a heads down attituJe
enabling s-band telemetry coverage . The rendezvous activities do not
ordinarily interfere with LM telemetry coverage.
2 . The Orbital Mission Analysis Branch (OMAB) of MPAD has distributed
a memo ( 68-FM62-217, dated July 15 , 1968) which presents the revised
rendezvous profile including the relative motion plots and visibility
and slant range time histories . Some of the most interesting features are :
a . Insertion occurs at approximately 340 n.m. slant range .
this range will have decreased to approximately 170 n . m.

By CSI

b . The LM will appear to the CSM to be less than 8° above the lunar
horizon for the entire first two hours after insertion into orbit. After
that, it will move below the lunar horizon.
c . There will be two points of sun interference for the sextant
tracking of the LM, one immediately after insertion and another approximately
two hours later, about 20 minutes before TPI .
OMAB presented the results of a study which shows that it is not poss ible
to use the same maneuver solutions for LM maneuver targeting and CSM mirror
image targeting on a lunar mission as is done on the "D" missio n. Accord
ingly, if the CSM does not have CSI targeting capability in its computer,
the LM crew will have to sequence through P72 to provide mirror image
3.

i
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maneuver targeting to the CSM and then P32 to target its own guidan�e
systems . If the CSM does have the CSI targeting programs , the LM c::.: ·_ 1r;
will be relieved of this job and will use P32 only. The CSM pilot will
pick it up since the nominal procedure would call for his determination
of the LM maneuver targets using P72, whicf> he would relay to the LM for
PGNCS solution comparison and AGS targeting . H':'! would then use P32 to
compute his own mirror image maneuver. It appt.ars that the •.rJ?I time used
in the P32 and P72 computations may have to be different regardles s of
which spacecraft does it. Since the mirror image maneuver i s to be
executed with a one minute time delay after planned LM ignition time , it may
also be neces sary to change CSI time . 0� is looking already into this .
4.

There was considerable discussion regarding initialization of the
CSM G&N for rendezvous navigation. As reported previously,
�tform aligpments by � ve1!3:cles right after insertiop are l!.OW
included in the timeline . Upon completion of the CSM platform alignme nts ,
the M:!C-H will relay a new LM s:tate vector into the CMC based on LGC
telemetry after insertion. Even with this update, it is anticipated that
the uncertainties in these state vectors will be quite large , making
it necessary to use initial values in the W-matrix which will not be
suitable for W-matrix reinitialization during the rendezvous sequence .
The Math Physics Branch is looking into that. We ended the meeting by
starting the development of' some "G" miss ion rendezvous ground rules
and working agreements similar to those developed for "D" . Thos e we
agreed to so far are attached.
LM

PGNCS and

5 . The next meeting will be in September s ince many key people will be
on leave during August .

, , · �:...J �
�
W. Tindall, Jr.
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"G" MISSION RENDEZVOUS GROUND

RULES

AND THINGS

LIKE

WORKING AGREEMEN'lB
THAT

l. General
a . The reference trajectory is that provided by
15, 1968.

MPAD,

dated August

b . Nomenclature for the burn sequence following insertion is:
( l ) CSI

(2)
(3 )

CDH

(4 )

TPI

FCI

( 5 ) TPF

c . The rendezvous will be run throughout with the vehicle roll angles �
0°. The only exception to this �s when during maneuvers _�ithin sight of the
earth the CSM roll is 18o0 TPI from above will be i!litfated " heads down" and
TPI from below will be initiated "heads up" for either vehicle .
•

-

-

.

.

-

.

.

.

'

: . . ...- -

•

.

d . A LM state vector time tagged 12 minutes after insertion will be
uplinked to the CMC within five minutes after insertion. State vectors are not
sent to either vehicle again during the rendezvous phase .
e . IMU alignments will be made starting five minutes after insertion by
both spacecraft and take precedence over the state vector update if timeline
and /or attitude conflicts develop.
f.
update
the LM
update

On both spacecraft all rendezvous navigation will be carried out to
the LM state vector. That is, the LM radar data will be used to update
state vector in the LGC and the CSM sextant and VHF data will be used to
the LM state vector in the CMC .

g. The CMC ' s LM state vector will be updated after each LM maneuver with
the P76 Target Av Program using the pre-burn values as determined in the LM' s
pre-thrust program.
h. The state vectors in the AGS will be updated each time PGNCS is con
flrmed to be acceptable . This will likely be at each time it is committed
to make the next maneuver using the PGNCS except perhaps TPI
.

i . AGC alignments will be made each time the PGNCS is realigned and each
time the state vector in the AGS is updated from the PGNCS .
Enclosure l
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FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

JUL 3 0 1961

68-PA-T-173A

SUBJECT: Pulse furquing to Achieve IMU Realignments

This memo is to describe the gyro pulse torque realign capability
being added to the IMU Realign Progr.am in Luminary and Colossus { Jr.
Most of' it is quoted word for word from a memo Steve Copps ( MIT J
wrote last February proposing it.
"The purpose of the program is to provide the capability of moving the
stable member from one orientation to another without los ing inertial
reference . The actual program change is an addition to the DIJ Realign
Program (P52 ) . Presently a display comes on showing V06N22 and the
gimbal angles which will be achieved by coarse aligning the gimbals .
This display is being changed to provide the navigator the option of
achieving the new orientation by coarse aligning or by pulse torquing
( ' enter' achieves one and ' proceed' the other) . --"Obviously the most accurate method of realigning the NT is to use
star sightings, and if star sightings will be taken there is probably
not nuch advantage to pulse torquing. However, if' there is some doubt
as to one ' s ability to acquire and mark on stars, or the inertial
ref'erence accuracy required in the next orientation is less than the
error induced by pulse torquing, then this option has great value.
"The time to pulse torque to a new orientation is a consideration. The
maxinum time to coarse align is 15 seconds . The time to :pulse torque
is nuch longer. Since only one gyro is torqued at a time, the total
changes in angle f'or each axis is summed together and that total angle
is multiplied by 2 (torquing rate is app�oximately 1/2 degree per
second ) to obtain an estimate of' realignment time .
" The induced error is directly proportional to the sum of the angles tha
each gyro is pulse torqued through. An estimate of' the error induced is
obtained by multiplying the sum total of change in angle by . 002.
·

"So a single

90° yaw reorientation would take three minutes and would
induce an error of . 18o degrees . The time to :pulse torque is alleviated
by the fact that no star sightings are required f'ollowing the alignment.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

"It should be noted that during pulse torquing there is no need to ho:
the spacecraft in a �ixed orientation s ince the IMU i s always ine
4.
However, there is a possibility o� pulse torquing the middle ginib..
i1
gimbal lock.
It was dec ided to do nothing about this problem and lea;
it to the astronaut to monitor the FDAI or N20 and maneuver il require

The

s igni�icant point to be made is that the change is being mechanize
as an option in P52 - the IMU Realignment Program - and so the control
�or achieving the new alignment are the same as exist �or that progran
That is, there is no direct way �or the crew to tell the system to m:rv
90°.
0� course , he can probably �ake it out by targeting an EXternal
maneuver he has no intention o� making - say out-0�-plane to get a pre
REFSMMAT and then go into P52 to realign the IMU to an out-0�-plane
This last paragraph is my comment.
Don ' t call Steve i�
orientation.
its nutty - or me either �or that matter .

/l;_ v

Howard w . Tindall, Jr .
PA :HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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�l.l.o Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

G

Rendezvous

In spite of the feverish activity we have on three swinging mi s s ions

c, c • , and

G

D,

a few of us found a coupl.e of minutes to spend on the
Some things came out of it that are probabl.y worth

Rendezvous .

reporting:

l..
As you know, on the D mission during a LM active rendezvous
the c ommand modul.e will be targeted with mirror image maneuvers to
These mirror image maneuvers are
backup the LM for CSI and CDH.
identical. in magnitude but opposite in direction, since it ha s been
found that the small errors resul.ting are a reasonabl.e price for the
s impl.icity we obta in in the operation.

Un:f'ortunatel.y, when operating

around the moon it 1 s apparently not possible to use identical
components for

CSM

mirror image targeting.

�V

This means that it will

probably be necessary for the crew to first cycle through the

CSI/CDH
targeting program for the other space craft (P70 series programs ) and
then run through the targeting :for their own spacecraft (P30 series
programs ) .
2.

TPI

el.evation
mission it was dec ided that a single
0
angle could be adopted (27 . 5
for all rendezvous situations .
That i
For the

D

)

either spacecraft coming in from either above or below.

Un:f'ortunatel;

the lunar rendezvous geometry prevents us from adopting this operatic:
simplification and we must use different values of el.evation angl.e de:
The values we ha·
ing on whether the approach is fr.om above or b�low .
selected

(based
°

below and 28 . 3

on Jerry Bell' s work

)

are 26 . � for the approach from

for the approach from above .

'lhe basic difference be·

these value s is the phase angle between the two vehicles at TPI , whicJ
l.unar <>rbi t is much gTI!ater than around the ea rth for the same separa·
distan"!e .

The primary reason for having to use different VE'.lues i s tc

keep t':le TPI maneuver 3-l.ong the l.ine-of-s ight.

Another rea�<on is to l

component maneuver execution time for the two vehicl.es the Lame excep·
for differences in their navigation.
If' you have any comments or que stions about any of' this,

ou:.· next get

together on the lunar rendezvous is currently sc hedul.ed f'or 9 a . m. on

September

18, 1968.

Howard W.

Tindall, Jr .

PA : Hh�indall, Jr . : j s
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FM/Deputy Chief

SUBJECT:

Results of Septembe r 17

DATE:

belov

September 23, 1968

68-FH-T-201

Apollo Spacecraft Software
Control Board (ASSCCB) meeting

Configuration

The first tl'...:rce hou.rs of thi s r..arathon meeting were devoted to imple 
the descent ]_jro p·a m in HJNIIllilY
l .
The currently approv::d
plan is to implement the one-phase de s cent scheme pro po sed by Flo;y-d
Bennett and. his �Ue::p:y cre11 . HO\·!ever , MIT has beei' directed to im:_olement
it :i.n such a way that it ;;ou.ld be :po s s ible to f ly the old. h:o-phasc
technique - if desired . Almost all effort is to be devoted i.".O the
one-phase technique with only one day s -.,,orth of testing inclacled.
fer the t,,;c-phas<:: - and no design in}'lrovements are to be developed
or includec'i. in the ti,'O-phn s e . viho t thi;:; reo.lly means i s t hc. 'C 8.t the
cost of one day' s 1mrth of testing we have pr·')V ideJ. some c he��}J insm·
ance :for b e i ng able to c hange bach late;;.· if ;;e hsve to . I!' the decisio2:.
were n:ade to use tr"e t1vo pha s e a cons i d �rablc amount cf acldi t.io�1al
te5ting >lould. be rec1uireo. and at th:.d; time , p::.cg2'a1n def'icien<:: :!..e s might be
uncoverecl reveaJ.ing that tb<d:. capal:j_lity dccs not reaJ.ly exist.
mentation of

'

-

Se-.re!'al thint;;:

tha t i n teres ted

,

me

a'b::lt;.t the

l.
IJ.."hc ci.e c i z i o n of -wh:L c: h \-Jay to go
pre-flight and an opticn fl:-: g i� set in

-

1�e t:

Oil(; or

erf:.ni-�le

c·ne-:r>hase

t�o-pi-t:i S E: is ir.ade
rae.mory ·before lnrmc h ,

2. The much �nnoother attj_t,ude time hi s t.o:r·y of' the
very well :;y�rmit t he DJ?S tr :i m g:iJn'ba.l to do all the
t:i.ally redu.c inr; RCS usa.ge .

n::.ty

3.

MIT is p:ro·,•iding a c:rev: cpt:i. on
to F6h j n the event they '"ant
ma ti c sidtch.

from F63

4 . High-pte i s now bf! ing
radar po s i t ion i s changed.

rle:ffned

�:re :

0!12 -J:)ha se schcnc
str:e:..··inc; , s u.c <:.-t9.n

via the D.3Kl fo�· :r:anu.ally cho.ngj_::1g
to do that earlier than the auto
as

the time at which the l:.::. nQi r,r;

MPAD he :::: submitteC. a Program Chanre Request (PGR 21!.9) to eli!"i ne.te a
J.oc:k-o:.ct of the lancli ng raua:c· ci.a i:.s. nbove 3 5 , 008 feet (e.s-:: :: ii<'.i.�'Od nltitu.d::, )
Th }. s \·I:=iS a t'.·;o :par.. t ch�nge s ince it. i s nc: c e s s e.::-:�... to fb: a p:r.os::.:·ar:1 to
a lJ_o:-,; 7.- he data to b12 read and r-:lso !JJ� ;.� e .:; s e.J.··y to change t: ·: e '.--� e:i.t;L.ti r1t::
f'L1:.::: t:io� suc l-, t.i::Lci_ .:.:. C.a.tt1 above 35 , GOO f2�:;t i s net g:i.. ..... .:-:;"}. r:. z c-:x·c- inf"J.�).��l�Ge

.
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on the state vector. S i_nce the proposed change -was estimated to cost
three days s chedule impact, Floyd Bennett vias requested to rewrite his
PCR to simplify the requirement v1hile achieving the same end results .
Essentially, it amounted to replacing the 35 , 000 foot boundary 'With a
50, 000 foot boundary.
In addition, it is necessary that I veray that
the rendezvous radar po,�ered f'light designate routine (R29 ) can be
elim.inated as a requirement and thus be lll3 d e uncallable from the descent
proe;rams . Sab sequent to the mee tine; I did that and have informed FSD .
Guidance and Control Division brought in two PeR ' s (Nos . 224 and 248)
which influence the process ing of the landing radar data . One changed
the reasonability tests and the other provided a delay i n utilizing
landing radar data for four seconds after the LGC receives a "data
good" discrete because it takes that long for the landing radar output
to converge on the true value after lock-on.
Both v1ere approved at a
cost of one day each .
MIT was requested to determine the impact of changing the descent program
such tha t i t wot�ld, be poss ible for the crev1 to con..aa nd all four RCS .jets
in the minus X d.irection immedia tely upon touchdo-.m in order to sm::-osh
the LM into the lunar surface and keep it from turning over while the
DPS belches to G. s tcp . A i n ' t tb..a t the d.amnes t thing yuu ever heard ?
Flieht Crevl Sup}.>Ort Division presented a propcsaJ. to mod ify COI.OSSUS II
to permit the cre1-1 to manually s teer the 'l'LI burn in the event of a
Sl'lB IU failure . No act).on will be taken on this until the technique
i s ap:proved b:,r Hr . Low 1 s CCI>.

A really a nc i e nt :ecr:, No . 13 2, subroi tted by the cre1-1 to provid e a VIlli'
ranging d.a.ta good discrete light, v1as f:i nally disapproved s i nc e ·!;he
spa.cecri:lf't \·l ill not ·bG modified to provide the addi tional DSKY lights
¥Ihich wouJ.d have "been used. f'or this .

Tom Gibson presented the ir proposal, vJhich was approved, for the ::LoJ.lrw
on spacecraft programs . A so-called COLOSSUS I I-1od A will be preparecl,
which is basically the COLOS3US I program with aJ� Y...ll0\-711 anomalies
corrected plus the following three simple program improvement� :
pul8e torquing

1.

IMU

2.

Backup integrat;j_on

3.

An improvement on the mark incorporation .

It is planned that a tape release of this program •�ill occur on December
at \·�hich time mi::: s ion opc:::a tions t�sting ( I.evel 6) can be started
along v7i i�h rope manufacture .
Th is program will be used for the D m:i. (! !" ion .

1,

.·

. ;.·

:--/�

A COLOSSUS II program i s also now being developed which starts from the
COLOSSUS I Mod A baseline to which CSI/CDH 1-1ill be added . I suppose it
will also include anomalies uncovered too late for the Mod A version.
MIT' s estimate of tape release for this program is February 1: 1969 .
It is felt that this program can probably be made ready for Spacecraft
106
tha t is, the :flight after D, 1-:hatever that is .
VHF ranging,
incidentally, should. al::;o be available on spacecraf't 106.
-

��
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68-'PA-T-202A

Priority Coordination

G Rendezvous Mission Techniques

· If'

you can stand it, I would like to announce another change in the G
mission lunar rendezvous timeline . In order to provide more tracking
which will hopefully improve CSI targeting and to avoid bothersome
real time variations of time between CSI and CDH which foul up the
plane change scheduling, we propose :

a . Move CSI five minutes later to 55 minutes a:fter insertion
which is nominal apogee. 'lhis is primarily to avoid a rather large
radial /lv at CDH.
-

b.

Always schedule CDH one half a revolution (18o0 ) after CSI.

c . Schedule plane changes 30 minutes prior to CDH and at CDH,
as before . The LM should use the Z-axis RCS LM thrusts for the CDH
maneuver (by yawing if' necessary) to avoid losing BR acquisition.
d . The LM may include a plane change at CSI if the CSM has
adequate sextant tracking for targeting it. Rendezvous radar only is
not considered adequate .
The new timeline looks like this :
0

Il'lS .

30

55

csr(!fc)
4'fi2

P .c

.

33
CDH

& P.C.

The only disadvantage we currently see is that it reduces the time between
CDH and TPI to about 33 minutes . However, 33 minutes should be adequate
even with dispersions and the advantages of a relatively fixed maneuver
schedule and better navigation before CSI seem w�ll worth it. It should �
be noted that a (hopefully small) change in the CSI targeting programs 11
(P32 and P72) would be required to force the computer to use the 18o0
spacing between CSI and CDH. This can be done in either of' two ways . Our
preference would be to provide the crew control probably by modifying the
second P32 DSKY display format to utilize the third register which is
currently blank as option code . [The other two displays in this format
are apsidal crossing (N) and TPI elevation angle (E) . ] The simplier but
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less flexible way of doing this job is to increase the magnitude of the
parameter currently stored in fixed memo� which i s used in the CSI R
test, which forces the logic to use a 18o transfer when the pre-CSI
orbit is found to be essentially circular and apsidal crossings become
ill-defined . ' Ed Lineberry will submit a PCB for thi s .
Several action items

came

out of our meeting a s follows :

a . MPAD
It is necessary to develop a rule governing the use of the
VHF data in the event no sextant data i s being obtained .
It is our under
-

standing that VHF data by itself is not only inadequate, but could actually
degrade the :processing.
If this is so, we need to establish :procedures
whereby the crew inhibits VHF into the CMC when sextant data is not avail
able .

b . MPAD
It is our :proposal that the CSM be the :prime source of
targeting the :plane change maneuver regardless of which spacecraft
executes it . This is because the sextant is :potentially more accurate
than the rendezvous radar for this particular purpose. Here again a
rule i s needed to define how much sextant data is needed to target the
:plane change maneuver as opposed to using the rendezvous radar solution.
-

c . MPAD - We came to the conclusion at the last meeting that it was
not :possible to use the same maneuver solution :f'or CSM mirror image
targeting as the LM uses for burn execution. �is meant the crew would
On further
have to cycle through two :programs rather than just one .
thought, it seems as though we can avoid this extra complexity, which
is really rather serious
I am sure we can for the CDH burn and it
seems :probable that something can be done for the CSI burn too, :particu
larly since it ' s constrained to be horizontal. Accordingly, we have
requested QM[B to re-examine this. procedure to see if we can' t clean
it up. We must also determine whether one mi.mte delay in the mirror
image targeting is really a requirement s ince these are RCS burns and
:problems at TIG don' t appear to be too likely.
•

d.

ASPO

-

Milt Contella repeated

a

rumor that the rendezvous radar

rnay have random error in the shaft angle measurement when the line-of'
!: l ght from LM to CSM i s close to the lunar surface . We must find out what

the true situation is a s quickly as poss ible and start figuring out some
workaround :procedure to be added to all the other ones .
Odds and Ends
We are assuming that the CSM will. backup the LM CSI and CDH maneuvers
us ing the SFS; it is probable, however, as on the D mission, that it
will backup TPI with RCS . We have also concluded that the CSM s hould

3
not backup the plane change since that requires yawing out-of-plane and
disrupts tracking between CSI and CDH.

the IM will not

be

Of course ,

if it i s known that

able to perform the plane change maneuver, the CSM

and CSM both fail to perform the
CDH plane change will force the
node near 'n'I and so in that event the plane change will be taken out
during the TPI burn targeted with R-36 to force a new node
after
TPI time .
Thi s , of course, is a departure from the nominal TPI plan
which calls for forcing the node at intercept

will do it at that time .
plane ch8.nge

30

If

the

LM

minutes before CDH, the

90°

(TPF) .

That ' s i t !

_jf..u _.ivv�;.. d�
-------

•.•

Howard W . Tindall,
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DATE :

: See list attached

FROM

PA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT :

Unusual procedure required for LM Ascent from the moon
Jack Craven surprised us with a little jewel the other day during the
Lunar Surface Mission Techniques meeting. He says that in order to
enable the AP.3 engine-on and staging commands from the LGC, it is
necessary for the crew to depress ( now get this ) the Abort-stage
button! That is, depressing this button must be part of the standard
countdown procedure to LM liftoff.
Alternately the crew can manually arm the engine which permits them
to send the engine-on command manually, but it does not enable the LGC
signal. Furthermore, if they do this, it is necessary for the crew
to also send the engine-cutoff signal manually since the signal from
the LGC is inhibited.

� -
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October 2, 1968

68-PA-T-213A

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Lunar orbit revolution counter for C '
This may seem like a trivial matter - however, before any confusion
arises let ' s firmly establish the means of identifying revolutions in
lunar orbit by number. Specifically, unless there ' s some good reason
for choosing another way:
l. Revolutions will be started and ended at l8o0 lunar longitude ,
i . e . , on the back of the moon near the point of lunar orbit insertion
(LOI ) . As I understand it, the RTCC is programmed this way.
2 . The first revolution in lunar orbit shall be, appropriately,
called number one ( l ) . It starts at LOI (l) and ends approximately
two hours later as the CSM passes over 180° longitude .

�'---�

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
PA :HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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October 7, 1968

68-PA-T-215A
FROM

:

SUBJECT:

PA/Chief, Apollo

Da. ta

Priority Coordination

Cis-lunar spacecraft navigation for C '
We are still thrashing around trying to figure out what to do with regard
to cis-lunar spacecraft navigation for the C ' mission. It is not clear
whether a couple of things are really necessary or not . If we could get
rid of them, it would simplify things . Unfortunately, we aren ' t confident
it is safe to delete them at this time, so they are still included.
Specifically, I am speaking of:
a.

Conditioning and preserving the W-matrix

b . !eking star/landmark (both earth and lunar) observations as
opposed to relying completely upon star/horizon measurements .
I think we have chosen the technique requ�r�ng the leas t diddling around
by the crew which preserves the W-matrix . It is based on the following
decis ions :
a.

The M>FN state vector will always be used for maneuver execution.

b. The M>FN state vector will always be used to reinitialize the
onboard navigation state vector . 'lhat is, we don • t intend to preserve
the onboard computed value when new data comes from the ground .
c . The ground will only update the CMC CSM state vectors by uplinks
then into the 1M state vector memory locations . ( This applies for all
MCC 1 s - translunar and transearth - except for the final one at EI minus
two hours . In that case, the ground will send the ground state vector
to the co:rmmnd modul.e slots . )
It will be the standard procedure to send state vectors for whatever the
spacecraft needs them ( primarily MCC maneuver execution) into the LM state
vector CMC memory locations since this does not effect the W-matrix . When
preparing for a maneuver, the crew will transfer these MSFN state vectors
into the command modul.e state vector slot13 . by use of programs provided
specifically for that purpose . This, of course, will wipe out any state
vectors that have been computed using the onboard navigation and subsequent
navigation will use these state vectors transmitted from the ground as a ne''
s tarting point . As the crew executes the maneuver, the guidance system will,
of course , measure the maneuver and add it to the state vectors providing
the best source following the maneuver . The crew should then transfer these
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new updated CSM state vectors back into the LM sl.ots
onboard navigation in order to :preserve them in case
whatever that i s . Note that a small change is being
to :permit automatical.l.y generating a command message
state vectors into the CMC memory locations used for

:prior to any additional.
of comm,ni cation fail.ure,
made in the
to u:pl.ink the CSM
the LM state vectors .

�C-H/Rmc

Someone came u:p with a cl.ever idea for comparing state vectors onboard
the spacecraft. By cal.l.ing u:p a rendezvous dis:pl.ay of range and range
rate between the LM and the command modul.e , they are about to see the di s 
:pl.acement and vel.ocity of the state vectors - that i s , the MS FN versus the
onboard val.ues . How the ca:pabil.i ty shoul.d be used is not at all cl.ear .
Something el.se came u:p at the meeting that was rather startling and may
have major impact.
Namel.y, it may be impossibl.e to do effective transearth
navigation on a number of days in the current C ' l.aunch window . A:pparentl.y
on the l.ater days of the l.aunch window, the sun, when viewed from the
spacecraft may be too cl.ose to the earth horizon and s tar/horizon observa
tions by the sextant may be impossibl.e to obtain for a substantial. :part of
the transearth coast. MIT, MPAD1 and GCD are in the :process of establis hing
what days in the l.aunch window are effected, based on the various systems
constraints . · Once this situation has been cl.arified, it may be necessary
mission
to make a decision as to whether it is acce:ptabl.e to l.aunch the
on a day when transearth navigation capability onboard the spacecraft does
not real.l.y exist. How does that grab you, "Commmi cation Loss" fans ?

C'

..ro w .
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FROM

. PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

DATE :

October l5, 1968

68-PA-T-219A

SUBJECT: Lunar Rendezvous Mission Techniques
A number of people who know about the rendezvous radar (Myron Kayton,
Richard Broderick, etc . ) came to our little Lunar Rendezvous Mission
Techniques meeting October 2 and assuaged our anxieties regarding the
possibility of poor shaft angle measurements when the line-of-sight to
the command module passes close to the lunar horizon. According to the
data they presented, the error introduced by multi-path in the rendezvous
radar data is essentially lost in the noise for elevation angles above
l0° from the horizon. (During the nominal lunar rendezvous tracking
°
begins at approximately l0° elevation and approaches 20 at CSI . )
Ed

Lineberry' s people have made sufficient runs to show that it is
��
possible to use the same CSI targeting data computed in the CMC for f
LM maneuver solution comparison (properly biased) and for CSM mirror :'3 :l
image maneuver targeting. We are currently recommending that the CMP
use P32 rather than P72 since this would avoid the necessity of going
through two pre-thrust programs .
-

One of the most significant things coming from the meeting, I think, was
a report by the Math Physics Branch people to the effect that the rendezvous
radar data is not expected to be of sufficient accuracy to target plane
change maneuvers prior to terminal phase . The estimated errors are simply
too great (e . g. , ll fps , one sigma ) . Accordingly, all plane change target
ing prior to terminal phase must come from the CSM which can do an excellent
job given as little as lO minutes worth of sextant tracking ( o . 5 fps , one
sigma ) . This does introduce sort of a problem since the technique for deter
mining the magnitude of the plane change maneuver is to input the time of
interest into the R36 routine . Unfortuqately, i� we put in the time of the
LM maneuver, the solution would apply to the out-0�-plane the command module
should make at a sybs:tantially di:f!:e:rent p_k� in _orbit . 0:t;or example, at
CSI the command module is leading the LM by as IID.lCh as (g. ; Of course ,
the CMP could go through some "mickey mouse" to bias this time · as a function
of this phase angle based on some charts or something. However, he is
already pretty well bogged down with other work and so we are going to put
in a program change request for COLOSSUS II giving us a solution based on
the LM state vectors rather than the CSM state vectors somewhat as the 70
series programs compliment the 30 series .
_ _ _.
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Ja ck Wright ,

TRW, had an interes t ing idea regarQlng the technique for check

VHF

ranKe data .
It is his impre s s ion tha t the
ing the validity of the
rende zvous radar range and range rate mea surements are e s sentially independ
ent of one another,
the

VHF

.

in effect providing two data sources for comparison with

Agreement of either of these with the

in its use .

the CMP in the lower e quipment

rate at all.

VHF

would p�e confidence

The crew display of r��- YHF data is not really acce s s ible
Therefore ,

�

and ,

to

of course, does not provide range

the comparison must be agains t the DSKY d isplay

of range and range rate based on the navigateq_ state vectqJ;"s which .. include
the sextant observations .·
�,

i

It seems to u s ,

in lieu of real data that this

VHF since it probably overwhelms t he
determinationof navigated _ range and range ra te .

.· i s probably a valid tes t of the

! s extant

data in the
I
would like to emphas i z e that this is a proposal requiring verification
and may prove to be not useable .
to pass on to you .

However,

I thought it interesting enough

PA : HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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ROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

JB]ECT:

Transearth Spacecraft Navigation

October 17, 1968
68-PA-T-220A

DATE:

During Jim McPherson' s Transearth Spacecraft Navigation Mission
Techniques meeting of October 8 and 15, a potpourri of ground rules ,
working agreements and constraints was established . I may be dupli
cating other reports with this memo but figure better too many reports
than not enough. All of the following apply specifically to the first
batch of sextant sightings - star/lunar horizon - after TEI on the way
back to earth. Many may also apply to later navigation observations,
but I won ' t attempt to identify them here .
a . Prior to initiation of transearth onboard spacecraft navigation,
the pre-TEI M3FN state vector navigated through TEI will be stored in
the CMC LM slots and will be used to initialize the navigation. That
is, no new state vector will be uplinked.
b. Navigation using star/lunar horizon observations give approxi
mately the same accuracy as star/lunar landmarks - at least as far as
hitting the entry corridor is concerned. Accordingly for purposes of
mission simplifications - both pre-flight preparation and real time
operation - all star/lunar landmark observational exercises will be
deleted from lunar missions starting with C ' .
c.

This exercise is to start at TEI + 1� hours .

d . Altitude, which is not a constraint, should initially be about
6, 000 nautical miles .
e.
tions .

Stars of 2 . 3 magnitude or brighter are required for lunar observa

f . Due to the required spacecraft attitude, the hi-gain antenna will
probably bP. out-of-lock. Therefore, low bit rate telemetry will probably
be used to transmit the data in real time . If so, marks lllllS t be made no
more frequently than one for each 10 seconds - procedures are required to
assure proper downlink antenna is selected.
g. After completion of this exercise , the crew will obtain sextant
photographs of the lunar horizon - to see what the horizon looks like
at altitudes of 10, 000 to 20, 000 nautical miles - not to determine its
location.
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h . The W-matrix will be initialized to 3 , 300 feet and 3 . 3 fp� . If
poss ible, they will be initialized at TEI and propagated from there . These
are the same values to be used after TLI and included in the E memory load .
i . MPAD and MIT will establish the /lR, /lv threshold the crew should
use for data selections - hopefully, it will be simple but perhaps !ID.lst
be a function of geometry and time in the mission. ( The data is on the
downlink regardless of whether the crew accepts the .update or not . ) It
should be noted that no good si!ID.lla tion facility will ever be available
t9 provide the crew any pre-flight judgment. Although the V83 rendezvous
RR display gives relation of pre-navigation versus navigated state vectors ,
this kind of activity shall not be a part of the decis ion logic . If
someone comes in with a good, useful proposal, this will be reconsidered .
j.

A P52 align shall be performed immediately prior to this exercise .

k. The sextant calibration shall be repeated until agreement of at
least two checks ( not necessarily sequential ones ) are within . 00�
before "preceeding. "
l.

Sextant calibrations will be performed every one-half

hour.

m. The CMC clock shall be updated by the MCC-H whenever in "error"
by more than . 040 second s .

PA :HWTindall, Jr. : js
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TO

DATE :

October l6, l968

68-PA-T-222A
FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

C ' maneuvers - S:FS versus RCS crossover
Neil To'Nnsend (EP2 ) informed me by phone - and will supply written
confirmation - that the minimum duration SPS burn for C ' should be
no less than 0 . 5 seconds . We had been assuming something smaller .
According to MPAD ( Otis Graf, FM7) this makes the crossover point
between use of the RCS versus the S:FS engine :
Translunar midcourse correction - 5 fps

Transearth midcourse correction - 12 fps

These values will be explained completely in an FM7 memo soon to be
distributed. I just want everybody to be aware of the new values and
to start using them in his planning.

Howard W . Tindall, Jr .
PA :HWTindall, Jr . : js

5110-101
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TO

: See list attached

DATE:

October 16, 1968

68-PA-T-224A
FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: C ' Earth Orbit and TLI Mission Techniques Open Items

It appears we have the Earth Orbit and TLI Miss i on Techniques for the
C ' pretty well under control .
The only two s ignificant open items tha t
I know of deal with the optics c he ck and the crew procedures for pro
tecting against an SIVB engine cutoff failure during TLI .
The problem with the optic s check i s that no one has really establis hed
what they are trying to accompli s h by doing i t . �tr own personal opinion,
of course , is that it i s not really necessary. That i s , we will be willing
to do TLI with the optics busted, whatever that means , since we should be
able to align the platform using the COAS good enough to perform the
return to earth maneuver. Although, I guess , we really haven ' t proven
that to everyone ' s satisfaction yet.
How the crew should backup the SIVB IU engine cutoff s i gnal has been a
sticky wicket ( I believe that is the expre s s ion ) .
I think we have now
gotten through the emotional phase of this one and have zeroed in on two
pos sible techniques , both of whic h seem pretty good .
The one I personally
favor was proposed by Charley Parker.
Its merits are simplicity and the
fa ct that it gives the IU the greatest chance to perform its job , if it is
going to . Basically, no crew action would be taken until after an elapsed
burn time i s equal to that expected from a 3 sigma low performing engine .
Thi s would be like 10 seconds pa s t the nominal burn duration . At that
time, the crew would manually s hut the engine down as soon as the GNCS
indicated the targeted inertial velocity has been a ch ieved a s readout from
their :OOKY display. Of course, if we really have had an ID failure , the
GNCS would indicate that we have already exceeded that veloc i ty at that
time and so the crew would take immediate action by turning the abort
handle to shut down the engine and return i t to its neutral position to
avoid automatic separation of the spacecraft from the SIVB.
{Note that
the EMS �V counter plays no role in this procedure . ) In the event the
IU has truly failed to send the cutoff command when everything else i s
perfectly normal, this procedure would result i n a n overspeed o f about
500 or 600 fps which would require a 2, 000 to 3 , 000 fps return-to-nominal
midcourse maneuver thre� hours after TLI.
This does not preclude going
into lunar orbit.
The alternate proposal is precisely the same as tha t, except than an addi
tional period permitting manual crew engine cutoff i s included - namely,
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th:; i; p<:ric.Jd conta ining all burn durations :possible with a 3 sigma performing
�neine . This would be a 20 second period centered about the nominal cutof'f'
time . During this period, the crew would send a ma nual engine of'f' command
if both the GNCS and the EMS � V counter indicated the desired cutof'f' velo
city had been achieVed.
Studies are continuing on both these techniques and a crew preference will
also be obtained hopefully leading to resolution within the next couple of
weeks . Since there is no crew s imulation f'acility capable of' f'aithf'ully
simulating the TLI maneuver, it will not be possible to base the decis ion
on experience gained in that way.

4tw�t�l�
Howard

w.

Tindall, Jr.

PA :HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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Memorandum
See list attached

TO

DATE :

October 16, 1968

68-FM-T-225
FR.OM

FM/Deputy Chief'

SUBJECT :

Results of' the October 8 Apollo Spacecraft Software Configuration
Control Board (ASSCCB) meeting
In this memo I will briefly describe some of' the highlights of' the
subject meeting:
1. There was a long discussion regarding the effects of' CDU tran
s ients on AGS alignments while on the lunar surface . It appears there
are some fairly s imple procedures for making sure unacceptable errors
are not introduced into the system. A matter that was not discussed
-.;as w}:l_a t sort of' problems we can have in the AGS alignment while on
coasting flight where spacecraft attitude changes make checking very
difficult. We will have to pursue these matters in the mission
technlques development.
2, There were four PCR' s approved that I would like to call your
attention to . They are :
a . PCR 546 (LUMINARY) : Delete V50N25 display in P68. Crew nn.1st
insure a stable LM before "proceed" response to V06N43 . The V50N25 dis
play is not necessary. Attitude storage can be done after crew response
to previous V06N43.
b. PCR 547 (LUMINARY) : Delete V37N57 display at end of P68 and add
final automatic request terminate routine (ROO) . " Chapter 4 incorrectly
shows P68 terminating with V37N57.
"Do

c . PCR 551 (LUMINARY) : Reduce normal maxinn.1m commanded rate from
20°/ sec . to 14°/ sec . since maxinn.1m commanded rate of' ACA normal scaling is
too high for manual lunar landing. Reduce normal and fine scaling by a
factor of' 7 for the CSM-docked case since normal and fine scaling of ACA
are too high for manual lunar landing .
d.
PCR 552 (COI.OSSUS ) :
Add P22 assumption to read as follo•>s : The
first IlL! rk obtained by this program cannot be the landing site . Coding in
P22 cam�t accept landj ng site as first mark.

,::o-1oa
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3.

S ince all of

DPS

guided burns on the currently :planned missions

terminate at 40% thrust or le s s , it was decided to :place the
for 40% in · memory rather than full thrust .

DPS

tailoff

4 . MIT reques ted that we approve a change ( PCR 494 ) , which would :put
LGC value of landing site location (RLS ) on the a s cent and descent
downlink format.
I am not sure why they want this unless it is for systems
the

dJz;..£{ /

Note :
We have no ca:pabili ty of reading it out in the
testing :purposes .
control center in real time right now .

T._-..

5.

PCR 250 to :put SPS ma s s flow rate
COLOSSUS 1A was approved.

245

'

( M DOT)

P23

into eras ible memory of

R53

6.

PCR

7.

Jus t so there is no misunderstand ing on thi s ,

COLOSSUS II

to

:permit use of :planets in

but will not be in

COLOSSUS lA .

and

to delete the rendezvous radar acquisition routine
descent program

(P63 )

FM: HWTinda ll, Jr. : j s

was approved for

MIT
(R29 )

completely .

Howard w .

�

Tindall,

has been directed

from the LGC

Jr .

J,
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TO

See list attached

DATE :

October 21 , 1968

68-PA-T-226A
FROM

FA/ Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Descent Aborts
We have finally started mission techniques meetings on lunar landing
descent aborts . At the risk of' losing whatever confidence you might
have in my judgment, I would like to describe a technique we are :probably
going to :propose f'or aborts early in the descent :phase . That is , within
about 25 seconds of' commanding the DPS to full thrust . It i s a technique
that Joe D. Payne and Floyd Bennett have been sugges ting f'or quite a while ,
but which most of' the rest of' us had been unwilling to accept.
First of' all, I don 1 t think anyone will argue about what should be done
between initialization of' :powered descent and DPS throttle u:p af'ter the
trim gimbal :period ( currently set f'or .26 seconds ) . The /).V acquired
during that :period only drops the apogee down to about 46 miles so the
best thing to do is :probably just shut off the engine and sit tight.
That is, no immediate abort maneuvers are required unless it is necessary
to get away f'rom a hazardous DPS stage .
·

Af'ter going to full throttle, though, there is a short :period ( roughly
25 seconds ) during which aborts become a little dif'f'icult to handle .
In this region the trajectory rapidly becomes suborbital, making an immediate
abort maneuver necessary to achieve a saf'e orbit. The :problem is that the
spacecraft is oriented retrograde to :perform the descent maneuver, which
is exactly o:p:posi te to the direction required to get back into orbit. This
causes the :problem. Namely, if' we wan� to abort on the DPS , you have a
choice of' :
a.

Either turning of'f' the engine , ;reorienting the spacecraft about

18o0 , and reigniting the DPS to make a :posigrade burn into orbit - and
no one wants to turn of'f' the engine ! or

b . Leave the DFS engine on as the spacecraft is being reoriented.
Unfortunately, in order to avoid gimbal lock this attitude maneuver must
be made in the :pitch direction and leavtng the engine on causes us to
acquire a large radial velocity during the attitude maneuver which must be
removed . To do this the spacecraft would go through a :pretty wild :pitch
:profile rotating almost a complete revolution f'rom the time of' abort to
the time of' engine shutdown. The reason f'or this is that attitude change
is made at a rate of' only 10 degrees a second, which means the engine would
thrust with a component in the radial direction f'or a long time . A s you can
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imagine, there are a1so considerab1e prob1ems in the guidance equations ,
which wou1d cause the engine to be shutdown premature1y under certain
circumstances .
Abort Staging with the APS is not much better since it was fe1t necessary
to provide an immediate separation maneuver { current1y coded to be three
seconds or 30 fps ) to get away from the DPS before reorienting to posigrade
attitude . And, you can ' t 1eave it running for the same reasons a s the DPS .
So you see, even for an APS abort, we end up turning the engine on, then
off, and then back on, which we don ' t want to do .
Let me point out that after about 25 seconds at fU11 thrott1e, the hori
zonta1 ve1ocity required to get back into orbit when combined with the
radia1 ve1ocity picked up during the attitude change resu1ts in a guidance
and attitude contro1 situation considered acceptab1e . That i s , it is not
necessary to turn off the engine during the pitch over to posigrade atti
tude . So our on1y concern is with aborts during the first 25 seconds after
thrott1e up, when it is neither acceptab1e to 1eave the engine on nor to
turn it off for fear that it won' t start again.
Standby for Payne 1 s so1ution!
It is proposed that in the event of an abort recognized in that troub1e
some period to continue operating the DPS in the retrograde direction
unti1 we have reached the time it is possib1e to make the attitude change
to the posigrade direction without turning off the engine ! If the DPS
is the system that isn ' t working and i t is necessary to "Abort Stage" and
use the APS , it i s proposed to burn the APS in the retrograde direction
as 1ong as necessary to reach the point when we can pitch to the posigrade
direction without turning off the APS .
This so1ution, you see, avoids the need for turning off an operating
engine and makes the procedures for both DPS and APS about the same in
this time period as they are after thi s period .
The thing that takes
awhi1e to get used to is burning in a retrograde direction 1owering the
orbit sti11 farther after a need for an abort has been recognized . How
do we rationa1ize doing a thing 1ike that? We current1y fee1 that the
advantages of the simp1ified, standardized procedures and particu1ar1y
of not shutting down a running engine suf'ficient1y justify thrusting to
a situation a 1itt1e worse than that which existed at the time of abort
recognition. And, of course, we do have a tremendous prope11ant surp1us
if we abort at this time . Furthermore, aside from some prob1em associated
with thrott1e up, the probabi1ity of an abort being required in this 25
second period seems awf'u11y remote making it very difficu1t to justify
deve1opment of a unique set of abort procedures and training to use them.
In effect, this proposa1 creates two rather than three abort zones . No
abort maneuvers are required prior to DPS thrott1e up s ince the IM is sti11
orbitaL
Procedures after thrott1e up are a11 the same .
There is no discret ·
point in the descent required specia1 techniques .

3

LUMrnARY DPS abort program (P70 ) is completely compatible
Tha t i s , for a DPS abort the crew would always delay
with this procedure .
taking abort action until 25 seconds after throttle up .
A program c hange
Formulation of the

will be necessary to support this procedure in the APS abort program

(P7l)

s o that if the crew hits "Abort Stage , " the APS will light off and separate ,

maintaining a retrograde attitude until

25

seconds after DPS throttle up

'!hen it could go into the abort guidance as currently programmed.
time .
Specifically, the c hange i s to have the spacecraft perform a continuous
retrograde APS burn as opposed to a three second burn followed by an

attitude change and reignition.

Mal Johnston of MIT was at our meeting and will discuss this with our
friends in :Boston.

we • u talk about it some more next time after think
r • d be interested in your comments .

ing it over a couple of weeks .

PA : HWTi ndall, Jr . : j s
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See list attached

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

C ' Contingency Review

October 25, 1968
68-PA-T-234A

DATE :

We went through the draft of the C ' Contingency Mission Techniques document
on October 22, and I must say I was impressed with its quality. It seemed
to me the Flight Analysis Branch, the Apollo Abort Working Group, and TRW
had done a good job of putting this together . The final version will be
distributed within the next week or so.
One item that came up needed resolution deals with the block data maneuvers that is, those abort maneuvers which the MCC-H periodically sends to the
spacecraft to be used in the event of a subsequent complete communication
failure . It is necessary to agree on the targeting objectives of these
maneuvers . First of all, let me emphasize that the free return trajectory
that we adhere to on the way to the moon does not necessarily provide a
water landing and almost assuredly does not provide a landing near the
primary recovery forces . All it does it to make sure that the spacecraft
can get back to earth with minimum �V in the event of an SPS failure . The
question to be answered is : Should the block data maneuvers merely be
designed to provide a water landing or should they also meet the additional
constraint of landing in the planned recovery area - that is, targeted to
the CLA ? We had been assuming that they would aim for the CLA, although,
this may require maneuvers of as much as 1200 fps . Some people were que s 
tioning whether i t would be better to avoid making a maneuver any larger
than is necessary to insure a water landing regardless of where it might
occur. Basically, it is a tradeoff between a maneuver (of up to 1200 fps )
to get where we really want to go versus a smaller maneuver (up to 250 fps )
to provide a safe landing somewhere . Of course, there is also the question
during the translunar coast of when to target the maneuver for a direct
return which costs a lot of �V (up to 7, 000 fps ) as opposed to going
around the moon, which is much cheaper . These things are really mission
rules which must be es·;ablished before the fligh"; . They apparently aren' t
agreed to yet . At lea:ot I don ' t know the rule .

� ·�

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.
PA :HWT�.ndall, Jr. : j s
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October 25,

1968

68-PA-T-235A
FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Some more C ' Lunar Orbit Mission Techniques

At our October 14 C ' Lunar Orbit Mission Techniques meeting we settled
on a few things I would like to tell you about . Along with the TEI
block data to be sent up each revolution in l.unar orbit, we are also
going to update the spacecraft state vector in the CMC every revolution.
This will be done after tracking the pseudo-landing s ite and before the
P52 fine alignment . Some cons ideration was also given to including a
TEI external
targeting load on the uplink each revolution but this
will not be done since the block data should be adequate .
Incidentally,
the block data will be for a TEI maneuver for the revolution following
the present one - that is, about three hours after its transmission.

�V

We discussed the use of the tape recorder if the high-gain antenna does
not work.
In this event, you recall, it is not poss ible to dump the
tape at lunar distances .
The que stion to be answered is : What data
s hould be recorded on the tape to be brought back by the spacecraft
out of lunar orbit? Surely high-bit recording of the SPS burns
LOI
and TEI - must be included and will use about half of the tape (15
minutes at high-bit rate ) . Recording of landmark tracking on the back
side of the moon should have a high priority to be included and will
take very little tape .
The technique will be for the crew to obta in
all of the sightings on a given landmark, which the CMC will temporarily
store in memory. After completion of taking that set of observat ions
the recorder is turned on for approximately 20 se conds at low-bit rate
to collect and save that data .
Since we are making eight sets of observa
tions on the back of the moon, we are only using 16o seconds worth of tape,
that is, about
minutes out of the remaining one-half hour at low-bit
rate .
-

�

·

What else should be recorded is an open que stion and people with require
ments s nould come forward soon and identify themselves so the procedures
Of course , .
can be worked out for the "no high -gain antenna" s ituation.
if the high gain i s working, contin�ous recording on t he back side of the
moon should be standard practice .

PA :�ndall, Jr. : j s
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TO

See list attached

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

CSI and CDH back into the AGS - maybe

DATE :

October 25, 1968
68-PA-T-236A

Apparently the TRW AGS people have done a good job of putting the new
rendezvous radar navigation filter into that dinky computer. In fact,
they now estimate a surplus of some 8o words .
One of our brilliant �eaBg engineers here in MPAD - Ed Lineberry - has
developed a simple technique :for computing the CDI and CDH rendezvous
maneuvers provided the CSM orbit is near circular as it should be on
the G mission ( reference MPAD memo, 68-FM61-318, dated October 15, 1968,
subject: Linearized solution for CSI and CDR :for a multiple-half-orbital
period transfer between maneuvers ! ) . In fact, he expects that it could
be fit into the aforementioned 8o words . He and Milt Contella have already
discussed this with the TRW people who are looking it all over. If things
go well, he expects they will come to the Software Configuration Control
Board with the proposal to include it in some future AGS program and we
can decided at that time if that is the best way to use our 1i ttle 8o word
Christmas present.
I wrote this because that idiot Ed Lineberry is too darn modest to tell
anybody and I thought you might find it interesting.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
PA :HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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TO

See list attached

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo

SUBJECT:

X-axis or z-axis for

October 25, 1968
68-PA-T-237A

DATE :

Data

Priority Coordination

LM TPI ?

This memo is in response to a question that came up at the October 21
D Rendezvous Mission Techniques meeting. The question was : What is the
additional LM RCS propellant cost if we use the z-axis RCS translation
rather than the x-axis for TPI? Chuck Pace checked with the MPAD
Consumable people who figured the x-axis would cost about 15 lbs . (taking
into account the required attitude changes and use of the APS interconnect )
and the z-axis will use at least 31 lbs . of RCS propellant ( assuming the
best CG location ) . These numbers are based on current spacecraft data
book information. They intend to verify them through use of a 6D simula
tion program in the near future and will document the results .
In the meantime, we can probably use these estimates to decide which to
use - x-axis which costs less RCS or z-axis which avoids breaking radar
lock on.

~

Howard

W.

Tindall, Jr.

PA :HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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: See list attached

October 25, 1968
68-PA-T-238A

DATE:

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Descent Aborts - Part

II

This memo is to carry on from that three :page snowflake I sent you the
other day on the same subject. It turns out we have encountered one
of those rare situations when in doing something to fix an undesireable
situation we actually improve something else at the same time . Speci
fically, the rendezvous :people want to target the LM to a substantially
higher....orbit following an early .descent .. abort than they had previously
proposed. This makes the horizontal posigrade burn following the descent
abort larger, of course, and alleviates that crazy pitch profile problem
which used to exist during an abort in the first 50 seconds of powered
descent. The point is that by some fairly minor changes in the spacecraft computer program (LUMINARY) , we can probably eliminate the special
abort procedure we used to think was necessary early in descent. Changes
to the DPS abort program ( P70) are essentially just changes in some
erasible constants . This does not impact coding but has a significant
impact on testing . By that, I mean the program will work now. The APS
program change noted in last week' s memo is still required but is essentially
achieved by a erasible constant change too . This will all be :firmed up and
brought to the Software Configuration Control Board in the near future for
their approval or something.
Having the early abort situation under control, we pressed on to another
phase of descent aborts requiring some attention - specificallj-, how to
handle the situation when the DPS is not quite capable of getting the LM
all the way back into the desired insertion orbit. In order to establish
procedures , it was necessary to make some assumptions . They are :
1. We never want to "Abort Stage" and use the APS , if the DPS is
still operational.

2 . It is acceptable to operate the DPS to propellant depletion.*
3· We have no desire to use the APS engine again a:fter achieving orbit
(that is, during rendezvous ) . Of course, we intend to use the APS propellant
through the RCS interconnect.
* This assumption must be verified by ASPO and then included in their
data books .
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4 . The "Abort Monitor" in LUMINARY remains active following a DPS
propellant depletion cutof'f', which may result in a flV monitor alarm, even
though the crew calls up the �V residuals . *

If' we can make the above assumptions, the procedures become quite simple
�f
and standard. Namely, whenever aborting on DPS , the crew will permit that
tfP
. �
engine to operate at f'ull thrust until either a guided cutof'f' is acheived
.. ,
or propellant depletion occurs . At that time, the crew will "proceed" to
the :OOKY display of' /). V residuals . If' the A V remaining to be gained is ,., '/,. /\ .� .
less than 30 :f'ps, the DPS will be manually staged and the crew will utilize
c. r:/
the RCS to achieve the desired insertion condition by nulling the IJ. V residuals . _,j. �0
�
( It is probable that only the horizontal component need be trimmed if' a
convenient attitude reference is available . The FDAI eight ball should
be good f'or this . ) If' the Av to be gained is in excess of' 30 :f'ps , the
crew will hit "Abort Stage , " automatically jettisoning the DPS and lighting
off the APS to make up the /).V deficiency. Again, only the horizontal !J. V
residual need be trimmed.

�.fS

It is to be noted that with the new, high apogee we will be targeting f'or,
the RCS/APS switchover point is orbital by a substantial margin ( apogee
'7 in excess of' 75 miles ) and so there is no problem in the use of an RCS
burn whose duration is less than 30 seconds . It is also to be noted that
·, '� f
' if the /). V required of' the APS is less than 100 :f'ps , the burn duration will b f
be less than 10 seconds, which probably makes it unsafe to reignite the
_¥
APS . There is so much mystery with what is and what is not acceptable with
.....
.L
Jl11
the APS we cannot reallJ• be sure about that. However, it does not matter
s ince there is no problem anticipa ted in performing the rest of the maneuver �\ v�·. O<I -f
wi th RCS .
1 ° '[�, (
Pr'.... ..�(
One final comment - it has been proposed that the DPS be operated at half
thrust during aborts to prevent lofting when the APS is required to achieve
orbit. Two miles perigee and four miles apogee are the maximum effects .
Those do not significantly perturb the abort rendezvous and therefore the
decision was to maintain f'ull thrust
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Memorandum
TO

See list attached

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

DATE :

November 4 , 1968

68-PA-T-241A

When is the rendezvous radar designate routine (R29 ) needed?
George Cherry (MIT) asked if it is possible to drop the rendezvous
radar designate routine (R29) out of the descent abort programs (P70
and P71) . He gave me the impression that to do so now would signifi
cantly reduce their work and permit concentration in testing �n more
profitable areas . I don ' t know when the next Software Board �eting
is - soon I hope . Perhaps this would be a suitable subject to bring
up at that tilDe
•

, Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
PA:HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUIIJECT:

C ' earth parking orbit duration is a variable

DATE :

November 5 , 1968
68-PA-T-242A

This note is just to make sure everyone is aware of the rathe� s�g�n�
ficant variation in the time between earth orbit insertion (EOI ) and
translunar injection ( 1LI ) on the C ' mission, depending on day and
azilmlth of launch. This came as a surprise to me and may have some
impact on what you are doing. According to Ron Berry, the time from
EOI to TLI ignition is 2 hours and 42 minutes at the start of the
December 20 launch window and decreases to 2 hours and 28 minu.tes at
the end. On the last day of the launch window, December 27, this time
:period starts at 2 hours and 22 minutes and shortens at the end of
the window to 2 hours and 7 minutes . All these numbers, of course,
are for the first TLI opportunity. It may be desirable to perform a
simulation with the shorter duration earth parking orbit just to make
sure everything goes together :properly. The poorer ground coverage
and shortened crew timeline may give some trouble if it hasn' t been
thought out in advance .

�"

Howard W. �hndall, Jr.
PA :HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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DATE :

November 25 , 1968

68-PA-T-258A
FROM

PA/Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJEcr:

Descent Aborts - Part III
We have had a couple more Descent Aborts Mission Techniques meetings
resulting in substantial progress which I would like to tell you about
in this memo, if' you haven ' t already heard.
A basic ground rule we have established is that these abort procedures
go into effect at the time powered descent initiation (PDI ) is attempted
( i . e . , starting at the time of' PDI TIG) . The point i s , if' the descent
burn is not attempted at all another procedure is used (TBD) . But once
descent is started and an abort is required, the crew will always go to
P'TO or P7l, the DPS or APS abart programs .
As noted previously we have eliminated the special abort zone during the
first 50 seconds of powered descent which used to require special pro
cedures . A simple program change was made to LUMINARY to do this. In
order to cause the system to work in an acceptable way, it is also neces
sary to increase the insertion apogee altitude in the PGNCS targeting.
This is done by changing the value of an eresible memory constant in the
{Insertion apogee altitude i s now 100 n . m. ; it was 6o . ) A prefer
LGC .
able solution was considered for LUMINARY but must be delayed to LUMINARY
II due to · schedule impact. It is to have the PGNCS compute the optimum
apogee insertion· altitude in real time based on the phase angle between
the LM and the CSM at the time of the abort . It is possible to do this
such that the subsequent rendezvous sequence is almost identical to the
nominal lunar landing mission rendezvous sequence - always providing a
one rev rendezvous with a differential altitude of 15 n.m. This program
change will likely be made in the AGS too - perhaps even in time for the
F mission since it is relatively simple . Assuming we are able to fix the
PGNCS prop·am f'or the lunar landing mission, it looks like we have a yery
good, stn:.ight forward, simple and standarized al-ert/rendezvous procedure .
1

One cauti• •n must be cbserved since the DPS abort program (P70 ) commands
full thro,;tle immedia tely. Therefore , if the crew decides "tt l abort on

the DPS inmediately after PDI they must at leas t await engin<! stability

before hitting the Abort button. I should also point out tmtt aborts
during the first 40 seconds of powered descent will currently result in
a spacecraft pitch maneuver which will cause the MCC-H to lose all telemetry
until the crew can realign the hi-gain antenna or switch to the omnis .
A program change request f'or LUMINARY II has been submitted to fix thi s .
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Another area in which we have been working is the procedure following a
descent abort using the DPS engine immediately after the engine cutoff .
Like any other maneuver, the standard procedure is for the crew to call up
the �V residuals on the DSKY and check the horizontal �V still required.
Then:
a . If the horizontal Av to be gained is less than 5 fps , which
should be the usual case for aborts prior to about 300 seconds into
powered descent, the crew will trim it with RCS without staging the DPS .
OUt-of-plane and radial �V components will be left untrimmed and their
effects will be eliminated by the subsequent rendezvous maneuvers .
b . If the �V in the horizontal direction at the end of DPS burn
is more than 5 fps but less than 30 fps , we want to stage the DPS off
prior to burning into orbit with RCS since RCS plume impingement pre
cludes dragging the DES along. However, staging presents a problem
since the PGNCS digital auto pilot (DAP) will not be aware it has
happened. Since it would continue to assume the high inertia , unstaged
spacecraft, it would command excessive RCS firing for altitude control.
Like LM1 , it would really hose out the RCS fuel. The easiest way around
this is to switch guidance control to "AGS " and attitude control to "AGS
attitude hold" and then manually translate into orbit with RCS based on
the PGNCS I5KY �V display. The procedure would be to manually stage
immediately after initiation of the RCS trim burn. Again, there is no
reason for trimming the out-of-plane and radial �V residuals .
c . If at DPS engine cutoff the � V residual in the horizontal
direction exceeds 30 f'ps , the procedure if; to simply hit "Abort Stage . "
This will automatically separate the DES and utilize the APS to complete
the maneuver required to achieve the desired orbit. The �V required
depends on the abort time and can range from as little as 30 fps all
the way to a full Ascent duration burn. The 30 fps boundary was chosen
because attempts to use P71/APS for smaller maneuvers can result in very
large �V errors, in fact as much as 6o fps . Again, only the horizontal
in-plane component of � V need be trimmed after the main engine cutoff .
Of course , in case "a" noted above it will be necessary to sepa:;.·ate
from the DPS sometime . There was considerable discussion as to whether
a special :post-inserti•.:>n maneuver should be made f,Jr this or if it 1va s
preferable to await the first of the scheduled rendezvous bun.s - CSI .
We finally concluded t�t the most straight forwari procedure was to
separate the DPS at CSI in order to avoid the need for more cc.mplicated
special procedures for this special situation. Separation at CSI
rather than immediately at insertion also provides the peripheral advantaee
of an extra hour use of DPS consumables . But that i s not our reason for
recommending this procedure . Of course, it will be necessary for the
crew to carry out certain DPS safing procedures . Specifically, they
must vent 1;he tanks jt:.st as they do after a nomins.l lunar landing. One

-

. .

3
open item in regard to this is the determination of how propuls ive this
venting is . If it turns out to be unacceptable we may be forced to provide
some special procedure to stage the DPS at insertion. FCD has the action
item of determining the magnitude of venting �V.

PA :HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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DATE :

January 10, 1969

69-PA-T-2A
FROM

SUBJECT:

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

Some decisions regarding lunar landrmrk tracking on the
G mi s s ions

F and

We had an Ad Hoc Mission Techniques meeting on January 9 to talk
over lunar landmark tracking. In particular, we wanted to discuss
what we thought had been learned from the C ' mission and what we
want to do on the F and G mis sions . Thi s memo i s to outline all
that brief�. The specific things we were trying to decide were :
a . Whether special tests of any sort s hould be included on
the F mi s s ion which might permit us to broaden the acceptable sun
elevation angle constraints associated with the lunar landing and
b . To decide if optical observations (SCT or SXT) of the
landing site are required on DOI day for descent targeting and if
so how many, when s hould they be taken, and how should they be used?
Jack Schmitt has probed extensively into the landing sun elevation
angle constraints problem both before and after C ' and probably has
a better understanding of this overall situation than anyone else I
know . He has intensely debriefed all of the C ' crewman on this
specific subject and is confident that the visibility will be accept
able for landing if the sun elevation angle is no less than about 3
or 4 degrees . The upper constraint he feels- i s in excess of 20 degrees
and the actual limit will probably be based on heating considerations
on the spacecraft or the crew during EVA rather than visibility during
descent (we ' ll find out what that limit i s ) . In other words , it looks
like we have a sufficiently wide band of acceptable sun elevation angles
that this imposes no real constraint on G launch opportunities ! Further
more , there appears to be no reason to provide special tests on F
designed to broadened these limits or give us greater confidence in
them. One interesting point he emphasizes , though, is that we should
avoid landing with a glide path within about 2 degrees of the sun eleva
tion angle since there is a definite degradation in visibility along
that line which would impair the crew ' s capability of evaluating the
This mean5 that we should avoid sun elevation angles
landing site .
between about 14 and 18 degrees - a little band of unacceptable light
ing conditions within the much larger acceptable limits . He feels that
this band may be avoided in the few instances we encounter it by delay
ing launch somewhat or by adding an extra revolution or two in lunar
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orbit .

It is also evident that by the u s e of the hybrid flight plan

we can extend the trans lunar coast time with the same effect .
In summary,

it appears that the sun elevation angle constraint on

G

mi s s ion launch opportunities i s not s i gnificant at this time and
there is no need to provide special tes t s on

F·

;-

to confirm thi

opinion .

The question o f optical tracking o f the landing s ite i s not so clearly
understood.

However,

the consensus is that it would be a serious

mistake at this time for the flight plan not to include optical obser
vations of the landing site as part of the descent targeting operation.
But, based on the ease with \·Ihich the

C'

crew located and tracked the

landmark on their firs t opportunity there s eems to be no reason not
to eliminate the first series of landmark tracking, whic h we had

previously included primarily for on-the-job training .

Accordingly,

we intend to utilize the traeking plan and ground targeting operations
previo.u sly developed in our Descent Mi s s ion Techniques meetings except

will

that the first of the two tracking periods

be deleted or moved

to LOI day if it can be conveniently included in the timeline .
the land ing site will be in darkne ss at t hat time,

S ince

this particular

s e s s ion would have to be on some other landmark located

5

or

10

degrees

to the east of the land ing s ite .
I >VO'.lld like to discuss briefly the reasons for retaining the optical
observatj.ons .

Basically, they reduce to two things neither of •1h i c h

could o e des cribed afi mandatory - but they are certainly not just
"nice to have " things e i ther .

The first ,

of course ,

i s to .-; ignificar.:':.l;,

improve the a c curacy of the descent targeting which will make the

des cent tra�iec tory more nearJ_y nominal.

In line with t hi s ,

it

also

makes it more likely the lanc ing radar can return the tra j ectory to
>vithin acceptable limi t s .
complete. ,

T he second benefit i s that they provide a

independent check on the overall targeting sys tem in the same

sense that the star c heck co1�irms burn attitude or the horizon check
confirms retro attitude on other mission phas·:s .
Our discuss ions included num<!rically defined MBFN and space -!raf't systc!:lG
performance

( expected

reguirementr; which,
Hmvever ,

and/or experienced )

you s e e :

compared to des c ent tart:etin,

I ha.ve not includ ed at all on tl1i s ree!'lO .

they support the above conclus ions substantially and ccu.ld l'e

made available to you if you want to see them.

I left t hem out here

s imply because it i s too complex a matter to discuss clearly in a memo
such as this .

What I am trying to say i s that I feel t he s e are >Jell

founded conclus ions which may be applied to both the
and we are goinc, to pres s en based on them.

PA : HHTin6.'l.ll,

Jr . : j s

F

and G mi s s ions

���L r
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DATE :

January 14, 1969

69-PA -T-3A
FROM

FA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Operations required for communication loss on F and
are sure better than on C '

G

I think we have pretty well established how to handle a communication
los s situation on the F and G missions . In effect, we have defined
which Block data I!D.lst be sent and what onboard cis -lunar navigation
needs to be carried out . In both cas e s , of course, it is possible
to cut back substantially from the C ' techniques .
This is because
we feel it is reasonable to assume that the LM provides a ":perfect"
backup for the CSM coml!D.lDications .
BLOCK DATA

We established a ground rule that it is only necessary to send Block
data for abort situations when either the LM is not available or if
sufficient time to use the LM is not available . Following is atable
of all the Block data transmissions planned for F and G giving the
time of transmission for the abort opportunity which it would be used for :
Time of Transmission

Time of Abort Maneuver

During earth orbit

TLI +

LOI - 15

PC + 2 for fast return following
flyby

90 minutes .
direct return

TEI1

&

2

CSM

only,

assuming perfect LOI

1

U:¢8. te and TEI. as suming
2
;)
no LOI
2
TEI

Post LOI
Pre

LM

2

Jettison

After LM Jettison

For TEI after sleep
TEI 2 revs from jettison
C ' rev by rev technique except
during sleep
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In addition, remember the crew has the capability of using the GNCS
(P37) to compute their own return-to-earth maneuvers in the event of a
; s� l
communication loss . In order to simplify the crew ' s procedures , we
intend to transmit a small amount of additional information for use a
first guess in the operation of P37. Specifically MCC-H will periodically send the crew values of the landing area (CLA) , the maneuver magni
tude ( /).V) , and the burn ignition time (TIG) for possible future abort times .
r

CIS -LUNAR NAVIGATION
As you recall on C ' , the onboard capability for cis -lunar navigation
using P23 was thoroughly exercised and proven to be an excellent system.
Furthermore , it appears that Jim Lovell was able to do his job just
about as well in the beginning as he was later in the mission, indi
cating that inflight training is not particularly necessary. Based
on this experience , only two batches of P23 star/earth horizon navi
gation sightings shall be scheduled on the entire F and G flights . In
order to get the most from these two periods , one should be scheduled
before TLI + 5 hours and the other after TLI + 14 hours , if it is con
venient to do so . The advantage of making the first batch that early
is that it will permit the MCC-H to make an accurate determination of
the actual horizon altitude the CMP is using in order to update the
CMC in real time just as we did on C ' . To do this it is necessary
that the observations be made in altitude less than 50, 000 n.m. and
preferably lower than 35, 000, which is the altitude at TLI + 5 hours .
I would like to point out that the horizon Jim Lovell used so success
fully was sort of a nebulous one of his choice and was not well defined
making it unreliable to use the "C ' " horizon altitude for the F and G
missions . Although not disasterous, a good knowledge of the horizon
substantially improves navigation prior to entry which is when it is
most important in the event of communication los s . Whatever that is .
Recognize that implicit in this plan of scheduling only two batches
of observations early in the translunar coast is that there can oe
no independent onboard confirmation of the MSFN navigation which was
considered so important to insure that we miss the moon on C ' .
Math Physics Branch of MPAD has been requested to develop a P23 track
ing schedule to be used for transearth navigatj on in the event of no
communi cation. This schedule will be included in the Flight Plan
labeled "loss of communication contingency. "
As you recall, the primary purpose of onboard navigation during trans
earth coast was for conditioning the W-matrix . We have selected a
procedure for F and G which makes it possible to eliminate that opera
tion. Specifically, we have concluded that a crossover point exists

r

I

•

'

..,..

at 30 hours before entry, whi ch ha s the following c haracteristics . If
communication ha s been lost prior to that time , the onboard system i s
capable of providing a cceptable navigation, maneuver targeting, and
entry initialization starting from scratch with no special W-matrix
conditioning . ( The flight path angle error at entry should be no
greater than 0 . 5° under the worse conditions . ) In addition, it has been
shown that the M3FN will be sufficiently a c curate at EI - 30 hours
that in the event of subsequent communication loss there is no nee d
to perform onboard navigation but rather the crew may safely return
to earth us ing the data supplied for that purpose at EI - 30 by the
MCC-H. In other words, the same procedure used on C ' at EI - 15 will
be carried out on F and G at EI - 30 . Namely, spacecraft state vectors
will be updated and the crew will be provided with midcourse maneuver
targeting and entry pad data needed to complete the mission without
further communication.
In s �ry, F a nd G operations associated with communication loss are
being considerably simplified from those used on C ' . Utilization of
LM communications makes it possible to markly reduce the nunL�er of
abort Block data pad message s ; the onboard and MSFN navigation per
formance experienced on C ' permits us to reduce onboard navigation
to a total of only two batches of star /horizon observations . No
special procedures are required for W-matrix initialization. I ' d
call that a giant step in the right d irection!

PA :HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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69-PA-T-4A

SUBJECT: F and

G

cis-lunar midcourse correction scheduling

This memo is to make sure everyone is aware that we are scheQu��ng
the final midcourse corrections before LOI and Entry differently than
on C ' .
The final translunar midcourse correction shall. ·be scheduled at
5 hours s�nce that provides optimum midcourse correction effective
You
ness and confidence in subsequent MSFN tracking for LOI targeting.
recall. on C ' this maneuver was at LOI - 8 in order to provide a short
crew rest period after that . This is not required on the F and G missions
at this time .

LOI

-

The basic criteria for sele cting EI - 2 hours as a last transearth
midcourse correction was to make it as l.a te as possible while still
providing adequate MSFN tracking for entry initialization. On the
C 1 mission it was found that although two hours is adequate , an addi
tional. hour would be advantageous . Since there appears to be no dis 
advantage to ooving this maneuver one hour earlier to EI - 3 hours we
propose to do s o . One a ssociated item North American is going to check
There is a
out is with regard to the effect of this on the RCS quads .
slim possibility that this schedule may present a thermal. problem.

I would like to emphas ize that the intermediate cis-lunar �acours e
correction schedule i s not based o n trajectory consideration but rather
will. be selected to fit most conveniently in the crew work/rest cycle
just as it was done on C 1 • Accordingly, the scheduling of these maneu
vers must await development of the flight plan after which they will. be
shuffled in at the most convenient times .

PA :HWTindal.l., Jr. : j s
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TO

January 15, 1969

69-PA-T-8A
FROM

FA/ Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

F and G Lunar Orbital operations - mstly pre-DOI LM activation stu:f'f'
On January 10 we had an F and G Mission Techniques meeting dealing
mostly with Lunar Orbital operations, which .I would like to record
with this thing.
In our continuing effort to figure out the best way to nu.m.mze the
DOI day timeline, I think we have finally converged on the best
basic procedure for getting the LM checked out. As usual we went
over the three mst popular ways proposed - namely:

a.

All at one time on DOI day

b.

Two work periods - one prior to LOI and one on DOI day

c.

Two work periods - one on DOI day and one after LOI2

We finally selected the last of these, basically by the process of
elimination. Trying to do everything on DOI day not only lengthens
that day by at least one hour but it also sets up a situation which
is completely intolerant of even the most minor trouble as the crew
goes through the process of manning, powering up, and checking out
the LM. And, it should be emphasized that although it may be pos
sible in real time to slip DOI a revolution, it will be by no means
a simple procedure to get all squared away again in preparation for
the mst complex operation we have ever attempted in flight. What
I am trying to say is that we want to avoid perturbing the timeline
around DOI at aliOOs t any cost and, splitting up the LM preparation
into two periods helps to do this .
Having accepted the two period technique, the question remains where to put the first period? Although the pre-LOI period of
checkout was attractive for a number of reasons , it seemed to us
questionable in terms on what it might do to the spacecraft thermal
situation and mre seriously to what might happen to the LM steerable
S-band antenna if it were unstowed prior to the big SFS LOI maneuvers .
Except for the fact that this time period provides continuous MSFN
coverage, all other advantages are also obtainable if we schedule
this activity after LOI2 • The thing we like about putting a two or
three hour checkout per�od after LOI2 and before the crew rest period
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is that it provides an opportunity for the crew to get the LM squared
away - that is , things stowed and other housekeeping chores done before
DOI day.
It al.so provides an opportunity to add an additional. activity
which might be discovered during the D mission or as a resul.t of con
tinued detail.ed pl.anning of the F and G missions without perturbing the
complicated pre-DOI timeline .
( It al.so provides a place to stick in
some F unique D'l'O 1 s . ) Of' course , this checkout period is much more
tol.erant of probl.ems than DOI day. For exampl.e , it can be extended
al.though at the cost of some crew rest. And, perhaps more �rtant,
will provide more time for the MCC-H to evaluate and digest the checkout
data .
Charlie Duke is going to head a tiger team mostl.y co:m;posed of
FCD and FCSD peopl.e to devel.op a detail.ed timeline for IM preparation
incl.uding all those systems tests cons idered essential. and no more than
that .
They will integrate these into the total. timel.ine which incl.udes
the crew suiting and eating and all of the other LM activation activity
as wel.l. as the CSM l.andmark tracking which now consists of onl.y one
tracking time period.
We wil.l. review the resul.ts of their work at a l.ater Mission Techniques
meeting so that everyone in the worl.d can criticize it and final.l.y
bl.ess it .
In addition to that one big item there were a pot full of l.ittl.e
things we discussed and resol.ved as follows :
a.
crew as
or rol.l.
try out

There is a minor difference of opinion between the F and G
to whether the l.andmark tracking shoul.d be done in the pitch
mode . John Young, who favored the pitch mode, is going to
the other technique in an attempt to resol.ve this .

b.
M:>st of us have pretty well agreed that docked AOT IMU align
ments are expensive to do and are not necessary. Accordingly, we now
propose to use the same procedure as D for docked LM alignments referenced
to the CSM pl.atform using the known rel.ative orientation of the CSM and
LM navigation bases . This does mean that an accurate LM lMJ gyro drift
check can not be made al.though we expect it wil.l. be good enough for a
go/no go of the system. Just how good it is will depend on how stabl.e
the rel.ative orientation of the navigation bases is over a two hour
period . We must get this information from ASPO a s soon as possibl.e .
c.
Prior to and during DOI we want the LM radar turned on to check
it out and if necessary to verify PGNCS performance of the DOI burn.
After that the rendezvous radar may be turned off since there appears to
be no strong requirement for its use until. after the. phasing burn on the
F mission or until. aboo.t five minutes before powered descent on the G
mission.

•
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d . In lieu of some other positive proposal we stated that the DPS
would be separated from the ascent sta08 10 minutes prior to the insertion
maneuver by executing a 2 fps horizontal retrograde RCS burn. AGS control
will probably be used for that .
e . It has been stated that there is very little difference in the
accuracy of the results obtained using the sextant rather than the scan
ning telescope for landmark tracking therefore until C ' it was proposed
to use the telescope because acquisition and tracking was expected to be
easier. However, the C ' crew informs us that it is actually easier to
track a given lunar feature using the sextant once it is acquired and
so that is what will be done on the F and G flights .
f . Since there seems to be time available following LOI for the CMP
to get some practice landmark tracking, it will be included in t he time
line . Of course, the actual landing site will be in darkness then so
some other feature located to the east must be used instead . It is our
intention to select a landmark which will be at a 3 degree sun elevation
angle on a nominal mission s ince this experience would give us a little
more confidence of tracking at a low sun elevation angle .
ntis benefit
is not important enough, however, to make any real time change in the
landmark to be used like we were prepared to do on C ' .
--
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January 21, 1969

69-PA-T-lOA

FROM

FA/Chief:, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

F

and

G mission cis-lunar and abort plan

On January 8 a gang of: us FOD types got together to develop a proposal
on how we should use . the LM for cis-lunar and lunar orbit aborts . In
other words, how should the C 1 techniques be modified due to having the
LM DPS available to backup or use in place of: the SFS . A great deal
of: work has been done and documented by Carl Buss, the Flight Analysis
Branch of: MPAD, and the Apollo Abort Working Group and the results
belatedly reported here are heavily dependent on that work.
·

First of: all I ' d just like to state a few facts and assumptions upon
which the Abort Plan given in the attachment are based.
a . Except in the · case of aborts :from lunar orbit, the SFS will
always be the primary abort propulsion system. Tbat is, the maneuver
will be made with the SFS, bringing along the LM, when possible, so
that the DPS can be used as a backup if: the SFS fails .
b. Since the SFS does not have enough propellant for TEI with the
LM attached, we l!D.lst reverse the order for leaving the moon if: we want
a TEI propulsion system backup. And, I guess we do.
c . Rlere is a period during translunar coast - :from TLI until
about LOI - 20 hours that the fastest return to earth can be made
directly using a maxilmllll SFS burn after jettisoning the LM. After
that period there is no advantage to direct returns and we don ' t ever
suggest making one .
d . There appears to be 1!Q. period wherein i t i s faster to make a
direct return using the DFS than it is to perf:orm a post-pericynthion
maneuver following a 6o mile flyby.
e . It is always preferable to pert:orm a lunar flyby than a direct
return using the SFS unless we truly have a time critical situation,
in which case we would only consider use of: the maxilmllll available fl V
solution which, of course, includes jettisoning the LM.
a

f. The fastest return
pericynthion altitude of

Btly
........

lunar flyby is with
If we maneuver to provide a higher

trajectory including a

6o

n.m.
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altitude, the trip time is most likely going to increase . This accounts
for the use of 6o n.m. in the time critical flyby modes . Of course, the
procedure must include making the standard regularly scheduled translunar
midcourse corrections to achieve 6o n.m.
g. Although the real time situation {particularly spacecraft con
figuration has an overwhelming bearing on what should be done ) , it seems
like a good idea to place the spacecraft on a trajectory targeted to the
prime CLA as soon as practical, even though that causes ari increase in
trip time, a:nd perhaps a second maneuver after pericynthion to speed it
up .
h . Although we a:lways list the SPS maneuvers as the prime l!lOde and
only utilize the DPS as a backup to the SPS , it is recognized that the
crew and ground must be trained and prepared to carry out a docked DPS
burn. Accordingly, numerous additional options are available to be
agreed to either pre-flight or in real time wherein the D:PS is used
instead of or in addition to the SPS . For example, the desire to make
a DFS system test may justify its use in a non-critical time situation
or the use of bOth the DFS and SPS may provide a signifi_cant adVa.ntage
given certain spacecraft system failures to provide greatest crew safety;
Final.ly - we briefly dis_cussed how to handle pari;ial LOll Burns . First
of all we are recommending the same procedures as C ' in the event of
guidance or control problems during LOll - namely SCS Ml'VC -rate command
takeover and burn completion. This is proposed for all the same reasons
as for C' - basically it results in a better situation� For SPS failures
prohibiting completion of LOl1 , Flight Analysis Bra!>-ch recommends ground
targeted aborts using the DPS as preferable to the C ' type "15 minute
abort" §!:.8 burn using on-board chart targeting, This is probably the
best thing to do and I ' m sure we ' ll talk about it a lot more before it
finally is resolved. · one thing to be emphasized though is that, since
we have the DPS backup we .don' t have to be in such a hurry to take action
after SFS trouples show up ·as we were on C 1
_

•

All of this will be thoroughly reviewed at a slam-bang Mission Techniques
meeting scheduled for January 29 .

Enclosure
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CIS-LUNAR ABORT

PLAN

Categories depend on when the need for the abort is recognized as
follows :
CATEGORY

I

From TLI until abort LOI - 20 hours (The actual time will be approximately
at the equi-xeturn time - direct return using the SPS vs flyby.
This
tradeoff will be biased as described in Note I .)
A.

Time Critical
1.
2.

B.

SPS direct return without the LM, to �CLA (�V les s than
about 8, 000 fps ) . (See Note II)
DPS maneuver at pericynthion + 2 hours to any CLA. following a
6o mile flyby. ( 1500 fps /1v max . )

Non-time Critical
L

SPS (or RCS ) burn at convenient time before LOI - 5 hours, to
flyby pericynthion between 6o and 1500 n.m. , to the prime CLA .

2.

DPS {or RCS ) burn at convenient time before LOI - 5 hours, to
flyby pericynthion between 6o and 1500 n.m. , to the prime CLA. .
�

CATEGORY II
LOI - 20 hours until the last translunar coast midcourse correction at
LOI - 5 hours .
A.

B.

Time Critical
CIA

L

SPS burn at pericynthion + 2 hours to any
flyby.

2.

DPS burn at pericynthion + 2 hours to an� CLA following a 6o n.m.
flyby.

following a 60 n.m.

Non-Time Critical
1.
2.

SPS or RCS burn at convenient time before LOI - 5 hours , to
·flyby pericynthion between 6o and 1500 n.m. to the prime CIA .
DPS or RCS burn at convenient time before LOI - 5 hours , to
flyby pericynthion between 6o and 1500 n.m. to the � CLA. .

Enclosure
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CATEGORY III
After LOI - 5 hours - or when propulsion system failures are recognized
too late to do Category II.
A.

B.

Time Critical

1.

SPS burn at pericynthion + 2 hours to any
60 n;m. flyby.

CLA

following a

2.

DPS burn at pericynthion + 2 hours to any
60 n.m. flyby·.

CLA

following a

Non-Time Critical

1.

SPS or RCS at earliest practical time before MCC 5 (abOut TEI
+ 15 hours avoiding sphere of influence ) to the prime CLA as
fast as practical. (See Notes I and III )

2.

DPS or RCS at earliest practical time before MCC 5 (about 'I'EI
+ 15 hours avoiding sphere of influence ) to the prime CLA. as
fast as practical. (See Notes I and _ III)

NOTE I

There is an important real time judgment factor influencing
the non-critical abort techniques trading off reduced return
time vs . large maneuvers which may modify the priorities .

NOTE II

The LM is jettisoned only in the case of Category I, time
critical, SPS direct return aborts .

NOTE III

Normal return velocities shall be limited to less than
36, 323 fps . Time critical aborts must provide entry velocities
of less than 37, 500 fps .
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FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Two-stage LOI looks good after C '

February 5 , 1969
69-PA-T-14A

DATE :

Just like in other fields of endeavor, it always seems possible to
use actual flight results to prove how smart you were before the
flight. I am writing this note to crow about how C ' proved we "done
right" in planning a two-stage LOI .
As you recall we originally considered manually backing up the GNCS
during LOI to avoid an overburn using both burn duration AND the EMS
f1 V counter . However, when we ·got down to detailed plan!ii"ng on how
to do this, we concluded that we had insufficient confidence in the
�V counter to wait for it to clock out since the consequences of an
overburn are catastrophic . Furth�rmore, although it sounds simple,
monitoring three data sources sii!lllltaneously and taking proper action
at this critical time turned out to be messy. As a result, the final
C ' procedure was to backup the GNCS by manually shutting down the SPS
if it exceeded the LOI1 estimated burn duration by more than six seconds .
This value was consistent with the 6o x 170 n . m. initial lunar orbit
If we had been using a one-stage LOI our rule would have had to be for
the crew to shut down manually just about at the nominal burn duration
( no delay) in order to avoid an unsafe pericynthion in the event of a
high thrust engine .
•

.

On C ' LOI 1 we actually experienced a burn duration 4 . 9 seconds in excess
of that expected . Therefore, given a one-stage LOI on C ' the crew would
have shut down the SPS manually even though the G&N was operating properly
and then they would have had to make a second burn of about five seconds
duration to finish it off. ( In addition to that , we would have been
unable to utilize the flexibility of the two-burn LOI targeting to com
pensate for the trajectory dispersion following the last translunar mid
course correction and we would have ended up with a 64 mile altitude on
the back of' the moon rather than a 6o circular orbit. )
Incidentally, our other pre-flight conclusion, that is, lack of' con
fidence in the /1v counter was also proven correct on this flight by
several in-flight anomalies including an erratic accelerometer !
Weren' t we smart?

PA :HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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February 6, 1969

69-PA-T-18A

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

F/G cis-lunar midcourse correction mission techniques
This memo is to document the cis-lunar midcourse correction mission
techniques we agreed to January 27 and 28 at the F and G Mission
Techniques meetings . The translunar maneuvers are based on the follow
ing assumptions and guidelines :
a . We are not concerned about getting substantially f'urther off
the free return trajectory than on C ' - primarily because we have the
DPS backup.
b . We are especially anxious to conserve RCS propellant, which
led to the procedures of allowing the midcourse corrections to grow
to SPS size if possible .
c . In order to maintain best control over the situatioL we
decided to use MCc3 (at LOI - 22 hours ) as the prime MCC, leaving
MCC4 essentially for fine trimming if necessary.
d. The minimum SPS
approximately 3 fps .

burn

is 0 . 5 seconds which is equivalent to

Based on all that, we established the following:
a.

MCC1 (at TLI

+

7 hours ) and MCC2 ( at 'E.I + 24 hours )

The need for these maneuvers will be based on how big MCc 3
would ·oe if we did not make them. Specifically, MCC1 and/oi MCC2 will
not be executed a s long as MCC � is less than about 25 fps without them.
Furthermore, we will not make them unless we can use the SPS (that i s ,
they must be bigger than 3 fps ) and we will not trim residuals .
b.

MCC3 {at LOI - 22 hours )

This is the prime maneuver to achieve the desired trajectory
around the moon. It will be made if the predicted MCC4 is greater than
about 3 fps in order to avoid using SPS for MCC4 . Residuals will be
trimmed to within 0 . 5 fps on this maneuver, which will most likely be
made with the SPS .

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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c.

MCC4 (at LOI - 5 hours )

By taking advantage of the significant f1exibility provided with
two-stage LOI maneuver in targeting the LOI maneuvers, we are often able
to avoid making an MCC4 . That is, the LOI targeting can be done to achieve
a 6o mile circular orbit in spite of substantial approach tn-.jectory
dispersions . This is done by rotation of the major axis of �he initial
6o x 170 n.m. 1unar orbit. However, we established that the apsida1 rota
tion shou1d be limited to less than 45 degrees . If it is necessary to use
the SPS for MCC4 , the residual wil1 be trimmed to within ·1 f�s .

7

Midcourse correction techniques on transearth leg phase of tile flight were
somewhat simpler. We are retaining the C ' technique of utilizing transearth
midcourse corrections only for corridor control. We have conc1uded that
it is desirab1e to avoid making the last midcourse correction ( i . e . , MCC7
at EI - 3 hours ) if at all possible . Accordingly, we opened up the entry
interface (EI ) flight path angle limits a little more tban on C ' . Speci
te MCc7 if the flight path angle falls between
fica11y, we will no �
6 . 3 and 6. 6 degrees 6.
egrees is nominal) . In order to minimize the
probability of that midcourse correction, we set the thres ho1d for MCc6
( scheduled at EI - 15 hours ) at . 5 fps which is close to the M3FN target
ing accuracy at that time . The first transearth midcourse correction (MCc 5
at TEI + 15 hours ) will not be executed unless it i s greater than 1 fps .

({ �

The most significant change from C ' , of course, is brought a;_,out by the
DPS backup which safE:ly permits deviation from the free return trajectory.
This makes the logic much simpler since we don ' t have to consider moving
the maneuvers earlier to stay within RCS return-to-earth capab ility.

4 a� � �<l�
Howard
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February 11, 1969

69-PA-T-23A
FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: F/G Mission Techniques - except for the lunar orbit phase - are

ready to eat

Some of the decisions and open items that came out of our F/G Mission
Techniques meetings in late January are listed in this memo . Basically,
I would say that all mission phases aside from the lunar orbit activity
are very well understood at this time - primarily as a result of the C '
mission - and should be formally documented within the next couple of
weeks .
1. Flight Control Division is going to establish the detailed
procedures for manning and activating those LM systems required to
establish communications in the unlikely event CSM communication is
lost. They must include the techniques for orientating the LM steerable
antenna toward the earth if the omnis are inadequate . It is also neces
sary to give some thought to when the crew should initiate these procedures .
That is, what should be done with the CSM communication systems first after
the total failure seems to have occurred.
2. As a standard procedure, MCC-H will update CSM state vectors on
a more-or-less periodic basis - say every 10 hours or so when it is
mutually convenient to the crew and ground, unless they have changed so
little as to make it useless . Whenever the state vectors are updated,
it will be to both the LM and CSM computer memory slots , CSM first .

3

·

REF'SMMATS

a . The launch REFSMMATS will be retained until the
after MCC1 time whether the maneuver is made or not .

IMiJ

alignment

b . The same Pro REFSMMAT will be used translunar and transearth
during the periods from the post-MCC1 to pre-MCC4 and from TEI plus two
or three hours to EI - 5 hours .
c . The lunar orbit REFS� to be used for the period between
the PTC times defined in "b 11 shall be such that the LM in landing attitnae,
over the la.DQ.ing site �fter DOI wo�:),d _hav_E; _9,_Q, 0 on the FDAT. This
REFSMMAT will be computed by the MCC-H prior to MCC for use in the CSM.
4
According to my notes , the REFSMMAT will be updated on DOI day to com
pensate for prediction uncertainties . I can' t remember why. (On the

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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G mi s s ior-, of course, the REFSMMAT in the LM will be updated several t ime s
automatically '"hile on the lunar surface by the
as cent alignment.

LGC

to correspond to the

Currently we plan to update the CSM more or le s s to the

ascent REFSMMAT but we will not attempt to maintain it prec isely the same
as the

LM. )

4.

The only burn monitoring limit it is neces sary to change from

those used on C '

is

extra mass of the

The
the one used for overburn protection on LOI� .
make s this maneuver substantially longer in duration,

LM

so that limit has been made correspondly larger.

10

seconds rather thap

5.

Specifically,

6 seconds

it will be

Ma t h Physics Branch was requested to determine if in order to

maintain a good

MSFN

orbit determination capability�

i t i s really neces

sary for the crew to reverse the orienta tion of the spacecraft x-axis
every three hours during periods of venting .

It seems as though the net

effect of the venting is almost exactly in the lea s t sensitive direction

when using the FTC attitude currently proposed and it would certa inly

be nice to avoid unneces sary spacecraft maneuvers ; perhaps even unne ces sary
a'rlakening of the crew.

xp@:.i

_ence s Cl<!C Program
In order to insure that the crew never e
during entry� MCC-H will make · a real time selection of entry range to avoid

6.

P65

prior to targeting TEI.

65

· This should not be a difficult thing to do

while in lunar orbit but cannot be done pre -mission to suit all launc h
opportunities .

7.

The crew i s looking for a recommendation as to whether the entry

s hould be performed using one or two RCS rings .

Claude Graves is

said

to be working on thi s .

8.

Docked
a.

for TEI,

DFS

burns i n lunar orbit

It was establi s hed that,

if a docked

DPS

burn is to be used

it s hould be carried out with one burn only as opposed to two

as has been suggested .
b.

In thi s event the

LM

platform will be aligned using docked

AOT siehtings of stars i n order to determine platform orientation
Given the accura cy of pulse torquing,

(P51) .

it will be po s s ible to reorient the

IMU for the maneuver without additional AOT sightings .
c.

The CSM will use the Average G Program

z�te vectors if we make a docked
d.

DFS

It was e stimated that the
1

burn ea sily within l2 hours .

(P47)

for ma i ntaining

burn .

LM

could be made ready for such a

E: .

to determi ne if the DFS gimbal trillll· llJ. ng would
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f . It is evident that complete docked DFS check list must be
prepared for the F and J.4 crews by FCSD.

(.JJ

7

9 . The crew was somewhat concerned with the technique MPAD has
developed for the L0�5 minute abort. This abort . maneuver, you recall,
is one the crew must 1Carget for themselves in the event of a premature
SFS shutdown during LOI . The crew charts that MPAD has developed present
the �V required assuming the maneuver will be executed exactly 15 minutes
from the time of SFS shutdown. Since the spacecraft clocks are all keyed
to LOI TIG, the crew feels it would be easier for them if the maneuver
were scheduled to occur 15 minutes from LOI TIG. The point is, they
vrere concerned that in the event of an emergency they may not note the
time of shutdown or are more likely to make a mistake in determining
•rhen to execute the abort maneuver. Flight Analysis Branch, MPAD, is
looking into reworking these charts based on TIG rather than SECO.
10 .
Since there is concern over premature shutdown on either tne LOI
or TEI maneuver, the crew asked if it were not logical to protect against \
!_
it, particularly in the unstable butterfly region, by use of the Thrust
lj
Direct On switch. For example, during LOI they suggest turning that
switch On from TIG + 1 minute to TIG + 5 minutes and on the TEI maneuver
they would switch it On from TIG + 15 seconds to TIG + 2 minutes . Flight
Control and other guys are going to think about that! I think the greatest
fear is what would happen if th� crew neglected to switch it off in time .

1

That ' s all I can rememeber. Mostly trivia, you see which probably shm.;rs
better than anything the status of F/G Mission Techniques for these miss ion
pha ses .

Howard

W.

Tindall, Jr .
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FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

F/G Rendezvous Mission Tecbn�ques - mostly F

February
69-PA-T-24A

DATE :

ll,

1969

As part of F/G Torture · Week, we spent Thursday, January 30 on the
rendezvous . Overall, I would say this mission phase is in pretty
good shape with only a few unresolved items that we know about right
now . I would like to tabulate here a bunch of odds and ends we agreed
to at this meeting - as well as my memory serves me . It ' s mostly trivia
and if I 1o1ere you I wouldn t waste my time reading anymore except maybe
paragraph 3 .
1

1 . On the D mission the CMP i s prepared to make a so-called "Hori
zontal Adjust" maneuver if it is decided to stay in the mini-football
in order to insure a closing trajectory. The F and G crews both felt
this is an ' unnecessary complexity and so they will not make such a
maneuver or be prepared to make one on these missions .

2 . Everyone worries about overburning the LOI maneuver. Wait
until they discover it just takes an extra 12 fps on DOI to cause a
lunar impact . The LM picks up that much /lv in about three seconds
when operating at about 4o percent and so i t i s unlikely we will be
able to establish a manual backup protecting against overburn which
would provide a safe orbit. On the other hand, some sort of monitoring
is required and Rick Nobles (MPAD) was given the action of establishing
the limits for the crew to shut down the DFS manually when both the AGS
---� the Burn Time have been exceeded by these amounts .
.;;;::-

-a;

-

3 . LM aborts due to a fouled up DOI maneuver are attracting a lot
of attention. For the past year, everyone agreed that the best technique
is to II!ske a brute fcrce burn right back to the CSM immediatt ly. This
probably works pretty well if it' s done within � to � minutes of
DOl . After that it doesn' t and the crew feels more time than that will
be required for them to ascertain an abort is necessary and then to
execute it. Ed :J;,ineberry was given the action :item of performing a
parametric study to establish the best techniqae for aborts up to about
15 minutes after DOl with the maximum possible overburn based on our
backup cut-off procedures . Whatever it turns out to be we are tenta
tively proposing to use the �PS at 40 percent thrust, controlled ma�
with the AGS maint��_ning attitude hold . 'Ihe crew would shut down about

lf1
'
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10 �o 15 fps short and finish off the burn with 4 jet RCS while simultaneMilt Contella ventured the opinion tha t DOI
ouzly j ettisoning the DPS .
aborts are going to turn into the F equivalent of D ' s TPI
0 - Endle s s discus sion and a mess in the end!
I believe i t already .
We decided to create a new PAD me s sage which the CAP can use f'or
los.d in€ his Target /:1V program ( PT6 ) for the ground computed maneuvers DOI, Phasing and Insertion. It consists of Purpose , TIG, and /:1v • s . In
addition we decided to add burn time (BT) to the LM P30 PAD .

4.

I t was determined that. it will not be possible for the F cre;,r
their des cent program (P63 ) for the landing radar test as they
had planned because MCC-H will not be prepared to support it with the
neces sary input data .
Don ' t get exci ted .
This is no great lo ss .
5.

to use

R 77,. 1

6.
We pinned down the complete rendezvous tracking schedules for
both spacecraft and e s tablished the following W-matrix values .
The
initial values shall be 10, 000 feet, 10 f'p s , and 15 milliradians .
The
va lues for reinitialization shall be 2, 000 feet, 2 f'ps , and 5 milli
radians .
(For the unique F rendezvous tracking period between the
Pha sing and Insertion burns , the W-matrix shall be initialized us ing
2 , 000 f'eet, 2 fps, and 5 milliradians . ) MIT was asked why the
c omputer program (LUMINARY) does not provide a simple way for initia lizing
the W-matrix value for radar bias as it does the position and ve).ocity
values .
Perhaps a PCR should be submitted for that. .rr w-r.f1 -{i.e. I

PGNCS

7 . We had a lengthy dis cussion on rendezvous navi gatjop dur ing the
phas ing revolution .
It was soon recognized that, since the LM has no
tape recorder, it is only possible to evaluate its performance if we
allow th� rendezvous navigation to update the state vector .
However,
the flight controllers were concerned that if the rendezvous navigation
in back of the moon fouled up the LM state vector they could have
problems targeting the Insertion Burn which occurs shortly after AOS .
On the o ther hand , it i s poss ible that the rendezvous navigation could
be useful in detecting dispersions in the Phasing maneuver.
Accordingly,
we reached the following agreements :
a.
Rendezvous navigation by the command module will be used only
to u�_ the LM state vector.
b.
Rendezvous navigat.ion in the ..LM will be used to update the
state vec tor t+.D..til shortly before LOS . After that, the !,M_ crew will
switch the LGC to u�ate the CSM state vector.

..u:L

c.
While t he LM is in back of the moon the flight dynami c s people
will determine if the LM onboard state vector is ac ceptable for executing

::
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If it i s , it will be left alone ; in fa c t , MCC-H wj l l
the insertion burn.
If it i s not a c c eptable , the LM
t¢a nsmit ; t to the CSM after i nserti gn.

crev will be advi sed at AOS to terminate their navigation program (P20 )
immedia tely and the upda te program ( P27 ) will be called s o that the ground
my s end a good LM state vector for the Insertion maneuver .
It i s unlikely

that they will have to do this but if they do it must be recognized tha t
we will not get the rendezvous radar tracking data at the maximum range s
which we are so intere sted in.
d.

As a standard procedure the �ound will �lwa�s ur�ate the
CSM s tate ._v:e�r in �h spa
��raft computers after._ insertion.
_

8.

Rendezvous radar thermal s tudy must be performed, I suppose , and

we e s tabli shed the following profiles for that purpose listed here
order of our preference :

in

a.
Rendezvous radar continuously operating from during the mini 
football to comple tion of the rendezvous .

Pha s ing .

Same a s "a" except turned off from DOI until just after

b.

c.
Same as "b" except turned off during the platform ali gnment
while iri the pha s ing orbit .
If GAEC and RCA feel the rendezvous radar cannot support any of the s e
profiles - we would rather fight than switch!

9.

After a little merry-go-round we agreed o n what the CSM should

do for TPI targe ting.
He starts out running the P34 u s ing the elevation
angle option in order to obtain a TPI solution for comparis on with the LM
PGNCS .
He then recycles u s ing the time option with a TIG one minute later
than the LM' s in order to backup the LM TPI maneuver .

10 .

Both the F and G crews and just about everyone else who stuck it
out to the end seemed to want to keep the LM active for TPI even if the
You recall the D mi s s ion rule says the CSM
rendezvous radar had failed.
s hould go active for that failure .
I gue s s that must be the right thing
to do since so many people thought so and I was j u s t too groggy to understa nd .
MIT was asked the following brief que stions :

11 .

a.
Doe s the CMC automa tically inhibit VHF ranging data beyond
th� recycle range of 327 mile s ?

tt

b.
and-

CDH
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How does the crew reque st the half-period-between - CSI-
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c.

Are these options in shared erasible memory or is it possible
to load them pre-launch on the E-memory K-Start tape .

{

!t'i 1 ' 1

{

d . How should the crew handle the sign of the out-of-plane velocity L( (
:
display from R36 if : (1) the CMP requests the LM option for relay to the
LM or ( 2 ) if he uses R36 to target his own plane change maneuvers .
Well, I warned you!

��------

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.
PA : HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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February 11, 1969

69 -PA-T-22A

PA / Chief, Apollo Data Priorj i.y Coordination

SUBJECT: G Lunar Surface Phase Mi s s ion Techniques

During the first half of 1968 we held a sequence of meetings which
culminated in a proposed set of mission technique s concerning use of

the guidance and propulsion systems while the LM is in the lunar
surface.
This was documented in a Lunar Surface Phase Mis s ion Techniques

On February 5 we reviewed these technique s
book, dated October 6, 1968 .
crews , MIT, and other organizations concerned
with the newly sele c ted
Some c hanges were made, which I would like to tell
with this busine s s .

G

you about .
Probably the most significant change deals with CSM activity during
this period of time, something which mos t people almost completely
The mo s t important thing the command module does is to execute
i gnore .
a plane change such that the LM ascent can be carried out e s sentially

The second thing the CMP does i s to attempt sextant tracking
in-plane .
of the LM on the lunar surface in order to refine targeting for the LM

Our propos e d plan had both of the se things scheduled
in the period immediately prior to LM a s cent, taking almost eight hours
The plane change was
revs before lift
of fairly continuous activity .

as cent maneuver .

lt

off .

As a result of somebody ' s suggestion - I think it was Buzz Aldrin -

2t

revs after the LM
we looked into performing the plane change about
lands .
We found that this resulted in considerable improvement in the
overall operation, provided it is unnecessary for the LM to lift-off pre 
maturely.
This s ingle disadvantage is brought about by the fact that the
plane change targeting is based on an as sumed LM lift-off time .
The
advantage s are :
a.

It provides a long period of stable trajectory conditions prior

b.

It make s the mi s s ion plan tolerant of slippage in plane change

c.

I t shortens ,

to the LM lift-off.

ex(,cution or any other CSM activity, for that matte r .

simplifie s , and balances the periods o f CSM act ivity

better and makes them more consis tant with LM period s of activity .
By moving the plane change into the landing period of activity,

necessa�y for the CMP to start

l

LM

as cent preparation about

3/4
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lift-off. It is at that time while in darkness that he aligns his
platform such that d1JXing the last pass over of the LM he may hopefully
make sextant observations for MCC-H' s use in targeting the ascent.

LM

Incidentally, you will probably be interested to know that the nominal
plane change for a mission carried out in July will be about �s and
in August about 170 tps . Although the state vectors for MSFN tracking
should provide ample stability for carrying out the CSM plane change
maneuver this long before ascent, it is probable that some LM yaw steer
ing will be necessary to compensate for whatever errors propagate to
lift-off time . These errors , we feel, should be well within the LM yaw
steering capability. (Note : The yaw steering propellant requirement is
proportional to the square of the yaw steering required; one-fourth degree
costs about 5
s , one-half degree yaw steering costs about 20 foA-of APS
propellant .
Considerable time was spent discussing the insertion orbit for which we
should target aborts immediately after LM landing. As you know, during
powered descent, aborts are targeted for a �iable insertion velocity
to achieve the desired rendezvous light and llH characteristics . At the
start of powered descent abort targeting aims for a high apogee . This is
continuously decreased for aborts later in power descent until it reaches
30 n.m. apogee below which we do not care to aim. Therefore, for aborts
from powered descent later than that and when first on the lunar surface we
continue to aim for a 10 x 30 orbit. After passing the first go/no go
approximately three minutes after touchdown the crew exits the descent
programs which deactivates the "instantaneous" abort capability. There
after, if it is necessary to abort they must use the standard ascent
program (P12 ) . The question was - what should we aim for then? After
lengthy discussion we arrived at the non-unanimous decision to target an
abort at that time to the 10 x 30 orbit also. The most favorable alter
nate was to aim for the standard 10 x 4 5 which is used in the nominal
mission, although in this case, you recall, it is necessary for the LM
to remain in the insertion orbit for two revolutions in order to catch up
to the command module before going into the standard rendezvous sequence .
The primary advantage of the lower orbit is that its higher catch up rate
permits spending about three more minutes on the lunar surface evaluating
the LM systems and preparing for the LM lift-off if it ' s necessary. It
also reduces probability of APS propellant depletion which is somewhat more
likely in an abort since the crew bas not yet gotten rid of some of the
equipment which they plan to jettison on the lunar surface . We may hear
some more about this decision.
The third topic consuming most of our time dealt with lunar surface PGNCS
alignment. I think everyone is now pretty well satisfied that the opera
tional alignment procedure should use the gravity vector as opposed to the

..

3
/\OT si nce it is not only easier for the crew to perform but is more likely
provide the smaller dispersion in flight path angle - that is, it is the
r.afer . On the other hana , it wa s fi nally agreed that AOT/star al i gnmen�
should also be attempted - not only as a test of the system but also for
the .\1.:1 ta tb,ey will provide for determining the lo�;ati on of the U4 Q'Q tae
lum.r surface . For those familiar with the various alic;nment options , we
�tll:fim lly agreed on the following sequence for both the silllllated count.
down to llft-off at the end of the first CSM revolution ( abort) and for the
l·i ft-off at the end of the nominal lunar surface operation ; the option order
ir. 1. .2, l , 3 . (One thing someone ought to look into j ;, whether the IM
ler::�-· deflect as a result of crew movement within the r.pacecraft because if
lt doc :-: si gnificantly chance the spacecraft attitude they !lll S t be careful
not to move around during these alignments. This sounds like a good action
item for the FOP. )
to

George Cherry sugges ted an alternate way of stopping RCS jet firing immediately
after touchdown. He pointed out that just jogging the hand controller will
not necessarily immediately stop the firing and suggests instead cycling
the PGNCS mode control switch to Off and then back to either Attitude Hold
or preferably Auto to reset the DAP.
In summary, I would say this whole business was substantially simplified
at our clam bake and is in pretty good shape right now. We have a solid
pL�n for the crew and ground activity which everyone is satis ified with.
I think the only soft spot is in regard to the targeting for aborts from
the second r,o/no go point and that should be easy to settle soon.

�0 ..o.J\�.1�
Howard W. Tindall, Jr .

PA : HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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DATE :

b e low

') i>;..�

Spacecraf� guidance for TLI
( 2 -1 8 - 5 9 )

g/

After yesterday ' s me e t in
on the F mis s ion , I have had s ome s e c ond
thoughts and prorr.pting by others about using the, spacecraft
The following SUmma rizes my
guidance and �latform for S - I VB TLI .
pos ition and is t o be used as policy in FOD .

o

Th� primary (and _originally my only) rec:son f r us ing the space 
craft gu i danc e a s a ba ckup to the launch v e hic�e p latform is to
assure crew safety du r i ng first stage flight where a platform
Fo l
fai lur e could cause a nasty abort s ituation at or near max q .
lowing -.:his decis ion , it was fairly reasonable and relatively easy
to p ov i de the crew w ith the capability of guiding the launch

r

vehicle into orbit , and I therefore subscribed to this position·
The switchover t o sp ace craft guidance was to be utilized when and
only when th e platform fa i l lights were given t o the crew and for
no other reasons .
My concern here was that we would get ourselves

back in the same box as Gemini where an inordinate amount of work
was required to provide switchov e r c r ite r ia throughout the powered
fligh-:: phase .
The probab i lities assoc iated with:;·Apollo 10 p lat form
fai lures just p la inly don ' t warrant tha-r kind o f e ffort when faced
with the work load we have in the Ap o l lo program· .
After

listening to ye sterday ' s discus s ion on the work we ' re about

to s e t out on in order to be able to perform " TL I with the spacecraft
guidance , it began to be pa in fu l l y obvious to me that we were

putt ing ourselv e s b a c k in the s ame box mentioned above·.
Further , as
S i g Sj oberg p o int e d out to me , Sam Phillips gave · very specific in
structions to both MSFC and MSC that we were to limit our studies to
backup
ida c e du rin
--che law-"lc h phase and·, · in fa\:"t , gave eAplici"!:
instructi ons not to c onsider any other backup modes other than the
p o lyno�ial in the first stage and manual guidance during the s e cond

gu

r:

g

and third s-rage for orbital insert ion .

v

B c: s e d on the ab o e

,

·

it is my dir e c t i on that we cease work on any

sw::tchov e r or backup guidance s chemes that would be used beyond

r.

t

normal orbital i s e r io n .
I �ealize that this will make s ome p e ople
in FCO:l unhap.py , b<.1t I don ' t fe e l t:hat the work ne cessary to accom

u

plish TLI g i dan c e with the space craft is worth the e ffort at this
t ir.te ..

'!_,

2,.

: (:: ,
'C .··:•\

I

j)t�r
({_;. ./\
� If-�

�
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69-PA-T-28A
FROM

PA/Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Descent Abort Mission Techniques
On February 13 we went over our Descent Abort Mission Techniques
with the world. In general they were accepted as is . That isn ' t
to say we didn' t have some lengthy discussions resulting in some
improvements and/or changes but we didn ' t make any substantial changes
to the basic ground rules, philosophy, or overall procedures. I would
like to list here some of' the things we decided as well as some open
items requiring work.
1. Although we didn ' t spend any appreciable time discussing this ,
i t probably would be worthwhile to look into fixing the spacecraft
computer program (LUMINARY) such that we could use the DPS and APS
Descent Abort Programs (FTO and P71) before PDI ( TIG) . In other words,
prior to PDI the crew and/or M::C-H may decide PDI is "no go . " Since
the descent abort programs have the capability of targeting and guid
ing an ideal maneuver to set up the standard rendezvous sequence it
may be quite an advantage if we are able to call upon those programs
without actually having attempted PDI as the program is currently
constrained.
2 . It was agreed that if the steerable S-band antenna lock-on is
lost during a descent abort, ' the crew will not attempt to reacquire with
that antenna but rather will switch to the omnis as soon as it is con
venient for them to do so . Of course, this will only supply the ground
with low-bit rate data but reacquisition with the steerable is considered
· to be almost impossible, particularly in an emergency situation like this .
(Landing Analysis Branch Was given the action item of' determining if' the
initial descent abort attitude maneuver for any period in a nominal descent
would cause the S-band steerable to loose lock. )
3 . It was concluded that there is a significant advantage to having
the AGS Mode Control switch nominally set to Attitude Hold during descent
in order to permit the crew to complete a landing using the AGS if' they
have a PGNCS problem late in descent and consider it safer to land than
to abort. Of course, this means that an extra switch setting must be made
if it is necessary to abort on the AGS . Specifically the AGS abort sequence
would be :
a.

Set Guidance Control to AGS

b.

Make a manual maneuver to approximately the abort attitude
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c.

Set Mode Control. :AGS to Auto ( This is the "extra" )

d.

Push Abort or Abort Stage

4 . We had a lengthy discussion about whether or not the DPS should be
run to propel.l.ant depletion.
The Propulsion people ( who are never in
attendance in any meeting deal.ing with howe their systems are going to be
used ) have stated that running the DPS to propel.l.ant depletion should not
be done unless crew safety is involved . There are obviously times in the
descent aborts at which crew safety is decreased if we turn off the DPS
any sooner than we have to. Accordingly, in order to avoid some sort of
complicated logic to guide the crew in determining when they can or cannot
run to propel.l.ant depletion, we all. agreed that the DPS will. ordinarily
be run to propel.l.ant depletion if the guidance system does not shut it off
first. The crew took proper note that there is some hazard incurred in
doing that and pl.an to ma.nual.l.y shutdown the DPS when the propel.l.ant gauge
reads 1. or 2 percent remaining provided they are clearly in the region that
shutting down the DPS is not going to increase the probability of hitting
the moon AND it is clear an APS burn will be required to achieve orbit.
Impl.icit, of course , is that they are not so busy in treating the cause
of the abort that they fail. to monitor and take this action.
5 . In the event it is necessary to use the APS to achieve orbit,
it was concluded that the crew will. not attempt to provide ul.l.age prior to
pushing the Abort Stage Button. Although this is not accepted practice for
an in-orbit maneuver, we could see no reason why it should not be perfectly
safe to do this following· a DES burn of any magnitude with completely fUll
APS propel.l.ant tanks .
6 . By far our longest discussion dealt with how to handle the situation
at insertion following an abort during the - first 300 seconds of powered
descent . Specifical.l.y, we are faced with the problem of how to jettison
the DPS conveniently and safely and at the same time trim the �V residuals
in order to get on the desired rendezvous trajectory. The results of thi s
discussion were so meager that I will not report them here . Particularly
since subsequent to the meeting several. new proposals have been made that
appear better than anything we considered. What I ' m saying is that our
discussion was fruitful. to the extent that it got a lot of people thinking
about this problem but we probably need to get together again to discuss all
the resultant ideas and choose our course . I will set up a get together just
for that purpose .

PA :HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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69-FM-T-30

TO

See list below

FROM

FM/Deputy Chief

SUBJECT:

Results of the February 18 Apollo Spacecraft Software Configuxation
Control Board (ASSCCB) meeting

DATE :

This is just a short note to inform you of the most significant actions
taken at the subject meeting.
1..
PCR 268 for both LUMINARY lA and COLOSSUS 2A was approved . As
a result, these programs which will be used on the G mission will be
modified to speed up Programs P34 and P35 as recommended by Ed Lineberry,
Bob Regelbrugge, etc . Specifically, this che:nge to the TPI and MCC tar
geting programs is to use a Kepler prediction · rather than the precision
numerical integration since it is so much 'f'aster with no appreciable
decrease in accuracy. It is estimated that about 8o seconds is saved
each time these programs are called up . Since the command module runs
through P34 three times between CDH and TPI , this represents a saving of
about four minutes in that extremely crowded timeline . MIT intends to
implement this such that it norma.lly operates in the fast mode but they
are providing a crew option to override that logic and use the old pre
cision integration if it is deemed necessary. [Incidentally, no change
is being made to the Stable Orbit rendezvous program (P38) . ]

2 . PCR 273 to put the jerk limits used on the descent abort programs
into erasible memory was disapproved. However, we were given the action
item of' determining the values which we feel are best to be put in fixed
memory. These must be relayed to MI:T on or before February 21.
3 . PCR 274 for LUMINARY lA and COLOSSUS 2A to modify the lunar potential
was disapproved based on George Cherry' s estimate that the impact would be
substantial. MI:T was asked to start a parallel effort in developing the
formulation for the expanded lunar potential model for their programs but
not to plan to implement it :f'or the G mission. This obviously means we
will have to develop workaround procedures :f'or DOI and descent targeting
to be used in the MCC-H/RTCC .
4 . PCR 732 LUMrNARY lA to add rendezvous radar bias to the W-matrix
input/output display was approved. As you recall, the crew was already
given a convenient way to readout and update the position and velocity
terms o:f' the W-matrix but had to go through a special procedure :f'or load
ing the rendezvous radar term. This change merely added that parameter
to the standard display. There was considerable discussion regarding units
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of these terms . MIT was given the option of changing them for crew
convenience at no impact if they could do it to both COLOSSUS and LUMINARY.
It should be emphasized this is just a nicety.
Several changes have been approved to the Descent pro grams of
Probably the mst significant deals with providing the crew
with the capability of taking over manual control of s:pacecraft attitude
and then re turning to automatic control while in the terminal descent
programs . If you are interested in this sort of thing I suggest you
contact the experts to learn precisely what is being done . As I under
stand it, if the crew does take over attitude control, it is important
that they maintain the computer recommended attitude as displayed in the
FDAI error-needles, otherwise the throttle control by the LGC will get
screwed up. Also, there is some concern that if the crew does not respond
fast enough they may create an unstable situation.
5.

LUMINARY lA.

Finally, I would like to confess a mistake I haye been making, which I
am going to try to avoid in the future .
Namely, in the interest of
expediency, I have been signiRg MPAD' s PCR' s which are not written up
accurately or completely enou�. From now on I am going to be looking
for much more detail specifically describing the change and the advantages
to be accrued.

Howard W. Tinda 11, Jr.
Addressees :
FM/J. P. Mayer
c. R. Russ
D. H. Owen
R . H. Brown
FM13/R. P. Parten
FM2/C. A . Graves
FM5/R. E. Ernull
H. D. :Beck
FM6/R. R. Regelbrugge
K. A . Young
R. W. :Becker
Nr/S . P. M3.nn
R. 0 . Nobles
FC5/C. B. Parker
TRW/Houston/R. J. Boudreau
MIT/IL/M. W. Johnston
NR/Downey/B. c . Johnson, AB46
FM/Branch Chiefs
FM:HWTindall, Jr. : js
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See list attached

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Let ' s have no unscheduled water dumps on the F ''mission

February 24, 1969
69-PA-T-3lA

During a recerit Data Selection Mission Techniques meeting we were
informed that the CSM bas some sort of automatic water dump system.
It was even rumored that it might be enabled on the F mission while
the crew is sleeping during cis-lunar flight. This memo is to inform
everyone that an unscheduled water dump can really screw up M3FN orbit
determination. Accordingly, if we have a vote, this automatic capability,
if it exits, should be inhibited and water dumps should only be per
forme! as scheduled by MCC-H.

Howard

w.

Tindall, Jr.

PA :HWTinda11; Jr. : j s
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TO

DATE :

February 24 , 1969

69-PA-T-32A
FROM

FA / Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordina tion

SUBJECT:

Some things about MSFN orbit determination

A couple of i ntere st ing things came out of our Data Sele c t io� Mis s ion
Techniques meeting of February 19 .
There had been concern that the last translunar miQcourse corre ction ( MCC4
You recall that it is at LOI wa s being scheduled too late before LOI .
5 hours . Ma t h Physics Branch reported that the MSFN 1 s i gma peri gee
predi c tion uncertainty at the time of LOI targeting ( a t LOI - 2 hours ) i s

)

1 . 4 n . m. , as suming MCC4 i s executed to within .2 fps .
I t was also reported
that if it v1a s unneces sary to perform MCC4 the uncertainty in pe.d gee pre
dic tion is e s sentially constant from LOI - 5 hours through LOI - 2 hour s ;
The si gnificance of thi s , of course, i s
t he 1 s i gma value being . 4 n . m.

that our current midcourse correction logic makes �t probable th&t MCC4
will no� be required and, therefore , it s hould be pos s ible to perform LOI
target:ng a s much. a s 5 hour s before LOI without any addi tional error if
it is operationally de sirable to do so .

If you recall,

on the C ' mi s s ion we s tated that MSFN ranging while the

spacecraft was i n lunar orbit was unneces sary unle s s orbit determination
problems cropped up, which they never did .
This same procedure applies
In order to give us
to the F mi s s ion with one s i gnificant exception.
the grea test chance of solving our current lunar orbit determina tion and

lunar gravitat ional problems , we would like to obtain as much MSFN ranging

a s poss ible during the landmark tracking exerc ise to be carried out on TEI
day.
Although not mandatory, we would like to a s s i gn it a priority high
enough that it would be obtained even at s ome cost of voice communi cations
and / r other things that might conflict with i t .
In other word s , it is
not trivial.

�

��

Howard
PA : HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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DATE :

February 25, 1969

69-PA-T-34A
FROM

PA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: D Mission LM PGNCS

IMU

drift checks

This memo is to backup a telephone conversation with Will Fenner. I
hope it doesn' t just add confusion but I thought it might be worthwhile
to put into writing my latest with regard to the D Y".J.ssion LM PGNCS IMU
alignments and gyro drift checks . I am pretty sure if limits are approached
or slightly exceeded, the guidance officer is going to be forced to exercise
some real time judgment and I don ' t envy him in this particular case . I
1-�ould recommend he reference this mezoo if it supports his judgment but
if he doesn ' t use these numbers , I certainly will not call anyone ' s attention
to it.
Marty James , TRVT, has spent a considerable amount of effort in determining
the magnitude of the various error sources contributing to our uncertainty
in the relative orientation of the two nav bases . I spent a good bit of
time talking to him and my feeling is that he has done a good job and these
numbers are probably okay. The following table shows the contribution of
each of the error sources :
Values listed are the 1 sigma misalignment uncertainty
estimates between the listed spacecraft components
Around x-axis
CSM

IMU

� min

CSM NAV BASE
CSM SPACECRAFT

AXES

CSM DOCKING RING (OR INDEX)
LM

DOCKING RING (OR INDEX)

LM

NAV BASE

LM IMO

Around y and z-axes

10

10

20

Q

15

4

5

4

1

2

RSS

1
"!

14 min

nun
•

v

1
2

28 min

If you RSS these values , we find the 1 sigma uncertainty around th� y and
z -axes is about i degree and around the x-axis is about � degree .
That i s ,
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The PG�CS ali gnment against the CSM IMU should be within better than 3/4
degree around the y and z-axes and 1� degree around the x-axis . If we
add to this the maximum gyro drift we are willing to tolerate (i . e . , 1 . 5
degree per hour) for the 2 hours between alignments, we can obtain. the
largest tolerable gyro torquing angles beyond which we say the IMU is
broken. It seems to me then that 4 degrees s hould be that limit . However,
since we have no real experience with LM IMU alignments of any sort this
number must be tempered by real time judgment and thus becomes more of a
guideline value than a limit.

� ���� �
Howard

Addressees :
FC/E. F. Kranz
FC4/R. L. Carlton
FC5/W. E . Fenner
cc :
PA/G. M. Low
PD/A . Cohen
PD7/R. H. Kohrs
CF24/M. c . Contella
EG2/C . T. Hackler
c . F. Hasson
FA/C . C. Kraft, Jr.
FC/J. G. Renick
FC4/J. B. Craven
FM/J. P. Mayer
c . R . Russ
D. H . Owen
FM13/R. P. Parten
FM2/C . A . Graves
FM4/P. T. Pixley
FM5/R. E. Ernull
FM6/K. A . Young
R. W. Becker
FM7/R . 0 . Nobles
FM/Branch Chiefs
TRW/R. J. Boudreau
C . M. James
MIT/IL/M. W. Johnston, 7-279
PA : HWTindall, Jr. : j s
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TO

Info�-,:;al i:'istribution

FROM

FM6/Chief , Orbital Mi ssion Analysi s Branch

DATE :

FEB ;: 5 1969
69-FM61-47

SUBJECT: Comp ari son limits for rendezvous radar test on Apollo 9

Reference :

Shannahan, Philip : Rendezvous radar checkout for Apollo 9 ,
OMAB Memorandum 69-FM62-38 , Feb . 20 , 1969 .

The comparison limit s for the rendezvous radar test on Apollo 9 were ·
determined by OMAB and documented in the above reference . Recent studies
conducted by MIT/IL have pointed out an additional error source not con
sidered in the OMAB analyses . This error source results from the compu
tational inaccuracies in the Rendezvous Parameter Display Routine (R31)
for r ange and range rate based upon- the vehicle state vectors . At the
very close range at which the radar test is being conducted (- 0 .6 n . mi . )
the computed range can be in error by 600 feet and the range rate by
2 fps . This information was relayed by Mr . Malcolm Johnston of MIT/IL
via a telephone conversation on Feb . 24 . Inclusion of this error source
results in limits as follows :
Range comparison

1600 feet

Range rate comparison

7

fps

The revised limits have been relayed to Mr . R . Carlton of FCD and Mr . M .
Contella o f FCSD .
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Memorandum

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO

See list attached

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJEcr:

F/G Mirror Image Targeting shall use a three-minute delay

DATE :

February 26, 1969
69-PA-T-35A

As you know, we have established as a standard procedure during Apollo
rendezvous having CSM backui> 1M maneuvers in order to retain the
nominal relative motion during this critical mission phase. On the D
mission these "Jiti.rror image" CSM maneuvers are targeted with .a TIG
delayed one minute after the ·.LM TIG. One minute was chosen based on
our estimate that it woul.d be adequate for the crew to determine
whether or not the command module should go active and to take the
proper steps subsequent to that decision. John Young - the F mission
CMP was concerned that by using a one-minute delay he is forced to
turn on his SFS trim gimbal motors for each of the mirror image maneuvers
whether he has to execute the burn or not. Since there is no significant
disadvantage in making the delay larger, we are changing it to three
minutes for the F and G missions in order to avoid having to turn on
those motors unnecessarily. Henceforth, all F/G analyses , simulations,
procedures , and techniques will be based on that value .
.
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Memorandum

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO

See li st attached

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo

SUBJECT:

Review of the Launch Phase Abort Mission Techniques Document
:for Missions F and G
1.

Data

February 26, 1969
69-PA-T-36A

DATE:

Priority Coordination

References :

MSC Internal Note No . S-PA-8T-026, "Apollo Mission Techniques Saturn
V/Apollo Launch Phase Aborts, Techniques Descriptions, " dated October
22, 1968.

/�

�'

1969,
2 . A review of' the subject document is scheduled :for March
at 9 a . m. in Building 4, Room 378. The purpose of' this review is to
discuss launch phase abort techniques which have changed significantly
since the publication of the referenced techniques document, which had
been written specifically for C ' and D . The following list defines the
major revisions :
·

expa nded

a.

MOdification to the COI maneuver and

b.

Use of a launch vehicle performance envelope for an abort cue .

c.

Use of the exit heating limit as an abort limit.

capability.

d. Incorporation of the steerable LV manual capability to the abort
techniques .
3 . It is hoped that all groups associated with this area be represented
to expedite this review. Dra:f't copies will be available at the meeting.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.
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Memorandum
TO

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
DATE :

See list attached

February 27 , 1969

69-PA-T-37A
FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Some more trivia for the F mission
This memo is to point out a couple of oversights in our F Mission
Techniques .
1. With regard to docked DPS burns we should remember that the
rmaNARY program used on F is the same as the SUNDANCE program to be
used on D, which due to scaling problems or something barely recognizes
that the DPS is running when it is at only 10 percent thrust in the
docked configuration. Accordingly, it is necessary for the crew to
manually advance the throttle to 40 percent thrust for awhile prior to
going to full thrust in order for the PGNCS to trim the DPS thrust
vector through the CG. (Note : LUMINARY lA for G has been fixed so
that gimbal trimming will be done at 10 percent and the stopover at
40 percent is not required . )
2. During the planning of the special F mission landmark tracking
exercise just prior to TE[ we forgot to include the CMC state vector
updating from the MCC-H once per rev. This is so obviously necessary
that it would certainly have been caught during the earliest simlations .
However, we might as well start including it in F mission documentation
now to be done at about the same time as the periodic P52 platform
reallgnments .
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Memorandum

TO
FROM

FM/Technical

Assistant, Mission Planning
and Analys is Division

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
DATE :

February 28, 1969

69-PA -T-39A

PA /Cbief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: Some MPAD work needed for the G mission
During the February 26th Data Select Mission Techniques meeting, Math
Phys ics Branch (MPB) picked up three action items for the G mission, of
which you should be aware .

1. Prior to OOI sextant data is used to determine the relative
location of the landing site with respect to the CSM orbital elements .
:Based on this data the landing site coordinates will be changed to
facilitate descent targeting. However, it is clear that there is a
llmi t beyond which we will be unwilling to change the landing site
coordinates from those established pre -mission because such a big change
would appear to indicate something i s fouled up. Accordingly, we have
requested the MPB to determine the magnitude of the various error sources
which would contribute to this real t ime change in order that tbe flight
controllers can intelligently assess the situation in real time . In
addition to this they are also to recommend a lower bound - that is, a
"who cares" limit wherein the change is so trivial it should be ignored .
2.

On the first pass after touchdown and o n the la s t pass prior to

I.M lift-off, the two spacecraft observe each other with optics and

rendezvous radar . As presently configured, the RTCC processes the I.M
and CSM data independently. However, there are apparently techniques
for combining the solutions to get the beet total solution. The MPB
was requested to analyse and document the techniques which should be
used in the proces s ing of this data in real time . Incidentally, it is
to be noted that on both of these occasions this process should be aimed
at c hanging the orientation of the CSM orbital plane as opposed to moving
the LM position. That is, we will use our best estimate of the landing
site (RLS ) as the fixed reference in establishing this relative situation
in preparation for ascent targeting and the CSM plane change .
3 . MPB was also requested to re-examine the quality of the various
state vectors which could be used for targeting LOI2 - especially in the
out-of-plane direction. As I recall, when we were figuring tbe battle of
the two-stage LOI , the consensus was that our knowledge of the lunar orbital
plane based on the approach trajectory plus GNCS naviga tion through LOI1
was superior to the single pass M3FN solution after LOI1• As a result we
were recommending as a standard procedure t�t LOI 2 should always be tar
geted as a completely in-plane maneuver basically because no new out-of-plane
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information was available prior to LOI 2 based on which we could do this
targeting . Obviously this must assume small G&N dispersions in the
execution of LOil . The question is - is that still the right way to go ?
I accidentally d�scovered that the flight controllers were figuring on
using the post LOI1 data to do out-of-plane targeting on LOI2 •
Dave , if task assignments are needed, will you make sure they are prepared?
I suspect this work is already covered.

Howard
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Memorandum
TO

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
DATE :

February 28, 1969
69-PA-T-40A

: See �ist attached

FROM

FA/Chief, Apo�lo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

There will be no VHF ranging data co�lected while tracking the
the lunar surface

LM

on

It has been suggested that, in addition to optics and rendezvous radar
tracking one spacecraft of the other while the LM is on the lunar
surface, we should a�so utilize VHF ranging. This data wou�d certainly
be useful for post-f�ight ana�ysis if not in real time . I have attempted
to resolve the situation with regard to obtaining this data and have come
to the conclusion that it is too �te to get it, as unfortunate as that may
be . The basic problem is in the formulation of the RTCC . progi-am. And , the
program changes required appear to be too �rge for obtaining data which at
best Dnst be labeled "desirab�e . "
Through the years our p�ns for CSM tracking of the IM while on the �unar
surface have all been based on just using the sextant . Obviously, we
intended to use the Lunar Orbital Navigation program {P22 ) , which not
only provides automatic optics tracking but a�so comp�ies the desired
optical data, time tags , spacecraft attitude and �ndmark I .D. in a specia�
downli st package for transmission to the MCC-H. The RTCC programs have been
foTDnlated to accept this data in that format and process it in real time .
First indications are that the spacecraft Rendezvous Navigation program
{ P20 ) wou�d serve the crew as we�� as P22 for tracking the LM on the �unar
surface with regard to automatic optics, and would have the additiona�
advantage of inc�uding VHF ranging data on the downlist. Unfortunate�y,
though, the P20 downlist format is substantially different than the P22
down�ist and wou�d require rather extensive changes in the RTCC program.
For examp�e , the sextant data is not stored in a batch of five observations
as in P22 but wou�d have to be stripped out one at a time as the observa
tions are obtained . This couli easily cause us to miss some points . But
more important, the RTCC wou�d have to be coded to store them for processing.
Finally, it is to be noted that P20 on�y collects a VHF data point once per
minute - almost not worth the effort! Implicit in the above is that VHF
te�emetry via the CMC is the o�y source; raw VHF does not come down direct�y.
In summary, we are abandoning efforts to get VHF for the G flight . It may
be worthwhile to put in a PCR to add VHF sampling to the P22 program and
its down�ist at a reasonab�e data rate . Jim McPherson - would you take the
action on this, if it seems reasonable to you?

�
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Memorandum
TO

See list attached

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

G Lunar Surface stuff is still incomplete

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
March 7, 1969
69-PA-T-42A

DATE :

On February 27 we held a Mission Techniques meeting which I thought was
going to simplY edit the "final" version of the Lunar Surface Document
prior to its release . Tb my chagrin we discovered that there are at
least two areas requiring much more thought and analysis . We will
probably meet again to resolve these during the last week of March. The
release of the Mission Techniques Document will have to be delayed
accordinglY.
Before delving into these major items, there are a couple of other
things I would like to mention. The first may seem trivial. It deals
with terminology - specificall;y, use of the expression "go/no go" regard
ing the decision whether to stay or abort immediately after landing on
the lunar surface . Every time we talk about this acitivity we have to
redefine which we mean by "go" and "no go . " That i s - confusion inevitably
arises since "go" means to "stay" and "no go" means to "abort" or "go . "
Accordingly, we are suggesting that the terminology for this particular
decision be changed from "go/no go" to "stay/no stay" or something like
that. Just call me "Aunt Emma . "
Last summer GAEC honored us with their presence at one of our meetings
and to celebrate the occasion we give them an action item. We asked t hem
how to make the tilt-over decision and to establish the attitude and rate
limits for aborting. We haven ' t heard from them since, on that or a�hing
else except RCS plume impingement . Don ' t worry, we still have four mnths
to figure out how to do it .
I would like to emphasize that we do not want to trim residuals following
the CSM plane change maneuver . It is recognized that they may be rather
large since it is the first SFS undocked burn, but we would rather take
them into account by adjusting the ascent targeting than by spending CSM
RCS propellant.
·

Another thing we realized about the CSM Was that we had not definitively
established the attitude the CSM should maintain during LM ascent nor
whether it was necessary for the MCC-H t6 compute the associated IMU gimbal
angles .
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Our bigge s t problem in this mi s s ion phase deals with platform alignments .
Specifi cally, we are still not sure what se quence of alignment options
should be used , although, I think everyone agrees we should use a gravity
alignment for the actual ascent.
The basic problem seems to stem from a
lack of understand ing of just how the IM Lunar Surface Program (P57) ·
actually works and , in each case, what the torquing angles really indicate .
Of course, the thing we are primarily interes ted in accomplishing is to
evaluate the performance - that i s , the drift of the IMU - in order to
decide if it is working, if we should align the AGS to the PGNCS , if we
should update the IMU compensation parameters, if we should lift-off on
the PGNCS or the AGS, etc .
Prior to our meeting at the end of March, TRW
will write out in detail how they think the system actUally works along with
a description of how we should use it.
Guidance and Control Divi sion may
do the same . Then, we will all get together with MIT to see if we can get
this thing straighten out and cleared up
:

.

•

Finally, our other big problem has to do with how we should handle the
LM loca tion on the mon ( RIS ) and the CSM state vector, part:!.cular1y
during the first two hours on the lunar surface in prepara tion for the
countdown demonstra tion and, if necessary, a scent at the end of the first
CSM revolution.
The point is we will have all the data needed to determine
the LM' s location but we do not want to change it i n the various computers
(LGC, CMC, RTCC ) unle s s we can maintain a consistant CSM state vector, too .
And , it is not at all clear how we can do all that .
This subj ect becomes
another major item on the a genda of the "ides of March" meeting .
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Memorandum

NASA

TO

See list attached

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Happiness is having plenty of hydrogen

Manne d

Spacecraft Center

M:trch 14, 1969
69-PA-T-44A

DATE:

As I understand it, there has been a desire or requirement to have the
capability of surviving a cryo-tank failure at any time in the lunar
mission. After C ' , it was decided to keep the IMU powered up throughout all lunar missions even though it might be at the cost of having the
backup cryos . However, according to a recent analysis by MPAD' s Guidance
and Performance Branch (R. c . Wadle, w. Scott, and D. A . Nelson) , these
two characteristics are not incompatible . Since this is quite different
from what I have heard in the past, I thought you might find it interesting,
too .
According to Wadle, Scott, and Nelson, it is possible to operate with the
plat�orm powered up and even if one tank fails as late as TEI , there is
still enough hydrogen left in the other tank to provide a four day return
to-earth in a powered-down state . (Hydrogen is the most critical consum
able . ) The powered-down state still provides for communications ; essentially
it consists of just taking the guidance system and one fuel cell off - the
line and turning off non-essential equipment .

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.
PA :HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

See list attached

TO

DATE :

l2,'

March

1969

69-PA-T-45A
FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Simplification

to

the pre-PDI abort procedure

As a result of a passing comment in one of my previous notes, TOmmy
Gibson and George Cherry looked into what it would take to provide
automatic PGNCS targeting for LM aborts at initiation of powered
descent (PDI ) . They found the capability already exists in the
LUMINARY program.
How ' s that for great!
The situation I am discussing is when the need for abort is recognized
after DOI and before PDI on a lunar landing mission. The ideal proce
dure, of course, is for the. LM to make a maneuver at about PDI time
which will set up a nominal rendezvous s�quence with CSI � rev later.
This is exactly what the DPS and AIS abort programs {P70 and P7l) do
automatically, but it was thought these programs could only be used if
powered descent was actually started and we certainly didn ' t want to
start powered descent - a retrograde maneuver when the abort maneuver
lllllS t be posigrade . That would make it necessary to execute a large
attitude change while thrusting. It turns out that the crew may obta:in
automatic targeting for an abort maneuver by proceeding into the descent
program (P63 ) just as if intending to land, except that he llllls t maneuver
the spacecraft manually into the posigrade abort direction prior to P.DI
time . He actually starts the DPS burn in P63 but since P63 does not
start descent guidance until the engine is throttled up, it will auto
matically maintain the abort attitude the crew has established. After
achieving engine stability at about TIG pJ.us five seconds, the crew
can press the Abort button which will automatically call up the DPS Abort
program (P70) to compute the abort maneuver targets , immediately throttle
up to full thrust, and control the burn.
This certainly seems like a :straightforward procedure, completely con
sis tent with standard descent procedures, and aborts immediately after
P.DI . I think we should establish this as our primary abort technique
'
for this mission period.
�Great work, Tbm and George .

Keep

��

d I predict you ' ll
--_____-

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.
PA :HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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Memorandum

NASA �nned Spacecraft Center

TO

See list attached

FROM

PA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

PGNCS operations while on the lunar surface

DATE :

April 1, 19 69
69 -PA-T-52A

During our �rch 27 Lunar Surface Mission Techniques meeting I
think we finally settled how we think the PGNCS should be operated.
How many times have I said that before? This memo is to broadcast
a few new items that might be of general interest.
MIT has recently made a significant change in the PGNCS lunar surface
alignment program (P57 ) . They have added a new alternative governing
the orientation to which the IMU can be aligned. Specifically, before
this change there were only two alternatives - .a "preferred" align
ment associated with lift-off time computed by the LGC and an align
ment to a REFSMMA.T uplinked from the Mis.sion Control Center. The
new alternative provides the capability of an alignment to the stored
REFSMMA.T - that is, the same REFSMMAT to . which the IMU was aligned
the last . time . This program change significantly simplifies crew
procedures and. since it will be used several times during the lunar
stay you should be aware of it.
We have finally converged on the sequence of P57 options to be used
on the lunar surface . They are described in considerable detail in
the attachment . Briefly the sequence is :
a . A gravity alignment ( Option 1 ) to determine the direction of
the gravity vector .
b. An AOT star alignment ( Option 2 ) to establish an inertial
reference which can be used with the gravity vector to determine the
LM' s position on the lunar surface . This alignment will also provide
a drift check on the IMU since the pre-DOI AOT star alignment .

c . A gravity and star alignment ( Option 3 ) in preparation for
lift-off at the end of two hours stay, if that is necessary, and to
initialize the system for a sustained IMU drift check.
d . Two Option 3 ' s in the nominal ascent countdown. The first,
which completes the drift check, also sets up the system for the
rendezvous radar tracking of the command module two hours before the
lift-off. The second supports the Ascent itself.
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This sequence not only provides all of the data needed to support the
actua"I operation but also exercises all of the options which makes · the
engineers happy. The consensus was that we have trimmed this activity
just about ·to a minimum and it should be fairly easy to include in the
crew time line
·

'
'

"I

I

•

Flight Dynamics ' flight controllers were requested to select the stars
to be used for the ·lunar surface alignment on the nominal G mission
as soon as possible .
It is our understanding and recommendation that the IMrJ will remain
powered up -throughout the lunar stay. ·we should emphasize - that it
is also necessary · that the LGC remain powered up as in order to main
tain gyro compensation in the IMU as well as to provide the downlink
data continuously to the Mission Control Center. Apparently there
was · some uncertainty about thi s .
After - considerable discussion it was decided that our best course of
action. is to update both the LM position on the lunar surface (RI.S )
and command module · state vector in the LGC during the first two hours
on the lunar surface to support an ascent at tbat time, if it is
necessary. The RIB will be based on the AOT alignment and · gravity ·
vector -data as well as crew observations during the landing and perhaps
on data gathered prior to DOI . ( The exact - manner in which - the Mission
Control Center will do this job - is the subject of a meeting next week. )
The CSM state vector will be the best M3FN estimate at the time of the
update . This is such an obvious choice you llllls t wonder how we wasted
our time . The only point we were concerned with was making sure that
the RLS and CSM vectors were compatible enough to support ascent guidance
at the end of a two hour stay. We feel that this technique will probably
provide that, but we may want to reconsider after obtaining F mission
experience .
In addition to the Data Select business noted above about how to establish
RI.S , we a:re also scheduling a meeting specifically to discuss the AGS
operation on the lunar surface next week. After incorporating the
results of those meetings into the Mission Techniques Docttment for
Lunar Surface Operation, we will review and finally publish that docu
ment a couple of weeks later. Hopefully, at that time this mission
phase should be fairly well closed out .

Enclosure
PA : HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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LM

IMU ALIGNMENT

SEQUENCE

1.

Pre-undock - align to Mission Control Center REFSMMAT

2.

Pre-DOI - P52 AOT align to REFSMMAT ( stored )

3.

Post Touchdown
a.

Option l to REFSMMAT to obtain the g vector
not torque the IMU - specifically, the crew should recycle
(V32E) out of the program at the V06N93 torquing angle display

Do

4.

b.

Option 2* to
ment. Given
required for
both onboard

REFSMMA.T - to obtain IMU drift since pre-DOI align
the g vector of Option l this supplies all data
LM position determination on the lunar surface
and at the Mission Control Center.

c.

Update RLS and CSM state vector in the LGC based on best
sources of data available - no attempt is made to make these
"consistent. "

Touchdown plus lk hr to prepare for RR track or lift-off after
first CSM rev.
Option 3* to landing site - using updated lift-off time from
the Mission Control Cente r .

5.

During lunar s tay (about 19 hours duration) monitor
continuously at the Mission Control Center.

6.

Lift-off - � hours

CDU

angles

Option 3* to REFSMMAT to obtain drift and to align for RR tracking.
7.

Update CSM state vector in

8.

Lift-off - 45 minutes

LGC .

Optional update of RLS .

Option 3* to landing site for Ascent.
*(a )
(b )

If attempt at Option 2 fails because stars are not visible ,
replace with Option 3 using sun or earth if possible .
If attempts at Option
with Option l' s .
Note :

3 fail

( even with sun or earth) replace

Unset REFSMMAT flag before #6 above if us ing Option l
to eliminate drift effect over long lunar stay.
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Memorandum
TO

See list below

NASA Manned Sp. icecraft Center
DATE :

Ap:�il 3, 1969

69-PA-T-53A
FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Some G Mission Techniques action items
This me:no is just a list of action items ass ignee. to MPAD anC./or
MI T which I remember coming from our recent G descent /descent abort
meetings . In addition to reminding those responEible for them, they
serve as some sort of indication of wha t ' s going on in this cusiness
which you might find interesting .

1.

Orbital Mission Analys is Branch

a . Establish a preferred rendezvous maneuver sequence to
guard against lunar impact in the event of late r.e scent abor'js on
the AGS . This includes a recommendation on /J.v · ;rimming at ::ns�rtion,
too .
b . Determine if an unacceptable abort s ::tuation wou: d exist
if PDI were delayed one rev in real time .

2.

Math Phys ics Branch

a . Determine how the flight controllers should deciC.e when to
�pply the altitude bias update to the Lear Proce r sor Display of H vs .
H . Is there some way to take into account the k!"own lunar s• :rface slope ?
Specifically; find out from the mapping people wl�t the exac ; slope is
for the landing site s .
b . Determine the effect of non-synchron.Lzation cf ti le data
sources when updating the Lear altitude from PGNGS .
3.

Landing Analysi s Branch

a . Establi sh a technique for testing anc. determinin,,; s.ccepta 
bility of the LGC LM state vector pre-PDI . Also, reco=.end c.he action that is, under what conditions they should abort> update the s�zte vector,
advise crew of large /J.H, or what ?
2 Di�ltes ,
b . There i s a PDI attitude burn check m�de a t TIG
referenced to the horizon. Determine how accurately a :pre-f-�ight Yalue
may be established and thus if it i s necessary to update �hi ; test in
real time . Also, ascertain if the sun will inte:r-f"ere with t:�:.s test .
-
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c . Is there some way to monitor the PGNCS to determine failure
of the . P63/P64 program change to occur when it should have by using the
V, H, H DSKY displays ? I would like to ayoid having to call up TGO .
Also, establish what course of' action the crew should take if· they fail
to get the program change .
4.

Guidance and Performance Branch

Establish strip chart limit lines defin�g AGS perfo��nce in
terms of acceptable, marginal, and failed. Simi:;.ar limits ar·e also
required for the telemetry comparison display.
5.

Landing Analysis Branch and Math Physics Branch

Determine if and how the descent targeting must be U'Jdated in
the event PDI is delayed one rev in real time af�er DOI .
6.

Guidance and Performance Branch and :MIT

Establish abort limits for the strip charts beyond w�ich impend
ing failure of the PGNCS should be considered imminent.
7.

Landing Analysis Branch,

G&CD,

and MIT

a . Establish attitude error and attituQ.e rate limit'; to be used
by the crew during descent and recommended action if violate•l .
b . Establish what constitutes adequate landing rada:.c data .
fically, what should be used as a measure of thi s :

Speci

(1)

The amount obtained and when it was obtained.

(2)

� H from the strip chart at the time of laciing radar loss .

(3)

Others?

· � � o:S � �J:�
Howar�ll,
.

Addressees :
PA/G . M. Low
FA/C . C . Kraft, Jr.
FC/C . E . Charlesworth
Fc44/R. L. Carlton
Fc44/J. B. Craven
FC55/J. H . Greene
FC56/s . G. Bales
FM/J. P. Mayer
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FM/C . R . Huss
FM/D. H. Owen
FM13/R. P. Barten
FM13/J. R . Gurley
F¥2/C . A . Graves
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DATE:

April 4,

1969

69-PA-T- 54A
FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

RLS

Determination

On April

2

we had a Mi ss ion Techniques meeting to discuss how we

should handle the determination of the LM' s position on the lunar
surface

(RLS ) .

Specifi cally, we were concerned with how to deter

mine its values and , after improved values are determined, when they
One obvious conclu
should be loaded into the spacecraft computer.
s ion, if anything can be called obvious coming from this discuss ion,

i s that we have many excellent data sources for determining RLS, each
of which is estimated to be of a quality much better than we need to
support the operatl.on.

"RLS"

is actually the LM position vector on the lunar surface consist

ing of three components .

It i s moon fixed - that i s , rota te s with

the moon - and is simply the latitude ,
of the

LM

longitude , and radial distance

from the moon ' s center.

RLS

Prior to landing it i s neces sary to establish the value s of
to be
used in De s cent targeting .
For the first lunar landing, where the F
mission will have thoroughly surveyed the landing s ite, the consensus
is that we should use the
in-flight mission

G

RLS

determined on the F mission and . only use

measurements as a system check similar to the

horizon check made before retrofire .
not been surveyed previously, the

RLS

For landings at sites which have
must be determined in real time

based on the MSFN/sextant tracking done pre -DOI .
The Math Physics
Branch (MPB) of MPAD proposes that this be handled in the following
way and I think . everyone finally agreed it was logical, at least pend
ing results of the F mission:
a.
The CSM/LM state vectors will be a so-called single pass :t.EFN
solution based solely on data obtained during the sextant tracking
pas s .
Orientation of the orbital plane of this solution will be con
strained by the pre -LOI plane plus confirmed maneuvers .
(In fact,

MPB

proposed that we use this technique throughout lunar orbit from LOI
through 'l!EI .
Data Select and
people have the task of establishing
the technique for monitoring rev by rev single pass solutions with the

MPB

orbital plane unconstrained to confirm that the pre -LOI value falls
within the scatter of these determina tions and of e s tablishing the
limits beyond whi c h they would abandon the pre-LOI plane orientation . )

.......
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b.
Having established the CSM state vector as described in "a , "
the sextant tracking data i s given f'ul.l weight in the determination
of' RI..S
That i s , the landing site loca tion will be based entirely
on the sextant data de termina tion of' its position relative to the CSM
.

state vector .
But I would like to iterate that this RI..S determination
is only used as a system check f'or a surveyed site such as planned on

·I
l

the nominal. mission.

Af'ter landing we have f'ive good data sources f'or determining various
components of' RLS .
(MPB ha s the task of' establishing their relative
accura cy. )

We have decided to put of'f' figuring out how we will. actually

use them in real. time until. af'ter the

F

mis sion since it is anticipated

that it will. impact our choice tremendously .
are as f'ollows :
.a .

The various data sources

The crew observations ·made during descent and af'ter landing

referenced to onboard maps - This i s s imply a matter of' the crew
informing the ground · of' where they think they landed in terms of'
longitude and latitude based on their visual observations .
In addition
to relaying latitude and longitude , they should also express an opinion
of' how certain they are about where they are .
b.

The position is determined by use of' star observations and the

gravity vector data obtained during the f'irst IMU alignments on the
This data will be processed both onboard the space
lunar surface.
craft -and at Mission - Control. Center .

It is also only capable of'

determining latitude and longitude - not radius .
c.
The Lear powered f'l.ight proce ssor which uses :r.EFN doppler
during descent is expected to have outstanding accuracy in deter
ming the c hange in LM position f'rom PDI to touchdown, provided we do
not encounter sustained periods· of' data dropout .
The problem in
determining LM pos ition on the lunar surface with this data , of' course ,
depend s on the accuracy of' our knowledge of' the LM po s ition at P.DI to
which we will add the position change measured by Lear.
According to
MPB it is poss ible to obtain a very accurate e s timate of' LM pos ition a t

data

PDI usi'ng a M3FN short arc solution with the orbital. plane constrained
as. discussed previously.

( They emphasized,

however, that the short

arc solution is only ac curate in the determination of' position - not
velocity - and would only be obtained during post-landing proce ssing
RI..S .then
of. tracking data obtained on the LM between AOS and PDI . )

is ;found by determining the LM position at PDI using the short arc
solution and manually addiiig to it the change in latitude , l.ongitude ,
and altitude as measured by the Lear Proce ssor during powered descent.
Note tha.t this yields . all three components of' RI..S
.

3
d . PGNCS .telemetry data may be used in a similar manner to the
. Lear Processor.
That i s , by taking _ the PGNCS e stimate of position at
PDI . and at landing we. are able to determine its measurement of'· change
;Ln latitude aDd longitude. during descent
They may also be added to
the short arc . solution described above to get RLS
It i s to be
emphasized, however, that PGNCS ac ceptance of' landing radar destroys
the capability of' determining the change in altitude as. measured by
the . PGNCS .
•

.

.

We can do the same thing with the AGS state vectors as
e
described for . the PGNCS . Again, since altitude updates are cun-ently
planned during descent, only latitude and lo�itude can be obtained .
•

.

The question now is which of' these sources do we use?
a. For RLS radius our preferred source i s the pre -flight
determined value if' we land at a surveyed site . If not a surveyed
site , we would either use the radius determined by the MSFN/sextant
observation obtained pre-DOI or from the Lear Processor plus short
arc solutions . These two sources are currently estimated to be
roughly equivalent .
b . For latitude and longitude all of' the source s noted above
( i . e . , crew/map, AOT/g, Lear, PGNCS , and AGS ) are all considered
competitive and their priority must await F experience . It should
be noted that Lear, PGNCS , and AGS are not completely independent ·
in that they are all initialized from the same source.
Fli ght Dynami c s , Data Select, and MPB people were given the task
of' e s tablishing the precise technique for obtaining the Lear, PGNCS,
and AGS solutions for RLS latitude and longitude .
This i s not some
thing that falls automatically out of the RTCC but will require a
considerable amount of' manipulation of' many different state vectors
stored in it and a bunch of manual ( simple ) computations .

You will note that all of' the above data sources are available within
an hour after landing and, a s far as we are concerned, should provide
all of the data ever needed to carry out the operation. However , we
have currently planned to obtain rendezvous radar and sextant tracking
of each spacecraft by the other, both two hours after touchdown and
two hours before lift-off . Based on our discussions at this time, the
consensus is that this tracking is by no means mandatory. In particular,
if rendezvous radar tracking by the LM becomes even slightly problematic ,
it can easily be dropped . For example , if it conflicts with other crew
activity, uses too much LM power, presents thermal problems , or wears
out the rendezvous radar we can eliminate it from the timeline . Of'
course , if in real time our other data sources get noodled up in some

,...,:
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way, it would have to be added back in at that time . In fact, I should
emphasize that we are not proposing that it be dropped :f'rom the timeline,
but rather that it could be dropped if necessary - so can the sextant
tracking for that matter, although no reason for dropping it occurred
to us .
In summary, we have many excellent data sources for RIS determination.
How we wi11 use them wi11 be established after the F mission. Rendezvous
raqar tracking by the LM on the lunar surface is no longer a requirement.
And, a couple of new MSF.N facts are that a short arc solution yields a
good position vector and it is proposed that the pre-LOI determined
orbital plane plus confirmed maneuvers be used throughout the lunar
orbit activity.

PA :HWTinda11, Jr. : js
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See list attached

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

AGS alignments in lunar orbit and operations on the lunar surface
_

April 4, 1969
69-PA-T-55A

On April 2 we finally got around to establishing how to operate the
AGS on the lunar landing mission. The two basic subjects for dis
cussion were how to handle CDU transient problems when ·aligning the
AGS to the PGNCS in lunar orbit and · how to operate the AGS in total
while on the lunar surface .
I am certainly no authority on CDU transients and only attempt
the following brief description so that the rest of the memo will
make some sense to you. If you are interested in what CDU transients
really are, I recommend that you find an authority on them. There
are lots of ' em - and as many versions . As you know, the A� uses
the PGNCS as the primary reference in its alignments . As I imder
stand it, CDU transients have� somethiilg bad to do with the electronics
in the PGNCS which are used to generate the data transmitted to the
AGS which the AGS uses in its alignments . Unless ·certain precautions
are taken, CDU transients can occur and' are not ordinarily obvious
to the crew. I gather that they can result in errors in the A�
alignments of up to 1� degrees or so. During much of the operation
even the largest misalignment errors · would. not particularly concern
us . On other occasions, such as during descent, they would essentially
disable the AGS as a useful guidance and control. system.
I will
a.

go

through each of the AGS aligiilllEints :

LM

Activation before Undocking

The command module should be used to orient the spacecraft
to a so-called AGS calibration attitude which is essentially just
displacing all three spacecraft axes at least ll� degrees away from
zero or multiples of 45 degrees from the IMU principle axes . This
action, it is said, will permit the 'AGS alignment and calibration
to be carried out free of CDU transients .
b.

Pre-DOl after Undocking

The AGS is aligned to the PGNCS after its AOT alignment in
preparation of DOI . Since AGS alignment errors do not create a problem
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but are more of' an annoyance in the AGS monitoring of' the OOI burn, no
precautions will be taken to avoid CDU transients .
c.

Pre -PDI

This alignment in preparation for descent is most critical.
The AGS must be aligned accurately and, in order to minimize drift, it
must be aligned to the PGNCS very late before PDI . The choices here
were to add special crew procedures into an already crowded timeline
to avoid CDU transients vs . taking no precautions against their occur
ring, but being prepared to redo the alignment if' the MCC detects a
CDU transient alignment error has occurre d. Either of' these two
approaches were considered acceptable and are almost a toss-up. It
was finally decided to avoid the special procedures and to take a
chance on the transient . If' the M::C determines that a CDU transient
has occurred, the crew will be inf'ormed within 30 seconds aDd they must
This procedure is felt
then rezero the CDU' s and repeat the alignment.
to be s impler for the crew and, in particular, it avoids attitude
maneuvers which are part of' the CDU transient avoidance procedure .
d.

Post-Insertion Alignments

After insertion into orbit the AGS should then be aligned to
the PGNCS . Again in this non-critical period it was decided to take
a chance on a CDU transient occurring, particularly since this align
ment is carried out within s ight of' the earth and the MCC is in a
position to advise the crew if' a realignment is necessary.
Attached to this memo is a detailed sequential list of' AGS options on
the lunar surface at each step of' which it is assumed the PGNCS is
still operational. In other words , it is the nominal sequence. If'
the PGNCS becomes broken on the lunar surface, dif'f'erent and more
extensive operations will be required, which we have yet to define .
In the development of the attached sequences , some items of interest
and action items popped out whi ch I would like to add here .
a . Whenever RLS is updated in the PGNCS, it should be standard
procedure to update the AGS lunar launch s ite radius (Address 231) .
This update will be based on a Voice relay from the MCC of the value
to be input via the AGS DEDA by the crew.

b . With regard to CDU transients during AGS alignments on the
lunar surface, it was decided . that we would rely on the MJC to
monitor and advise the crew. if a CDU transient has occurred. That
is, the crew would follow no special procedure to determine if' one had

3

occurred except in the case of no communication.
c . Guidance and Control Division and TRW were requested to advise
what timetag should be associated with the CSM state vector voiced to
the crew for input into the AGS in the event the PGNCS has failed.
d. MPAD was asked to determine if it is acceptable to input state
vectors into the AGS 15 minutes or more prior to PDI . The question here
really is whether or not the AGS numerical integration causes unacceptable
state vector errors for descent aborts if the state vectors are loaded
too early. .Early loading, of course, is desirable to reduce crew
activity just before PDI .
All of this AGS jazz will be added to the Lunar Surface Mission Techniques
Document . I think it ' s the last chunk. We will review the whole subject
of lunar surface activity next week and then can forget it I hope .
-

�CI•��.\.,.
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Howard
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FROM

PA /Chief, Apollo

SUBJECT:

Some things. about Ascent from. the moon

Da ta

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
April 8, 1969
69-PA-T-56A

DATE :

Priority Coordination

On April 3 we had an Ascent Mission Techniques meeting - the first
in a long time . This memo is mostly to express some rather general
observations .
I guess we all recognize that Ascent is really different from most
other maneuvers in an Apollo lunar landing mission. It is one in
which fairly small dispersions in the guidance can create an unsafe
situation either by setting up an imminent lunar impact or poor
conditions for carrying out the subsequent rendezvous, or by running
the APS out of propellent. Accordingly, special efforts have been
spent in trying to set up techniques for monitoring and detecting
dispersions of this type onboard the spacecraft so that the crew
can switch over from the PGNCS to the AGS ·in hopes of correcting the
degrading situation. Of course, · in a case of an obvious failure
like the platform turned upside down, or something, the crew should
have no problem in knowing they should switchover. However, I am
confident that they will not be able 'to detect insidious, slow drift
malfunctions of a magnitude, which could be catastrophic, in time to
save the mission. The techniques which have been proposed for this
are not sure-fire, even if executed to perfection. And, they are so
complex that I seriously doubt the crew, with their limited training,
would ever learn to use them with enough confidence that they would
swi tchover from the PGNCS to the AGS even when it was necessary. If
my assumptions are correct, then it seems we must recognize that the
ground is not only prime for detecting and advising the crew of slow
drift malfunctions but, in fact, MCC is virtually the only source for
this. This in turns means that if the MCC loses hi-gain S-band telemetry
there will be no drift malfunction monitoring carried out and we will
simply have to trust that the PGNCS is · working. Off-hand, that does
not strike me as an unacceptable situation since we only get in trouble
if communications are lost AND the PGNCS fails insidiously.
Another thing we must face up to is that we do not have a manual
backup for Ascent Guidance and Control. Unlike the rendezvous, where
crew charts provide an excellent capability to press on in spite of
guidance system failures, no such capability exists for backing up
Ascent . It is true that techniques have been studied and proposed,
some of which might possibly work. However, the fact is that we do
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not have a workable technique in hand today, and even if we did, it
certainly could not be considered operational unless the crew were
thoroughly trained in its use . And, that they certainly will not be .
Here again, this situation strikes me as no worse than "unfortunate . "
So much for general observations .
coming from our discussion:

Following are a few specific items

a . I would like to re-emphasize that like most other maneuvers in
the Apollo mission, lift-off must occur on tim�. We are not planning
for some sort of launch window. Accordingly, if in counting down to
Ascent TIG the crew falls behind for some reason, the lift-off should
be delayed one CSM rev and the trouble that caused the tardiness should
be cleaned up. For example - one test for determining whether it is
possible to lift-off or not is the PGNCS alarm coming on at about TIG
-40 seconds, indicating average g will not be turned on at the right
time and the PGNCS will not be ready for lift-off .
b . In the event the PGNCS displays a flv Thrust Monitor Alarm
after the APS engine actually comes on, the crew should stick with
the PGNCS which should be holding attitude until they have determined
that the PGNCS is not going to control the spacecraft properly such
as yawing it to the proper launch azimuth and pitching over as programmed.
When these various cues have all con:firmed lack of' PGNCS guidance, the
crew should switchover to the AGS without attempting to recycle the
PGNCS first . Of course, before switching over to the AGS they should
ascertain that it is working better than the PGNCS. To do this we
recommend that the nominal display for initial ascent on the AGS DEDA
should be altitude rate (H) . Following switchover, recycle attempts
should be made to clear up the flv monitor alarm in an attempt to get
the PGNCS back on the air.
c . In order to provide redundancy for the "Engine On" signal,
procedures call for manually pushing the "Engine Start" switch. It
is to be emphasized, however, that this should be done only after the
crew determines that the LGC "Engine On" command has caused the engine
to start . We do not want to lift-off if the PGNCS is not issuing commands .
Of course, in order to get an automatic guidance engine cutoff at inser
tion, this manual Engine Start signal must be removed. The procedure
calls for doing this when the velocity remaining to be gained is abou·t
200 fps ( i . e . , about 10 seconds to go ) . Immediately preceding setting
the "Engine Arm" to "off'" the interconnect should be closed. If' remov
ing the "Engine Arm" does turn off' the engine, the crew should use the
same switch to turn it back on. Of course, they will then have to stop
the engine again when the velocity displayed by the PGNCS reaches nominal.

3
d . we have no procedure for moni taring and backing up the PGNCS
"Engine Off" command like those used for TLI, LOI, DOI, and TEI. Due
to RCS attitude control activity during Ascent, the burn time can vary
as much as 20 seconds from nominal, which makes that a useless parameter
for this purpose . The AGS and the rendezvous radar range rate are
potential candidates , but it was finally decided that rather than
adopt some complex voting logic involving those systems, the best
technique was to simply utilize the ground monitoring to determine
which system should be used to control the Ascent Guidance and to use
whichever system is guiding as the sole cue for APS cutoff. That is,
as long as �e are riding the PGNCS, let it do the job and back it up
manually only if it indicates the spacecraft has exceeded the desired
velocity. If a switchover to AGS has occurred, then use the AGS as
the sole source . It seems to us that, since this maneuver is always
in sight of the ground, a procedure like this is acceptable . Of course,
.. .
it depend' on not lo'ing teleme

���
Howard
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69-PA-T-58A
FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJEcr: Descent monitoring at M::C

We have reached a plateau in our work on Des cent Monitoring, perhaps
making it worthwhile

to

send out this memo.

First of all,

I

don ' t

think there is any question that Descent is the thing that requires
most of our attention between now and the
empire of Mission Techniques .

G

mission, at least in the

to

There are s till a lot of things

do

and so starting about a month ago we have been having one full day

I

meeting per week, which will probably continue for another month.
think we have pretty well established what the MCC bas

to

do and how

That ' s really the subject of this memo.
they do it during De s cent .
to work over the _ onboard technique s and integrate them

Our job is

with the ground mni taring
cons istent.

to

make sure everything i s co�lete and

After considerable discussion, we have established that the ground ' s
job during Descent is to atte�t to do the following things
not
necessarily in order of i�rtance !

DPS

(

):

a.

Detect

malfunctions and excessive RCS plume i�ingement.

b.

Predict that adequate propellent margins are available

to

permit landing .
c.

Detect i�nding PGNCS failure s .

d.

Make sure

e.

Make sure trajectory constraints of some sort or other are

PGNCS

guidance is not diverging .

no t being violate d .
As far as we can tell, all o f the neces sary telemetry and tracking
data programs have been identified and are being i�lemented in the
RTCC; all necessary display formats have also been provided in the
There are a couple of items as sociated with this which I

MCC.

would

like to mention:
a.

We are on the verge of' assuming that RCS plume i�ingement is a

honest-to-God constraint which must not be violated.

Choke !

The

LM

systems guys have a di splay which processes telemetry data yielding the

.......
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CU!IIllative p1ume impingement from each of the downward firing j ets .
They
subtract this :from the vaJ.ue GAEC has established as the total. allowed
duration and display the results . That i s , it is a display of permissible
time remaining.
It is proposed that when this parameter reaches zero,
indicating we have violated the plume impingement constraint, they will
recommend that the crew "Abort Stage" out of there ! ! !
b . Another interesting computation and dispJ.ay that the CSM peopJ.e
have provided themseJ.ves is a prediction of DPS propellent margin at
touchdown . This is an especiaJ.J.y sophisticated processor which utilizes
a number of PGNCS guidance parame ters obtained by telemetry to predict
the amount of DPS prope llant required to - fly the remainder of the descent
trajectory. They subtract this propel.lent requirement from the measured
propeJ.lant still remaining obtained from teJ.emetry data, to obtain the
predicted margin at touchdown. This parameter is pJ.otted vs . horizontal
veJ.ocity on an anaJ.og display. It is proposed tba t if the prediction
of propeJ.lant crosses "zero, " the crew shouJ.d be advised to "Abort. "
It bas been stated there is no question, when this prediction reaches
zero, that propellent depJ.etion will occur before J.anding and so abort
It is not safe to assume the converse - that
ing is the thing to do .
is, it does not always accurately predict that suffi cient propellant
is avaiJ.abJ.e to com;pJ.ete the Descent. We ' re going to check this program
thoroughJ.y to see if it really does that.
c.
Impending PGNCS fail.ure will be detected from strip charts dis
playing guidance system differences , very much the same as during the
launch phase . That i s , differences between the AGS and FGNCS and differ
ences between M3FN and PGNCS will be dispJ.ayed on the strip charts . Abort
limit J.ines will be provided upon which that action will be recomme nded.
Other displays are used in conjunction with these strip charts to positively
ascertain that the PGNCS is the errant system.
d.
There was a somewhat surprising outcome from our discussion of
trajectory constraints . UnJ.ike launch, we were basicaJ.J.y unabJ.e to find
any "bard" descent trajectory constraints with a possible exception of
the APS abort J.ine (previously callously referenced as the "Dead M:Ln"
curve ) .
Tbat i s , there appears to be no reason we could identifY which
would prevent the LM from flying all over the sky, if that is what you
call it at the mon. As a result, it seems as though we have two options ei"ther provide no trajectory abort limits or aJ.ternatively seJ.ect dispersion
limits (for exam;pJ.e, 3 sigma, 6 sigma, or 9 sigma) beyond which we will
arbi trariJ.y not allow the trajectory to diverge from nominal.. This cur
rentJ.y is T1IY personal. preference, mstly based on intuition and no data .
There is by no means a general. agreement on that yet.
And that ' s our pJ.ateau.

PA :HWTindall, Jr . : js
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DATE:

A:pril 15, 1969

69-l'A-T-6lA

FROM

l'A/Chie'f, A:pollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJEcr :

Let s dro:p one o'f the lunar surface
1

BR

tests

During our review o'f the G Mission Lunar Surface Mission Techniques
Document on A:pril 10, we came to a conclusion which may interest you.
It deals with the need, or really lack o'f need, for the crew to do
some things that are in the current 'flight :plan. Specifically, in
the crew LM timeline, we have included two :periods o'f LM rendezvous
radar tracking o'f the command module - the 'first is two hours after
landing and the second is two hours before li'ft-ofi . Neither o'f
these :periods are really needed although it may be interesting to
try it once . On the other han4, it does require crew activity, uses
electrical :power, wears out the radar, and so 'forth and may even
:place a constraint on command oodule attitude during his sextant
tracking o'f the LM. It was our conclusion that at least one o'f these
:periods o'f tracking should be eliminated and we are recommending that
it be the 'first. The reason 'for deleting the 'first is that it
interferes with the crew countdown deoonstration (CDDT) 'for ascent,
which is synchronized with the 'first CSM passage over the LM. If
the crew were to :perform rendezvous radar tracking, the CDDT would
have to be terminated about 15 minutes before "li'ft-ofi. " By elimina
ting the rendezvous radar test, the CDDT can and should be run until
about TIG minus one minute .
Although we are not :pro:posing to delete it yet, it should be noted
that the CDDT itself is o'f marginal importance and i'f it interferes
with other oore important activity, it could also be eliminated. It
is not a :precise countdown, anyway, since obviously the crew I!Dlst not
'fire :pyros, bring the Al'S batteries on line, pressurize tanks, and so
'forth, unless they really intend to li'ft-ofi. This CDDT should cer
taiill.y be eliminated 'from lunar landing missions after the 'first.
As noted in a previous memo, the command oodule sextant tracking o'f
the 1M is not mandatory either, although the 'flight controllers will
use the data i'f they get it to reinforce confidence in their other
data sources . And, o'f course, the :post-flight :peo:ple will undoubtedly
'find it interesting. Here again, though, it may be worthwhile to con
·
sider omitting one o'f the two sextant tracking :periods . We are not
:pro:posing this yet either.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
l'A :HWTindall, Jr. :js
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TO
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April.

15, 1969

69-PA-T-63A
FR.OH

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Some things about Descent

This memo is to list a few odds and ends dribbling out of our �test
Descent MOnitoring clambake .
� . We have identified a new entry for the P.DI pad message
voiced to the crew before DOI . Just prior to PDI the crew makes a
crude estimate of t !Eir altitude above the lunar surface by measuring
the time it takes for a lunar �ndmark to move from one end to the
( I believe it norma�
other of their LPD line on the LM window .
takes about 20 seconds and therefore two seconds is equiva�ent to
about a mi� accuracy in a�titude . ) The new pad entry is the time
at which the a�titude check landmark should appear at the lower end
of the LPD line . It is currently proposed that the �dmark to be
used will be the same one the crew performs their on-the-job training
sextant tracking on LOI day. This has the addi tiona� benefit of
providing the MCC with data for determining its �cation with some
precision before the a�titude check.

2 . !Alring powered descent the crew monitors their various
data sources to ascertain whether or not the DPS is producing an
acceptab�e thrust. If there is thrust degradation of a fairly small
amount, they are supposed to exercise established ma�ction procedures
in an attempt to i.m.Prove DPS performance . If the degradation i s I!Dre
severe , malfunction procedures will not he�p and the crew sho�d abort .
LM systems flight controllers were requested to establish the amount
of thrust degradation which the crew should tolerate before beginning
the malfunction procedures and what ai!Dunt they should use to decide
on an immediate abort .

3.

There has been a great deal of discussion over the merit
of the crew observing the �unar �ndscape during the earlY part of
powered descent . There are some benefits the crew is supposed to
obtain from this but it is important that it not be carried on so long
that landing radar data is J.ost as a result .
Since it is possible to
s tart getting �nding radar data as early as two minutes after P.DI, if
a�titude is dispersed � by one mi�e , it is proposed that the crew
yaw the spacecraft from its face down attitude no �ter than PDI + 2
minutes . Yawing sooner wou�d be fine .
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4 . The attitude the crew should hold after yawing to acquire
1anding radar is (JJ off the principle axis in order to give symmetrical
1anding radar antenna coverage . This , of course, provides greater
probability of acquisition and "data good. " ( Incidental.ly, a possibl.e
candidate :l'or future spacecraft computer program change is to have the
a�tomatic system a1so control to this attitude, compensating :l'or the
.
� 1anding radar antenna o:l':l'set . )
5 . It bas been said tba t the hi-gain S-band pointing angles
the
braking phase of' powered descent are more or l.ess constant
during
once the spacecraft bas been yawed :l'or 1anding radar acquisition. It
wou1d be very use:l'U1 for the crew to have these pointing angles in
their onboard. data for use in manual acquisition during this period if
the S-ba.nd were to lose lock. Who figures out what these angles are Rocky Duncan is that you?

�:'\7

Howard w . Tindall , Jr .
PA :HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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TO

April. 16, 1969

69-PA-T-64A
FROM

: FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority CoordiDB.�ion

SUBJECT: How the M3FN and sextant data are used to target DOI and Descent

We had a meeting on April. 9 which vms extremely interesting to me .
We discussed and settl.ed on how the M3FN tracking and sextant land
mark observations woul.d be used in the MCC/RTCC to produce optimum
DOI and Descent targeting f'or the Ul. The big new factor that had
to be taken into account · somehow was the propagated state vector
errors resul.ting from our inaccurate modeling of the lunar potential..
This has forced us to change our planned techniques somewhat from
those proposed before the C ' mission. Most of' what we now plan to do
is just as the Math �bysics :Branch (MPB) of MPAD proposed to us at
this meeting. I feel. they shoul.d be commended for a pretty fair
piece of work.
I woul.d first like to describe the manner in which MPB proposed
· that th� RTCC orbit determination consistency checks be made during
the flight . As you recaJ.J., in a previous memo I noted that they
feel. it is best to use the orientation of the orbital. plane - determined
pre-LOI to which they add the in-plane orbital. el.ements based on new
M3FN tracking . Of' course, it is necessary to continuously monitor and
confirm that the plane establ.ished in this way is right . They intend
to do this by performing singl.e-pass M3FN solutions after each l.unar
orbit and com;paring the resul.ting incJ.ination with that establlshed
pre-LOI . It is expected that the singl.e-pass solutions will show a
rS.ndom variation about the pre-LOI value indicating it is safe to
continue using it. If they detect a bias or trend in these singl.e
pass inclinations away from the pre-LOI value , they will have to update
it .
In addition to the inclination check performed continuously, they al.so
plan some discrete consistency checks made in revs 6, 7, and 8. These

checks will be mde by processing JeFN tracking just as will be done
later for the DOI and Descent targeting. That is, they will determine
the orbit based on rev 3 and 4 data and propagate it to rev 6. They
will make a "pl.ane-:f'ree" singl.e-pass solution in rev 6 based on rev
6 tracking. They will com;pare the three position components in local.
vertical. coordinates (that is, downtrack, al.titude, and crosstrack) at
20 minute interval.s throughout rev 6 and will plot the differences vs .
time . These plo� s shoul.d show the propagated error from the older
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solution as a function of' time throughout rev 6 . They will do the same
thing using revs 4 and 5 data propagated to rev 7 and compared with a
single�pass rev 7 solution. They will do the same thing with revs 5
and 6 propagated to rev 8. These position difference plots determined
for revs 6, 7, and 8 will be superimposed upon each other to make sure
there is consistency on determinat�on of' propagated state vector errors .
This consistency, incidentally, has been demonstrated on c r and we expect
to reconfirm it on the F mission prior to G. If it works as expected,
it should be possible to determine the propagated error in all three
components as a function of' time on a s tate vector propagated ahead two
revs . The significance of' this , of' course , is that the DOI and descent
targeting l.s performed with a state vector which is two revs old and
if we are able to determine the propagation error, bias may be applied
to co�nsate for them. That is a description of' a rather com;plicated
process . ' The important thing for you to un4erstand is that a technique
appear� to be available for determining and co�nsating for propagation
error in real time .
The manner in which we intend to use sextant tracking of the landing .
site has not changed since before C ' . That is, we intend to determine
the landing site position by applying the measured relative displace-� .
ment in all three components - latitude, longitude, and radius - to
the current MSFN solution at the time of the . sextant observations �
Thus , the targeting solves the rela-tive problem co�nsating for errors
in both MSFN state vectors and the preflight estimte of the landing
site location. We have established that the change from the preflight
value in each of these components ba'sed on the real time data must
not e:x;c_eed the following values :
a.

Latitude must not be changed more than 12, 000 feet.

b.

Longitude must not change more than 6, 000 feet .

c.

Radius must not change more than 6, 000 :feet.

These values are based on our current 3 sigma estimtes of preflight
map accuracy RSS ed with the MSFN orbit determination accuracy. It is
felt .that corrections larger than these must indicate some sort of
gross failure demanding either that the s extant tracking be redone by
delaying DOI one rev or that the sextant tracking be ignored and the
Descent targeting be based on the pre:fl.ight values.. Incidentally, ·
the mission rule defining which of these choices to pursue is a .
significant open item which must be resolved.

.

.

. .
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Now I would like to describe how the propagated errors are compensated
for .
a . Crossrange, which is essentially latitude, will not be com
pensated for propagation errors at all. Since we are using the frozen
plane technique, by definition, no propagated error can occur

.

•

b . Error in spacecraft altitude is compensated for by changing
the radius of the landing site by an amount equivalent to t� propagated
state vector error in the altitude direction. The empirical correction
is determined from the propagation state vector plots described above
by reading out the error in altitude a ssociated with a time in orbit
equivalent to touchdown time . The point is that the state vector is not
corrected, but rather compensation is applied to the landing site
radius since this is a much cleaner procedure .
c . Downrange error "is more-or-less equivalent to landing s i te
longitude and presents special problems . Consideration was given to
compensating downrange propagation errors by changing landing s i te
location in a manner similar to the radius bit just discussed. That
would work fine for Descent, but can result in a serious problem in
Descent aborts . Sopecif'icall.y, downrange error in the state vectors
during powered flight act in a way equivalent to a platform alignment
error in inertial spac e . Specifically, 10, 000 feet downra nge error is
°
· equivalent to 0 . 1 IMO misalignment. Therefore, if' we were to leave
the propagated downrange error in the state vector, all powered flight
by the inertial guidance system would be carried out with 0 . 1° error
and, in the event of' a Descent abort, would cause the system to aim
for the wrong insertion conditions by that amount . Of' course, the AGS ,
which is initialized from the PGNnS would also have this error . Although
we don ' t expect the downrange error to exceed about 5 , 000 feet, we have
no assurance of this and conservatively feel that an alternate approach
for compensating downrange error is preferable . The alternate approach
we adopted is.. to change the time tag on the state vectors such that the
doWnrange error at touchdown time is zero . Changing a state vector time
tag is not a simple thing to do in the RTCC. It has not yet been
"automat�d. " As a result, it is necessary for the Data Select Officer
to manually enter the entire state vector into the RTCC using his type
writer like input device . This is a time consuming process because
it must be very carefully checked .
( It is recognized that the RTCC
program for the lunar landing mission ha s been frozen, but it was
suggested to the Data Select people - that they consider automating this
input since it is becoming part of the nominal operation . ) It i s to
be emphasized . that this time tag compensation is applied to both the LM
and CSM state vectors in all three computers - RTCC, LGC, and CMC . We
may eventually establish a lower bound in this downra nge compensation

4
below which it is considered acceptable to live with the error .
For
example , if the downrange error is les s than 5, 000 feet, we may choose
to a:p:ply that small correction to the landing site longitude and leave
the state vectors time tag alone - s ince that is a much s impler thing to
But that ' s not the current technique . ·
do .
One significant o:pen item I failed to mention in :passing is that
there i s still a controversy raging on whether a single-:pass or two
pass M3FN orbit determination shoula. be . used for Descent targeting •
That is , the sextant tracking is done on rev 11 and the . MSFN tracking
on that rev is certainly used.
The question i s , should rev 10 MSFN
tracking be incor:porated in as well? The solution to this depends
on ' ironing out inconsi s tencies between two computer :¢ograms which
are given conflicting results .
The answer could come at any time • _
Once the one-rev vs . the two-rev deci sion is reached, of course , · it
will not only a:p:ply to orbit determination techniques for Descent
targeting but will also be incor:porated in the MSFN :pro:pagation error
determination techniques described above .
It is currently :planned that these G mission operations will be
carried out on the F mi s sion exactly a s if that flight were a lunar
landing . · This obviously means that to the maximum extent :possible
these techniques will also be used in the F mission simulations .
There is some question, however, if changing the state vector time
· tag to compensate for :pro:paga ted downrange error is a reasonable thing
to do on- the F mission. Accordingly, this must be discussed with the
F mi s s ion operations peo:ple before_ we naively assume they will do it .
_

Much of the :preceding dis cussion deals with the landing site location
to be used in the LGC during Descent . The landing site :position (RLS )
to be loaded in the command module computer should be the :preflight
ma:p values of the :prime landing site landmark and there" is no reason
to go through this "mickey mouse " of updating the CMC values from
the MCC before the LM lands .
The time tags on the state vectors transmitted to the spacecraft
computers on G are essentially the same as on the F mission. The LM
state vector sent to both the LGC and CMC will be time tagged at DOI
-10 minutes . The CSM s tate vector sent to both spacecraft will be
time tagged at PDI + 25 minutes , which should be close to the initia
tion of rendezvous navigation in the case of a late Descent abort .

�

Exce:pt for the o:pen items noted above , I think this :pretty well
establishes how we :plan to do the targeting for DOI and Descent on
mi''ion re'ult' eome · in,
the lunar landing mi''ion, at

Howard
PA :HWTindall, Jr . : j s
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69-PA-T-62A

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

F

-

'\

mi s s ion rule regarding

DPS

gimbal drive failure indication

This memo is to re:port how it is currently planned to handle an
indicated failure of the DPS gimbal drive actuator (GDA) on the

F

mi s sion.

On the F mission there are two DPS maneuvers - OOI and Phasing.
The DOI burn is about 71 fps achieved by 15 seconds duration at
10 percent thrust and about 15 second s at 40 percent . The Phasing
burn i s about 195 f:ps achieved by 26 seconds at 10 percent and
about 19 seconds at fUll thrust. The question to be answered was
what s hould the mission rule be covering a GDA fail light occurring
on either of these burns ?
From the offset it should be made clear that advice from the MCC
during the maneuvers is out of the question due to the communication
delay when the spacecraft is operating at the moon. And of course,
the DOI burn is performed in back of the moon.
The fail light coming on can mean any one of three things - the gimbal
is moving when it is not sup:posed to be, the gimbal is not moving
when i t is su:p:posed to be , or the indication itself is at fault .
Apparently by far the greatest probability is that the failure indica
tion i tself is in error . As you know, there is no direct cockpit
readout of DPS gimbal angles . Accordingly, the only way the crew has
of determining that the light is in error is by waiting for some other
cue such as exces sive attitude error on the �I and hearing or seeing
the RCS jets firing to maintain attitude, as they will when the LM
attitude error as controlled by the DPS gimbal positioning exceeds
o
l .
If the light comes on during the G mission, the mission rule will
almost certainly be to await the second cue before taking any action
because even a runaway gimbal cannot create a problem and you unnec
essarily have blown the mission by turning off the GDA if the light
i s wrong . It is currently intended to use this same rule on F,
although it is not so clearly proper for F as G. Specifically, in the
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event we really do have a runaway gimbal, it is almost certainly possible
to continue on with the nominal mission provided the crew deactivates
the G� immediately in all cases . That is, by freezing the DPS gimbal
position, it is possible to complete riot only the DOI burn, but also
the entire Phasing burn using RCS for attitude control. Analysis bas
shown the RCS propellant required is not excessive and the plume impinge
ment constraints are not exceeded. For example, if the GDA misalignment
were 1� throughout the entire Phasing burn, only 15 seconds of RCS
would be required of the worst jet . This gives the crew more than 5
or 6 seconds to deactivate the GDA in the worst situation - namely a
runaway gimbal moving at 0 . 2° sec . If the crew does not deactivate
the GDA as soon as they get the light, but rather awaits the second
cue, mistrim may be too great to permit use of the DPS for the Phasing
burn. This would force us either to use the APS for Phasing or to
perform a PDI abort, which essentially eliminates the long range
rendezvous navigation exercise and results in a non-nominal rendezvous
sequence . We don't think this is the case and are getting some computer
simulations run to prove it. That is, we expect that even by awaiting
the second cue, the resultant misalignment will be within RCS control
capability.
In the event of a real GDA failure during the DOI there are some
things the MCC can do once the LM appears from behind the moon. Care
must be taken, however, to make sure that these .tests do not result
in further misalignments of the D.PS gimbal during the Phasing burn.
Certainly the MCC can make an estimate of which direction the mistrim
appears to be the largest prior to the maneuver and could recommend
that the opposite RCS jets be used for ullage in order to reduce the
probability of reaching the plume impingement constraint during the
Phasing burn.
The mission rule is currently written this way, with the approval
of everyone I know who is interested. The only perturbation I can
foresee would result from the analysis noted above showing we might
lose the DPS for Phasing if the crew awaits the second cue . In that
case, a 'review might be worthwhile .

cc :
(See list attached)
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FROM

FA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

CSM rendezvous navigation works fine using just

May 2, 1969
69-PA-T-69A

VHF

ranging

I made an announcement during the F Operations Review which was
absolutely flat-out wrong . This memo is to correct that statement
and /or just to make sure you know what capability really exists in
the CSM for rendezvous navigation.
Sometime long ago, I got the impression that acceptable rendezvous
navigation could not be done in the CSM using VHF ranging data
alone . That is, I thought that if sextant tracking were not also
available due to failure Of the optics or the LM tracking light,
there was no point in processing the VBF data . It turns out that
this is not true . In fact, under certain circumstances, such as
before CSI on the F and G missions , use of VHF ranging data alone
is said to be better than using the combined data sources . In fact�
the only place there is some question about using VHF ranging alone
is after � where some analyses show it breaks down.
MY apologies to you, Mr . Charlesworth.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
PA :HWTindall, Jr . : js
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FA/Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

De scent Monitoring Mission Techniques - a status report

DATE:

May

5,

1969

69-PA-T-70A

I think we are beginning to .see the light at the end of the Descent
Moni toring Mission Techniques tunne l . At the April 24 meeting on
that subject we thoroughly discussed the integration of th� o nboard
techniques with the activity at the MCC during powered descent and I
feel the resultant is as reasonable and complete as possible , con
s i s tent with practical operational constraints .
One thing we have finally been able to get under control was this
s quirmy idea that there is some way for the crew . to compare the
output of the AGS and PGNCS onboard the spacecraft with the objective
of maki·ng abort and/or switchover de cisions .
Obviously there is no
question that a ma s s ive system failure will be obvious to them and
their course of action will be clear.
Obvious too, is the fact that
the crew. -will be monitoring both of these systems a s well . a s many
other data sources throughout powered de scent .
But, now known to
everyone , is the fact that there i s no way for the crew to compare
AGS and PGNCS such that they are able to detect which system is mal
functioning, if that malfunc tion is of a slow drift degradation type ,
at lea st not with the as surance neces sary to take any action.
There
fore , just as in the case of ascent, not only is the MCC prime for
carrying out the task of slow drift malfunction monitoring, but we
now recognize that MCC i s the only place this can be done .
That, my
friends, is a fanta stic event ::-the death of' a myth we have been
haunted by for two years .
Don ' t get the idea I ' m happy with the situa
tion. Wha t I am pleased about is that everyone now agrees it is the
situa tion. ·
There is another thing about powered descent crew procedures that has
really bugged me .
Maybe I ' m an "Aunt Emma " - certainly some smart
people laugh at this concern, but I just feel that t he . crew s hould not
be diddling with the DSKY during powered descent unle ss it i s absolutely
e s s ential.
They ' ll never hit the wrong button, of course, but if they
do , the results can be rather lousy.
Therefore , I have been carrying
on a campaign aimed at finding some way to avoid the necess ity of the
crew keying up the on-call displays .
This campaign has not been alto
gether successful .
I gues s partly because not everyone shares my concern.
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Although, I started out by saying the end is in sight, we still have quite
a batch of unresolved issues which I would like to list here so that
everyone can continue to think about them.
a . There is still a wide open question concerning what is considered
our real time minimum landing radar data requirement in order that descent
can be continued . There are many of us who feel that failure to obtain
a certain amount of good landing radar data by some point in the powered
descent is sufficient justification to abort - for example, landing
radar altitude updating by 13, 000 feet has been suggested as a require
ment. The crew apparently feels that this constraint is not real and
that their observations - visual, I suppose - are an adequate substitute .
Just how we are able to integrate in these real time crew observations
to overcome the landing radar deficiency has not been established yet
and I am not sure who, if anyone, is working on it.
b . Although, a month or so ago, the decision was made that the
crew is to manually backup the automatic switching of the landing radar
· antenna position during a nominal descent, there is still substantial
concern that this is not the right thing to do. For example, the LM
systems people point out that the switch the crew uses to do this must
be cycled from "auto" through the old landing radar position to get
to the new landing radar position and a switch failure could override
a perfectly operating automatic signal and send the antenna scurrying
back to the position it just came from.
c . I am still not content with the AGS altitude update techniques .
That is, how many times and when during powered descent should this be
done?
d . There is some point in powered descent after which it should
be possible to continue the landing with an inoperative gimbal drive
actuator. Procedures for handling this situation in real time remain
to be established .

..
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FA / Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coqrdinat.ion

DATE :

May

6,

1969

69 -PA-T-71A

SUBJECT: Ascent newsletter

This memo is to report several interesting - things regarding lunar '
a s cent., both nominal and after a descent abort .
It turns out we demand better performance of the PGNCS to
l.
support a scent to orbit than we do descent. Ac cordingly, if it is
necessary to abort during de scent due to degradation of the PGNCS ,
i t is automatically necessary to switchover from the PGNCS to the
.
AGS .
Of course , this assumes that the AGS is · performing better
than the PGNCS .

)

·

We have recently had a running philosophical argument regard
Of course, switchover in itself is not cata
ing asc�nt switchover .
strophic as is an abort; if the sys tem you switch to is working okBy,
This led me to push for e stablish
the mis sion continues just as planned.
ing fairly tight switchover limits since I felt that it was highly des irable
to as sure a s near nominal rendezvous characteristics . a s po s s ible .
1hB. t i s ,
why stick with a degraded PGNCS i f the AGS i s working better? The only
disadvantage seems to be the hazard invplved . in the act of' switchover
itself'; all the switche s , relays , and so forth have towork . In other
words, it comes down to a tradeoff between the hazards involved in switch
ing over versus the dispersions in the rendezvous s ituation which could
be avoided by switching over .

2.

More recently we have adopted a procedure for eliminating dis
pers ions at insertion following descent aborts by making an adjustment
maneuver immediately after insertion.
This so-called tweak burn is .used
This procedure
specifically to a s sure satisfactory rendezvous conditions .
may also be used to compensate for degradation of the PGNCS during as cent
and make s it pos s ible to leave the PGNCS in control as long as it is still
capable of' providing a safe orbit . However, if the PGNCS degradation i s
sufficient to jus tify i t ( say, worse than 3 sigma ) the crew should be
advised of the s ituation during powered flight such that they will stand
by for a tweak burn to be executed immed iately after insertion us ing the
same procedure s as for the descent abort .
Having adopted this technique , it seemed reasonable to set the
PGNCS switchover limits fairly wide .
The value chosen was 6 sigma .
The
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compromise here, of course, is the operational messiness of a tweak burn
traded off against the swi tchover to AGS "hazard. "

·'

3 . One thing which could give us bad trouble is a misaligned roNCS
prior to ascent, particularly if we align the AGS to it as was planned .
The problem, of course , is that small misalignments can result in unaccept
able insertion conditions and, even though ground monitoring would probably
detect the situation during ascent, switchover would do no good s ince the
AGS would be equally misaligned . To avoid this situation entirely, we
have concluded that the best course of action is to independently align
the AGS while on the lunar surface rather than to align it to the PGNCS .
This makes the two systems truly independent, which not only gives us a
cross-check on the accuracy of the alignment of each but also permits a
usefUl switchover if somehow a PGNCS misalign escapes our detection
techniques . Incidentally, this also eliminates the problem of CDU tran
sients in the AGS lunar surface alignments . Accordingly, we are proposing
that the procedures be changed tQ always utilize the AGS gravity lunar
surface alignment technique rather than alignments to the PGNCS . I expect
this will be done once some details have been worked out.
4 . It is interesting to note that the problem just discussed is not
quite as severe in the event of a descent abort. In that case, of course ,
1�
the AGS must have been aligned to the PGNCS and so they both will suffer
the same misalignment at FDI . What happens then if we have a descent
. 1 · '\v
abort and try to achieve orbit with both systems misaligned? It turns
,\ -tn�
out that this particular error is partially compensating - that is, the �t'\ 1 1l
trajectory dispersion during descent is partially eliminated by the
-1
trajectory dispersion during ascent back into orbit. In addition, the
� ·
descent abort limits will be tight enough that unacceptable di spersions . · �.. · ·
should not occur prior to descent . In other words, we feel we have a
lt · n?
C '
safe situation here .

1

.-

1.\,t�-
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·
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May 6, 1969

69-PA-T-72A
FRO�l

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordina tion

SUBJECT:

Comments on IMU compensation procedures
Attached is an MIT memo I thought you should see .
It proposes that
the MCC update the gyro compensation terms in the spacecraft computers
whenever they are detec tably wrong .
One benefit, of course, is the
poss ibility of e liminating a bunch of IMU alignments .
But more
important, i t keeps the system right .
Incidentally, the threshold liste d . in the F and G Mi s s ion Rule s
beyond which the PIPA bia s will be updated i s twice too big.
The
Data Priority rec.ommended value is . 003 ft/sec 2 .
(See F Rule s 15 I ' m sure you appreciate my
11 and 25-10 , G Rule s 15-11 and 24-3 . )
Seriously, I ' d .
calling your attention to this important matter !
like to empha s i ze the s i gnificance of this ori the LM during des cent .
Accelerometer bias is one of the two mo st undes irable LM IMU errors
and should be minimi zed a s much as po s s ible . ( The other, of course,
is

y-axis mi sali gnment a t PDI and that ' s a tough one . )

Howard W . Tindall, Jr .
Enclosure
Addre s se e s :
FA/C . C Kraft, Jr .
FC/E. F . Kranz
G.
Lunney
C . E . Charlesworth
FC3/A . D . Aldrich
FC4/R . L. Carlton
FC5/C . B. Parker
FM/J . P . Mayer
FMT/S . P . Mann
MIT/M. W . Johns ton, IL 7-279
• .

s.
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FROM

FA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

The LM4 RR/LGC interface may be broken, but that ' s okay - sorta

DATE:

May 8, 1969

69-PA-T-74A

This memo is to document the Data Priority position regarding a recent
Tb wit, it is considered acceptable to proceed
with the nominal F mission with a questionable or known interface
failure between the rendezvous radar (RR) and the LM spacecraft com
puter (LGC ) . It should be emphasized that a properly operating ren
. dezvous radar with crew readout is still considered mandatory for DOI .
Also , this recommendation does not necessarily apply to the G mission.
LM4 systems problem.

..

Justification for this position is based on the unique character of
the F mission and on the availability of three adequate alternate
data sources . The F mission rendezvous starts with precisely controlled ,
known initial conditions since one spacecraft separates from the other
in orbit; furthermore, consumables - particularly, propellant - are
abundant. The alternate data sources which can be used for rendezvous
navigation and maneuver targeting in the event of .an RR/LGC interface
failure are :
a. The crew backup charts using raw RR data as displayed on the
tape meter and/or DSKY
Error analysis by FCSD has proven the crew backup chart solution
to the rendezvous problem is competitive .with the PGNCS . These charts
are utilized in the nominal crew procedures . The tape meter is the
primary source of input data, however, it is also possible to obtain
raw RR data by use of the RR Self Test routine (Ro4 ) with the RR test
switch set "to the "Off" position. Incidentally, the crew already uses
this routine periodically to check and calibrate the tape meter . It
should be noted, however, that Ro4 cannot be used simultaneously with
the rendezvous navigation program { P20 ) nor if the RR/LGC interface is
totally broken rather than intermittently malfunctioning.
b.

The CSM using sextant and/or

VEF

ranging data

This solution is also routinely available and competitive with
the PGNCS . It should be noted , however, that the VEF ranging system
has never been flight tested and there is certainly no great confidence
in the high intensity tracking light on the LM. It failed on D! However,
either of these data sources is ade quate for successful operation of
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the system.
c.
The MSFN solution based on pre- separation tracking and PGNCS
navigation through LM maneuvers
This solution is also comparable in accuracy to the PGNCS and ,
in fact, is the real foundation upon which we are able to base our
case for this recommendation. It assumes , of' course, that the PGNCS
is operating nominally - controlling and navigating through the
maneuvers . It s hould be noted that if' it i s known the interface ha s
failed and PGNCS rendezvous radar navigation. cannot be carried out, i t
i s possible for the MC C to update state vectors t o the LGC enabling i t
to obtain its own targeting more -or-le s s equivalent to the MCC .
Procedures
for doing this are well known to the flight controllers .
d . It i s important to empha size that AGS rendezvous navigation
and maneuver targeting should not be utilized on the F mis sion due to
computer program limitations whiCh result in unac ceptable errors .
The
AGS can be used for maneuver execution, of course .
If an RR/LGC interface failure occurs but is not detected by some other
means , it is quite possible that the LGC LM state vectors could be
damaged by acceptance of bum RR data - that i s , crew editing i s not
infallible by a long shot. However, special rendezvous solution com
parison and AGS state vector upda te procedures are not required s ince
current mi ssion techniques were developed especially to prevent execution
of wrong maneuvers . Failures of this type are the reason for the very
existence of Mis sion Technique s ! ! The specific situation under discu s sion
here is not unique except that preflight concern makes everyone alert for
(I am a ssuming tha t the crew will be adequately
this specific problem.
briefed , although, I am not sure when and by whom at this time . )
This paragraph is to pre sent the other side of' the coin . Our only real
concern is the added vulnerability to failures of other systems which
can force switching the mis sion to a rendezvous abort sequence ( such as
an APS failure at the insertion maneuver ) . Crew backup charts are not
available �or these high ellipse cases ( except for a CDH c hart for the
PDI abort situation ) . Multiple failure cases leave us dependent upon the
CSM solution, item"b " above , plus the PGNCS solution noted in item " c "
above , which s hould be adequate for a safe return without RR data, although
probably dispersed and perhaps costly.
This recommenda tion has been coordinated with authoritative representatives
of FCD, FCSD, and MPAD, who all agree with i t . No crew input has been
obtained, however, I would be amazed if they do not also agree . As suming
Stafford ' s vote , I a s sume thi s matter i s settled .
The mission rules do not
specifically addre s s this interfa ce problem and require no change unless
it is desirable to add this .

�eu-�\���'\
Howard w. Tindall, Jr .
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DATE:

May

12,

1969

69-PA-T-75A
FROM

FA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Cis -lunar state vector updating procedure change

A lot of you won ' t care - but I want to make sure that those that
need to know , do .
It deals with state vector updates from the MCC
to the CSM during cis-lunar flight on the G mission.
On the C ' mission, state vector updates were always transmitted to
the LM slots in computer memory in order to avoid me s s ing up the
Since e s sentially no onboard cis-lunar navigation
infamous W-matrix .
will be carried out on G, there is no need to protect the W-matrix
and the crew has expre s sed a strong preference for preserving their
sacred state vectors onboard the spacecraft . With some justification,
they want the ground to update only into the CSM state vector slots ,
after which they will make some checks to determine if they have been
rece ived and stored properly and are reasonable .
They will then transfer
them to the LM slots for safekeeping .
In other word s , the LM slots are
for the crew to use as they wis h .
The flight controllers have agreed to
do it this way.-

l

Howard w. Tindall, Jr .
PA : HWT : j s
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FROM

FA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

G mission lunar descent is uphill - all the way

DATE :

May 12, 1969

69-PA -T-76A

Just in case you didn ' t know, I thought I would send you this note
about some nominal G mission landing site characteristics which I
thought were kind of interesting. First of all, apparently this
landing site (2-P-6 ) is about 9, 000 feet lower than the mean lunar
radius . The significance of this, of course , is that all ascent
and descent targeting - in fact, all lunar altitudes - are referenced
with respect to the landing site radius . That is, the 6o mile cir
cular, LOI orbit is targeted with respect to the landing site and
thus is lower by 9, 000 feet than you might have assumed. But more
important, the insertion altitude after ascent which is nominally
6o, ooo feet above the landlng site is really only 51, 000 feet above
the mean lunar surface and, of course, less than that over the bumps .
Another interesting characteristic is that the approach to this landing
site is even lower. Specifically, the estimated slope of the lunar
surface as the _spacecraft approaches the landing site is about 1° up�
hill. This in itself appears to be tolerable, although it does perturb
the descent trajectory a little causing the approach angle to be low that is, toward the visibility washout direction. Something we do want
to look into about this was brought out by Bernie Kriegsman ( MIT ) the
other day. One of his computer runs showed that during the final portion
of the descent trajectory under automatic control, the spacecraft would
actually stop descending and would achieve a positive altitude rate prior
to landing. The dispersion that caused this was a 1° slope uncertainty
in the . lunar datum, which when added to the aforementioned estimated
slope resulted in a 2° uphill grade . We are going to have to cross-check
this to see if this is really what happens . If it is, we are going to
have to look in to the effect of this on how the crew would respond and
how the landing radar works under this condition.

(

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
PA :HWT : j s
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FROM

FA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Manua l Steering for

May

12 , 1969

69-PA-T-TIA

LM Ascent

OVer the years various groups have attacked the problem of if and how
the crew can manually steer the LM back into orbit from the lunar sur
The se studies were started before GAEC was even selected .to
fac e .
build the LM and some analys is is still going on tO define the optillllll
pitch attitude profile, which s hould be used in this rood e .
On May 8,
I invited repre sentatives of the MSC groups I knew had been involved
in this bus iness to a discussion - the purpose of which was to pin
down just what the status is today. We were also interested in deter
mining if something useful could be done between now and the G mission.
In summary, I think we all. agreed that :
a . We should certainly not count on a manual operational backup
mode for lunar as cent in the same · sense tha t manual modes backup some
other critical mis s ion phases such a s rendezvous targeting, burn control,
etc .
However, it ' s better than nothing and we ought to be prepared to
do something .
b . Without a rate command attitude
doubtful they could achieve orbit even
in the technique .
( Currently there i s
crew . )

control system, it is extremely
if they had trained thoroughly
no training planned for the G
-

c.
Thare are some things we should and will do before the G mission
to prepare for this contingency, since it is an unfortunate fact - that
there are apparently quite a variety of two -failure combinations that
can put us into this serious s ituation.

One of the first impres s ions you get when you start looking into manual
a scent is that the procedures which s hould be used are strongly dependent
That is , there are many ·
upon the character of the system failures .
different combinations of failure s , each of which s hould be handled in
a d ifferent way . As a matter of fact , the multiple -procedure -sets idea,
combined with the low-probability-of-occurring idea has probably been
the major reason we haven ' t . got this whole thing all worked out in
However, Jack Craven has finally convinced me the situation
detail now .
i s not tha t remote and a worse situation can hardly be imagined . Fur�her
more , our discussion leads me to believe that these multitude of procedure s
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don ' t really present an insurmountable problem that can only be resolved
in real time . I get the :feeling that the "variation in procedures" which
come about :from many o:f the component :failures is primarily a recon:figura - .
tion o:f spacecraft switch settings and the crew procedures probably aren ' t
too di:f:ferent than :for the nominal ascent itsel:f. O:f course, in that
case the MCC must be prepared to advise the crew exactly how the spacecraft
s hould be con:figured to best support ascent .in one o:f these degraded modes .
I t was interesting to :find that the method which must be used :for the next
level or class o:f :failures essentially boils down to the :following ---:few options :
a . Prior to li:ft-o:f:f, some sort o:f ini t·ial azimuth reference must be
chosen such as a prominent landmark 0!' probaply the LM' s shadow ·on the
lunar surface . Immediately a:fter li:ft-o:f:f, the crew would yaw the space
craft to place the LPD line on the shadow prior to initiating pitchover,
a:fter which a landmark to aim :for could be selected by the crew in real
time .
b . A:fter manual "Engine Start", the crew would hold the vertical
rise pitch/roll attitude :for 15 second s . They would then pitch the
spacecraft in accordance with pre-selected four step pitch pro:file .
These angles are essentially known today both:

(1) In inertial coordinates :for use i:f a spacecraft inertial
reference system is available and
( 2 ) In a relative coordinate system - that is� the overhead
window marks which should be held on the lunar horizon.
c . Propellan't depl.etion shoul.d probably be used as the "Engine O:f:f"
technique and it is recommended that the interconnect not be used :for
attitude control since APS propellant is marginal to start with and should
be utilized exclusively :for getting into orbit . The "Engine O:f:f" command
could possibly be issued manually using the DEDA output o:f �VX provided
the AEA and x-axis accelerometer are functional but probably shouldn ' t be .
This procedure, which essentially targets the spacecraft to the nominal
insertion altitude and :flight path angle most likely will result in a
large dispersion in velocity, which o:f course would :foul up the subsequent
rendezvous . At least it provides the greatest chance o:f achieving orbit
at all and probably minimizes the dispersions to give us a reasonable whack
at rendezvous .
It is evident the two things that the crew needs to do on this job are
an attitude reference and an attitude control mode . I was very interested
to :find that i:f we constrain ourselves to talking about pure manual as

(

i

3
opposed to the various levels of degraded automatic ascent modes, we
really came out with a very short list of' candidates for these
two things . Specifical.zy for attitude reference, we have the following:
a . If' the CES is broken, but the AEA, .ASA, FDAI, and needles are
available , they provide an excellent attitude reference . In fact,
in this case, the crew s hould fly the needle·s as opposed to the four
step pitch profile noted previously since they are driven by the actual
ascent guidance error signal. (Unfortunately, it probably means having
to fly in Direct Attitude Control - heaven forbid ! )
b . If only the LGC is broken, we can use the IMU and GASTA driving
the FDAI to provide a good inertial attitude reference if we can align
it somehow (caging, probably) and can figure out how it is aligned .

·

c . The overhead window has been especial.zy configured for use ·With
the horizon during ascent, which fortunately is sunlit throughout the
nominal ascent. (A sunlit horizon is not always available for ...descent .
aborts or lift-off immediately after touchdown. ) Spacecraft pitch is
controlled using the ho�izon and window marks ; spacecraft yaw utilizes
the horizon tilt and roll ( that is, azimuth) must use some landmark
as noted previously.
Those are;· all the choices we could think of for an attitude reference
if.· automitic control has been l�st . Furthermore' we found there are
only three manua-l attitude control modes, which I will list in order
of preference :
a.

LGC ,

If a

PGNCS

accelerometer is broken, it is possible to use the·
�p rate command mode .

IMU gyros, and hand controller to obtain a

b. If the ASA and/or � is broken, it is possible to use the ATCA,
rate gyros , and hand controller to obtain a rate command mode .
c . The rotational hand controller (ACA ) can be used in either of
two Direct Attitude Control modes, both of' which are probably unacceptable .
They are four jet - 12° ( hardover ) and two jets - �0 •
Following is a list of things we are going to do :
a . MPAD/TRW will recommend the final angles - inertial and horizon to be used for carrying out the four step pitch profile .
b . FCSD will check with the crew to determine if they want to add
these numbers into their checklist along with the nominal attitude profile
check points they have already, or if they want to leave this for a real
time voice relay from the MCC .

· - .�

-·
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c.
Clark Hackler and Jack Craven are going to develop a complete matrix
defining the preferred spacecraft configuration and capability remaining
for degradation or failure of each component .
This should be done by the
first week in June .
Incidentally, something along this line ha s apparently
been worked out by GAEC already.
d . I am going to see if it possible . for some experienced pilot, pref
erably Fete Conrad , to run a few simulations of some of these manual
abort modes , particularly to evaluate using the overhead window attitude
reference with the three rate command and direct attitude control modes
noted above .
In mid June , we will set up a Mission Techniques meeting on this subject
with world -wide participation - particularly MIT, TRW, and GAEC - to see
where we stand at that time .
Considering the catastrophic nature of the
situation under discuss ion here , it seems some effort is certainly justi
I would recommend that it be an effort equivalent
fiable to get prepared .
In other words , a blank check. Everyone at M3C
to manual TLI steering .
· and particularly the prime crew can spend full time on · it , if they want
to . And , I currently plan to have a Mission Techniques document prepared
spec ifically for it, too - prior to G.
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FR.OM

FA/Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Some "improvements" in the Descent preparation procedures

May 15, 1969
69-PA-T-78A.

As we wade deeper and deeper into Descent Mission Techniques, one
thing coming into focus is that, of' all IMU error sources , the
two that hurt the most are accelerometer bias and y-axis (pitch)
misalignment at PDI . Having recognized this, we are now proposing
some specific procedures to minimize them. This memo is to tell you
all about it in some length, I ' m afraid.

·

There is no better test bed for determining accelerometer bias than a
spacecraft in orbit. Any output from an accelerometer is bias and
procedures have been well established for monitoring, selecting, and
updating the accelerometer bias compensation terms in the LGC On
flights prior to G, the practice has been to establish a threshold
below which the compensation would be left alone and above which it
would be updated from the .MCC. Many of' us now feel, and I am proposing
that on the G mission, it should be standard procedure prior to DOI
for the M::C to update acceleromet.er bias compensation terms in the
LGC routinely, regardless of' how good or bad the currently stored
values are . 'lhe threshold is zero.
.

Pitch misalignment is a little bit tougher .
some facts to build on?

May I first just state

a . The current Mission Techniques provide only a coarse IMl1 drift
check by comparison of' the docked IMU alignment at DOI - � hours to
the undecked AOO! alignment performed at DOI - � hour. The docked align
ment uses the CSM IMU as its ref'Eirence and has an estimated accuracy of'
0 . 5° in all axes , so drift rates as large as 0 . 5°/hr could go undectected .
(Specifically, the accuracy of' this drift estimate is + . 25°/hr. ) PDI
occurs about 1� hours after the AOT alignment, which means it is :possi
ble for pitch misalignments like 3/4° to build up. That ' s sort of' a
worst case kind of' number, and to quote such a value will drive statis
tically-minded people out of' their gourds, but it helps me make a :point.
b. Tolerable pitch misalignment at PDI to support a successful
landing is in the order of' 1° assuming the landing radar comes in early
enough to compensate for the dispersions that have built up.
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c . Descent aborts become hazardous if the pitch misalignment at
POI exceeds about 0 . 35° . ( This number is being more accurately deter
mined, but I ' ll bet it comes out within 0 . 05° of that guess . ) This is
assuming the worst abort s ituation, namely aborting at an altitude of
about 13, 000 feet because no landing radar data has been accepted . If
we are willing to go beyond that point with no landing radar, the tol
erable misalignment is smaller than that. The point is that the IMU
performance requirement to support descent aborts appears to be the
more constraining than to support descent itself and I think we all feel
that it is intolerable to continue descent beyond the point a safe abort
could be executed with the degraded PGNCS .
d . Since the AGS has to be aligned to the PGNCS prior to POI, and
pitch misalignment in the PGNCS bas an equal effect on the AGS . They
are not independent in this respect.
e. Given high bit rate telemetry, ground monitoring techniques
are adequate to detect an unacceptable IMO misalignment within the
first two minutes of powered descent. Thus, the crew could be informed
and instructed to abort safely.
f. To abort a lunar landing mi ssion, if it could have been saved
by improving procedures , is rather unacceptable.
Based on all that, we have two recommendations, either or both of
which should help the situation considerably.
The first is a proposal for a better docked PGNCS alignment suggested
by Bob White of MIT, which should allow us not only to detect a drift
ing IMU, but to update its compensation such that we may proceed with
a nominal mission. Detailed procedures development and performance
analys is is under way at this time . It will demand some modification
in the crew timeline during the LM activation and checkout period as
well as the implementation of a new RTCC and/or ACR computer program
and MCC procedures . The technique requires two spacecraft attitude
maneuver& while in the docked configuration with the LM and CSM crew
simultaneously keying out CDU angles before and after each of these
attitude changes � All of this must be done after the LM IMU has been
coarsely aligned as in the current flight plan. With this data, the
flight controllers can compute the LM IMU orientation and torquing
angles required . This technique is expected to be as good as an AOT
alignment . It does not require knowing the relative orientation of
the two navigation bases nor reading the docking ring index!
The other proposal involves making a drift check prior to POI ; it
requires no MCC participation. Considerable effort was given to
includ ing an IMU alignment in the timeline but many of us have

3
concluded the lighting conditions make it cbancey at bes t . The only
place it fits in the timeline is from PDI - 3 0 to PDI - 15 . This
period is almost perfectly centered around local high noon. Either
the sun or the moon is in the AOT field of view for almost this
entire time , making use of stars almost impossible . Except the sun!
The nice thing about the sun is that it is certainly visible . Also
since t he whole mission profile is keyed to lighting regardle s s to
landing site and month of the year, the sun wi11 always be located
in the same place with respect to the LM. MIT bas been asked to write
up a precise step by step procedure for doing this . Essentially it
consists of the fo11owing :
After entering the descent program (P63 ) , the crew would accept
the option offered them to go into the alignment program (P52 ) . They
would specify the sun as their first "star " . The LGC bas the solar
ephermis and wi11 control the spacecraft attitude to place the sun in
the center of the AOT. ( The rear detent position should probably be
used to minimize attitude change unless we do P.DI with windows up . )
The crew would readout the CDU gimbal angles to which the LGC is posi
tioning the spacecraft; of particular interest is DSKY register No . 2 the y-axis . The crew would then take over attitude control and cause
the sun to cross the AOT retical line in the pitch direction at which
time the actual spacecraft CDU angles would be keyed out on the DSKY.
The difference between this actual pitch CDU angle and the previously
noted predicted va lue is a direct indication of drift since the AOT
alignment one hour earlier . The mission rule would be :
if indicated
misalignment is less than 0. 25°, the nominal mission should be con
tinued ; if the indicated misalignment exceeds that value , PDI must be
delayed one rev, an AOT alignment would be performed two hours after
the previous one and the MCC would determine and update the PGNCS drift
compensation prior to LOS .
The value of the first recommendation is that it provides a chance to
detect and fix a problem without perturbing the nominal mission. �he
value of the second is that it a11ows de tecting and fixing a problem
before PBI is attempted, although in the worse case it forces delay
of PDI one rev, which I am sure we are going to find is a highly
undesirable thing to do .
That in a million words-or-less i s where we stand on this matter today.
We will continue our analysis and procedures development based on thi s .
One unfortunate fact i s that if we adopt these proposals, they will
not have been tested on the F mission, but I think we would all be naive
if we thought we are not going to learn things on F that force us to
change the procedures anyway.
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Manned Spacecraft Center
DATE:

May 28, 1969

69-PA-T-82A
FROM
SUBJECT:

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination
Descent,
H crew

Lunar

Surface, and Ascent Mission Techniques with the

On May 20 and 21 we reviewed Descent, Lunar Surface, and Ascent Mission
Techniques with the H crew (Pete Conrad and co. ) . This get together
bad two major objectives - to tell the H crew how we think these things
should be done and conversely, for the first time to get a flight crew
reaction to the techniques since in the main, they have been firmed up
too late to review thoroughly with the G crew. In general, I think
we are in pretty good shape on this stuff although there are, of course,
the inevitable open items and questions we never seem able to rid our
selves of completely.
It was interesting to note that the H crew seems desirous of cutting
back some of the activities the G crew considered worthwhile . There
are also obvious philosophical differences in their attitude regarding
the use of the automatic systems vs . a more manual mode . Conrad seems
much more inclined to stay with the automatic system longer than �trong
as well as insisting that they work. For example, he does not propose
to continue in the face of no landing radar data, whereas Neil apparently
feels he can substitute visual data for it . Some other interesting
examples are :
a . Pete would like to drop out all the visual observations of the
lunar surface, · both before and after PDI including the LPD altitude
checks .
b. Pete would like to substitute a landing radar altitude check
prior to PDI .
c.

Pete wants to do PDI face up.

(Hallelujah baby! )

d. Pete also wants to drop the crew voice report of their estimate
of where they actually landed,
It might be worth reporting some other interesting things resulting
from our discussion:
a . We probably ought to add in some sort of AGS drift check pre-PDI
after the PGNCS alignment check using the sun.
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b . There is still a controversy over when we should switch to the
AGS . Some feel it should be done only if' the PGNCS is degraded to a
point where it can ' t make a safe orbit; others feel we should switch
over as soon as it is certain the AGS will do a significantly better
job than the PGNCS .
c . The decision has been firmly made that the crew will not manually
backup the automatic landing radar antenna position switch.
d . There is still some work to be done in establishing procedures
in the event the GDA failure light comes on late in descent . Early
in descent, I think everyone agrees the crew must await secondary cues
before deactivating the GDA . There may be some advantage to immediately
turning it off if' the light comes on late in descent in that it may be
possible to complete the landing using RCS· attitude control only.
e . It was suggested that some sort of' VHF ranging check could be
done while the LM is on the lunar surface, :perhaps during the last over
pass prior to LM ascent or even during the ascent itself'. We will have
to look into this to see if' it is practical and useful.
Given the longer lunar stay of' the H mission, it is clear the guidance
system must be turned of'f' to conserve electrical power . This has obvious
implications on how the system should be used just after landing and
just before lift-off. We have also decided to throw out the simulated
countdown f'or lif't-of'f' at the end of' the first CSM rev. As a result of'
these and other things , I have asked TRW to revise the Lunar Surface
Mission Techniques and we will review them with everyone when they get
done .

-tLw o& :.J
0.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
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Memorandum

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO

See list attached

FROM

FA/Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

DPS low level propellant light

DATE:

May 29, 1969

69-PA-T-83A

During our final review of the Descent Mission Techniques on May 28,
GAEC presented a comprehensive review of the low level DPS propellant
light - its operation and accuracy. The most significant piece of
information coming from this was that we are assured of about 98
seconds more DPS operation at the hover thrust level after the light
comes on. An uncertainty of about four seconds is included in that
number thereby making it the "worst" case . Note that this is quite
a bit smaller than numbers quoted in the past .
We are proposing the following technique . The crew s hould commit
to landing or else they should abort one minute after the low level
light comes on.- That is , the descent is continued in a normal manner
for one minute after the light, at which time the crew must decide
that they can assuredly land or they s hould abort right then. By
aborting right then they have approximately eight to ten seconds of'
DPS capability remaining at full thrust prior to propellant depletion.
Selection of' one minute as the go/no go point came about based on an
intuitive feeling that approximately eight to ten seconds of' DPS
thrusting is a reasonable minimum to get the LM the hell out of' there
coupled with the operational s implicity of' keeping track of' a integer
minute during this busy and exciting time . It should be emphasized
that time since the low level light should be the primary cue and would
require no secondary cue provided the light is not malfunctioning and
the crew noted the time it came on. In that event, of' course, they
must use the backup system - namely the more critical propellant tank
gauge indication of' three percent remaining as their cut-off time for
making the go/no go decis ion.
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Memorandum

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
June 4, 1969
69-PA-T-84A

TO

See list attached

FROM .

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

G Rendezvous Navigation OJT is proposed

DATE :

CMP Mike Collins called the otber day to ask if there is any reason

why he should not do active rendezvous navigation between DOI and PDI
on the G mission. That is, he would like to run P20 incorporating
sextant and VHF ranging data to update the LM state vector in the
�.
His primary purpo se is to get some on-the-job training (OJT)
before he bas to do it for real during the upcoming rendezvous . You
recall, this was in the F Flight Plan and I assume John Young did
it, although I ' m not sure . I told him that I knew of no reason why
he shouldn' t and I have asked several other experts who agree . I
also suggested to Mike that he contact John personally to get any
pertinent F mission feedback.
This memo is to inform you that this activity will be included in
the G mission timeline unless somebody comes up with a valid
objection. Do you have one ?

� \

Howard

w.

Tindall, Jr .

PA : HWT : j s
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See list attached

June 5 , 1969

69-PA -T-87A
FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: PRN

ranging in lunar orbit is unnecessary

This memo is to restate our requirements for PRN ranging while in
lunar orbit . I am writing it since there is evidently some confusion
about it.
At no time in lunar orbit can PRN be classified as more than "desirable " never "mandatory, or even 11highly desirable" as long as things are going
reasonably well. The only time ranging could become a requirement is if
the entire trajectory determination system blows up and it is necessary
to reinitialize from s cratch when knowledge of the current state vector
is essentially nil.
11

Since the specific questions arising recently deal with PRN requirements
during powered flight - that i s , ascent and descent, I would like to.
further state that during those periods �; ranging is virtually of no
use whatsoever . In fact, the powered flight processor in the RTCC will
not even accept that type of data . Accordingly, if there is any advantage
to be gained in configuring the spacecraft to exclude PRN during those
periods in order to enhance the quality of other communication require
ments, I recommend that this be done .

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
PA :HWT : j s
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DATE :

June 11, 1969

69-PA-T-92A
FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

CSM Rescue Mission Techniques are complete and clean
On June 9 we had our final Mission Techniques meeting on CSM Rescue . I
am pleased to report that this stuff appears to be in very good shape .
After much hard work by many people, the CSM rescue rendezvous plans
shake down to onl.y two basic profiles . Each of these bas ·minor modifica
tions to account for the number of revs required for rendezvous and the
effect of various separation ranges on the rendezvous tracking schedule .
'.the point to be made is that even though it is possible to list a great
variety of versions for CSM rescue depending on the initial conditions
and status of the LM, the fact that the differences between them are so
minor gives us assurance that the limited training and simulations we
are able to afford should serve to check them out adeqUately and to
provide adequate assurance that they will work if we need them. The G
and H CMP' s chose to deal with them somewhat differently, but I think
their differences are clearly within the realm of crew preference .
Specifically, Mike Collins ( G) has requested and is being provided with
what he calls a "Cookbook" of procedures . It consists of about 18 different
two-page checklists, each designed for a specific abort situation. In the
event of one of these aborts, it will only be necessary for him to select
and use the appropriate pages defining the operation of the guidance and
propulsion system in the usual checklist detail and giving specific input
targeting parameters and tracking schedules . They also contain typical
relative motion plots and maneuver magnitude all referenced to GET. These
two-page contingency checklists will each be thoroughly reviewed by FCD,
FCSD, and MPAD people this week to make sure they are accurate . Dick Gordon
(H) apparently prefers now to rely somewhat more on his memory and knowledge
of how the programs work and so forth and does · not intend to carry these
contingency procedures with him. It is his feeling that the differences
are really minor enough that he should have no trouble in carrying out the
appropriate procedures .
l{y personal opinion i s that either of these approaches are perfectly

acceptable and should work just fine .

There was very little new to discuss at this meeting. Probably the most
significant result was our detailed specification of control center to CSM
targeting assistance required for the abort situations . Specifically:
a . If the CSM must make the "tweak" maneuver ( that i s , i f the LM
inserts into orbit unstaged ) , the ground will supply the GET of the burn
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TO

Spacecraft Center
June 13, 1969

69-PA-T-93A
FR.OM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Some significant LUMINARY program changes you should know about
I really blew it at the June 5 Apollo Spacecraft Software Configuration
Control Board meeting. Although dozens of rather minor changes were
approved, the one I �s most concerned about wasn' t even discussed and I
completely forgot it. This memo is to inform you that we are now des
perately trying to include a capability in the LM computer program for a
lunar landing flight in November which substantially improves descent
abort targeting and procedures . Currently the LM descent abort programs
target the spacecraft to insertion conditions which is not entirely
accurate . This is because the more sophisticated equations required to
do the job right were too complicated to get in the program for the G
mission and we settled for some approximations that only do a pretty
good job . Unfortunately, if we have a descent abort this makes it
necessary to trim the insertion conditions based on ground targeting.
This is the so-called "tweak" maneuver you ' ve heard so IIDJ.Ch about which
either the LM or command module IIDJ.St execute shortly after LM insertion
into orbit. It is a messy procedure and the program change proposed vill
eliminate its need . Furthermore , for aborts late in powered descent
(that is, after PDI + 10 minutes) it is necessary for the LM to execute
a phasing maneuver approximately one-half rev after insertion to set up
the proper rendezvous conditions . This , too, is a messy ground targeted
procedure which will be eliminated if this program change is implemented.

J

!

Although I wanted to tell you about that, my main purpo se in writing this
memo was to inform you that in order to get this program change in we have
to sacrifice some other things and I thought you should have an opportunity
to compla:i:n if you wanted to . First of all, storage bas again become a
problem and so we propose that, if necessary, MIT should delete the two
Stable Orbit Rendezvous targeting p:rogram (P38 and P39 ) from the LM
program . We have never discovered an operational use for these programs
but maybe this deletion may bug somebody. (Incidentally, in order to
provide more room for the dozen or so other changes already approved, the
externally targeted Lambert pre-thrust program [P31] has already been
deleted. ) The other capability which may have to be dropped is the rendezvous
radar automatic acquisition provided by the PGNCS during the Descent Abort
programs (PTO and PTl) . Disabling this capability (R29 ) , may be required
to avoid a computer cycle problem. That is , obviously the computer· can
only do so IID.lch in a given period of time and it is MIT' s option that
adding the proposed sophistication in the guidance may cause us to exceed
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that limitation. n>.is in turn forces us to give up another task and we
have chosen the so-called Rendezvous Radar Des ignate Routine .
This final paragraph is on another subject, but I thought I would point
out that one of the more significant capabilities added last Thursday
was the capability for the crew to readout raw rendezvous radar range and
range rate data on the ISKY during the operation of the Rendezvous Naviga
tion program (P20 ) . This capability had been requested several times
previously but never made it in to the program due to scheduling problems .
It is a real nice thing to have .
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June 19, 1969
69-PA-T-94A

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Ascent with busted guidance and control systems
On June 11 we bad a Mission Techniques meeting to discuss manual ascent
:from the lunar surface . The term manual asc'ent, though, is somewhat
misleading since · most of our discussion had to do with how the guidance
systems should be operated if certain of its components failed prior to
ascent. In summary, I think everyone generally agrees that :
a . · Given a rate command attitude control system, the crew should be
able to guide the spacecraft into orbit quite satisfactorily using the
horizon viewed through the overhead window as his attitude reference . The
resultant orbit will be far from nominal which could present rendezvous
problems, but at least we feel fairly confident he can get into orbit.
Manual steering in the . "Direct" attitude control mode is considered pretty
hopeless in the sense that it is probably impossible to control the space
craft at all - not in the sense that the insertion conditions are not
acceptable .
b . Both the AGS/CFI3 and the PGNCS have a substantial capability, even
if the accelerometers are broken. However, special procedures are required
to utilize this capability.
c . Gyro failures virtually wipe out the system with the possible
exception of the rate gyros in the A.GS /CFI3 package .
The rest of this memo just adds a little detail to the above summary
if you are interested.
Pure

Manual Ascent using rate command and the horizon

Since our last meeting, Paul Kramer and Chuck Lewis have set up and run
a series of simulations using CFi3 rate command and the overhead window,
which I understand were generally quite successful. They are ,in the process
of documenting their results, so I suggest you contact them if you are
interested. Briefly, they found that using the four step pitch profile
MPAD/TRW has recommended works very we�l. They a�so found that it is
possible to use the pitch angles in the current checklist that the crew
uses to m.oni tor a nominal guided ascent. These angles are tabulated for
each 30 second time-hack. They found that letting the APS run to propellant
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depletion always resulted in an excessive overspeed - that. is, yielding
apogees up around 400 miles or so which suggests that it may be desirable
to use the interconnect during man-qal ascent just as during nominal,
thereby using APS propellant rather than RCS for attitude control. · I
expect we will all agree this is the right thing to do. Due to simulator
limitations, they used the initial FDAI as an azimuth reference . It was
the consensus of those at the meeting that if the inertial reference is
not available, as could easily be the case, an acceptable alternate is for
the crew to yaw the spacecraft during vertical rise to place the LPD line
on the LM shadow. Given this initial launch azimuth as a reference, they
should be able to choose prominent features downrange to head for in real
time . In addition to the horizon angles, as - viewed through the overhead
window, corresponding angles as displayed on the FDA! are also available
for the crew1 s use if an inertial reference is available . The reason we
place greatest emphasis on the horizon is that it will always be there
and a good FDA! may not be .
. -C -�

PGNCS with accelerometer failed still provides attitude hold rate colll!ln
l9. d
and �

\

As well as anyone can determine, there is no reason why the PGNCS IMJ
cannot be aligned even with accelerometer.!! broken. Of course, the gravity
align is out, but it still should be possible to use the LM body attitude
option and the AOT two star sightings option {alignment techniques 0 and 2 ) .
The accelerometers will cause program alarms but the alignment programs
should still work. In either case, we would recommend aligning the IMJ
to the standard nominal REFS�T. No special procedures are required for
this and the crew would be provided a perfectly nominal FDA! display.

\

Of course, no navigation or automatic guidance can be carried out without
the accelerometer, but it still should be possible to get a rate command
attitude, hold control capability provided we are able to manage the
digital autopilot (DAP) in the LGC properly. Of specific concern is
what special inputs, if any, are required to take care of vehicle mass
as the ascent progresses . You recall, the LGC decrements mass as part
of its DAP function but without PIPA 1 s it won' t. This also bad some
i� ct on which program the LGC should be operated in during ascent. It
was our im:i;>ressiqn that the standard Ascent program (P12) is preferable . \.
. Average G program (P47) or the Idling
Alternates suggested were the
program (POO ) . MIT was assigned the action item of advising us precisely t ·�
d'f-
how we should handle the mass in the DAP and which program was best from
their viewpoint. One thing, reasons for preferring Pl2 is that the PGNCS l 'V
might offer a redundant Engine-On capability as well ·as a more favorable
attitude deadband. If the PGNCS is used with a broken accelerometer, the
crew s�ould follow the standard four step pitch profile and fly to propellant
depletion as noted above .
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PGNCS-LGC failed leaves only an attitude reference - maybe
If the LGC bas failed, it is impossible to realign the IMU . This presents
two choices, if the alignment is known and favorable at the time of LGC
failure, it may be desirable to leave it alone .. If that is not the situa
tion, it is possible to cage the IMJ thereby aligning it to the LM body
axis, which may provide a use�l reference if the LM bas landed in a fairly
level attitude with the. z-axis close to in-plane ._ Obviously if the LGC bas
failed, the only capability the PGNCS can possibly offer is an inertial
attitude reference since attitude control and navigation demand a fUnctional
LGC.

If either the y or z-axis accelerometer is broken, it is impossible to do
a lunar surface gravity alignment. However, it is possible to align the
AGS given two AOT star sightings and ground assistance to compute the LM
body attitude . Given the star data, the MCC will compute and relay to
the crew both the LM and CSM state vectors in the AGS coordinate system
assuming a body axis alignment (DEDA entry 400 + 50,000 ) . It will be
based on the assumption the crew will select .initial guidance (DEDA entry
400 + 10,000 ) at precisely two minutes before lift-off. By zeroing the
bias and scale factor coefficients in the AGS computer for the failed
accelerometer, it is possible to use automatic AGS steering into orbit
with a guided cutoff. Of course, no out-of-plane steering will result
since the spacecraft will always_ be oriented such that the broken acceler
ometer is oriented out-of-planE! . -

If it is the z-axis accelerometer which is broken, it would be necessary
for the 1M to fly into orbit on its side . It is instructed to do this by
loading the so-called WB (Addresses 514 , 515, 516) as relayed from ground
to arm the WB (DEDA entry 623 + 10, 000 ) . It may be possible to load a
pseudo bias to compensate for the 1� APS engine cant angle . There is a
real trade-off to be made here between using the manual guidance noted
above with a resultant overspeed or to fly the automatic AGS guidance with
the LM �n its side . The crew would be unable to I!IOnitor its performance but,
if it works as advertized it would produce good insertion conditions for
�he subsequent rendezvous .
If AGS x accelerometer is broken a good inertial reference is all that' s
left

If the AGS x accelerometer is broken, it is possible to perform a lunar
gravity alignment using the standard procedures associated with broken
PGNCS/good AGS. In this case, we are assured of a good initial attitude
reference for use in flying the pitch profile, but the automatic guidance
and navigation is completely lost by the AGS .

4

/

AGS CES with a rate gryo broken
No one is able , at this t ime , to say. whether or not the AGS can fly completely
It i s suspected that rate feedback

automatically with a rate gyro disabled.

is required to provide a stable system but we are not sure .

some runs are planned on the GAEC facilities with the

what happens .

RGA

If it can ' t handle it , the crew will have to fly Direct in

the channel with the broken rate gyro us ing the error as
will also

be

Accordingly,

disabled to see

simulated.

a

reference .

This

·one major open item coming :from all this is how we should play the rendezvous
game given any of the situations here .
Specifically, shoul.d we bias the lift
off time either late or early to give more time to do the rendezvous or to
put the command modul.e behind the

LM

at insertion?

be made prior to or immediately after launch?

CSM

Should some

maneuver

A number of people will think

about this and we ' ll probably get together in the next couple of weeks to
lay out some plans since this is just as important as knowing how

to

get in

orbit in the first place .
In all of the above cases a number of action i tems were identified, primarily
dealing with establishment of precise procedures for initialization of the
systems .

It is expected that the neces sary informat ion should be available

within a few weeks so that we can document all this before the
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:

PA /Chief, Apollo

SUBJECT: Post

Da ta

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
DATE :

June 24, 1969
69-PA-T-95A

Priority Coordination

Insertion CSM P52 is optional

Dick Gordon and Fete Conrad called the other day to ask how important
we feel the CSM platform alignment is just after LM insertion into
orbit. As I recall, this alignment is a carry-over from the time we
planned to do the CSM plane change just prior to lift-ofi' rather than
just after landing as we currently plan to do . We didn ' t have pulse
torquing then either. Given these changes I don' t really see why it
is needed anymore, particularly if we have been monitoring the Dl1
for several days inflight and if necessary, have compensated it. As
a matter of fact, if it is not too late it might be reasonable to
consider dropping this CSM platform alignment from the G Flight Plan
too . 'Ihe main advantage is that it would permit CSM to remain in an
attitude compatible with rendezvous radar tracking by the LM as soon
as they finish with their P52. Any comments anyone?

Howard

w.

Tindall, Jr.
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NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
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DATE :

July 1, 1969

69-PA-T-lOlA

\

FROM

FA /Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Post-insertion alignment is lower priority than rendezvous
navigation
It has been agreed that it is more important for the LM to obtain
rendezvous navigation tracking data than to complete the platform
realignment after insertion into orbit if problems occur which pro
long it. The point is, an accurate CSI maneuver is vital but it is
recognized that bad angle data does not substantially degrade that
solution. Thus , even though the lunar surface platform alignment
may not be red hot it should be adequate to support the rendezvous
navigation; if' the crew experiences difficulty in realigning, they
should terminate that effort to insure they get an adequate amount
of' rendezvous radar data . Specifically, they should complete or
terminate the P52 by 30 minutes before CSI . If' they do fail to
complete the alignment, they should add one into their timeline
immediately after CSI and depend on the CSM for their plane change
targeting.
I would like to emphasize that this is a contingency procedure since
everyone anticipates that adequate time bas been provided to do this
alignment.

��

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
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New DPS GDA Descent mission rule is imminent if not now
A lot of activity has been going on lately regarding the manner in
which the DPS gimbal drive actuator (GDA ) is managed during descent .
This memo is to make sure everyone knows this business is going on and producing dramatic changes - and it is not finished yet .
The basic question, of course, i s , What should be done i f the GDA
caution and warning alarm goes off during descent? Until a few weeks
ago it was planned to ignore it until some secondary cue appeared to
backup the alarm since it was felt a properly operating GDA was manda
tory for descent. A number of new factors have appeared on the scene
recently, which almost certainly changes this procedure . The first
and most significant was the addition of the RCS plume deflectors which
apparently have all but eliminated RCS impingement as an operational
constraint . GAEC ' s analysis is continuing and unless we have some sort
of duty cycle limitation, it appears we can tolerate as much activity
as is required for total attitude control by the RCS during a complete·
lunar descent . Incidentally, RCS propellant quantities also appear
adequate for this purpose .
Some secondary factors which support this technique are the uncertainty
of whether or not the crew can sense a build-up in Res activity when
wearing helmets and gloves . Another interesting factor i s that during
normal descent, apparently the GDA doesn' t move the DPS engine more than
about O . lo to account for e . g . shift during the entire descent. Apparently,
the main exc;use for even activating the GDA is to guard against unsymmetrical
DPS throat �rosion and engine compliance changes when throttling. It
appears a final mission rule will be to turn off the GDA as quickly as
possible if a GDA caution and warning alarm occurs and complete the descent
us ing RCS attitude control unless something unexpected appears in the analysis
going on now and between the flight .

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
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July 3 , 1969

69-PA-T-103A
FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Some new ideas on how to use the AGS during :Descent
This memo is to fill you in on a couple of late crew procedure changes
proposed for the G mission regarding AGS operation during descent. '!he
first is a technique to prepare the AGS for immediate ascent which can
be used to quickly reinitialize the AGS LM state vector immediately
after touchdown if there is any concern that the navigation during
descent has fouled them up somehow. '!his is possible since the LM
state vector on the lunar surface cari be easily predicted before descent.
Specifically, it involves loading some storage location through the DEDA
just after the final state vector update from the PGNCS at about seven
minutes before PDI . The numbers loaded would be the lunar radius (240 +
56923 ) and the lunar rotation (262 - 00150) , which essentially constitute
the entire state vector on a lunar surface . The rest of the state vector
elements (241, 242, 26o, 261) are all loaded zeros . None of these
addresses are used during descent or descent aborts so this procedure
does not conflict with anything planned. The idea is that immediately
after touchdown, when the lunar surface flag is set, the crew would key
in 414 + 20, 000 instead of updating altitude as currently planned. '!his
would initialize the AGS state vector with these quantities quite accurately
to support an immediate ascent . This procedure is supposed to be brought
to the Crew Procedures Change Control Board very soon, but I noticed that
Buzz Aldrin was already doing it during the Descent simulations last week.
Everyone I have talked to feels it is a good thing to do provided it does
not overload the crew.
The second possible addition to the crew timeline involves making use of
the AGS � display just after touchdown to provide the crew a little
more information regarding his touchdown attitude condition. · :Bob Battey
called me with a Braslau suggestion (AGS/�) that, since the DEDA. is not
used during the terminal descent, immediately after touchdown it is pos
sible to call up address 130, a component of the transformation matrix,
which is essentiaLly the cosine of the tilt angle displayed in octal. It
was noted that this parameter has an interesting characteristic . If the
spacecraft is perfectly vertical, the DEDA will read 40, 000. If the .space
craft is tilted 42° , which is the critical tilt angle, the DEDA will read
just under 30, 000 regardless of the direction of tilt. Display above
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is okay - the bigger, the better - and below 30, 000 is bad news .
This convenient crossover value seems to make this a possible extra cue
for the crew to quickly assess whether the spacecraft bas tilted more or
less than the critica1 tilt-over ang1e . So far, none of the experts I
have spoken to have seen anything wrong with this idea and genera1ly
That i s , the procedure shou1d work
consider it a desirab1e thing to do .
and should provide some usefUl intelligence for the crew,· if they get
It could certainly not be con
into a suspected tilt-over situation.
s idered mandatory and so the decision as to whether to do it or not to
do it rests entirely on the crew ' s task load.ing during the last several
hundred feet of descent . S imply, should the crew be fooling with the
DEDA. at this time :l Ordinarily I would say no, but Buzz seems to be able
to get music from that little mo� with his head turned off and both
hands tied behind him.

30, 000

�Howard
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69-PA-T-lo4A
FROM

PA/Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Manual Ascent revisited
On July 2 we had another meeting regarding Manual Ascent. As I have
pointed out previously, the consensus is that the crew should have an
excellent chance of' achieving a safe orbit by manually steering the LM
from the lunar surface if' they have a rate command attitude control
system by using the horizon view in the overhead window as an attitude
reference . The two primary facets we discussed this time were :
a. What sort of ground support could be provided to the crew during
powered flight and
b. What sort of' rendezvous sequence would be pursued following the
LM insertion.
This memo is to summari ze the results of' this session. Briefly though
the ground assistance can be - substantial and the rendezvous can be a
fairly standard CSM rescue requiring one or two extra revs .
As you recall, the flight controllers on the ground have a substantial
capability for monitoring the LM' s trajectory during powered ascent, even
with the guidance systems broken, providing the RTCC powered flight
p!10Cessor { the "Lear" ) is working. This program provides a complete
up-to-date state vector to drive the analog and digital displays in the
control center. As a result it is possible for the Flight Dynamics
Officer {FDO) to monitor the ascent trajectory continuously and to dis
cern deviation from the nominal. For example, by monitoring the altitude
vs . ·downrange distance plot and the velocity vs . flight-path-angle plot,
he will be able to advise the crew if the radial velocity (altitude rate )
becomes unacceptably dispersed. Specif'icalJ.y, starting about three and a
half' or four minutes into ascent, after the trends are well established,
pe should be able to advise the crew to bias the remainder of their pitch
profile up or d� probably using � increments . Given this assistance,
it is anticipated that the crew should insert with a nearly nominal
flight-path-angle .
It is also possible for the FDO
nominal out-of-plane velocity.
initial launch azimuth on their
landmark { such as the south rim

to assist the crew in maintaining a near
'!bat is, once the crew bas keyed their
shadow and then aimed for a prominent
of' Crater Schmit for landing site 2 ) , the
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FDO

will call out

2°

north/south (or left/right) attitude changes when

�is
ever his digital display of out-of-plane velocity exceeds 50 fps .
vectoring �f the crew can start very soon after lift-off if necessa!,Y•
A major problem we feel we have now resolved has to do with when the crew
s hould shutdown the APS . Analys is has shown that a continuous pitch.
angle bias of � can result in an unsafe perigee unles s the APS is run
to propellant depletion.

Therefore without ground vectoring, as noted

above , we feel it is advisable to permit the APS to operate until pro
pellant depletion; a � bias does not appear to be out of reason for
manual steering using that weird lunar horizon as a reference .
However,
given ground as s·istance in attitude control a propellant depletion , cutoff

will certainly result in an excessively high apogee, which make s the

rendezvous situation more difficult and costly. Accordingly, we propose
that as long as the ground monitoring of the trajectory indi cates that it
is reasonably close to nominal, the FDO will voice command engine "Off" .
>ihen his display of safe velocity (V6 ) equals zero .
(Briefly, Vs is the
� V required to assure a 35,000 feet perigee at tbe current altitude and
flight-path-angle . ) A call at this time , assuming a 15 second delay, will

produce an overspeed of about 300 fps yielding about 200 miles of excess
apogee whi ch -should be adequate ly safe .
�e important thing is that it
pro_tects aga inst apogees in excess of
o ccurring in simulations ) .

250

n. mi.

(which have been regularly

Although these high orbits can be handled,

In this same vein, analys is
there seems to be no reason to accept them�
ha s shown that we have been unduly conservative in proposing use of the
RCS propellant for attitude control during ascent. We now feel confident

that it is safe to stick with the nominal procedure of using APS propellant
for attitude control during manual ascent and saving the RCS for whatever
comes next .

Jus t about any failure combination which makes it necessary to perform a
manual ascent will also demand a CSM rescue sequence.
The sequence which
seems to suit the situation best is as follows :
a.
CSM performs a phasing burn (NCl) on the IM' s major axis "maneuver
line " approximately one rev after IM insertion.

�

b.
CSM will perform CSI
to
the 1M apogee turns out to be .
c.

CSM performs

CDH �

1� revs

after NCl depending on how high

rev after CS I .

· d.
CSM performs TPI at nominal elevation angle which should occur
about midpoint of darkne s s .
e.

based

Braking

on

can

be done by the 1M and/or CSM at the crew ' s discretion,

the real-time s ituation.

l.

3

f.
Plane c hanges should be handled in the standard way - that is ,
·combined with the other CSM lJBneuvers and with the extra plane c hange
(It
burn betWeen CSI and CDH :performed by the CSM if it is neces sary.
is to be noted that any large out-of-plane s itua tion must almost certainly
be due to · a velocity error at insertion and not an out-of-plane pos ition
error . ) This wou1d cause the node of the orbital planes to fall near the
major CSM burns such that most of the plane change required would be
efficiently combined with them.
Given control center a s sistance in
ascent steering though, a l.arge out-of-plane situation seems unlikely.
To insure that even a very low insertion orbit can be handled, it was
decided to bias the LM lift-off late , approximately three and one-half
minutes . Specifically, the FDO will compute a LM lift-off time con
sistent with a 10 mile circulBr insertion orbit and a nominal rendezvous
sequence .
However, since it is most des irable to utilize the sequence
noted above rather than having to make rendezvous maneuvers soon after
insertion if a low orbit is achieved, we feel the best course of action
is for the LM crew to be advi sed to make whatever ground computed maneuver
is required at insertion to achieve an orbit equivalent to at least 10 x
30 n mi . orbit.
1bat i s , if they truly burn out very low, they should .
boost their orbit with RCS to :permit use of the CSM rendezvous sequences
no�d above
Incidentally, they will also be advised to make an apogee
maneuver to pull up perigee to about 16 n. mi . as a safety measure in any
case .
•

.

If for some reason the LM does not achieve a safe orbit with or without
the control center ass istance noted above , we still have a straw to fall
back upon.
The flight controllers have the capab ility immediately after
insertion of computing a maneuver to insure at least a 35 , 000 feet :perigee
based on the Lear Processor.
This maneuver will be sc heduled at three
minutes after APS shutdown or at apogee, whichever is required.
It is to
be noted that ample RCS should be available to execute this maneuver .
Although we have \ nowhere , nearly the same confidence o f succe s s , procedures
have been established :for the crew to execute manual De scent Aborts .
The
problem here , of course , is that a single pitch attitude time his tory can
not be e stablished for aborts occurring at any time in powered descent.
HOwever, the necessary work bas been done by MPAD and TRW to provide the
flight controllers with an acceptable pitch profile as a function of abort
time in · powered descent us ing the horizon attitude reference . which would
provide a safe orbit if the crew were to follow it . Accordingly, if
comm1ni cations are retained or regained after a descent abort , the crew
can be informed of a pitch profile to follow to achieve orbit.
One other item we discussed was the relat ive merits of flying a completely
manual ascent vs . a completely automatic ascent using the AGS with a broken

4
You recall_ in this event it would be necessary to
z-axis accelerometer .
fly the LM into orbit on its side in order to place the broken ac celerom
eter in the out-of-plane direction and bring the good y-axis accelerometer

If' the AGS works,
into plane to provide the automatic AGS capability.
everything should be just fine, but the crew will be unable to monitor
its performance which leads to consideration of a completely mem,al ascent
However, given grotind monitoring we
with its horrible overspeed problem.
feel confident that a malfunctioning AGS · can be detected and it is our
strong recommendation tbat it be used.
If the control center detects an
unacceptable failure , the crew would be advised to yaw in-plane and pro
ceed into orbit using the standard manual a s cent technique .
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Tweak burns

DATE :

July 10, 1969

69-PA-T-105A

,

If you can stand it I would like for you to hear the latest on tweak
burns - the trim maneuvers made after LM insertion from a descent
abort. I thought we had this settled and on ice a couple of months
ago but some things have happened which probably make it logical to
revise the tweak rules . The things that have happened are :
a . The LM RCS plume impingement constraints have been substan
tially reduced .
_ b . Simulations have shown that the Flight Dynamics Officer (FDO ) /
RTCC capability of computing the tweak maneuvers o n a timely basis is
much better than anticipated.
Some FCSD,
following :

FCD,

and MPAD guys got together July 8 and came up with the

a . Our previous rule was quite simple ; if the LM inserted into orbit
with the DPS attached, the command module would make the burn; if the LM
had staged , the LM would make the maneuver . Now that the LM has been
modified with plume deflectors and additional thermal protection, it has
the capability of performing any tweak maneuver we foresee . Accordingly,
the rule is being modified to say that for all descent aborts prior to
PDI + 10 minutes the LM will perform the tweak provided it is within
the RCS plume impingement constraint, regardless of whether the LM has
staged or not . If for some abnormal reason the LM capability is exceeded ,
the CSM will perform it; the LM should not stage the DPS just to provide
a greater RCS capability. Also, the LM should not trim insertion condi
tions .

!a

b . As you recall, aborts after PDI + 10 minutes require an extra
rev in addition to a phasing maneuver, which makes the tweak burn
s
sary. We have also stated that trimming the insertion conditions i ne essary. · · However, if the crew wishes to trim +x there is no object
o
that and obviously if the +x required is large, there is no choice . It
must be trimmed .
c . I would like to emphasize another rule which has been on the books
for a long time but which may not have been clear to the crew. Namely,
if the DPS shuts down with a �V required to reach the insertion conditions

�o-•
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greater than 30 fps, the crew should utilize the APS and P71 to achieve
orbit . We have recommended that automatic Abort Stage sequence to achieve
this .
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69-PA-T-106A
FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination
Descent Data Select procedures are finalized
On July 7 and 8 we held a final review of the Data Select procedures
and Flight Controller interface during the Descent phase of the
lunar landing miss ion. This lengthy memo i s to describe briefly
some of the items discussed, all of which are being thoroughly
documented before the flight .
On F, as you know, John Young did not track the center of the Land
ing Site 2 landmark - a crater designated "130" - but rather used a
much smaller crater on the rim of 130. He did this _ primarily because
it was much easier to do and, he tho�ght, would improve the accuracy.
It i s planned to use this smaller crater, which has been called "130
Prime, " on the G mission also, and the RTCC is set up to do so , How
ever, it was emphasized that we must also be prepared to use the old
"130" if for some reason lighting makes it impossible for Mike Collins
to acquire "130 Prime .
n

It was strongly emphasized by the Data Select people that they should
be in the high-speed mode for Lear filter initialization and condition
ing at least four minutes before PDI . If for some reason they are delayed
past this point, their confidence in the system will be degraded, In
fact if initialization is delayed until 20 seconds before PDI - the drop
dead point - they feel they will have no confidence in the system through
out descent at all.
Analysis of the F flight data has revealed that the Lear processor for
some reason· gives best results when using three tracking stations
rather than four, which it was originally set up to use . Accordingly,
it will be opera ted in the mode where the fourth station ' s data are
available but · are excluded f'rom the solution. If one of the three active
sites fails during descent, the Data Select people will immediately
replace it with the previously excluded site . If' it is concluded that
the failed s ite will not be restored quickly, another s ite will be called
up immediately to provide backup for a second failure . It is to be
emphasized that bringing up this new station i s to provide a backup
and an opportunity to observe its data . It will not be actively used
unles s another site breaks down or the performance of the Lear processor
unexpectedly becomes degraded in a manner consistent with poor station
location geometry which the new station could help correct.
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The Data Select people reviewed their real-time procedures for declaring
the "Lear filter is go " as follows :
a . During the free-flight processing after going into the high
speed mode at PDI minus four minutes, they plot and compare Lear results
with their best estimate of radius and altitude rate based on previous
M3FN tracking and a confirmed DOI maneuver. If' these parameters differ
by more than 3, 000 feet and 13 f'ps, respectively, the Lear is considered
uncertain.
b . During powered descent they have doppler comparison plots for
each of the individual M3FN sites vs . the PGNCS . These are used to
sort out a bad station.
c . They monitor Lear output plots of altitude, altitude rate, pitch,
and LM mass rate of change looking for discontinuities , internal incompa
tibilities , smoothnes s , etc .
d . 'lbe Lear filter displays an estimate of its own performance residuals, rate biases, and so forth. A particularly strong indicator _
of performance is the residuals of the fourth (excluded ) site, which is
no� . included .in the solution.
During the Descent briefing to the management people, a week or so ago,
Chris Kraft proposed that some sort of inflight lunar orbit checkout
be made of the Lear Processor prior to Descent. After lengthy and some
times emotional discussion, we- have concluded that it is most advantageous
to use the same tracking stations and communication lines as during descent .
TO do this we must perform the test on either the first or second lunar
orbits before the Madrid station is lost due to earth' s �otation. It was
also concluded that to perform this test in the on-line RTCC computers
with the active third noor MOCR was too risky. Accordingly, the pro
posal is as follows . Configure the network stations to transmit high
speed data for a period of 15 minutes during the first lunar rev when
the spacecraft is more-or-less over the landing site . Log the data in
the contPol center and then play it through a third, off-line computer
utilizing the second floor MDCR display system. Since nb compatible G&N
telemetry will be available at this time, it will be impossible to operate
some of the displays such as _ the guidance officer strip charts . It will
be possible however to make a realistic, usefUl comparison of the Lear
output with the other M3FN processing to see that this system is working
properly end-to-end - from spacecraft to display system in the M::C . Mike
COnway (FSD) is responsible for assigning personnel to do this and for
getting the control center configured for the test . He also intends , if
pOssible, to get some simulated data and practice this test before the
flight. I think the consensus is that this test is like airline flight
insurance - a small waste of resources with very little chance of gain;
however, it can pay off real big, if we ' re lucky! 1
•
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Another question answered was , What spacecraft position should be used
for initialization of the Lear Processor in preparation of the T2 lift
off? ( "T2 , " you recall, is the delayed abort time shortly after landing
associated with the second stay/no-stay decision. ) The problem here is
that very little time is available to assess the descent tracking and
'telemetry data in order to select the best estimate of the actual land-:
ing site location. We finally concluded that the best solution was to
use the preflight nominal value - the one computed from the F mission
tracking.
One very significant item resulting from our meeting dealt with reconfig
uring the MSFN tracking network after a T2 stay decision. It had been
planned to keep all stations in the same configuration as during descent
in order to support a lift-off one rev later ( T3 ) if that turned out to
be necessary. Unfortunately this leaves only two tracking stations with
very little geometry on the command module which produces two substantial
disadvantages . First, the command module state vector hasn' t been updated
since before DOI and it ' s getting kinda worn out and yet it is the one
which would have to be used in support of a T3 launch and rendezvous .
Probably more significant is the effect on the nominal mission, namely
it is intended for the CSM to track the LM with the sextant at the end
of- that first rev. It is anticipated that t m s data will provide the
best estimate of LM position on the lunar surface in support uf nominal
ascent targeting as well as post-flight analysi s . I n fact, we intend to
use this Rli3 determination in preference to any of the other Rli3 sources
unless there is some reason to suspect it is s crewed up. However, for
the sextant data to be useful we ·must have an accurate CSM state vector
to reference the sextant data too . This requires better MSFN tracking
than had been planned . Accordingly, it was decided that immediately after
a T2 stay decision, the Ascension station would be reconfigured for CSM
tracking on the remainder of the descent rev and for the next rev too .
It will only be switched back to the LM in the event of a T3 no-stay
decision.
The problem of determining LM position (Rli3 ) to support a T3 launch is
a tough nut to crack. Our choices are based on powered flight navigation
by the PGNCS , AGS, and Lear adjusted after touchdown with an improved
estimate of LM .po sition at PDI . It is anticipated that the LM' s AOT/
gravity alignment data will not be available in time to support the Ascent
targeting although if everything goes just right it might be . The point
i s that none of these data sources have ever been used before and each
has its own potential. problems that could foul. it up badly. This makes
its unreasonable to assign hard and fast priorities to these sources
today, although everyone agrees that the Lear should probably be the
best. The point is , determination of RLS for T3 is being left open to
real-time judgment of the experts who will include whatever bits of
intelligence are available during the flight to select the best value .
As noted before, the CSM state vector and sextant tracking will normally
be used for the nominal ascent, but it obviously won ' t be available for
a T3 launch.

.2 9o
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We discussed the PGNCS reinitialization required if PDI is delayed one
rev. It was finally decided tba t virtually under no circumstance would
the state vectors in the PGNCS be updated even though later tracking
data is available . The values of RLS will be updated by applying additional propagation biases to account for the extra rev. The exact pro
cedure for doing this is too complicated to put in this memo but I
believe it is understood by everybody involved
·

.

.,

.

•

And that' s that!
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Descent monitoring after landing radar velocity updating
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A
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69-FM21-191

There has been considerable discussion concerning the capability to
monitor powered descent with velocity residuals after landing radar
(LR) velocity updating begins . This memorandum presents the recom
mendations of the Mission Planning and Analysis Division (MPAD) for
powered descent monitoring during this period of powered descent.
After LR velocity updating begins , the AGS/PGNCS velocity comparisons
are no longer valid. However , the powered flight processor (P.FP)/PGNCS
velocity residuals and the MSFN/PGNCS range rate residuals (�6) can be
used for powered descent monitoring provided this data is va�id. There
fore , if the P.FP is operating satisfactorily until the time of LR
velocity updating and no anomalies in the PFP are detected after velocity
updating, the PFP/PGNCS and MSFN/PGNCS t:.p should be used to monitor the
·
descent trajectory.
·

The objective of this monitoring is to prevent erroneous LR velocity
data from destroying the PGNCS state vector to the extent that a PGNCS
abort cannot be achieved. The monitoring should basical.ly ensure that
the PFP/PGNCS velocity residuals converge to a near zero val.ue after LR
velocity updating. The limits for PFP/PGNCS velocity residual monitoring
after velocity updating should be the same as the values used prior to
velocity updating, unless the PFP/PGNCS residuals are near the limits
when velocity updating begins . In this case the PFP/PGNCS residuals
limits should be increased by 10 ft/sec to ensure that the LR has
sufficient opportunity to cause the PGNCS velocity to converge to the
correct value .

cc :
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69-PA-T-109A
FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination
How we will handle the effect of mascons on the
surface gravity �lignments

LM

lunar

What do we do if one of those big damn lumps of gold is buried so near
the LM that it screws up our gravity alignment on the lunar surface ?
Without exception, the calculations of all the various far-flung experts
predict that mascons should have no significant effect on our lunar sur
face gravity alignments . In fact, based on this we have chosen to use
gravity alignments nominally as opposed to star alignments. They are
easier to do and probably more accurate . A few of us got together the
other day, though, to figure out what to do if, contrary to expectation,
some sort of weird gravity effect is noted, which appears to be acting on
the LM on the lunar surface. This memo is to tell you about that .
As you know we have several sources of data for determining the LM' s
position on the lunar surface (RLS ) . One of these is through the use of
data obtained from LM platform measurements of the direction of the lunar
gravity and from AOT observations of the stars . If this determination,
using the LM data, disagrees substantially with the other data sources,
we must consider the possibility that it ' s due to gravity anomalies . The
sort of difference we are willing to tolerate is 0 . 3° in longitude , which
is more or less equivalent to 0 . 3° pitch misalignment in the platform.
True alignment errors in excess of that could present ascent guidance
problems . Since 0 . 3° is equivalent to about five miles, you ' d expect the
crew' s estimate of position could probably be useful in determining the true
situation. All they' d have to do is tell us they are short or over-shot
the target point a great deal.
If uncertainty still persists, it seems we must believe the gravity and use
it for our alignments - both FGNCS and AGS . That is, we have more faith in
it than in our other sources of RLS determination. However, if examina
tion of all these sources convince us that the gravity does have some fun
nies greater than 0 . 3o associated with it, we would have to modify the crew
procedures in real time such that the ascent platform alignment is done
using the stars (Alignment Technique 2 ) rather than gravity.
Consideration was given to hedging our bet by aligning the PGNCS to the
stars and using the lunar gravity alignment in the AGS . Further considera
tion, however, revealed an interesting and somewhat sad thing. What we
actually discovered was that the ground trajectory processing during ascent
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is a1so affected by downrange position error - that o1d demon that seems to
be p1aguing us in so many ways recent1y. 1be fact is that throughout ascent
�e would never know which system was right and so we would never have the
inte11igence to switch over from one system to the other . In other words,
there is no point in using different Alignment Techniques for the two guid
ance systems .
The prob1em noted above is primarily in support of Ascent 1 rev after 1and
ing.
After that, additional very accw."ate sources of BIB determination
become avai1able . Specifically CSM sextant tracking of the IM is always
the prime source and if Mike has trouble on one try, he should try again
on later revs - there are p1enty of opportunit� s and 1itt1e else to do.
If he sti1l fails and the uncertainty noted above exists, we have the
situation in which LM rendezvous radar tracking of the CSM becomes manda
tory. You reca11 we deleted this from the time1ine with the understanding
it wou1d be reinserted if we cou1d determine BIB in no other way and this
is that case . ·we sure don' t expect this to happen, but if it does RR will
be needed.
In summary then :
a . We shou1d a1ways aHgn both AGS and PGNCS to the same data source,
gravity or stars .
b . We use gravity un1ess we have some eoncrete reason to question it such as all data sources incl.uding the crew estimate of BIB are in dis
agreement with it by more than 0 . 3° in 1ongitude ( pitch ) . In that case,
use tne stars (both AGS and PGNCS ) .
c . Natural.l.y 1ongitude initia1ization error 1ouses up the
ascent trajectory monitoring just 1ike it does descent.

ground ·

d . If RLS uncertainty persists, either CSM sextant or LM RR tracking
of the other vehic1e becomes mandatory.

- o.. J}� � �-lt-{ r-.
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NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO

See list attached

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

July 16, 1969
69-PA -T-lllA

DATE :

SUBJECT: Change in delayed PDI Descent targeting procedures
This probably doesn' t amount to a gnat ' s elbow to you, but I would like
to change something in a memo that I just sent out the other day dealing
with spacecraft state vector updating if we delay PDI one rev. Previously
we planned to leave the state vector in the LM computer alone but to
change the landing site position (RLS ) to account for propagation error
for the extra rev. Since then there has been a big flap brought about by
our discovery that the command module is making uncoupled attitude maneu
vers which cause surprisingly large perturbation to the orbit. In order
to minimize these effects in the descent targeting for the delayed PDI
situation, we have concluded that it is best to redetermine the LM state
vector based on the newer MSFN tracking (revs � and 13 ) and uplink it to
the LM if PDI is delayed. Since the RLS already has been compensated
properly for the associated propagation errors, it does not need to be
changed .

Howard

w.

Tindall, Jr.
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DATE :

July 17 , 1969

69-PA-T-112A
FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Gyro

calibration and accelerometer bias update and redline values

Chuck Wasson wrote a memo, dated June 27, 1969, to Gene Kranz and me
defining in detail the Guidance and Control Division' s ( G&CD ' s ) position
on "in-flight gyro calibration and accelerometer bias update and redline
values . " In it he pointed out that both the Mission Rules and the Mission
Techniques Documents should be brought into agreement with his recommenda
tions . Actually this subject bas been discussed endlessly in the Mission
Techniques meetings and elsewhere and so there were no surprises in the
values and techniques proposed . However, his memo does again draw our
attention to the minor differences in official documentation and reminds
us that that is a sloppy way to do business . I talked it over with
Cliff Charlesworth (FCD) and Mal Johnston (MIT.) and we all concurred
that the numbers Chuck Wasson proposes are as good as any and we have
taken steps to comply with hi s recommendation . Namely, future issues
of Mission Rules and Mission Techniques Documents will conform with the
G&CD ' s recommendations as listed in the referenced memo .

Howard

�Tindall,
w.

Jr.
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DATE :

August 1, 1969

69 -PA -T-ll4A

FROM

PA/Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

How to land next to a Surveyor - a short novel f'or do-it�yourself'ers
As you know a deCision bas been . made f'or; the H.:mission to land next
to Surveyor III . Considerable amount of' work ba s already been s:pent
in figuring out bow to :perform a so-called point landing , . but a number
of computer program and :procedure changes are required which cannot be
implemented prior to this mission. Accordingly, we have bad a three- .
day Mission Techniques f'ree-f'or-all starting July _ 30 to see what we
could jury-rig together to improve our chances of' landing next to the
Surveyor. Obviously, the techniques used on G are not adequate f'or
that :purpose, but we don' t want to shake them up too badly at this time .
If' you would like my gdess as to bow well we will actually do :prior to
getting any analysis results f'or the techniques proposed or even much
understanding of' what happened on the last mission, I would guess that
we will probably be able to land within about one mile of' where we aim.
If we land within walking distance, it is my feeling we haVe to give
most of' the credit to "lady luck. "
·

Almost the f'irst question that anyone asks is, How well do we know the
location of' the Surveyor? The mapping peo:ple gave us an excellent brief�
ing on what they know so f'ar about the landing site . They are virtually
certain they know exactly where the Surveyor is .with respect to the
local terrain based on a comparison of' :photography taken by the Surveyor
itself' against Orbiter :photography of the local terrain :pattern. Other
data sources confirm these results . They brought out that the sun eleva
tion angle during descent will be . such that the Surveyor is entirely
'
in darkness (unless the launch date is changed ) and almost certainly
will not be visible to the crew. This is because the Surveyor is well
inside a shallow, funnel-sba:ped crater whose sides slo:pe at an average
of' about 15 ° . They also informed us that someone bas already chosen a
landing target point located 1, 000 f'eet east aud 500 f'eet .north of' the
Surveyor itself'. There is some question if' that is the spot we really
want to aim f'or, but all :precision mapping and survey work is being
done with res:pect to this target point. This includes selection of
five distinct landmarks which can be used for the sextant tracking required
for descent targeting.
We have made a two-pronged attack on the problem of' how to land next
to the Surveyor . The first deals with improving as much as possible
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the ground targeting o� the PGNCS .
That i s , providing the best possible
state vector and landing point position - telling the system where it

Hope�lly, this will get the crew
is and where it is supposed to go .
to within an envelope �om which they can �ly over to the des ired land
The second prong, o� course, is to increase as much a s pos
ing point�
s ible the LM ' s maneuver capab ility under crew control so that they can

do that.

Regarding the targeting, several things are being done to substant ially
improve the s itua tion on the H miss ion a s compared to the G mission in

this respe c t .
First o� all, the �act that the landing site is "16
minutes" �ther to the west provides time a�ter DOI to upda te the LM
On the G mi s s ion we had to do
state vector and RIB �m the ground .
all this on the rev be�ore DOI .
Slipping the update this way permits

us to use MSF.N tracking data one . rev younger and reduces the e��ect o�
propagation errors significantly.
Furthermore , the last pass o� MSFN

tracking i s obtained directly on the LM itse� a�ter undocking, thereby
reduc ing the e��ects o� docked attitude maneuvers and the undocking
maneuver itse� on the state vector .
In addition to the better MSFN tracking situation just noted , we must

make a concerted e��o:r:t to reduce the in-orbit perturbations during
the last three revs be�ore DOI and are o��ering the �ollowing . nine
step program to do thi s .

J.. Whil.e docked to the LM, the command module s hould use balanced
RCS couples �or attitude control..
(A data book change involving LM
plume impingement constraints is required which Bob Carlton will
work out . )

2.

When undecked, the LM should _ use balanced RCS couple s for

(This would have required an onboard computer
all attitude control.
program change which we ean ' t get for this flight and MIT insists
we are better o�� without it. )

3 . Absolutely no venting or dumping is allowed! ! For heaven ' s
sake , will all spacecraft system people please take note of this .
What seems ins.ignificant to you is a nightmare to orbit determination
people .
4 . The LM RCS hot firing test should be reduced and modified .
Speci�i cally, no translational hot �irings s hould be made and the ACA

pulse mode j e t �irings s hould be made balanced and with minimum dura
tion.
(TTCA c heckout should be done with cold �irings . )

3
5.
Particular attention s hould be given to minimizing LM PGNCS
'lb. do this we have decided to elimi
"average g" on time during DOI .
nate all res idual �V trimming (unless x .is greater than 1 :f'ps and it
shouldn ' t be ) . MIT was asked to advise on how to terminate "average
g" "the best and faste st way.

6. Associated with item 5, program �hanges must _be made in both
the PGNCS and the RTCC . Specifically, we are changing the PGNCS
coast/align downlist to include the res iduals and the RTCC/M::C to
process and display them to within C . Ol f'ps for use in "confirming"
the DOI burn.
7. The undocking maneuver should be executed in a radial
direction with the LM below the CSM. Docking probe capture latches
should be used to eliminate any net !J.v but that technique requires
approval of' the structures people .
(John Zarcaro is following up on
thi s . ) If' this is impossible , the· LM s.hould null all residuals
acquired during undocking .
8.

0

The LM 36o yaw around inspection maneuver should be eliminated
unless there is a real time indication (barber pole ) that the land ing
gear did not deploy -properly .
All stationkeeping should be done by the CSM
none by the
CSM s hould use ·z rather than X-axis RCS jets
to execute the separation burn, thereby retaining visual contact
with the LM.
LM.

9.

To permit thi s , the

-

In summary, it is intended to perform the same sequence of' tracking
and state vector updating as on the G mission in ord�r to assure
capability of' landing in the event · of' subsequent problems . However,
in the H mis sion nominal timeline a LM state vector will be uplinked
at about AOS + 10 minutes using MSFN tracking from the last two revs
before DOl plus a confirmed DOl maneuver as discussed above .

At this time we have no assurance that even the. targeting based on these
improved s tate vector techniques will support a point landing. Accord
ingly, we have examined additional data sources available after DOl
whi c h may be used to further tune-up the targeting. MSFN tracking,
LM visual observations , and LM radar observations were all considered
potential candidates . Of' these .we finally decided to concentrate only
on t he first. Although the anticipated errors will most likely be in
the state vectors, it ·is felt to be operationally too difficult to
update them again. Accordingly, all adjustments and targeting have to

4
be made to the targeted landing point, which hopefUlly will achieve
the same end objective .

A change i s being 'provided in the s:pa.cecraf't

computer program (LUMINARY) to permit updating the landing po int loca
tion in the downrange and cros srange directions .
(Altitude updating
capability will also be provided in this new extended verb . ) A t this

time we know of no data source which can be used to obtain a cro s s 
range correc tion but we have work underway to use :t<EFN tracking to
obtain a downrange correction which will be voiced to . the crew f'or

input into the FGNCS prior to P.DI
8 minute s . There are three possi
ble �ys f'or using the MSFN tracking now under consideration:
-

1.

Immediately af'ter AOS, at leas t three MSFN ranging ( not doppler)

observations ·will be obtained on the LM over a six to e ight minute
period .
Since downrange error a t AOS is predominently along the line

of' sight to the MSFN station, range almost give s a direct measurement
of' the downrange error.
In order to obtain this data it is ne c e s sary
that the

LM

high-gain, S -band antE�nna be operating and that t he s:pa.ce

craf't Ranging switch to set to · "Range . "

2. The Lear Processor will be activated a s soon af'ter AOS a s i s
poss ible , consistent with the generation of' t h e conf'irmed post-DOI
state vector .

(That is, at about AOS

+ 12

minutes ) .

RJ.e inertial

veloc ity determined by the Lear Proces sor will be compared ·to this
updated state vector to determine the dif'f'erence in radial veloc ity
which may be directly related to downrange error .
FCD, FSD, and
MPAD have t he task of' def'ining the RTCC program change required to

permit activation of' the Lear in coasting flight at this time in the
mi s sion.

3 . The weighting structure of the Lear Proce ssor may be changed
to permit direct measurement of' :position and velocity a s oppose d to
velocity alone as is now done .
There is some hope that this may give
us a direct measurement of' downrange pos ition error .
The Math Physics Branch has a task of' determining the accuracy of' these
three techniques such that we can choose which, if' any, s hould be used
f'or this jo[?.
It is to be noted that the Lear Proces sor can only be

FCD, Data Select people,
operated in one of' the two modes sugge sted.
and FCSD f'light plan guys will work out the detailed timeline to
e s tablish how this all goes together.

Given a ground estimate of' downrange error f'ram one or two of' these
data sources, there are two �ys to go .
The pref'erred is to voice
this correction ( in f'eet ) to the crew f'or dire c t input into the

PGNCS

3ao
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via the DSKY with an extended verb before calling P63 for the last
time . This will cause the entire descent trajectory to be slipped
by that amount. If the LUMINARY program change required to do this
doesn' t . get in, the flight controllers have been requested to be
ready to command up a new, corrected RLS . In either case, it must
be done within the period of five minutes or so between availability
of the correction and the crew call-up of P63 .
It is to be noted that the crew can use this new extended verb even
If they have the guts ! Accordingly, later indications
after PDI
of error could be handled this way, although everyone is reluctant
to use that technique now. Alternatively the ground can advise the
crew of bow to trigger their LPD when it is first activated in P64
to achieve the same objective with the least possible DPS propellant
cost. This idea is not universally accepted yet either.
.

•

•

Finally, one word about the LM optical tracking of an upstream
landmark. This task was already assigned to the H mission as a DTO .
Since the tracking occurs at about PDI 15 minutes , there is some
concern that it will interfere unacceptably with operationally required
activity. Hopefully it will not interfere but if it does, it will
probably be dropped; In any case, it is anticipated that the landmark
sighted will not lmve been previously surveyed accurately enough to
be useful. Accordingly, current plans do not include real time use
of the data. If the 1M crew does make the observation, it bas ·been
suggested that the CMP could subsequently track it and the landing
site, thereby providing useful postflight data.
-

---

Serious consideration i s being given to modifying the descent trajectory
to provide as much hover capability as poss ible for the crew. We feel
this could enhance their capability of flying over to the Surveyor.
Possible modifications include coming in "hotter. " One specific sug
gestion was aiming at 500 feet altitude for 19 fps s ink rate and 8o fps
horizontal velocity rather than the 14 fps and 6o fps used on G. Other
changes include optimizing the throttle recovery time , moving high-gate
higher and things like that. Floyd Bennett' s guys and MIT are prepar
ing a shopping list of possible performance improvement items for our
selection.
Good luck

•

•

•

and good night, Suzy, wherever you are .
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NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO
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FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

A lengthy status report on lunar point landing including some
remarks about CSM DOI

DATE:

August 29, 1969

69-PA-T-ll6A

It is clear that lunar point landing capability is absolutely necessary
if we are to support the exploration program the scientists want. That
i s , miss ion success intrinsically depends upon it. ( The current definition
of "point landing" is for the LM to touchdown on the lunar surface within
1 kilometer of a point referenced to specific features on the moon which
have been selected preflight. )
For Apollo 12 we have made a number of Mission Techniques improvements
which should reduce landing point dispersion significantly. However, we
were constrained to implementing only those changes which have small impact
on the MCC and crew timelines due to the imminence of the flight .
A primary goal of Apollo 13 is to demonstrate a real, honest-to-goodness
point landing capability and various groups have been working on ways of
doing that job as well as possible without the minimum time line impact
constraint . 'lhis work has been going on for several months now and has
led to a number of proposals for changes in the Apollo 12 procedures,
software, and hardware . On August 22 and 25 we reviewed these proposals
in an attempt to evaluate and incorporate them - and anything else that
came up - into the Mission Techniques to be used on Apollo 13 . It is the
purpose of this memo to present the current status of all that, including
items being worked on, and hardware and software changes needed .
It was interesting and encouraging to observe that we reallY d id not come
up with any radical changes from the Apollo 12 baseline . In fact, there
were OnlY two basic changes involved in the plan we are all now concentrating
on. They are :
a . Schedule the LM/CSM undocking about one revolution earlier - that
is at about 2k revolutions before PDI . (This does not mean an extra two
hours in the timeline ; some activities can be moved from before undocking
to after undocking. )
b . Achieve the pre -descent orbit ( i . e . , 8 x 6o n . m. ) on "LOI day"
rather than on "descent day . " This, of course, means getting into that
orbit with the CSM SPS and makes descent the only burn to be done by the

DPS .
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Each of these individually is benefi�ial; however, the second probably is
not possible without the first . They both require a lot of work to prove
feasibility and des irability and - assuming that is proven - to produce
the final procedures , plans, and rules to support a flight .
So much for the introduction!
One way of slicing the point landing pie is like thi s :
a . The MC C must supply accurate state vectors and targeting ( i . e . ,
where the LM is and where it ' s supposed to go to) to initialize the LM
guidance system (PGNCS ) for descent. Any inconsistency in these parameters
will result in an equivalent position error when the crew takes over during
the last several thousand feet.
b . The PGNCS must be adjusted and operated during descent as accurately
as possible for. the same reason. This includes things like pre-descent
tuning and optimum utilization of the landing radar data .
c . The crew must be provided with as much terminal descent maneuver
capability and control a s possible .
'

Most of this memo deals with the first of these, although a great deal of
attention is being given all three .
How can we obtain accurate state vectors and targeting for descent? First
of all, experience has s hown that the M3FNorbit determination system works
best when utilizing tracking data obtained on two successive revolutions .
We have also found that the results are better when the LM and CSM are
separated. This leads to the first proposal, which Dave Reed (FDB/FCD) has
been pushing for a long time , in spite of our ignorance . Namely, undock
one rev earlier so that we can get two complete MSFN tracking passes on the
LM alone . Although the primary purpo se of this is to assure getting the
best possible M3FN determination of the LM orbit, some other benefits spin
off. For example, the LM crew would be able to perform two PGNCS alignments
(P52 ' s ) two or more hours apart to get a decent IMU drift check and perhaps
even allow the MCC to determine and uplink improved gyro compensation
(
coefficients . We couldn' t do that before . It also means the landing site
tracking with the CSM optics is done undocked . The significance of this is
that undocked tracking is necessary to make the early DOI with the CSM
possible . More about that later. Anyway, Bob Lindsey (FCSD) and others
are busy assembling a revised flight plan to reflect this change and I ' m
sure all the ramifications are not apparent yet . Hopefully, they will be
able to reshuffle the LM activation and checkout activities so that we do
not require much increase in the crew work period . Certainly it should be
less than a complete rev ( i . e . , two hours ) .

{
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The other thing we conc�ntrated on to improve the state vectors was to
reduce as much as poss ible any perturbations to the LM trajectory caused
by onboard activity during these last two revs before PDI . And , the
importance of these things cannot be too strongly emphasized, particularly
to the crews themselves since they are the best and final policemen. The
Apollo 12 changes caught most of these ( see memo 69-PA-T-ll4A, dated
August 1, 1969) ; undocking earlier eliminates all the rest of the known
ones except that darned LM water boiler venting (we must leave fixing
this to the CCB) and the DOI burn itself, which is the next subject.
Doing the DOI burn with the CSM SPS is not a new idea . It was proposed
several months ago by MPAD primarily to save LM DPS propellant . (It can
save as much as 70 fps which is equivalent to about 14 seconds of hover. )
It also eliminates the wear and tear of the low thrust DOI burn on the
DPS engine - particularly throat erosion. The big question is - when
should this CSM DOI burn be performed? After several false starts we
have finally concluded the only place it can be done in the timeline is
on LOI day since on descent day the crew timeline and/or the descent
targeting was rent asunder by it - usually both. On the other hand,
doing it on LOI day - perhaps combined with LOI 2 into a single maneuver probably improves the targeting. This is because the MCC/RTCC is given
about ten revolutions of stable orbit tracking to psych out exactly what
that crazy lunar potential is doing to us and to compensate for it ; also
there is no last minute DOI maneuver to introduce unknown �V errors . Of
course, the accuracy of the CSM landmark tracking of the landing site must
not be degraded too much or this advantage can be lost .
Actually, it appears right now that finding a way to do landmark tracking
is the key to whether or not we can do the CSM DOI . First of all I ' d like
to make clear that this tracking i s mandatory for point landing. Many
people have expressed surprise at this but it is a fact. Accordingly, it
would be ridiculous to launch a mission on which point landing is equivalent
to mission success if we are not confident the tracking can be done . OUr
problem, of course, is having done the DOI burn with the CSM, we must
\ !.
either do the landmark tracking in the low orbit or we must raise the CSM' s
orbit at least 1� revolutions before PDI to track from the higher orbit in
time to target the LM. Unfortunately there is no simulator on earth with
, - !,
which we can develop confidence in the low orbit tracking operation. And ,
·' . ·;:
certainly the benefits of CSM DOI are not sufficiently great that we would
( ;� :
be willing to try low orbit tracking on Apollo 13 for the first time thereby 1
jeopardizing the entire point landing demonstration objective of that flight . !
( · ; -?
That leaves early circularization as our only remaining possibility. On
the surface it appears feasible but we ' ll have to get into the details
before we ' ll know.

�-.
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There are some other things about whi ch we must sati sfy ourselves regarding
CSM DOI .
For example :
a

a.
Can LOI 2 and DOI be combined ?
Is there a solution to targeting such
burn?
Incidentally, an RTCC program change would probably be required

for thi s .

(
)

�

b.

How do you monitor this maneuver where

c.

I s the post-DOI orbit safe or does it get too low sometime before

in lunar impact?

PDI ?

J /<(

second overburn results

And, wha t is the contingency recovery plan?

(

� )

d.
How large will the PDI disperions be primarily
h ?
Can the
descent guidance handle them? Are there any crew or MCC monitoring impli 
If the PDI dispersions may be too large, mus t a trim burn be
cations ?
scheduled and when ?

p

e.
Is it
ossible to include a landing radar test a rev or two before
If
PDI which traces out the descent approa c h terrain signature for u s ?

(

I

so, how do we use it
e . g . , real time slope determination and LGC coefficient
update ,
altitude update, part of the real time land ing radar enable
decision during d�scent, etc . ?

RLS

)

(

)

f.
When does the CSM c ircularize
a t 6o n . m. , I suppose ? And how
are the current abort targeting programs and procedures affected?
Although this memo is already too long,

I ' m afra id it can ' t be complete

without a comment on the proposal for pre-PDI landmark tracking by the
LM to tune up the descent targeting. Attempts to include this and the
On the
associated activity into the timeline have been very frustrating .

other hand, es timates of its benefit have been decrea s ing to a point where
some of us even feel it i s more likely to foul things up than to help .
Accordingly, i t i s my recommenda tion that i t be dropped completely from
Apollo , includ ing rela ted computer program change s and any premi s s ion
photographic requirement s .
I will write another note to document the
rea sons for this nega tive recommenda tion.

In summary, I guess i t ' s obvious but the fact i s we really don ' t know

how much benefit we ' ll get from any of these things we ' re talking about

doing.
Our approach actually bas been to dream up anYthing tha t might
help and see if it can be applied without too much strain.
It i s based
on the assumpt ion that the task is almost imposs ible and so we ' ve got to
do everything we can, no matter how little each item contribute s .
What
The kind of things propo sed
i s our c hance of succe s s ?
Hopeful is my guess .

here plus opt imization of the descent trajec tory to squeeze out the last
milli second of hover time on the DFS plus some intelligent handling of the

LR da ta
trick.
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UNITED SI'ATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
DATE:

See list attached

FROM

PA Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Invitation to an Apollo 13 Lunar Orbit Mission Technique s meet ing

69 -PA-T- ll8A

/

"The time has come " the walrus said,

12,

September

TO

"to talk of many thing s . "

classic quotation apparently now applies to the Apollo

13

mis s ion technique s and this walrus is sugge sting Tuesday,

This

lunar orbit
September

23.

Bob Lindsay has subjected his flight plan to three iterations already

and it ' s shaping up nicely; the FOD guys have a lot of answers regard
ing CSM DOI,

and,

1M descent targeting and general trajectory informat ion,

if no one objects, we ' re going to aim for a Fra Mauro landing to

bre ak the data flow log j am .
As a result o f the mod ificat ions to the Apollo
landing l ike early undocking and CSM DOI,
to be understood and agreed to .

12

baseline for point

there are a number of things

For example -

/1.

LOI and DOI targeting and subsequent orbit s .

/2.

PDI dispersions;

/3 .

Is a CSM separation burn needed?

/4 .

The abort situat ion in general and specifically - should we

/5 .

De s cent trajectory mod ifications for opt imum DPS propellant

/ 6.

De scent target ing objective s .

i.e.,

trim or no trim.
If s o , when?

consider reduc ing the standard altitude from 60 n . m.

to 45 ( say ) ?

usage .

Use of

RLS and LPD.

- - and like that
Room 378,

Build ing

at 9 a . m.

4,

has been reserved for this clambake .

j)j ;�

Howard w.
PA : HWT : dpf

Tindall,

We ' ll start

Jr.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

NASA Manned - Spacecraft Center

TO

See list attached

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

September 16, 1969
69-PA-T-ll9A

DATE :

We don' t have to change LUMINARY much for point landing but tnere ' s
gold in them hills !
On September 12 we had a spacecraft computer program requirements meeting
for Apollo 13 . We called it because there were a lot of proposals float
ing around which had l)een advertised a s "needed for point landing. " On
the other hand, these programs must be released for rope manufacture. on
about November 15 and so there obviously wouldn' t be time to take much
action after Chris Kraft ' s software CCB late this month. But it turns out
that that doesn' t matter because we came out with only one or two changes
we felt were worthwhile · for LUMINARY and maybe one small, unimportant change
for COLOOSUS .
We also uncovered what appears to be a DPS 6.V gold mine ! Some GCD guys
(Tom Moore and Ed Smith) and Allen Klump (MIT) have been working on a
scheme which involves temporary throttling down early in Braking (P63 ) to
almost eliminate the need for sustained low throttle operation at the end
of P63 . If this isn' t FOol' s Gold the potential saving appears to be in
excess of 100 fps . This technique certainly deserves a lot of attention
pronto! MPAD will immediately crank up their analys is factory to learn
more about the effect on attitudes , monitoring procedures , MCC-H trajectory
processing, etc. , and to develop confidence in it. An off-line program
tape will be made by MIT for the crew to try in the LMS . We must also get
a Data :Book change to permit operating the DPS this way. (Ed Smith is gonna
do this . ) And , we ' ll look for other hardware problems too .
We 've requested that, if possible, this descent program modification be
designed so that it can be deactivated by changing constants or something
if some late discovery scares us .
The other significant change is to compensate for a spacecraft deficiency.
Pressurization causes the LM to become bloated and that in turns moves
the LPD window markings . Since this can' t be corrected on the Apollo 13
LM, we propose to add some biases in the LPD program.
(Conrad will have to
do this in his head, I guess . )
One other c hange is still under consideration but will probably be dropped .
That i s the "co-ordinated turn" feature proposed for P66. · The PGNCS would
align the z-axis along th� velocity vector as a pilot aid . It appears they
don' t need or want it but they' re taking one last look.

.......
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Two program$ were deleted outright, forevermore .

They are :

a . The docked alignment technique - s ince i t doesn ' t fit i n the new
timeline and we don ' t need it anyway. That is, we wouldn' t use it if we had
it.
b. The pre-PDI landmark observation program in the LM. As noted in an
earlier memo, this idea didn ' t pan out .
The rest of the ideas were rejected for Apollo 13 . Maybe some will turn out
to be worthwhile on some la ter flight, particularly the first one . They
are :
a . "Delta Guidance" which tends to standardize the terminal trajectory
and reduce LPD �V costs .
b. Landing radar (LR) pre-filter
c . Addition of a terrain model for use in LR processing
d. Provision for enabling only LR velocity data (without altitude data )
into the PGNCS navigation.
e . Changes in the LR weighting structure .
f.

Increase in the LR sample rate into the PGNCS navigation.

g . Increasing the LR data rate on the downlist i n RT7 from 1 to 10 per
second .
Neither of the two COLOSSUS proposals are really associated with point landing,
nor are they really needed. One is the rate assistance for the optics and
the other is a change to permit the computer to accept optics marks when the
spacecraft attitude rate exceeds 2/3° /sec - the current limit in the program. ·
This change increases the danger of CDU transie�ts and we must learn from MIT
how much before we buy this one .
I was surprised and pleased to find we could get by so cheaply. I expected
we would want more but the message appears to be that we have a good - and
reliable - program already. Let ' s leave it alone ! I swear I don ' t see how
I could have been unaware of that �V nugget - considering how hard everyone ' s
been looking for them. Had my head up and locked, I guess .

L� �<taJ/1� �_
Howard W. Tindall, Jr: �

Enclosure
Li st of Attendees
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

See list attached

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Apollo 12 Mission Techniques

NASA M3.nned Spacecraft Center
DATE:

September 24, 1969

69-PA-T-122A

On

September 15 and 16 we had the second (and last) Mission Techniques
meeting for Apollo 12 . It was advertised to be a " catchall" and it was .
It a·ll went smoothly enough considering how many people were there - the
place was stuffed (even the projection room! ) - and the exhaustion and
emotion these things bring. Personally, I think it was productive - lot ' s
of agreements .- and complete . This memo is to record what happened - as
well as I can remember . Please excuse the length. I ' ve drawn arrows in
the margin by the things which fascinated me the most . If you don ' t want
to read it all, follow the arrows .
Cislunar Navigation
On all lunar missions so far, the crew has performed on-the-job training
of cislunar navigation (P23 ) while on the way to the moon. This had the
additional objective of establishing the earth horizon altitude that the
current command module pilot was using. Although it was suggested that
this activity is unnecessary, the crew elected to include it in their
flight. plan as on previous flights . In fact, they may even try some s tar/
horizon tracking on the return-to-earth phase of the .mission to see how
badly the sun interferes . Another associated agreement was that Apollo 12
would revert to the Apollo 10 technique for storage of spacecraft state
vectors in the CMC . That is, the values transmitted from the ground would
be stored in both the command module and LM slots .
LOI Targeting
It was agreed that the LOI targeting would be biased to provide a 60 n. mi .
circular orbit at the time of the CDH maneuver in the nominal rendezvous,
just as was done on Apollo ll. You recall there were some people who felt
that aiming for a circular orbit at DOI would have been preferable . In
fact, it was even suggested that procedures be developed to provide a c ir
cular orbit on both occasions .

hj LOI Aborts

The 15 minute SPS aborts from LOI have been dropped just like the
l\minute
jobby-dos .

........
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Starting with Apollo 12,

most Apollo missions do not have a complete

DPS

backup abort capability throughout the entire LOI burn.
For example , on
Apollo l2 there is a period of about 100 seconds in the LOI burn during

whi ch the DPS alone would not be able to provide a return-to-earxh capa
It is poss ible to close this gap on Apollo
bility.
by augmenting the .

DPS

l2

with an

APS

docked burn.

Procedures for doing this were discussed

One important
and settled upon, and a checklist is under development .
agreement was that the crew would ordinarily use what they refer to as
the. " quick and dirty" procedure to execute the docked

DPS

estimated to take about one -half' hour to go through it.
ava ilable ,

burn .

It is

If more time is

they will use the same procedure s but will proceed at a more
Th� only exception to this occurs when

relaxed rate .

are required, the second of which is at least

15

two DPS

maneuvers

hours after the first .

In this case, they might as well go through the full-blown process of
aligning the PGNCS and carrying out a targeted burn.
MI:T was given the action item of confirming that the

CSM DAP

was okay

for an SPS burn with a fully loaded LM as cent stage s ince under certain
circumstances , it may be des irable to attempt an SPS burn before falling

back on the

APS

.

Pre -DOI Stuff
The crew bas currently scheduled four times at which they will obtain

COO

angles s imultaneously in both spacecraft to

for precise determination of the
the CSM.

LM

be

voiced to the groui:ld

platform orientation while docked to
The ground support programs and displays are said to be in

working order.

It is intended that prior to

LOS

before the undecked

LM

alignment (P52) , the MCC will relay t he anticipated gyro torquing angles
for comparison with the crew ' s P52 results .
If the torquing angles they

lMJ

actually experience differ from these values by more than

will be cons idered li0-00 for DOI .

(Rick

0 . 5°,

t he

PGNCS

Nobles ba s the action item of

confirming acceptability of that limit or of proposing a better value

ASAP . )

Be cause this procedure provides an accurate IMU - drift check before DOI, we
have agreed to delete the post-DO! sun c heck used on Apollo ll
•

. The crew bas changed the AGS targeting procedures for the DOI burn such that
they use the

ground

relayed pad va lues rather than the

PGNCS l'J86

value s .

ibe

importance of this change is that the AGS will now be targeted correctly
and post-burn AGS res iduals will have meaning.
DOI
The flight controllers reque sted that the crew call up
before

LOS

P40

for the DOI burn

and hesitate long enough for the MCC to obtain the actual intended

PGNCS DOI maneuver on the downlink.
the burn in the

LM

They need this data when confirming

state vector after DOI .

3

•

As a result of the briefing by MPAD on the effects of PDI dispersions on
the powe�ed descent trajectory, it was concluded that there is never a need
This decis ion modifies a previous
to trim any component of the DOI burn.
Essen
proposal that any IJ.x residual in excess of 1 f'ps was to be trimmed .
tially, we have established that as long. as the residuals at OOI are small
enough to indicate that the PGN�/DPS is· not broken ( currently set at 5 fps )
we are willing to absorb the res idual dispersion in the descent trajectory.
OOI Abort
The Apollo 12 crew was completely unhappy with the procedure we had developed
for t he DOI aborts on the last two flights . It i s their intention to use
a guided rendezvous in this situation instead of the old brute force technique .
Spec ifically, they will use the AGS rendezvous programs executing a TPI type
maneuver at DDI + 10 minutes with a transfer time of 20 minutes . Use of this
technique will result in a braking maneuver of no greater than about 30 fps ,
whic h is much smaller than the brute force technique yields and which was
their major objection with it. - Bob Carlton (FCD) was asked to resolve the
open item of whether or not it is acceptable to attempt braking with the
Z-axis RCS j ets without having staged the DPS .
Specifically, it was t hought
that this would cause considerable X-axis thrusting for attitude control
vhich might exceed thermal constraint limits .
If that turns out to be the
cas e , we will· probably modify the procedure to include j ettisoning the DPS
before TPI .
Point Landing

� There

. . ..... . .
. . . . .. .
. . . ....... .. . . . . . .. .........
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are several new things we learned with regard to our attempt at point
landing on Apollo 12 . Analysis based on a typical spacecraft attitude time
history shovs that an estimated 0 . 16-lb . thrust from the LM water boiler
will re sult in a 6 , 000-ft . miss .
Grumma n is now reporting that i t may
actually be more like a . 25 -lb . thrust . If this data i s right, we are
in deep trouble with a capital "S " .

----;;.� This

basic spacecraft design deficiency, along with other unknovn perturbative
effects , have forced us to accept a proposal vhich worries a lot of us .
Name ly, it is now felt necessary that a final correction to the descent tar
geting be carried out during powered descent through use of the new program
capability ( /J.Frll3 ) that we reque sted at our last meeting . Furthermore, this
manual input will only be done at that time , never before entering P63 as we
had previously planne d . We put preliminary upper and lower limits in the
magnitude of this correction. Specifically, it will only be applied in t he
/
dovnra nge direction if the correction falls between 2, 000 and 20, 000 feet .
�
It vas felt tha t the accuracy was not sufficient to support smaller correc 
tions and that the effect on the guidance make s larger corrections unacceptable .
Two action i tems were i s sued on this subject. One was for me to s chedule a
·
Data Select meeting. to work out precise procedures for determining the IJ. Ffli3
( I t was held September 17 . ) The other item was for MIT to
correction.
concentrate heavily on testing this program c hange during the powered flight
·phase to develop high confidence that this procedure won ' t blow the whole
mi ss ion.

4
Allen Klump (MIT) has recommended that some :procedure be developed to
determine a crossrange correction to be computed as a function of measured
platform drift . And, he was promptly given the action item of finding · out
how .to do this . I would like to emphasize that if a way can be found , it
may be the solution to one of our more serious problems because current
indications are that we are much worse off crossrange tban downrange . It
is Klump' s feeling that the biggest contributor to that .is . platform mis
alignment.
It was reported that the crew set the updating AGS .altitude at 7, 000 feet
rather than 2, 000 feet which the Apollo ll crew used. (nus was a CPCB
action endorsed at our meeting. )
Descent Trajectory Changes
Mission Analysis Branch briefed us on recommended descent trajectory
changes, some of' which have been incorporated and some of which s till
enjoy "proposal" status .
•

y

a . Most of the changes which could be considered for improving the
DPS · flv situation were so ineffective that they were rejected. One which
deserves considerable attention, however, is the elimination of .the descent
. trajectory constraint which provides insensitivity to a failure in the DPS
propellent valves . A potential saving of about 52 fps can be obtained from
this, and first indications are that most concerned organizations will agree
to it. (ASPO is working on this . )
b . The only other trajectory change involves increasing the LM tar
geted horizontal velocity at 500 :ft . altitude :from 6o :fps to 8o :fps to
increase the LPD redesignation capability. The vertical velocity at 500
ft . will remain unchanged at 16 fps . This trajectory change creates no
real difference in the /lV budget.
One particularly interesting item that came from this presentation was the
refutation of a commonly held belief that it wa� impossible to redesignate
short. MPAD shows that to the contrary substantial redes ignation short is
possible without unacceptable loss in visibility of the landing point . I
believe this fact has quite a bearing on choosing the FGNCS target 1oca tion
with respect to where we really want to land and s hould cause a significant
change in the way people have been treating this subject .

· Landing Badar Operation
Four significant changes are being made to the crew procedures involving
the landing r:adar.
a . During the pre-DOI landing radar test, the crew will not drive
the antenna to determine if it will mve :properly. (Thi s is an endorsement

r,:
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of a recent CPCB action; )
b .· The crew will not normally backup the landing radar antenna
reposition conunand from the LGC in P64, as was done on Apollo 11. However,
if the antenna fails to reposition automatically, they will attempt to
manually command it . Regardless of whether this works or not, if they
get a 523 alarm, it is the consensus that they should enable landing
radar data to be processed during the rest of the descent by hitting
"proceed " .
c . A modification to the Apollo 11 procedures was previously
recommended to include a landing radar test at about 9 minutes before
PDI . It was for early evaluation of the landing radar as well as a
direct measurement of spacecraft altitude at that time . After considerable
discussion at this meeting, it was concluded that this landing radar test
was really not worthwhile , and it is now recommended that it be deleted
from the procedures . Because a specific LM attitude had been selected to
support this test, it may be advisable to pick a new optilllllill value .
Accordingly, Rocky Duncan was requested to work with Ed Fendell to deter
mine this new 1M attitude to be relayed to the flight planning guys .
d . The Apollo 12 crew - bless their hearts - are anxious to avoid
any unne cessary diddling with the DSKY during powered descent. In line
with this splendid goal, they have requested that the flight controllers
monitor A h ( the difference between landing radar-measured and PGNCS- ·
estimated altitude ) and advise them when they should inhibit - and when
they should enable the landing radar data so that they do not have to
call up that :parameter on the DSKY.
.

"
•.
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Low Level DPS Propellent
The Apollo 12 crew has requested .that the flight controllers call out the
DPS propellent situation during hover somewhat differently than was done
on Apollo 11. Whereas the Apollo ll crew wanted a countdown of time remain
ing, the Apollo 12 crew has requested a call out of time since low level.
Specifically, they would like reports at 30 seconds , 6o seconds, and 90
seconds since the low level indication and "commit time" - all properly
biased for communication delays .
Descent Aborts
Although there · were a lot of words spoken on the subject, it was obvious
that descent abort techniques have been changed very little since Apollo 11 .
In fact, the only significant difference is the substitution of the variable J
insertion targeting for aborts after PDI + 10 minutes in place of a variable t
. phasing burn one-half rev after insertion. This simplification was possible

i. . .

6
due to a program change made to the Apollo 12 version of �.
All
descent abort targeting i s based on the a ssumption that the LM will perform
some perigee-rais ing maneuver before going through perigee again.
For
aborts · after PDI + 10 minutes it will be a 10 :f'ps burn performed 50 minutes

after insertion.

The tweak vs . trim rule s were dis cussed again and it was a greed that the
�C would only relay a tweak maneuver in the event of one or the other of
the following circumstances :
a . An abort after PDI + 10 minutes on the AGS (because the AGS program
discontinues vari�ble insertion targeting after that point ) .
b.
If the roNCS i s degraded but is still working well enough to avoid
(We define the FGNCS a s being degraded if its trim maneuver
switchover.
differs from the ground computed value by more than 10 fps � )
Although all of the abort rendezvous procedures follow a pattern very
similar to the nominal rendezvous there are slight differences which could
create problems if they are missed. As a result, the command module pilot
intends to carry along the same "Descent Abort Rendezvous Cookbook" origi
This handbook of assorted
nally developed for Mike Collins on Apollo ll.
rendezvous procedures is essentially unchanged from the .last flight except
to reflect s light changes in the descent trajectory and new M:lFN coverage
times .

Lunar Surface Activities
After cons iderable discuss ion, a proposal for extending the lunar s tay two
hours was rejected.
The advantage s cited for this proposal were better
MSFN coverage during as cent and a timeline less sensitive to real time
extension of the EVA .
On the other ha nd , we would either have to reduce
the subsequent sleep period or delay TEI one rev in order to satisfY the
photographic objective .
In addition it i s said to violate a mis s ion directive
limiting the stay to 32 hours, which we would have to get changed, and would
delay development of the operational trajectory, crew training data package,
etc .
Sine� the current M3FN coverage is operationally adequate (although the
AISEPscientists may not agree ) and the other advantages were of marginal
benefit, we decided to leave it as is except to recommend that the IMU be
kept powered up throughout the lunar stay as long as real time computations
of' electrical power confirm it is adequate . Accordingly, the Apollo ll IMU
lunar surface alignment procedures will be used without change on Apollo 12 .
If .in real time it i s neces sary to power down the IMU, the only modification
to the alignment procedures would be to change the firs t Alignment Technique 3
performed after powering up the IMU from a REFSMMAT option (3) to a T align
option (4 ) .
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Due to the high inclination being used on this flight the AGS lunar surface
calibration drift estimation can be in error as much as 1 . 30 per hour . TRW
has recommended that the AGS lunar surface calibration be dropped unless
the crew is able to apply some biases to the corrections, which they _must
input into the AGS during this procedure . It is currently planned that the
crew � apply these corrections whic h will be provided them within a week
by TRW .
Ascent

� One particularly interesting piece of information reported at this meeting

=;a,

was that the curr.ent ascent profile assures us of l.osing S -band s teerable
antenna lock-on for the last three minutes of ascent ! Woul.dn ' t that have
been a surprise ? Anyway, it has been agreed that ..the crew will yaw right
20°, four minutes after lift-off (I now hear this s hould be two minutes )
in order to provide solid high-gain coverage . (Thi s , incidental.ly, also
applies to late aborts from descent . ) There is some question as to what
should be done about the AGS since it does not provide a manual yaw attitude
override feature l.ike the PGNCS and thus we would l.ose high-gain coverage
if we switch over to the AGS which would be undes irable . The crew will
work with Jerry Thomas (TRH) to sort out the AGS operation. Specifical.ly,
they will input new vaues for Wb which controls spacecraft yaw attitude
during a burn even though this screws up the FDAI ball. There are some
obviously horrible implications on manual. ascent when high-gain coverage
and a window view of the horizon are both particularl.y necessary.

Another ascent agreement is that the targeted radial. veloc ity at insertion
will be adjusted to compensate for CSM orbital dispersions to provide a
nominal.ly zero CDH maneuver.
Rendezvous
Consideration has been given to del.eting the platform alignments (P52 ) by
one or both of the spacecraft immediate ly after LM insertion into orbit .
Although it is agreed that these alignments are not by any means mandatory,
we have decided to l.eave them in the flight plan. That is, both spacecraft
will continue to do the post-insertion P52. To as sure adequate rendezvous
navigation at this critical time it was emphasized that the 1M should
discontinue the P52 if it has not been completed within 38 minutes before :
CSI . Pete Conrad indicated that they bad al.so modified the checkl.ist to j
continue rendezvous navigation to within 8 mihutes instead of 12 minutes i
'
of CSI providing about four more marks .
Also a s sociated with tre rendezvous navigation was the agreement that in
all cases the crew would reinitiate the W-matrix immediately after each
maneuver before taking :.any additional observations . This applies to both
spacecraft not only in the nominal case but even when the instrumentation

�- ·
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is operating in a degraded mode .
action. )

( This is another endorsement of a

CPCB

The rendezvous maneuver voting logic has been changed slightly to reflect
fully active }lartici:pation of the AGS in place of the manual charts . In
order of decreasing priority, the maneuvers will be performed as follows :
CMC .

I

a.

Burn PGNCS if it agrees with the

b.

Burn Femes if it agrees with the AGS (or �harts ) .

c.

Burn CMC . solution using whichever LM guidance system is better.

In all cases , the same
and Apdllo ll.

flv

comparison values are to

be

used as on Apollo 10

Post-Rendezvous
After the rendezvous, the CSM make s a plane change in order to obtain
photographic coverage of future landing site s . It was agreed that the
crew would mnitor this plane change burn using the same attitude and
attitude rate limits as other maneuvers and a manual backup of engine
cutoff' if' the burn exceeds the predicted value by more than l second.
The EM3 is not included in this shutdown logic.
Entry

G&N program changes have been made which result in a guided entry that mre

nearly approximates the ideal 4 g tragectory. As a result of' these changes,
i t is necessary to reduce the nominal entry range to 1250 n. mi. to assure
no "up control" .
Once committed to a G&N entry:, we have decided not to change the target
point even if' the G&N subsequently fails . In order to make the landing
point obtained with EMS guidance consistent with this, the EMS procedures
are being modified for th.is specific case to include a bank reversal at
20, 000 fps velocity. · If' the G&N has failed earlier than about EI
10 hours ,
there is time to DDVe the recovery force the 70 or 8o miles north and no
EM> ·bank reversal will be used.
This makes thi s EMS ent
. cy compatible With
·
its backup - the 4g constant manual technique.
-

· That' s it for Apollo

12 .

llring on

·
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Memorandum

.NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO

: See list attached

FROM

: FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

DATE :

September 29, 1969
69-PA-T-123A

Status report on Apollo 13 Mission Techniques - or

"Go

for CSM DOI "

Based on the September 23 . Mission Techniques meeting, it appears that the
command module DOI type mission should be adopted for Apollo 13 . At this
meeting we reviewed all facets of' this approach and could find none that
would keep us :f':rom going this way; on the other hand, the advantages
appeared ·to be substantial. As a matter of fact, it appears to me that
the mission techniques for Apollo involving a CSM DOI are essentially almost
complete - long before the mission. I would particularly like to bring your
attention to the fine work that Bob Lindsey bas done in the development of'
the detailed flight plan. This bad a very important part to play in proving
f'easibiUty of' this approach and it appears to be in excellent shape . Our
next step is to present our plans to the CCB for their approval.
As you recall, it is our desire to place the CSM/LM into the �-descent
orbit on LOI day. In fact, the LOI mneuvers should be designed to accomplish
this . There appears to be no reason why they•couldn1 t . In fact, one of the
more important decisions mde yesterday was to rename the LOI mneuvers :
the terminology LOI1 and LOI will be discontinued and LOI and DOI will be
used instead. The current plan is for LOI to do the job of LOI1 - that is,
to provide an intermediate lunar orbit of about 6o by 170 n. mi . DOI will
achieve the combined objectives of' the old LOI2 and .DOI; that is, it will
bring the spacecraft into a 58. 5 by 7 . 5 n. mi . orbit. It is this shape,
according to Math Physics Branch (MPB) of MPAD, which will precess to the
desired 58. 6 by 7 . 8 n. mi . orbit at the time of' PDI about 1 day later.
Incidentally, this was a point of particular interest to us . MPB expressed
considerable confidence in their estimate and are convinced that the orbital
altitudes will never become dangerously low but will only vary a little over
this period. MPAD also confirmed that there is no problem in targeting the
new DOI maneuver . Apparently, the computational procedures do not differ
.from those used for LOI2 •
Considerable discussion was devoted to monitoring DOI and providing a
contingency bail-out technique for a G&N failure that produces an overspeed.
Although this work is not complete, it seems that procedures which guarantee
safety can be developed . This is true in spite of the fact that an overburn
of only 1 second will result in lunar impact which means there is no way for
the crew to insure a safe DOI, at least in the sense that it is insured for
the old LOI1 and LOI2 maneuvers . On the other band, since the crew can
certainly prevent overspeeds in excess of 40 or 50 f'ps, it is only necessary
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to provide a contingency, canned maneuver to be executed which will preclude
luilar impact if an overspeed in this range has occurred. Accordingly, we
reached agreement that the crew will' give the G&N a chance to do its job and
second
will not manually shut the SPS off until burn duration �s at least
longer than predicted. If the crew is unsure about whether a G&N failure ha s
occurred, they will properly orient the spacecraft and prepare for the con
tingency maneuver while a�iting confirmation from the ground after AOS as to
whether they have a safe or unsafe situation.

1

The next question concerned the poss ible magnitude of the dispersion at POI
if no adjustment (trim) maneuver were provided between DOI and POI . MOre
to the point, the question �s whether a trim maneuver must be included in
the nominal flight plan. On lunar missions so far, the altitude dispersion,
which is the only one of significance to us, has averaged about 630 feet per
revolution. (The largest �s 900 ft. per rev. ) If this is a one sigma value,
the largest dispersion that should be expected in altitude at POI on a three
sigma basis is about 23, 000 feet. We tried to think of all the possible
adverse effects on descent which could result from a known altitude dispersion
at POI . These included guidance capability, landing radar availability, crew
visibility, onboard and ground monitoring, crew training, effects on aborts,
and /lV costs . Of these, only the last seems to be effected significantly,
and even that one is not too bad . Specifically, it appears that " if we arrive
at POI 20, 000 feet higher than we desire, the DPS /lV penalty is in the order
of 35 fps . If we are 20, 000 feet low at PDI we actually save about 16 fps .
Based on all this, we concluded that it did not seem necessary, or even
desirable , to include a trim maneuver in the nominal timeline but we would
establish a contingency procedure to handle excessive P.DI altitude dispersions .
Thus , if during the crew sleep period MJC predicts the altitude at PDI will
be outside of acceptable limits, the crew will be a�kened 30 minutes early in
order that they may make the small CSM RCS maneuver required. Initially, we
have established the acceptable region of acceptable PDI altitude to be
between 30, 000 and 70, 000 feet (the nominal, you recall, is 50, 000 feet ) .
The RCS burn objective would be to raise the altitude, if too low, to 30, 000 feet
(since it ' s �steful and unnecessary to go higher ) or if it is too high, to
lower it to 50, 000 feet .
The Flight Crew Support people have revised the LM activation and checkout
timeline extensively from the Apollo ll/12 baseline . Since we are undocking
one rev earlier, a special attempt has been made to move as many activities
as possible from before undocking to after undocking. By doing this , and
slightly reducing the crew eat period, it i s only necessary for the crew to
·start their work period 30 minutes earlier than on Apollo 12 . 'lllo_se of you
interested in specific details should get in touch with Bob Lindsey.
Some of the activities we spent a good deal of time reviewing dealt with
undocking, LM �nspection by the CMP, and the separation burn. It had already
been agreed that the LM inspect{on by the CMP could be substantially reduced
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unless there had been some earlier indication of problems in landing-gear
deployment. This being the case, it seemed desirable to combine the separa
tion burn with the undocking . Accordingly, we proposed that with the space
craft in the undocking attitude ( i . e . , X-axis along the local vertical with
the CSM below the LM) a soft undocking would be executed, followed by a CSM
-X RCS 1 fps by the command module using P47 to set up a separation rate .
It is noted -that the sun will be behind the LM but this was felt to be
acceptable . Separating like this will place the CSM in front and above the
LM three-quarters of a rev later at the time of his circularization burn.
Having moved the separation maneuver earlier like that, the CSM is relatively
free .to perform .landmark tracking on the landing site. while in the pre-PDI
low orbit two revs before PDI . The longest discussion of the day dealt with
whether or not they should do thi s . It was clear from the start that it would
not contribute much, if anything, to the Apollo 13 operation, but on the other
hand, it provides sort of a free opportunity to gain valuable experience which
could be used for planning a future mission. Final resolution was that it
would be included in the current timeline with the understanding that it was
not a mandatory requirement. If simulations show that it interferes with
required activities, it will be dropped .
It is very interesting to note the relatively unbusy timeline .the LM crew
has after undocking . And that ' s nice . In spite of that, we are proposing
to delete two other activities from this period . The first is the LM
rendezvous navigation (P20 ) , primarily because it requires extra LM atti
tude changes with the possibility of perturbing its orbit. The second was
a test of the landing radar during the last pass over the landing site which
would also provide an opportunity for mapping out the lunar terrain on the
approach path to the land ing site . Although, intuitively, it sounded like .
nice data to get, nobody could offer a concrete use for it and so it was
dropped.
One item that I am sure will be getting plenty of attention by the time you
read this deals with the crew ' s request to change the mission profile in
order to provide a higher sun-elevation angle during descent. Everyone ,
Jim Lovell in particular, is concerned about using the old minimum sun-elevation
angle constraint when going into a mountainous region like Fra Mauro . The
whole area is likely to be bathed in shadows and that sounds poetic but like
bad news . MPAD and others should be looking into the tradeoffs in terms of
SPS /lV required and translunar transient time, etc . to relieve this undesirable
characteristic .
Another thing that gets changed by the CSM DOI is descent abort. This is
brought about by the fact that we really do not have confidence that CSM
landmark tracking can be done in the low orbit . Accordingly, we have
scheduled CSM circularization 1� revs before PDI . This makes the abort
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situation from powered descent different from on previous �lights . Speci
fically, it will be essentially identical to. descent aborts �rom the second
. PDI opportunity on Apollo ll/12. I don ' t �eel that this is a particularly
bad situation. As a matter of �act, aborts from hover are actually better that is the resulting rendezvous is more nearly nominal than aborts from
hover on a first opportunity Apollo ll/12 descent. One thing we are looking
into is a use o� the variable insertion targeting capability such that aborts
early in powered descent would take an extra rev to rendezvous, in order to
obtain navigation tracking data be�ore CSI .
In summary, I think we can proceed with this plan with co�idence . There
is plenty of detailed work to do primarily regarding the DOI monitoring and
contingency procedures . However, many products like the �light plan are in
good shape today. Unusual, but nice, this �ar be�ore the �light date .

� �J
Howard
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NASA
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TO

Manned Spacecraft Center
October 201 �969

69-PA-T-l29A
FR.OW

PA/Ct;ief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT: What can be done about the AOT?

One of the �rgest error sources affecting precision �nding on the moon
is the LM platform al.ignment accuracy at PDI . The AOT is adequate to fly
an Apollo ll type mission but it is simply not designed tO support precise
�ndings ; AOT alignments , as currently carried out, �eave something to be
desired. The res�t is we must depend more on the LPD to get us where
we want to go - that is, to correct the termina� descent trajectory for
errors built up during the braking phase . This is undes irab�e, of course,
particularly in the crossrange direction. Another unfortunate fact is
that the �usy alignment accuracy obscures inflight IMU drift determination
and virtually forces us to depend on the preflight compensation for any
thing but gross change s . This :i.s good enough for flight safety ( i .e . ,
abortability) but can also screw up the precision �nding. (Here are some
numbers : 0.1° out-of-p�ne alignment error at PDI causes a 2, 000 ft. cross 
range error. A 3 si gma PGNCS drift will cause this misalignment . AOT align
ments experienced in flight haven' t been much better than that either . )
As ide from mking sure you are aware of the s ituation, I am writing this
snowflake to solicit any ideas you might have to improve this business . Is
there some way we can improve the AOT? Or its alignment in the Uol? Or the
way we get and use the marks in the computer program? Or should we ask the
crew to make more marks - (Note : without a DOI burn, the crew time line is
tol.erant ) ? - or something?
If

you think of something, do it - or give me a call and I ' ll put your
in lights , Baby!

name

Howard W. Tindall, Jr.
P.t. : HWT : j s
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1969

69-m-T-l30A
PR.OI4

PA/Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordimtion

SUBJEcr: Let ' s hear it :f'or "Delta Guidance" !

A s pe.rt of' the Apollo software team' s contribution in the search :f'or extra
LM. hover time and /or pay�d capability, they are vigorously working on
the development of' a new des cent guidance and throttle control technique .

The lBY o:f':f' could be impressive compared to things like trying to decrea se
LM weight.
Specifically, a
1:::. V improvement on the nominal mission of' as
much as 100 f'ps might be realized, vhich is equivalent to 18 seconds of'
hover or 300 lbs . increase in descent lBYload .
There are also some other

substantial benefits to be gained from this new program formulation.
is the purpose of' this meiOO to make sure you
vell as to give you a report on its status .

know

It

about this business as

(GCD)

Sometime ago a coupl.e of' Guidance and Control Division
people,
Tom M:>ore, Jay Montgomery - and others I am sure - conceived the basic
idea of' what they called "Delta Guidance . "
The unique characteristic
of' this guidance scheme, as I understand it, is that given a dispersion
it attempts to guide the spacecraft back to the nominal trajectory as

opposed to looking :f'or a new way of' achieving the targeted end conditions

like IOOSt guidance techniques do .
It appears that this can be done 'With
out significant penalty in terms of' payload or undesirable transient tra
jectory characteristics .
Their work bas been further developed by a group
of' MIT people , l.ed by Allen IO.ump1 vhich has resuJ.ted in a finished set of'
guidance equations in our hands at this time , which only await the thorough
analys is and testing required f'or final tuning and to develop flight con
fidence .
In addition, a complex targeting program has been developed f'or
use in · pinning dovn the various guidance coe:f':f'icients and targeting parameters .
On October 16 MIT, GCD, and MPAD people got together to discuss and under
stand the program formulation and to layout plans f'or the analysis work
ahea d .
The specific products we are aiming :f'or are an o:f':f'-line LUMINARY
assembly vhich can be exercised in the variotis simulators within a IOO nth
or so and an agree-to amlysis plan which will yield all of' the understanding
and conf'idence required to permit addition of' this program into the LM space
cra:f't computer :f'or the Apollo 14 flight .
Release of' that program, I suppose,
will not occur until M!lrch, which may seem like a long time :f'rom now .
But
it ' s clear that substantial changes to the descent guidance program - the
program controlling the most critical phase of' the llli s sion - will certainly
not be approved unless we have the absolute confidence of' everyone involved
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that we are doing the right thing. And that is going to ta�e some .'ti8 L
In .addition to the nominal�V improvement (that is, increased hover or
payload capability) there are some other benefits from Delta .Guidance .
''
·

l. Although N69 ( � RI.S ) corrections during P63 are relatively cheap .
with the present system, the new guidance technique allows us to perform
them with no � V cost .
Redesignations are improved in two w.ys . First of all the flv
required to relocate the landing point a specific distance is markedly
reduced . Furthermore, massive redesignations can be performed both long
and short without - unacceptable loss of landing site visibility.
2.

3 . The fact that the guidance is attempting to return the trajectory
to nominal means that we are essentially providing a standardized terminal
descent for the crew. For example, it eliminates the drooping characteris
tic that sometimes occurs as a result of dispersions or landing radar updates
during J?64 which ' in the worst cases could even lead to lunar · impact . A_ . · ·.
standardized terminal trajectory should also have a beneficial effect on
crew training in somewhat the same way the standardized rendezVQus te�nal
phase has done .
- ·

.

�

. .

The second . and third benefits just listed will be available if Delta
Guidance is implemented, regardless of whether or not we obtain permission ,
from the DPS people to operate their engine in the new way I am going to
d iscuss here . And, they are probably sufficient justification in themselves
to implement it, particularly because redesignation apparently will play an
important role in providing a point landing capability. However, we can
only get the big �V saving dangled tantalizingly before you in the first
paragraph if we can operate the DPS engine differently than we are currently
allowed . Actually we have two choices we can give the DPS people ; it doesn' t
make much difference to us which they choose . The first involves no hardw.re
changes at all, as far as we know, but I am sure the Propulsion people will
w.nt to do some qualification testing on the DPS to permit it . The thing
we w.nt to do is to throttle the engine from the full thrust position -down
to 50 or 60 percent thrust (their choice ) and back to full thrust periodically
during the descent braking phase (P63 ) . With a nominal engine, this throttling
would occur about one per minute for a duration of aboo.t six seconds each
time . Lower thrust engines will do it less often and higher thrust more .
The alternate approach involves providing a small throttleable region around
FTP large enough to compensate for the engine thrust d ispersion. This so�
called "shallow throttling" can be used with the same guidance technique
and it elimi�tes the need for throttling through the forbidden zone . Intui
tively, this would seem to be a superior approach since it compensates con
tinuously and directly for the engine Acharacteristic .that is giving us all
the trouble . However, it only saves LlV if good engine efficiency is main
tained within the shallow throttling zone . I have heard that in order to

--
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do that, some sort of DFS hardware cha nge must be made . (According to
Allen Klump it involves a precise shaping of some propellent valve
pint�e, whatever that means . ) Engine requa�ification would no doubt be
required for that too . Mr . Apollo Spacecraft Program Manager, i:f I still
have your attention, I would like to urge you to exert whatever influence
you can spare toward clearing the Dl'S :for this kind o:f operation. '!he
benefit to be gained is expected to be worth the cost and effort ( converted
to lbs. /buck ) particularly since our informal data sources indicate the .
Dl'S can hack it .
One other area requiring immediate attention, which I haven' t mentioned
so :far, involves descent monitoring both onboard and on the ground. The
LGC commanded thrUst will be entirely different than now which means that
some o:f the ICC displays and Flight Control Mission Rules will become
obsolete and will require replacement. It may be desirable to change some
of the onboard displays also . Nothing at all has been done so :far in this
area .
In summary, it appears our guidance people have conceived and are developing
a technique :for descent guidance which bas real advantages over the existing
system i:f it works as advertized. It is possible to get it ready and imple
mented by Apollo 14 provided we place ]?.igh priority and continuous effort
on it. In order to reap one o:f the greatest benefits , it is necessary that
the Dl'S be qualified to operate in a new way and so that must be vigorously
pursued . Why are you still sitting here reading this stupid thing when
there is all that important work to be done 'l
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:FM/Deputy

SUBJEcr:

Apollo Spacecraft Software Con:f'iguration Control Board meeting

October

21, 1969

69-FM-T-131
Chief

'

number

32

On October

9

meeting s ince

Chris Krai't convened tbe first Software Configuration Board

June 5

at MIT.

We had a real pot full of PeR ' s to discuss ,

s ome of which were approved for Apollo 13, some for 14, and some were put
in a category in which MIT was to continue development to a point where

their value could be assessed, perhaps for Apollo

14

implementation.

This memo is to docUI!Ient briefly what happened there :

1.

COLOOSUS

PCR

960

Apollo

12

- In case you weren 1 t aware, a

49-word

erasable memory

program has been developed which will permit the CMC to start Time Base

Six

in the S-IVB.

( 'l!B6)

This relieves the crew of a somewhat dangerous

mnual aetting channel bits, if they ever encounter this absolutely impos
sible-to-encounter S-IVB inertial reference failure .

2.

COLOSSUS

Apollo

13

There were seven program changes approved for this program,

some

of the more interes ting ones were :

TIG

PCR

936

- This change relieves the crew of the task of keying in

when he needs to apply an out-of-plane component as part of the CSI

or CDH burn.

The LM program was fixed this way too .

PCR

949

PCR

966

- Software fix for the split pulse problem in the VHF ranging

equivalent to the fix for the two radars on the LM.

- This mkes Option 3 the nominal option in
saves the crew s ome IBKY key strokes .

P52.

This

PCR 967 hope� will fix the pulse torquing program so that it
will execute a 900 REFSMMAT change three time faster than it currently
does and without screwing the FDAI ball around like a drunken sailor ' s

Augekugle
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3.

COLOSSUS

Apollo J.4

About J.4 program changes were approved f'or Apollo 14 ( that ' s f'itting,
isn ' t it? ) . Some of' the more interesting ones are :
.
PCR ' 869 provides rate--assisted optics f'or the landmark tracking
program (P22) which shoul.d be especiall.y usefUl. in the J.ow orbits currently
planned .

PCR 868 consists of' several. cis-J.unar navigation program (P23 )
changes, some of' which are probably usef'ul. since they help the crew orient
the spacecraft to get good star/horizon observations . One improvement
involves making the altitude of' the horizon a function of' range which
doesn ' t leave me particularly warm. I would suggest that Mlth Phys ics
Branch take a look at that.
PeR' s 822 , 917, 916, and 857 were all deletions yiel.ding a total
of' about 700 words . Specif'icall.y, they are the stroking test, P3l,
TPl search (Pl7/F77) , and a c hunk of' the pre -f'light perf'oruance test
f'light program.

PCR 867 makes it possible to carry out orbit rate torquing with

any roll attitude using R64 .
4.

COLOSSUS

Of'f'-line Assemblies

The two programs in the development hopper are PCR 876, a new pre
launch technique , and PCR 927, the Universal po inting routine which will
be needed by at least Apollo 16 to support the CSM experimental pa cka ge .
5 .·

LUMillARY

Apollo 13

About 9 changes were approved f'or

LUMiliARY,

inc1uding :

PCR 882 to replace the :OSKY display of' horizontal velocity during
P66 with the horizontal velocity component in the spacecraft X and Z plane .
PCR 285 , submitted by yours truly, to remove the check f'or the auto
throttle discrete . Essentially this change eliminates program P67 and
makes it poss ible f'or the crew to use the manual throttle at any time during
descent. It also makes the program insensitive to f'ailure of' the auto
tbrott1e discrete . (CCK requested that MIT look into making the LGC com
manded thrust a :OSKY display as a part of' this PCR )
.

. 6.

LUMmABY

Apollo 14 .

Approximately ll changes have been approved f'or Apollo 14, including :

PCR 896, which not only saves about 50 words, but should increase
descent navigation accuracy by centering the readout of' landing radar
velocity at PIPTIME.

. .. .

3

PCR 892,

which del.etes the rendezvous radar automa tic acquisition

caps.bil.ity during ascent.
descent aborts .

It is already inoperable during descent and

Deletion o:f

R29

:frees

390

words o:f memory .

Incidentally,

Routine 29 does not work in the Apollo 12 program and will not be fixed
In other words , it never .worked and never will!
:for Apollo

13 .

7.

LUMINARY O:ff-l.ine Assemblies
There is some interesting development work going on with

LUMI:NARY .

�e one that appeals to me the most is Delta Guidance {PCR 969) , which I
Work on a landing radar pre -filter
have wr itten about in another memo .

(PCR 941 ) and addition of a simpl.e lunar terrain profile (PCR 940 ) are
also under consideration for des cent program changes .
The so-called co
ordimted turn during a manually controlled lunar landing
is

(PCR 884 )

still in the mill.

PCR

888

is under consideration to modify the

model to include the effect of RCS plume deflectors .

PCR 890

�

control authority

is supposed to improve the slosh stability of the

to be used when docked with the CSM.

LM Ili\P

A very interes ting end.eayer underway at MIT that you should be a'WB.re of
is an attempt to develop a CSM rendezvous program which 'Will operate as
nearly automatically as is possible .
I:f the o:f:f-line
proves

program

dramatically succes sful in the crew simulations , the e:fforts may be
expanded to other computer programs including those in the U(

.,

Another substantial e:ffort at
pro

gi-am.

•

MIT

bas been devoted to receding the CSM

much more efficiently than COLOSSUS .

This e:ffort has been completed,

resulting in a program called Artemis which they have in their hands now,
but which bas not been tested.

It provides at least

2, 700

:words of avail

able memory and with some program deletions could cough up as 11111c h as

4, 300 .

Since we have no foreseeable need :for this extra s torage and we don ' t 'Want
to give up the cons iderabl.e confidence we have in the c
nt operationally

urre

proven COLOSSUS program, MIT was dire cted to discontinue fUrther work on

Artemis .

��

Incidentally, no equivalent effort ba s been done on LUMJJ{ARY and

no such work . is planned now .

It was s tated,

savings potential is est'--ted to

t

Howard
Add:re s sees :

( See

attached

FM:HWT: js

pa ge )

however, that the LUMINARY

W.

n 1'or 00La3SOO .
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-

TO

NASA Manned Spacecraft · Center
DATE :

See list attached

·

FR.OM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Apollo 12 Newsletter

October 21, 1969

69-PA-T-l32A

So many things have changed - some subtly, some considerably - that
I thought a newsletter might be useful. It is written particularly
for those of you who have not been directly involved in preparation
for Apollo 12 .

LM DIJ Drift Check
:Based on providing a safe (not point ) landing with abortability, MPAD
bas established the LM IMU drift rate tole�nces to be .35°/hr. about
the pitch axis (Y) and 1 . 5°/hr. about the roll and yaw axes (X; Z ) .
Using the new docked alignment technique followed by the pre -DOI/P.DI
AOT alignment (P52) about 2 3/4 hours later, the allowable differences
in the actual torquing angles from those predicted by the MCC are 0 . 80
around Y and 3 . 60 around X and z . These are nice and wide, making a
NO/GO improbable . However, if they are exceeded, DOI mst be delayed
one rev and the crew will repeat the P52 about two hours after the first.
:Based on these torquing angles, the crew will compute and update the IMU
compensation parameters in the LGC using standard techniques and a decimal
to-octal conversion chart they have been supplied. If the P52 repeat
confirms a changing drift rate greater than 1 . 5°/hr. in any axis, the IMIJ
is broken and DOI is NO/GO for the mission. Otherwise, there is no further
check and the mission is continued . (Note : it is necessary for the crew
to update their own IMU compensation since the F52 occurs shortly after
LOS and it is important that the new compensation be in operation ASAP
after the F52 to · avoid a misalignment build-up before P.DI . )
DOI
A change in the Mission Rules has been agreed to which clarifies action
in the event of large DOI residuals . As noted previously, we 're willing
to accept P.DI altitude dispersions resulting from DOI residuals less than
5 fps . There are failures which could cause larger residuals than that,
though, that do not preclude descent . For example, failure of the PGNCS
to shut off the D:FS . Manual backup for this could result in about 8 f'ps
"overspeed with perfect FGNCS , AGS , and DFS still available . RCS ( -X) plume
impingement prevents trimming more than about 5 f'ps so the rule says :
a.

.

If PGNCS re sidual is greater than 10 fps - abort
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b . If FGNCS residual is greater than 5 fps but le ss than 10 fps trim to 5 fps and continue if the PGNCS i s working okay.
c.
okay.

If

PGNCS

residual is less than 5 fps - continue if the PGNCS is

DOl Aborts
bas determined tba t the X-axis RCS plume impib.gement is marginal to
support LM Z-axis braking from a DOI abort rendezvous , so the procedure
is to jettison the DPS at TPI .

FCD

Landing Radar
Since our September 15/16 Apollo Mission Techniques meeting we have bad
second thoughts on how we should handle a 523 alarm, whi ch indicates that
the landing radar antenna has fa iled to reposition correctlY after high
gate . At the time of our meeting, consensus of those present vas that
proce s.sing landing radar after high gate vas a desirable thing to do even
when it vas actually near Position 1. Since that time independent analYs is
by MJ:T and MPAD has indicated that, although we wouldn ' t be in bad trouble
allowing the landing radar to come in, we are better off to inhibit it in
some cases , provided ve have had good landing radar data until . high gate .
It is true that with the recent spacecraft computer program changes there
are some occasions when we would be slightly better off to process the
data but the operational complexity of sorting out which situation we have
in real time is not W.rranted . We also preferred, if possible, to keep
the crew procedure the same , regardles s of whether communication with the
control center vas available or not . Therefore , in the event of a 523 alarm,
the precise crew procedure· is V58 (to inhibit t he landing radar ) and "Proceed"
(to clear the alarm) and then an "Error Reset. "
Lunar· Surface
Everyone must know by nov that the CCB decided the PGNCS should be
powered down on the lunar surface . Before powering down, though, the
crew has agreed to do two ( rather than one ) AOT alignments ( Technique 2 )
to provide data which gives the MCC a substantially better chance of
determining LM position on the moon.
MSFN

Orbit Determination

It ha s been found that by adding one more term in the RTCC lllna r potential
model, we are able to improve the orbit determination and descent targeting
significantly. It even permits high-qualit� s ingle -pass solutions ! There
vas some concern that the incompatibility of the RTCC with the spacecraft
computers might present some problem but as of nov we can' t think of any
so - it ' s in the RTCC , but won ' t be in the spacecraft for either Apollo 12
or 13 .

4�'(��� .
Howard
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO

See list attached

FROM

FA/Chief', Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJEcr:

Spacecraft separation procedures

DATE:

October 29, 1969
69-PA-T-133A

I blundered into something the other day- which is probably none of my
business but is interesting, so I thought I would bring your attention
to it . Some time before Apollo 10 the trajectory flight controllers
assembled a "Cookbook" of' spacecraft separation recipes condensed from
the myriad of proposals and recommendations that have been floating
around - - both written or verbal - dealing with all of' the possible sepa
ration operations involving all of' the various spacecraft and booster
pieces during nominal and contingency missions . Apparently this had ,
become an overwhelming business, obviously requiring understanding and
preflight agreement. And, they reacted on their own to be prepared.
Subsequent to that, they requested MPAD to refine their Cookbook into
a formal document presenting each of the different separation sequences
in a standard format, including such things a s crew procedures, diagrams
of spacecraft attitude in various stages in the sequence and relative
motion plots . As this work progressed, a great deal of' simplification
resulted due to the s imilarities of' the various situations. On October 22,
we had a pseudo Data Priority meeting - at the flight controllers • request
with MPAD and FCSD people to review this document (MPAD' s Internal Note
69-FM-262, which Flight Analysis Branch prepared for Apollo 12) and to reach
final agreement on the procedures given. Although the document proved to
be in excellent shape , as well as complete, several substantial modifications
were agreed upon, and it will be updated in the near fUture to reflect them.
Currently it includes all of' the separation s ituations that could ever be
encountered on Apollo - not just Apollo 12. Furthermore, it is planned
to have those dealing just with Apollo 12 included in that crew ' s c hecklist
at
their own request.
In order to maintain control over this business , which up til now has
been informal, it is my understanding that Carl Huss intends to put this
document under the authority of the Crew Procedures Control Board if
they' re willing, such that changes can only be made with their approval.
That certainly sounds like a good thing to do to me .

�Tindall,
� Jr.

Howard

w.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
DATE :

October 29, 1969
69-PA-T-134A

: See list attached

FR.OH

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Don ' t turn off the landing radar
A ripple just passed through our system, which I probably ought to ·
document for the record. Fete Conrad called the other day suggesting
that it might be a good nominal procedure to inhibit (V58E) landing
radar data from the PGNCS at about the time it exits the Descent visi
bilty phase (P64 ) . Ordinarily, this would be when they initiate manual
control (P66 ) at about 500-ft. altitude . After polling interested M::C
and MIT people on this, we have recommended against it and the crew
has concurred even though it was agreed that the accuracy of the naviga
tion probably would not be significantly affected and there is a slight
possibility of some spurious data getting in, particularly below 100-ft .
altitude . (In fact, I think everyone agreed that if there were a way
to inhibit the velocity data at that point, that would be a good thing
to do. ) The primary · reasons for advising against this procedure were :
a . Landing radar altitude data is highly desirable during this
part of the descent and V58 stops everything.
b.

I'SKY

operations are undesirable if they can be avoided.

Consideration was given to changing the landing radar velocity weighting
factor to zero in F65/66/67 but this is also not recommended (although it
may be before the flight ) because that technique stops the velocity data
too early in the descent .
Although the decision is to leave the crew procedures as they are , this
was probably a worthwhile review of this volatile subject and may yet
result in a change in the weighting factor as Apollo 11 landing radar
analysis is further defined .

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
PA :HWT : j s
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See list attached

October 29 , 1969

69-PA-T-138A

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

Automatic CSM Rendezvous
Partly because of Mike Collin' s post-flight criticisms and partly
because we don' t have anything else to do anymore, some of us MSC
and MIT guys bad a little meeting the other day to discuss implementa
tion of a quasi-automatic CSM rendezvous capability in the GNCS . Of
course, it is impossible xo provide a fully automatic rendezvous system
in the CSM because of the manual optics which are required for rendezvous
navigation. Our objective at this meeting was to review and endorse
an MIT proposed design of a system that comes as close to fully automatic
as is reasonably possible . Based on the agreements reached at our meet
ing, MIT is going to deveiop an off-line COLOSSUS assembly and associ
ated support documentation which we can try out on the CMS . Although
MIT was noncommittal on schedule , the impression given was that it would
be available around the first of the new year . If it turns out really
_ great and doesn ' t shake up the program too much we wi� probably add
it to a flight assembly and perhaps look at some of the other programs
the same way, including those in the LM. At the least, it is a good
source of experience for future projects .

To give you a little idea of what is being done, let me just list some
of the operations which the computer will relieve the crew from doing.
a.

Automatic W-matrix initialization

b.

More judgment in the automatic data editing

c.

Automatic cycling from program to program

d. Automatic loading of "Target �V" to update the LM state vector
when it has maneuvered
e.

Automatic

DA P

(R03 ) initialization

f . Automatic attitude maneuvers without crew authorization (but
with displays to tell what it' s trying to do )
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In addition to these specific items , there is also a general clean-up
of t he program such as eliminating the need for t he crew to input
standard parameters we are unlikely to ever change (such as . elevation
angl.e and terminal pha se transfer angle ) and a number of di splays
. which the crew ordinarily has no intere st in seeing. Altogether it
is anticipated that the total. number of ISKY key stroke s woul.d be
reduced from the 850 or so required on Apollo ll to under 300 .
There is some question as to whether it would be necessary for a crew
to l.earn how to operate the system in the old non-automatic mod e .
It
appears there is a good chance that the automatic mode will be capable
of handling not only a standard rendezvous, but also any of the abort
s ituations that can be imagined as well . We will have to await comple 
tion of the program before we will know that.
Provision is being made,
of course, to interrupt the automatic mode to permit non-nominal things
such as unscheduled platform a lignments (P52) and up-links from the
ground ( P27) or anything else tha t might become necessary in real time .
This i.s being done by providing standard reset points throughout the
sequence, each identified and callable by a new program number.
(MIT' s
current plan is to use the P8x ' s for this purpose . )
·

Two new programs or routines were strongly endorsed for addition into
this sys tem, if t hey aren' t too difficult .
The first is a new targeting
(prethrust) program to permit onboard computa tion of the height adjust
ment maneuver used in a number of abort sequences . At present the crew
is required to use a· chart in conjunction with the CSI program (P32 ) to
Provision of this program
back-up the ground targeting, which is prime .
would make " the spacecraft independent of the ground for all abort rende z
vous sequences currently planned.
The other woul.d provide automatic
sequencing of the G&N for a command module SPS plane change , including
IMU pulse torquing and spacecraft att itude control . At pre sent this is
a really me s sy procedure which the CMP would have to carry out by himself
in a time. critical period if t hat need ever oc curred in fl.ight .
Inci
dently, these capabilities would be good additions to the pre sent system!
It was interesting to note the enthusiasm most of the people had for this
undertaking.
But, of course , I was careful to invite only those whom I
thought would be friendly since we are not ne ces sarily designing a flight
system but rather a trial. system based on a phil.osop� new to MSC operational
people .
It wil.l be easier to deautomate it later if that ' s a good idea
than to go the other way.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO

See list attached

FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT:

AGS licks PGNCS for RCS Insertion

DATE :

October 29, 1969

69-PA-T-139A

Fete Conrad has discovered and, if necessary, intends to do something
that Dan Bayne and others around here got squared away a year or more
ago . Unfortunately, due to the press of more urgent business, we
failed to advertise it enough This note is to make sure you know that
the AGS does a better job than the PGNCS of guiding the LM into orbit
using the RCS if the APS stops prematurely and can ' t be restarted. And,
it should be used in this unlikely and horrifying event .
•

.

It may surprise you to learn that if the APS fails during the last minute
of LM ascent, insertion may still be achieved using the RCS . For this
specific case, a 4 jet RCS burn about 9 minutes long would be required
to pick up the remaining 1, 000 fps . ( This obviously far exceeds the
85-second constraint currently limiting +X RCS operation, but who will
quibble over that? )
The proper procedure for RCS insertion is to swi�ch to AGS AUTO, since
AGS will steer the vehicle automatically at RCS thrust acceleration levels
while PGNCS will not . Meanwhile, the PGNCS velocity-to-be-gained display
may be monitored to verify that AGS is perfor:ming adequately. When the
PGNCS velocity-to-be-gained is small ( i . e . , less than 25 fps ) control
could be switched back to PGNCS and the standard velocity residual trim
ming procedures . could be employed . Use of AGS AUTO relieves the crew of
manually ma intaining attitude such that the PGNCS display of total velocity
to-be-gained is along the X-axis during a long RCS burn. Also, AGS guidanc e
has cross-range position control a ssuring insertion into the CSM plane while
PGNCS does not .
As I said, Pete found all this out for himself and intends to act according
with our blessing if this happens . This is another example of a low
probability contingency procedure cleared away. We ' ll have to be careful
we don' t carry this kind of effort too far or we ' ll be arrested for viola
tion of the law of diminishing returns !

Howard W . Tindall, Jr .
PA : HWT:js
FM:JDPayne : js
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Memorandum

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO

See list attached

FROM

FA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

DATE:

November 4, 1969

69-PA-T-142A

SUBJECT : Apollo 12 Descent - Final comments
There are a couple of new developments you should know about the
Apollo 12 descent .
Back in July somebody decided t o offset the landing-site targets
1, 000 ft . east and 500 ft . north of the Surveyor, primarily based on.
the assumption that it would be easier for the crew to take over man
ually from a position biased that way and fly over to the actual point
they want to touchdown. Since that time , simulation experience and
descent analysis has shown that biasing the descent targets like that
is not only unnecessary, but is actually a little undesirable . For
example , it appears for visual reasons that short redesignations may
be even better than redesignating long. In response to Pete Conrad ' s
request for eliminating these biases , I have polled everyone I can
think of who has interest in this subject and have found that everyone
either feels it is a good idea or they don ' t think it makes any differ
ence . And so we are going to remove the biases in the descent guidance
targets . This does not change any crew procedures, onboard data packages,
or · ground procedures . It only involves changing some constants in the
control center computer program and the basic philosophy of how we want
to do the job.
Tbe other modification deals with the LM venting . For one reason or
another, GAC has made a precise measurement of the LM water boiler thrust
level. According to Ron Kubicki, the results of their tests will be
added to the data book. Tbe preliminary estimate of the effect on the
PDI state vector, if the venting is ignored in the RTCC orbit determina 
tion and integration programs, is an error in the order of 4, 000 ft . in
an uprange direction ( i . e . , short ) . As you know, we have established
a routine procedure of adjusting the PGNCS landing-site target (RLS )
during powered descent based on MSFN tracking immediately prior to PDI .
This procedure , hopefully, will compensate for up or downrange state
vector errors resulting from any source , including venting. As a result ,
if we were certain the MSFN tracking will be working and able to support
this procedure , there would be no reason to even consider compensating for
the venting in the initial descent targeting . However, to cover the pos 
s ibility that the system might fail at that critical time , we have decided
to bias the landing-site targets {RLS ) transmitted to the LM prior to
powered descent . The Math Physics Branch of MPAD has the respons ibility
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for determining the ma gnitude of this correction and for includ ing it in
the Da ta Select procedure s .
I would like to take this opportunity
writing early in August.

to

modify a prediction I made in

At that time I thought our chances of landing

near the Surveyor were very low .

That if we landed closer than about a

half mile , we would have to cred it Lady Luck.
have happened since then,

Based on th ings that

including the addition of the

/J.ffr£>

upda te

during powered descent, and particularly the confidence the crew has
now developed in the LP.D s ince the vi sual capability of their LMS i s

working s o well - and for whatever it ' s worth - my feeling now is tha t
as long a s the systems work as well as they have in the past, we have

a pretty good chance of land ing near the Surveyor .

And I would rather

be on record as predicting that, than predic ting a mi s s .
If we do mi s s ,
I ' ll bet i t ' s because of errors in the crossrange direction, s o large
that the crew does not recognize where they are after high gate or
beyond this redesignation capability.

The

MSFN

targeting is weake st

in that direction and crummy AOT a lignments hurt us most in that dire c tion too .

Ho�rd
PA : HWT: j s
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TO
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FROM

FA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT :

LM

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
November 17 ; 1969
69-PA-T-145A

DATE:

high-bit rate te lemetry data is not mandatory ·

A somewhat controversial miss ion rule is on the books for the Apollo 12
flight dealing with LM high-bit rate data . Specifically, it indicate s
that it is all right to proceed with the miss ion (e . g. , undocking, DOI ,
PDI , etc . ) in the absence of LM high-bit rate data with an implied pro
vision that some sort of procedures would be carried out to verify the
PGNCS is operating properly. On November 13 Chris Kraft, Sig Sj oberg
Gene Kranz, Cliff Charlesworth, Steve Bale s , and I reviewed that mis s ion
rule and concluded that it is proper and will be used on Apollo 12. I ' m
writing this memo at CCK ' s request to record that fact .
Prior to the meeting, Steve Bales prepared a rev-by-rev listing of the
procedures to be followed to certify proper PGNCS operation from power-up
through lunar surface operation, which showed that it i s poss ible through
use of voice communications and some special onboard procedures to .check
the computer, the gyros , and the accelerometers . It is obvious that
these procedures impose an additional workload on both the crew and the
flight controllers , which could force deiay of DOI . Under no c ircumstances
would DOI be performed prior to the satisfactory completion of the checks .
The most significant impact would result from los s of command uplink
capability s ince that would force the crew to manually input a lot of data
into the computer via the DSKY, whic h they ordinarily do not have to pay
any attention to at all. The LM state vectors ( twice ) , RLS , and perhaps
the REFSMMAT are the most significant of these . However, as I understand
it, loss of high-bit rate telemetry does not neces sarily mean the uplink
wouldn' t work; for example, it should be operational if the failure is in
the high-gain antenna . And, it was agreed to use it to avoid the voice
read up of the data and the crew input task The new thing brought about
by absence of high-bit rate telemetry is that it would be ne cessary for
the crew to read out and voi ce down all of the data for the MCC to verify
complete and accurate receipt .
•

.

Subsequent to the meeting, it was recalled that the Luminary program ha s
the capability of computing its own Descent REFSMMAT - ( P52 Option 4 )
using a landing time supplied by the ground . This capability should
probably be used although i t may introduce other problems . Steve is
c hecking this out .
-
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Another item requirine further inve stisation deals with the erasable
As you know, it i s standard proce�ure to dump erasable memory
memory .
to the ground for a complete check to make sure none of the parame ters
I t i s not obvious that this i s a
loaded preflight have been los t .
mandatory requirement s ince in no flight has a s i ngle parame ter ever
Furthermore , MIT conducted a special te s t
been found to be i n error .
involving numerous off-on cycling of the LGC with a c heck o f the E-memory
on each cycle . Again, no los s of data wa s observed .
( The te st exceeded
10, 000 cycle s when it was terminated due to test-e quipment fa i lure . )
S teve was given the action of ident ifying E-memory critical parameters
which the crew must check if an E-memory dump cannot be performed.
Incidentally, it will be neces sary forthe crew to synchronize the LGC
c lock without MCC a s s istanc e .
They s hould be able to do this using
t he CMC as a reference to within 0 . 3 se cond s whi ch is cons idered acceptable .
In summary, the mi s s ion rule is correct as written.
This meeting confirmed
that but also uncovered s ome open items whi c h we mu s t have s quared away
before d e s cent wit hout high-b i t rate data .

� � �L �
Howard
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See list attached

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
November 24, 1969
69-PA-T-146A

DATE:

FA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination
Apollo 13 Odds and Ends Meeting
This memo is to notify you of an Odds and Ends Mission Techniques meeting
for Apollo 13 on December 5, 1969, starting at 9 a . m. , Room 378 of Building 4 .
Very likely it will be the last big get together we will have for that
mission. Generally, subjects to be discussed result f'rom the effect of
the CSM DOl on the mission techniques : specifically, the DOI monitoring,
the contingency bail-out maneuver, the descent abort rendezvous plans and
things like how to align and check the LM IMU, the attitude time history,
and so forth . Obviously, feedback f'rom the Apollo 12 mission could also
have quite an influence . I will put together some sort of an agenda before
the meeting and welcome your suggestions .

PA :HWT : j s
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DATE:

November 24, 1969

69-PA-T-l47A
FROM

PA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT :

Rover Navigation
I poked my nose into the Rover Navigation System and so Dave Fendley
invited me to a meeting at MSFC on November 21, 1969 . The pUrpose of
the meeting was to try and firm up the basic design of the Rover Navi
gation System with the Boeing people who are responsible for building
it. It was strongly emphasized that time is very short to provide any
system at all if they want to fly the Rover as currently scheduled . In
fact, the Seattle Boeing people seemed very reluctant to consider any
system other than the one they originally proposed because they ins i st
there is not enough time . (Curiously enough it doesn ' t seem as though
they really have a detailed design for even their proposed system. At
least that is the impression I got from their responses to questions . )
It was interesting to observe that Marshall, the local Boeing management,
and MSC people were completely in agreement on everything. What we all
wanted to do was to simplify the system as much as possible . For example,
a.

Eliminate the automatic sun-seeking a·zi:nuth alignment device .

b . Use the astronaut to reinitialize the system periodically through
out the traverse, thereby relaxing the accuracy requirement . They will
want to check it periodically anyway.
c . Decouple the components such that failures in one part do not wipe
out the entire system. Specifically, we would like some way of determining
Rover heading and distance travelled - the most useful outputs - if the
computer fails . This makes use of a directional gyro logical.
Boeing (Seattle ) acted a s if they never had heard of a directional gyro and
almost certainly will come in with a negative response on their action item
of looking into this s impler system.
However , there were some guys from
MSFC with heavy German accents who said they intended to check back into
their labs to come up with some proposals .
And the local Boeing guys will
too . Then they are all supposed to get together in a week or two to dec ide
what they are going to do . I would be amazed if Marshall is not put into
a position where they must either:
Direct Boeing to implement the simpler system, which of course also
a.
gives Boeing a blank check for cost, schedules , etc .
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b.

Permit Boeing to implement the system they �nt to use .

My opinion is that it really doesn ' t matter what happens because after
listening to the Apollo 12 EVA and John Cooper ' s description of how the
operation is conducted,

I am convinced that we d on ' t need any navigation

The important point was that prior to starting a traverse,
system at all!
the ground and the crew will have jointly laid out the whole thing in

detail.
Then as the traverse progre sses there will be a j oint, step-bystep tracking of current position on the ir maps .
There should never be

a time when the crew and the ground people don ' t know exactly where they

are and if any uncertai nty ever arise s ,

the number one task will be to

reestablish their location somehow - by retracing the ir steps to a known
benchmark if ne ces sary.
Visualize then what you would do if it ever
became neces sary to return directly to the · LM. · If the navigation system' s
di splays agree with what you see on the map, there is no que stion about i t .
I f the navigation system' s di splays d o not agree with the map, a ga i n I
don ' t think there is any question - you have got to believe the map and
act in accordance with i t !
I have come to the conclusion tba t the naviga
tion system is not required to get the crew back to the LM.
Certainly it
It doesn ' t seem necessary to e stablish
would be helpful, but not necessary.
where you are for s c ientific purposes e ither, since again the crew ' s eyeballs
It seems
and map will have highest priority a long with their photography .
as though the most useful function of the navigation system i s to make their
EVA more efficient by helping them keep tra ck of where they are on their
map.
Of course , all that is required to do that is an indication of their
head ing and distance travelled - a compa ss and an odometer.
All of these
points were made very clear to the Marshall and local Boeing people, who
understand them completely and intend to proceed accordingly .
In summa ry, I don ' t think we have anything to worry about from an operational
standpo int, regardles s of what kind of navigation system we get on the Rover .
There may be some problem in getting the system they are most likely to try
for, but those problems will be in terms of cost, weight , and s c hedule which
are the busine ss of others who are well a�re of the situation and apparently
competent .
I �s quite impre ssed with the quality of the Marshall and local
Boeing pe.)ple who are in charge of the overall Rover program.

�

Ho�rd w .
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

See 1ist attached

DATE:

December 17, 1969

69-PA-T-149A

FROM

PA/Chief, Apol1o Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT :

Apo11o 13 Mission 1\=chniques are in good shape
On December 5 we bad what I expect to be our last fUll-blown Mi ssion
Techniques meeting for Apo11o 13 . '!his metoo is to tel1 you about it.
As you probably know, the recovery people would 1ike to move the end-of
mis sion landing point closer to their support base in Samoa . Accordingly,
the TE! and entry targeting wil1 be aimed at 172° W rather than the 1650 W
1ongitude used on previous missions. The Retrofire Officer pointed out
that this change does not apply to the targeting for all the block data
nor will it be used if due to a G&N failure it is neces sary to perform
the TE! maneuver with the SCS , In these cases they want the landing point
well clear of any land at al1 and they' l1 use the old mid Pacific line .
A toore important change , from the crew ' s standpoint, was their agreement
to be prepared to fly the EM3 and 4 g manual backup techniques, banking
either to the north or south. On previous missions they have only been
prepared to go north. The reentry planning people (MPAD) felt that this
additional capabi1ity was required since the more westerly landing site
is close to a bunch of islands and could get us in a bind if we were not
prepared to. go either way, UnJ.ike previous missions , steering to the
south wil1 be the prime mode unless land or weather is unacceptable there .
I would like to reemphasize that all this only applies to entry without
the G&:N.
One of the techniques that is significantly changed on Apollo 13 deals
with LM lMJ a.l.ignments and drift checks , The change is due to: a ) we
are undocking 1 rev earlier, which makes it impossible to carry out an
accurate inertia1 a1ignment while docked like we did on Apollo 12, but
it does permit two undecked AOT a1ignments; b) the smaller size of the
acceptab1e landing site makes it necessary to reduce the allowable drift
rate about the vertical {x) axis since that resu1ts in an out-of-plane
dispersion at landing . Until this flight we used a limit selected to
protect against continuing the mission with a broken IMU . We must reduce
this limit �w to make sure the guidancesystem will deliver the LM to
within the 1 ki1ometer radius of the desired landing point for both crew
safety and mi ssion success reasons . '!he final result of our deliberations ,
at this meeting and at a subsequent meeting, yielded the following technique .
We concluded that by far the most accurate drift determination could be
carried out by comparing the LM system to the CSM while still docked to

T
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the CSM. Accordingly, we will use that data, to determine whether or not
it is necessary to update the IMU drift compensation in the LGC and to
determine the new compensation values . If new compensation is required,
it will be uplinked from the ground prior to the first undecked AOT align
ment. We will then con:f'irm that the IMO' is operating acceptably to proceed
with descent based on the torquing angles calculated at the second undecked
AOT alignment. (I am writing a detailed description of all this for those
interested in more deta il. )
As a result of the excellent landmark tracking the Apollo l2 crew carried
out, we feel confident we know the Apollo 13 landing site location accu
rately enough to recommend the following miss ion rule : landmark tracking
is not mandatory for descent . Obviously we intend to use whatever landmark
tracking is obtained and plans call for attempts to be made in both revs l2
and 13 . The point is that if for some reason we do not get this tracking,
the landing should not be delayed. Although this data will significantly
reduce dispersion, we do not need it badly enough to go an extra rev thereby
clobbering both crew and ground procedures .
By far the most emotional discussion of all involved monitoring of the CSM
DOI maneuver. The basic question was , s hould the EMS be included in the
monitoring techniques? OUr final resolution was that it should not and
that the CSM DOI monitoring would be carried out exactly as was done during
LOI2 on all previous lunar missions . Namely, the G&N will be given every
opportunity to do its job and the crew will manually command engine off if
either the predicted burn time is exceeded by 1 second or the G&N itself
indicates that an overburn is occurring because the automtic cutoff failed
to get through for some reason. In the event the burn is apparently com
pleted satisfactorily but the EMS indicates an overburn, it will obviously
be necessary to convince ourselves beyond a question of a doubt that the
EMS is wrong and that the G&N has achieved the targeted orbit. This deter
mination will be made by the crew' s observation of time of earth rise above
the lunar horizon compared to a prediction provided by the ground before
DOI . The details involved in this ground determination must be worked out
and the technique will be rehearsed in flight during the lunar orbits before
DOI. (For your in:f'ormation, a 1 second overburn will produce an extra 10 fps
which just results in lunar impact. Earth acquisition time will be delayed
14 seconds due to a 1 second overburn thus it is this kind of time difference
the crew must be able to discern with absolute con:f'idence . ) If an overburn
actually occurs, the crew is to make canned SCS/SFS posigrade maneuver of
100 f'ps . Execution time is 30 minutes after DOI .
MPAD current� predicts that the perigee and apogee altitude should only
change about 4 mile between DOI and PDI . It is their estimate that at DOI
they will be able to predict the PDI altitude to within 9, 000 feet . Asso
ciated with this was a discussion regarding necessity for trimming DOI
residuals, which also affects the PDI altitude . It was decided to trim x
to within . 2 fps and z to within 1 f'ps . However, since then we have

. . .
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reconsidered and agreed that the rule s houlfr be to trim both x and z to
within 1 rps . Out-of-plane ( y ) is not to be trimmed at all. The objective
of this is to make it almost certain that trimming will not be required
since we want to save the RCS and it is not really necessary.
You are probably well aware of the special effort we have been making to
reduce trajectory perturbations as much as we could. Our objective was to
improve the ground targeting for the descent to provide a pinpoint landing
capability. We have now proven, both analytically and on Apollo 12, tbat
we are able to compensate for these perturbations by use of the targeting
update ( f:. RLS ) during powered descent. It also seems unlikely that we are
ever really going to be able to eliminate the perturbations . That is, we
must plan on continued use of /).PJ.S . If we accept this as a fact of life ,
there is no justification for fixing the 1M vent in an attempt to make it
non-propulsive . It is also possible to live with venting from the CSM
water boiler if the systems people decide it ' s necessary to run it, although
it is certainly better if we don' t have to . One thing for sure . If the
CSM G&N performance degrades due to the higher operating temperatures , we
must mke sure tbat that is not worse than venting on the overall trajectory
control problem.
Although the Apollo 13 LM LP.D is supposed to have been fixed to compensate
for the effects of LM bloating, we concluded that it is still desirable to
check it in flight as was done on Apollo 12. A change ba d been made in the
LM' s computer program to take into account misalignment of the LPD . We
established a rule that if the in-flight check shows that the LPD is off
by more than 10 , in either pitch or yaw, the ground will update the param
eters in the erasable memory. MIT was requested to infor!Il the MCC Guidance
Officer exactly how this is to be done .
We discussed establishing an alternate flight plan to be used in the event
LM/CSM separation is delayed for some reason, but finally concluded that it
could best be worked out in real time . It seems , as a rule of thumb, that
delays in separation of up to 40 minutes could be tol.erated fairly well beyond that would probably require delay of the descent for an extra rev.

I

\

Descent aborts are a l.ittle different than on Apollo 12 because the earlier
undocking changes the CSM/LM separation distance substantially. Actually,
the situation is better. During the first 5 minutes and 40 seconds of
descent a 2-rev rendezvous is required; after that it c hanges to 1 rev through
� · � is 2-rev and occurs at about 20 minutes and 45 seconds after PDI .
( This compares favorabl.y to Apollos ll and 12 when we had a 1-rev rendezvous
through 10 minutes, then 2 revs through T1 and 3 revs for T2 ! )
Aside from some rumbles about knocking 2 hours out of the rendezvous,
Apoll.o 13 techniques seem pretty firm. Although I ' m sure there ' ll be the
typical diddling til. the flight, we probably won' t get together again.

4 QJ'I�
. .W.
. Tindall, :
Howard
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TO

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

See list attac hed

DATE :

December 18, 1969

69-PA-T-148A

FROM

FA / Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coord ination

SUBJECT :

LM IMU drift checks prior to de scent for Apollo 13 and up

We are making some fairly substantial changes to the way we are align
ing and checking the drift of the LM IMU before descent on the Apollo 13
mi ss ion . Just for the record I would like to document what it is we are
doing and why.
Two things have happened as we progre s sed from Apollo 12 to 13 which ',hav.e
made it nec e s sary to change the techniques . Probably the most s i gnificant
This in turn presented a ·
is performing the DOI maneuver with the CSM.
problem with regard to landmark tracking by the CSM s ince we aren ' t sure
it can be done in the 6o x 8 n. mi . pre-descent orb it . So, in order to
. a s sure getting the landmark tracking, we decided to recircularize the CSM
orbit to the Go-mile altitude . And to get the tracking done in time to
use the data , we are forced to undock from the LM 1 rev earlier than we
d id on Apollo 12 . Undocking earlier means that les s time is spent while
docked during the LM activation and c heckout which precludes our making
(We have neither suffi
an accurate docked alignment of the LM platform.
cient time nor the necessary attitude changes in the new timeline . ) On
the other hand, undocking early gives us an extra rev of LM free flight
which a llows carrying out two AOT {P52 ) alignments during each of the
la st two darkne ss passes before PDI .
The other significant thing that made it necessary to c hange the techniques
is the fact that we are landing on a rough area on the moon in which the
acceptable touchdown conditions are constrained to a very small area . For
planning purposes it is defined a s a c ircle with 1 kilometer radius . The
point i s , whereas on previous missions we could miss the targeted-landing
point by many miles and still land and achieve the primary miss ion objective ,
on this flight we cannot even land safely very far from our 1 kilometer
c ircle . This obviously imposes a demand for superior performance from the
PGNCS than was needed on previous flights. In particular, we must make
sure misalignment of the platform at PDI about t he verti cal

(x )

axis is

about an order of ma gnitude smaller than wa s acceptable on Apollos 11 and
12 .
On those mi s s ions the maximum ac ceptable x misalignment was based on
protecting against continuing with a broken system. Specifi cally, we were
The fact
able to tolerate a platform drifting at a rate up to 1 . 5 °/hr.
that this would cause a very large mi ss in landing point location was not
sufficient justification to delay or scrub out the land ing . Now we are
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uot willing to go on if the guidance system i::; goin� to miss our little
c lrcle . An ana lysis shows that a misalignment in excess of 0 . 19° at PDI
iG all we can tolerate . By moving our last platform alignment a ::; late as
poss ible before PDI , we can pinpoint our largest acceptable drift rate .
Assuming the latest we can do t he P52 is 1 hour and 20 minutes before POI ,
the maximum allowable drift rate turns out to be . 145 °/hr. ( that is about
a 4 . 4 sigma system) .
Our number one problem comes about when determining first of all if the
system is working better than that, or not . Secondly, if it isn ' t, how
do we get the new compensation to the spacecraft? After· a good bit of
head scratchine, the consensus is that our best determination of drift
rate (not absolute inertial alignment) can be made using the CSM platform
as a reference while the LM i s still docked . If you can assume there is
no slipping or bending between the two spacecraft while docked, the MCC
is able to detect drift rates in excess of . 04 O/hr. dependably. We feel
this is at least as good as two P52 ' s spaced 1 rev apart. In fact, it ' s
probably better. So we plan on using the crew ' s readout (N20 ) of LM and
CSM gimbal angles while docked to make the determination of whether or not
the LM IMU is working well enough to support a landing. Furthermore , if we
find the drift in excessive, we intend to use that same da. ta to determine
new values of drift compensation which will be uplink.ed to the LM after
undocking, but before the first AOT alignment . This procedure should not
only- be - the mos t accurate way to do it, but also avoids another problem.
Namely, there is no straightforward way of using the data obtained from
the two AOT alignments , the last of which occurs in back of the moon 1 hour
before PDI, and uplinking the new compensation values, if that turned out
to be necessary, without delaying the land ing 1 rev. Of course we have every
j_ntention _of rechecking the system for acceptable performance based on the
undecked AOT alignments but the procedure outlined above s hould pre c lude
finding it unacceptable at a time when it is difficult to do anything about
it .

We are not changing our criteria used to establish acceptable drift and
misalignment about the other two axes, y and z . As before the y limit was
chosen to provide a safe descent abort capability since pitch misalignment
does not significantly affect land ing-point accuracy as long as the land 
ing radar data comes in. The z-axis limit is still based on making sure
the system is not broken since we can stand ma s sive misalignments around
the braking thrust axis . (Note : IMU z is approximately along the 1M x-axis . )
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L'NITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

TO

See list -oelow

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT :

Can we cut 2 hours out of the Apollo rendezvous ?

DATE:

December 31, 1969

69-PA-T-152A

As you no doubt are aware, there is a movement afoot to shorten the
Apollo rendezvous by 2 hours . This would be done by eliminating the
CSI and CDH maneuvers and executing TPI about � hour after insertion.
The reason this is being considered is to reduce the crew' s workday
which currently is really pretty bad . Of course the thing we would
have to accept is a reduced capability to tolerate dispersed conditions .
In any ca se, at the urging of members from several of the upcoming
crews, Ed Lineberry and his people have been working on a new trajectory
and timeline . We would like to get together on January 14 to go over
this business and decide what to do next. I am sure it is too late to
consider a change of this magnitude for Apollo 13, but I don' t believe
it is too late for Apollo 14 unles s the new plan has some major drawbacks .
If you ' re interested, call me in a week or so for time and place .

\
Ho-ward W. Tindall, Jr .
Addressees :
AC/C . C . Kraft, Jr .
�/J. A . McDivitt
FA/S . A . Sjoberg
GB/T. P. Stafford
GB/D. R. Scott
GB/A . B. Shepard
GB/E. A. Cernan
GB/E. D . Mitchell
CF24/P. Kramer
CF24/M. c . Contella
CF34/T. W . Hollo-way
Ecr( /c. T. Hackler
FC/E . F . Kranz
FC/C. Charlesworth
FC/G. S . Lunney
FC4 /J. E . Hannigan
FC5/J. C. Bostick
FC5/P. C . Shaffer

FM/J. P. Mayer
M/J. c . McPherson
FM5/R. E . Ernull
FM6/E. c . Lineberry
FM6/R. Regelbrugge
FS5/J. c . Stokes
FS5/L. Dungan
NASA HQS . /X£/R. Sherrod
MIT/M. Johnston, IL
..
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TO'

70-PA-T-2A
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'ro :

TEXAS

77058

January

5,

1970

See list attached

FROM

FA /Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT

A small change in CSM :OOI confirmation procedures

We ran into a little snag on confirming the CSM DOI maneuver which ha s
forced us to change the mission technique a little bit and I think you
should know about it.
'!he CSM :OOI burn brings perigee to about 8-miles altitude and it only
takes an overspeed of 10 fps to cause an impact. Accordingly, we must
have absolute confidence tha t such an overspeed has not occurred. On
the other hand, we strongly desire to give the G&N every chance to do
its job - since it almost certainly will do it right. For this reason
we have retained the s imple crew technique for protecting against a mal
functioning G&N by manually shutting down the engine if the predicted
burn time is exceeded by 1 second, and we are not including the EMS in
the logic . If at the conclusion of the maneuver the EMS confirms that
the G&N did right, we should have confidence that everything is okay sinc e
that bas got to be more than just coinc-idence . Our only problem occurs
if both the G&N and EMS appear to be operating properly, but the EMS
indicates an overspeed. Then something must be done to determine which
of the two systems is correct . If the G&N proves to be correct, we should
press on with the mis s ion. If the EMS i s right, an emergency maneuver must
be executed within � hour to get out of there and, since the G&N must be
broken, the landing will probably have to be abandoned. Originally we
intended to solve this dilemma in the unlikely event it occurred by having
the crew note the time of earth rise . It was originally felt that this
observa tion would provide the crew an absolutely dependable , simple
onboard technique for making this critical decision. We have since found
that that is not so dependable and have chosen to use an alternate pro
cedure . Namely, we have been unable to find dependable onboard techniques
and have decided to depend on the MSFN tracking and MCC processing to
determine which of the sources is correct if the G&N and EMS disagree with
each ot!E r . This can be done dependably to inform the crew in time for
them to execute the bail-out maneuver. This procedure has been agreed to

2
over the phone by key flight controllers and the prime Apollo 13 crew, and
it will be used during the simula tions starting this week.
Work on earth
rise procedures is being terminated.

Howard W . Ti.nda 11., Jr .
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77058

·January 7, 1970

ME:MORANDUM TO :

See list attached

FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUBJECT

Important LM computer program change for Apollo 13 descent

There were some things about the terminal descent on th� last mission
that kind of spooked a lot of people . One of the things suggested as
a result of this wa s to add a capability to the 1M guidance and control
system which would a ssist the crew during the last 100 feet or so of the
descent . · Specifically, fix the PGNCS so that it will provide an auto
matic nulling of the horizontal velocity while the crew controls the
descent rate with the ROD switch . This memo is to inform you that we
are adding this capability to the system for the next flight - Apollo 13 and to describe briefly just what it i s we are doing.
A modification is being made to P66 which will eliminate P65 or, if you
like, replace it with a similar but superior capability. We are retaining
the current P66 mode of operation exactly but are adding the following
feature to it. If the crew switches from "AttHpde HQ.ld" to "Auto" the
PGNCS will null horizontal velocity to zero - both fore/aft and lateral.
It does thi s , of course , just as the crew would in the manual mod� by
controlling the spac ecraft .attitude . There is no restriction for switch
ing back and forth between "Attitude Hold" a nd "Auto" in P66 a s often as
the crew desires .
It i s anticipated that the crew would fly the descent to an altitude of
about 100 feet exactly a s has been done on both previous missions - that
is , they will exit P64 and go into P66 (Att . Hold ) a m manually control
rate of descent and attitude to place the spacecraft over the desired
touchdown point with small horizontal velocity remaining { say about 3 fps
and certainly not more than 10 fps ) . At this point they can switch to
Auto which would - cause the PGNCS to take over attitude control to get and
maintain the horizontal velocity a s near zero as it is able , leaving the
crew free to monitor their systems , watch out the windows , control the
rate of descent, etc . MIT also fixed the system so that the attitude

2
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errors are a lways di splayed on the FDAI "error" needles in P66 so the crew
will know what the PGNCS plans to do when they enable i t .
Since there is n o programmed cons tra int keeping the . crew from switch ing
to Auto when the horizontal velocities are quite large ,

spacecraft a tti

tude limits have been programmed to insure that the LM does not suddenly

pitch or yaw to an extreme attitude in an a ttempt to kill off these velo

�I

c ities ,

if the crew were to select Auto under those conditions .

limit is in era sable memory and is currently set at

i

-:

An a s socia ted feature we are

radar data a t about the same

200 .

· This

�
!k> d-- �
impllment fng i s the inhibiting of the landing
poin� in order to insure that spurious velo

c ity data does not cause undes irable a ttitude or translationa l transients .

Since there i s no apparent rea son P65 would ever be preferred to the new

Auto P66,

the PGNCS logic is being fixed so that if the

P64

target condi

tions are met prior to the crew taking over in P66, the automatic program
switching from

P64

will be to P66 Auto rather than P65 .

Thus , with this

cha nge and the one previously implemented so that the PGNCS i gnores the

throttle mode switch position, we have essentially eliminated both P65

and P67,

and have remaining two mod es of opera tion in P66.

Most experts

involved seem to feel that if we had been cla irvoyant the programs would

have been implemented this way in the first place .

{.

One fina l word , this program c ha nge wa s not seriously considered until
December

12

at which time a group of us got together here and pinned

down specific functional requirements which we then dis cussed over the

phone with MIT ' s Russ Larson a nd Allan Klumpp .

It wa s intere sting to

note that they had also thought about this and had arrived a t almost
exactly the same conclus ions .
At our request they set about implementing
this c hange in an orderly but expeditious way, re sulting in an offline

assembly delivered to M3C a t the break of dawn on De cember

23.

Gene Cernan

and Pete Conrad exercised it in the LMS that day and proclaimed it to

be

outstanding.
Jim Lovell ha s also played with it a t the cape and is said
to have expre s sed his plea sure and burning desire for i t .
MIT, in the
meant ime ,

has completed their detailed reverification of the program.

GAC ' s Clint Tillman ha s also exerc ised it on their sii!D.llator and John Norton
has reviewed the a c tual coding and I am told declared it to be a work of

art .

In other word s , although we are me s sing with absolutely the most

critical part of the most critical pha se of the miss ion, we a re confident
that the change has been made correctly and are relea s ing the tape to
Raytheon to make the new Module 5 rope to be delivered to KSC before CDDT.

4-..w � � ��

Although I ' m certain there are others ,

I

personally know tha t a large dose

of special credit should go to Allan Klumpp and Tbm Price for getting this
job done •o well and •o quickly!

Howard
PA :HWT: j s
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Tindall, Jr.
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Mission Planning and Analysis Division
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADM I N I STRATION

MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
HousTON, TEXAS

IN REPLY REFER TOo

noss

January 13, 1970

70-FM-T-4

MEMJRANDUM TO :

See list attached

FROM

FM/Deputy Chief

SUBJECT

AAP Rendezvous Mission Techniques

In order to help solidify requirements for the AAP CSM computer program
we are having a Mission Techniques type meeting on Tuesday, January 27
at 9 a . m. , in Room 3 78 of Building 4 . The speCific subject to be dis
cussed is the rendezvous phase of the AAP mission. The thing we are
particularly anxious to pin down is the type of maneuver sequence we
feel should be utilized, since that will define onboard programs required.
It will also probably help clarify other aspects of mission planning such
as crew procedures and onboard charts, trajectory and attitude profiles
and even some. hardware requirements such as the flashing beacon and VHF
specification. A ba sic a ssumption, which I believe ha s been accepted
without argument, i s that a completely onboard capability for performing
the rendezvous should be implemented since the ground support may be
marginal. In fact, as a spin-off from this meeting, just how well the
ground should be able to help with the rendezvous may become better
understood.
This is a working session .and attendance should be limited
d irectly concerned with this subject.

Howard W. Tindall, Jr .
PA : HWT : j s
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FROM

FM/Chairman, Apollo Spacecraft Software
Con:figuration Control Board

SUBJECT

AAP CSM Computer Progr.am Requirements meeting

I thought it might be fun to have an overall AAP CSM Computer Program
Requirements meeting so we 've scheduled one on Wednesday, January 28,
1970 at 9 a . m. in Room 966 of Building 2 . At this time we would like
to reach agreement upon a list of deletions which can be made to a
particular ma inline Apollo Colossus program established as the base
line. We would then like to identify all additions and /or modifica
tions required to support AAP. This definition should be in the form
of functional .requirements although it should be advantageous to carry
their definition to a fairly fine degree of detail when possible to
do so . We are also anxious to understand just what these programs are
going to be used for.

Based on the results of this meeting, the Flight Support Division of
FOD will generate the formal requirements documentation to be forwarded
to MIT for implementation and the program will be placed under con:fig
uration control as soon as possible - over two years before the flight!

PA :HWT : j s
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FROM

FA/Chief, Apollo Data Priority Coordination

SUilJECT

The Apollo rendezvous can be shortened by 2 hours

As you no doubt are aware , there is a movement afoot to shorten the
Apollo rendezvous by 2 hours . This would be done by eliminating the
CSI and CDH maneuvers and executing TPI about � hour after insertion.
I thought the reason this was being considered was to reduce the crew ' s
workday, which has been pretty long. Apparently it is also to permit
more EVA time on the lunar surface . In any ca se , a gang of us got
together January 14 to talk i t over. We were interested in hearing
about what work has gone on, what the fea sibility of doing this i s ,
and to decide where to go from there . This memo is to briefly describe
the technique (Ed Lineberry' s people are documenting this in detail
and if you are interested you should call him) and to let you know
that it does appear fea sible . I will also note what has to be done
now - the first thing being, to obta in MSC management approval to go
on with it.
Following is a brief description of what the technique i s :
a . Both the CSM and LM platform are aligned prior to LM lift-off .
They are not ordinarily realigned during the rendezvous .
b . The CSM orbital
insertion orbit will be
small change will cause
to that utilized in the

should be 6o n. mi. circular as before . The LM
10 x 48 n. mi . , instead of 10 x 45 n. mi . This
the post-TPr trajectory to be virtually identical
pa st.

c . Lift-off- will be timed to provide the proper relative position
the
LM to the CSM at the time of TPI execution which will occur
of
38 minutes after insertion. Thus , lift-off would be about � minutes
earlier than on previous mis sions .
d . It should be possible to obta in at least 25 marks by each
spa cecraft for their rendezvous navigation. Since we intend to always
use the time option of the TPI targeting program, it should be possible
to continue navigation significantly la ter than in the past. It can ' t
slip early on us .

�.
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e.
The TPI maneuver is s ignifica ntly different than before .
It is
about 85 fps and rather than a long the line -of-sight, it is almost
perpend icular to it

(i .e . ,

pitched down about

node

90°

later,

4 5° ) .

Als o ,

in order to

the TPr ma neuver will be made to force a

provide an in-plane braking,

tha t i s , at the s econd midcourse ma neuve r .

f.
We concluded that, s ince the LM TPr maneuver is RCS , the proba 
bili ty of an unexpected LM inability to execute the ma neuver is almost
zero .

Accordingly there s hould be no requirement for the CSM to prepare

to execute a mirror ima ge TPr maneuver .

Of course ,

if a LM fa ilure has

occurred which would preclude its performing TPr, the CSM would do i t .
I t wa s noted tha t, since a CSM TPI would result i n a very low orbit, i t
mu s t also

be

active for braking.

Although we probed all related area s , we could find very little adverse
impa ct by going to this pla n .

Certa inly we have not cha nged the descent

aborts and their assoc ia ted rendezvous tec hniques - t ha t i s , one and two
rev plan s ,

including the

before and , of course ,

CSI

a nd CDH would st ill be utilized exac tly a s

the crew a nd ground control must be trained a nd

This pla n e ssentially consists of elimina ting part
prepared to do them.
of that standard rendezvous and, therefore crew tra ining is unaffected .
One area that

FCSD

will proba bly look into i s the provi s ion of TPI c hart·:

for the crew to backup the

PGNCS

a nd AGS .

If these are required,

they

must be substantia lly different from the current ones .
The only other open a rea deals with changes to the RTCC .
Only two were
identified - the lift-off time computa tion and a program to determine
a trim maneuver after
insertion into orb i t .
The former s hould be

LM

extremely simple ,

if it is required at all .

The need for the latter

will depend to some extent on the sensitivity of the rendezvous to small
errors in a c tual LM lift-off time and other insertion di spersions .

Ed Lineberry ' s people will continue their work in pinning down this
sens itivity.

The three involved FOD divisi ons will then e stablish wha t

ever new RTCC requirements are really neede d .

This s hould be done within

a week or so .
One pseudo-mission rule we agreed on wa s that this rendezvous approa c h
s hould only be used in the nomina l case when all important systems and
That i s , if things like
tra j e c tory conditions are as they should be .
the rendezvous radar,

the tracking light,

used for rendezvous ·are known
problems ,

to

or any of the other sys tems

be broken,

or if we have targeting

such a s poor defini tion of the LM' s position,

orb i tal elements we would,

in rea l time ,

or of the CSM

switch from this quick rendezvous

Of course , this
to t he standard approa c h used on all previous flights .
switc hover must be made before lift-off since after tha t time we will
have crea ted a pha sing s ituation that pretty well commits us
with the s hortened plan.

to

go on

3

In summary, a simple approach to shortening the Apollo rendezvous by
2 hours was agreed upon by just about everyone interested in this
subject. The impact seems quite limited and, to me, well worth paying
for the rather attractive benefit. I would be surprised if we have
overlooked anything that would change this picture although, of course,
it is possible, I suppose . Accordingly, we will continue working on
this approach - cleaning up the loose ends noted above and will approach
our leaders to see if it should be incorporated into the Apollo 14 mission.
Essentially what we are offering is an increased capability which can be
used either to extend the lunar surface work or to just shorten a long,
tough day.

PA :HWT: js
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77058

February 12,

70-FA• T-13

MEMORANDUM TO:

See li st attached

FROM

FA/ Chairman; Apollo Spacecraf't Software
Configuration Control Board

SUBJECT

Sof'tware for the

AAP

1970

CSM spacecraf't computer

The time appeared right to try to find out exactly what the program
requirements are for- the CSM coinputer for AAP and we ·had meetings on
January 28 and 30 t·o ' do that �- As a result of these meetings , a number
of PCR ' s will be prepared and submitted to the Apollo Spacecraft Soft
ware Configuration Control Board _(SCB) meeting to be held early in
March.. At that t ime we wi ll approve or disapprove these changes and
the program will be e s s entially under configuration control.
One thing
that seems clear from our discussions is that program changes required
for AAP are very few in number and, except for the docked digital auto
pilot ' seem to be quite s'imple'. . This is no surpris e ;, of course ' but it
i s nic·e to confirm it .
·

Before getting into the detail of these meetings themselves , I would
like to state a couple of ground rules which we established associated
with the AAP computer program and how we intend to manage it .
First
of all, we selected the Apollo 14 colll!lland module program as our base
line s ince it is the latest , completely defined program we have right
now . · It is oUr intention tci approve automatically any PCR for AAP which
is approved for_ Apollo . ·In the cas'e' of' program changes for Apollo which
are not desirable for AAP we will i s sue an AAP PCR at the ·same time
. which deletes that particular capability.
By this paper�work device we
will maintain a complete ' list of PCR ' s defining the AAP program changes
required· for the current Apolio program to make it ready for AAP if we
were to break off a flight program from Apollo for AAP at' that. time .
In addition , · it will provide an up-to-date definition of the capabi lities
of the AAP CSM program we plan � o implement .
·

To get this li st off with a big bang, we went through the entire Apollo 14
program and identified all those programs , routine s , and extended verbs
which we felt should be deleted .
This list , which wi ll be covered offi
c ially by PCR ' s , accompanies thi s memo for your information .
The criteria
used' to decide j ust what should be dropped from the Apollo program for AAP

.�

... .
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If s omeone could not identi fy a firm requirement for a
was simple .
particular capability, it was automati cally deleted .
It should be
pointed out that by deletion we mean that the capab i lity will not be
available for use in flight .
We are not i n s isting that every word of
c ode assoc iated with that particular program needs to b e torn from the
a s s embly, but we are asking that all references to the s e capabi liti es·
b e eliminated from all AAP program documentation such as the GSOP ' s ,
Test Plan s , User ' s Guides , Flow Charts , and s o forth .
Of c ourse , the
thing we are trying to do i s to minimize the work of the program devel
opers .
Obviously under certain circumstan c e s it will be eas ier to leave
s ome of the s e capab i lities in the program , including testing them .
In
that case they should be retaine d . However , this will be by exception
only and will require approval of the SCB .
By far , the largest di scus s i on dealt with the rendezvous and how ·it should
be performed.
Basica lly the question was , should we use the standard
Apollo techniques involving a CSI and CDH maneuver or , as s ome people
s uggested , should we change to a more flexible s e quence ·of maneuvers used
on occas ion on Gemini , namely the NCC /NSR c ombination? The advantage of
the former is that it exi st s in the current program .
The advantage of
the latter is that it provides a great deal more capabi lity to maintain
a nominal terminal phase in the face of di spersion .
Its advocates
expressed concern , that dispersion cou ld be rather large on AAP due to
the limited tracking available for targeting the early phasing-type
maneuvers .
The eventual outcome o:f all this was that we decided to go
with the NCC /NSR sequence and this program will be changed accordingly.
It should be noted that this dec i s ion als o impacts the mis s i on planning ;
that i s , :future reference traj ectory documentati on will reflect this
decision .
In addition to agreeing to the change to NCC/NSR, which is
s aid to be rather trivial as far as the programming i s concerned , we
also agreed to add a new targeting program for computation of two earlier
phasing maneuvers .
There were only about 6 or 8 other program changes suggested specifically
:for AAP and they are all pretty s imple , like extending the VHF ranging
i nput
capab ility beyond 327 n . mi . and improving the SPS short burn
logic to support the small rendezvous maneuvers .
I might also point out
two rather substantial Apollo changes which AAP will automatically inherit .
They are the rendezvous improvements to s implify the crew ' s procedures and
the universal pointing program being added to P20 .
Special attenti on will
unique requirements
b e given this itaportant one to assure that there are no
:for AAP which have not been provided by thi s routine s ince it wi ll probably
b e used for attitude c ontrol of . the docked con fi guration .
·

We also ass igned some action items :
a . Make s ure there i s no special problem involved in aligning the
CSM IMU prior to launch from a Saturn I - B � rather than a Saturn V pad .
( Charley Parker, FCD ) .

3
b . Verify the interface from the CMC to the Saturn IU is identical
( Tom Lins , GCD)
to Saturn V to make sure our Pl� program is all right .
c.
Identify any c oarse alignment program requirement we might have
for aligning the command module IMU while docked to the Cluster, using
the Cluster as an attitude reference .
d . Prepare a complete PCR identifying the functional requirements
for the docked DAP.
This big j ob , of course , is the responsibility of
the GCD and Tom Lins will s ee that it gets done .
e . Jack Williams will get everyone concerned �ogether to scrub
the telemet� downlist, identifying spares and additions , i f any.
I think everyone at the meetings agreed that we are in pretty good
shape with respect to the definition of the AAP programs and should

have little troub le in preparing the program from the Apollo assemb�v
at the time we decide to do s o . Although that won ' t probably occur
for at least another year , it is expected that some off-line assemb lies
and documentation will be prepared by MIT as often as their effort on
Apollo mainline permits .

(
\

Enclosure
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DELETIONS FOR AAP

{

'·

DELETED PROGRAMS
Initiation of IU TB6

Pl5

P22
P24

..

Orbital Navigation

Rate-aided optics for landmark tracking

P32

Co-Elliptic Sequence Initiation ( CSI)

P33

Constant Delta Altitude ( CDH)

P37

Return-to-Earth ( RTE)

P38

Stable Orbit Rendezvous ( SOR)

P39

Stable Orbit Midcourse ( SOM)

P52

IMU

F65
p66

Realign ( Option 4 only)*

Everything used exclusive for V� 27, 000 fps can be deleted
from the Entry program such as Up Control and Ballistic

LM Co-Elliptic Sequence Initiation ( CSI )
LM Constant Delta Altitude ( CDH)

P72

P73
P74
P75
P76

Targeting

LM TPI

. LM

TIM Targeting

/l v

Target

Search

1M TPI

P77

LM SOR Targeting

P78

P79

LM

SOM Targeting_
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*General - Delete all lunar and cislunar capability such as numerical
integration and anything that requires use of the lunar ephemeris which
will not be provided.
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MEMORANDUM TO:

See list attached

FROM

FA/Chairman , Apollo Spacecraft Software
Configuration
Control Board
-

SUBJECT

"For whom doe s the bell toll?"
"Delta Guidance"
" Ob ! "

.

-

A couple of years ago, before any of the lunar flight s , GCD started
looking into improvements in the LM descent guidance and navigation
( G&N) computer programs to compensate for pos s ib le problems in rough
terrain , landing radar performance , descent targeting by the ground,
etc . Actually, they were quite successful ; they conceived the so
called delta guidance , prefilter, and terrain model package which sub
stantially increases the LPD capability at a very reasonable descent
propellant cost .
Since then we have performed two lunar landings ,
including the pin-point Apollo 12, which have pretty well e liminated
the original need which the modifications were to sati sfy.
But , delta guidanc e d'oes provide a chance to make a big Av saving in
the earlier braking phase of descent by compensating for the inab i lity
of the descent engine to throttle near the max-thrust setting .
So the
decision bad to be made - is the �V saving ( i . e . , 90 fps which i s
equivalent t o 300 'lbs payload to the moon ' s surface , or to 20 s econds
of hover time) valuable ::enough ·t-o -extensively revise tge LM G&N program
and to modulate the descent engine thr,ough �hJ" non-thl;'fltteab le zone up
. - - . -· ' � - ' . e. -·
.:
to 10 time s ?
An additional data point to be considered before making that decision is
the fact that about one-half of thae- : �v -s-aV:fiig s can ::ce'' obtained in other
ways .
One way i s to change the targeting, which has no effect on the
on-board guidance or procedures at' affi ' liut 1s not s o ' c·ons ervative about
protecting against simultaneous DES:. .v�:t_l,v,e fa�lures and_. a low performing
DPS engine . A second approach is .. to qe.velop a procedl,ll"e for throttling
the DPS engine down · only once· duri·ng t'he braking phase� for a peri od to
b e determined at the start of descent :b as ed·.- on either' on-board or ground-,
:
computed estimates of actual _DP.? P�ff �ance .

---. ,....._

__,

·.

The decision is - do not implemerrt ;delta. guidance ( tearing up the LGC
program i s not worth the 40 or 5Q . fps : extra that it would provide ) ; do
implement one or a combination of both of the alternates noted above .
-
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Some small program and display changes may be

implemented to provide an

on-board capabi lity - either auto or manual - to throttle the

DPS .

Incidentally, there is one survivor from this delta guidance program
change "package " .

There appears to be unanimous agreement that we should

add the terrain model of the specific landing s ite we 're going to in
place of the present "bi lliard ball" moon .

This will eliminate s ome

obj ectionable pitch excurs ions and will make the LPD work better .

Howard

W.

Tindall, Jr .

FA : HWT : j s
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